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Abstract
Up to 10% of patients following Total Hip Replacement (THR) are symptomatic for a Leg Length
Inequality (LLI), commonly being up to 20mm longer on the operated side. With 100,000 patients
undergoing THR in 2015, 8.7% of all errors in the NHS being attributed to an LLI and malpractice
claims being frequent, understanding why certain patients are symptomatic whilst others remain
asymptomatic is of great importance.
Anthropometric and demographic measurements together with gait analysis results were com-
pared between a group of 26 symptomatic LLI patients following THR, 14 asymptomatic THR
patients and 38 healthy individuals using Plug-in-Gait. Statistically significant results were found
for height, with LLI patients generally being 6% shorter than their THR counterparts. Gait analy-
sis results using Visual3D and AnyBody found LLI patients demonstrated reductions in peak joint
forces, ground reaction forces, moments and knee flexion relative to the THR and healthy group.
This was linked to LLI patients walking 20% and 59% slower than their THR and healthy coun-
terparts respectively. Wear analysis found that LLI patients had 9% greater sliding distances than
THR patients per stride together with more unidirectional motion paths.
A thorough critique of Plug-in-Gait found the clinical results were generally reliable. Further
sensitivity analyses however highlighted the weaknesses of the model if used improperly, with a
45mm error in lateral thigh marker positioning leading to a 10% change in hip flexion angle. The
choice of hip joint centre regression equation, errors in joint width measurement and the use of
CAST over PiG were also found to have a profound effect on kinematic results.
It was concluded that LLI patients were symptomatic due to a combination of a greater LLI
magnitude to height ratio, leading to greater pelvic obliquity in smaller individuals, and weakened
muscles/soft tissues at the hip causing an asymmetric gait.
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11 Introduction
Total Hip Replacement (THR) has emerged as one of the most successful operative procedures with
over 100,000 patients in the UK having their hips replaced in 2015 [1]. It has been stated that
after a period of a year, the hip becomes the ”forgotten joint” with many patients not noticing
any differences from a natural hip [2]. The femoral offset is a key controlled variable during THR
defined as the perpendicular distance between the centre of the hip and the line passing through the
long axis of the stem. Figure 1 illustrates this definition. Historically postoperative hip instability
and dislocation was a considerable issue, however, implant design variations have provided surgeons
with more options for femoral offset to allow adjustment of soft tissue tension to reduce ligament
laxity. Whilst patient satisfaction is now high with 90% of patients satisfied post-surgery[3], a large
proportion of patients may still end up with a LLI (Leg Length Inequality).
Figure 1: Three different hip prosthesis femoral offsets. A femoral offset is defined as the perpen-
dicular distance between the centre of hip rotation and the line passing through the long axes of
the femoral stem.
[4]
An anatomic LLI following THR is dependent on the selection of femoral offset, with an increase
in leg length on the operated side being more common. This results from the surgeon attempting to
compromise between patient satisfaction levels and implant stability. A longer leg through the use
of a larger femoral offset increases the soft tissue tension at the joint and hence increases stability.
A longer leg however leads to an LLI, with discrepancies as little as 6mm known to cause clinical
symptoms [5]. Approximately 10% of patients following THR are symptomatic for an anatomic LLI
[6].
2There does not exist a consensus in the literature for a minimum threshold in discrepancy
that cannot be tolerated, although discrepancies of less than 10mm are generally thought of as
acceptable [7]. A significant increase in leg length can lead to the development of nerve palsy,
limp, osteoarthritis in the shorter limb, spinal deficiencies, implant instability and the need for
revision surgery [8–10]. Pain is also common in both the operated and non-operated sided hip, knee
and ankle [11]. This has led LLI to become one of the leading causes of litigation following THR
[8, 9, 12] with patients unhappy in wearing a shoe lift despite research showing its benefits in terms
of maintaining a regular posture, increasing mobility and providing substantial pain relief [13–15].
Liability issues exist due to the absence of a standard which determines what an acceptable LLI is
[16], with frequent malpractice claims occurring [17, 18] and LLI representing 8.7% of all medical
errors in the NHS [19]. Due to the difficulty in ascertaining the number of cases where the condition
leads to clinical symptoms and the lack of a systematic data collection process, the causes and
effects of this condition have yet to be thoroughly analysed from an engineering perspective despite
there being a clear need.
The purpose of this research was to meet this need and can be defined using the study aim:
Aim - To understand why certain patients following a Total Hip Replacement are
symptomatic for a Leg Length Inequality whilst others remain asymptomatic.
A symptomatic LLI patient was defined as a individual who post-THR perceived a change in leg
length which they were troubled to such an extent that they required revision surgery. These patients
did not have a difference in leg length pre-operatively which caused clinical symptoms.This thesis
addressed the aim through a series of experimental measures and study objectives. These included
examining whether there was a particular anthropometric (femoral offset, leg length magnitude)
or demographic (age, height, BMI) variable which increased the risk of being symptomatic for
a LLI. Another objective examined how symptomatic LLI patients, who have symptoms of leg
lengthening post-THR severe enough to require clinical referral, differ to asymptomatic THR and
Normal patients in terms of the gait. A series of sensitivity analyses were also undertaken and
attempted to answer whether the use of the PiG (Plug-in-Gait) measuring system was accurate
enough to measure gait in THR patients. The final objectives was to study the effects of being
symptomatic for an LLI on durability of the hip implant through predicting wear and lubrication
levels. Both individually and collectively, these studies would enable a greater understanding of the
3typical characteristics of a symptomatic LLI patient and aid in identifying patients most at risk
both preoperatively and postoperatively. The study objectives are:
Objective 1 - Understand whether differences exist in both anthropometric measure-
ments and demographics between Symptomatic LLI and asymptomatic Happy THR
patients
Objective 2 Examine whether LLI patients show a characteristic gait pattern in
their kinematic, kinetic and temporal-spatial results together with comparing them to
asymptomatic Happy THR and Normal patients
Objective 3 - Compute how error using the PiG model may have effected the vari-
ability seen in the clinical gait analysis results
Objective 4 - Analyse how differences in kinematics, kinetics and temporal-spatial
parameters effect the Symptomatic LLI, Happy THR and Normal groups in terms of
predicted wear rates and lubrication thickness
In answering the study aim through each of the objectives, this thesis can be broadly split into
3 sections which comprise of 13 chapters. The 1st section comprises of a single chapter review of
the literature relevant to this research and a generic methods section. The 2nd section covers 8
chapters and deals with both the specific methods and experimental results of each of the studies
undertaken. Following this, the 3rd section comprises of 2 chapters of which the first is an overall
discussion of the results and their clinical interpretations. This is followed by a conclusion which




The hip is the region of the body where the pelvis and thigh meet to form a ball and socket joint
called the hip joint. The ball is called the femoral head and is located at the top of the thigh,
while the socket is called the acetabulum and is located on the pelvis. Both the femoral head and
acetabulum are covered in articular cartilage which provides greater stability through its smooth
low friction surface [20]. A ring of fibrous cartilage surrounds the acetabulum called the labrum
which serves to increase depth and provide greater stability [21].
The hip joint is used in everyday activities such as walking, running, climbing stairs and jumping
through being able to withstand forces up to 7-8 times that of bodyweight [22]. It is also one of the
most flexible joints providing rotation in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes. In the sagittal
plane the hip can flex normally up to 120 ◦ and extend to around 20 ◦, move 45 ◦ in abduction
and adduction together with internal-external rotation totalling 90 ◦ [23]. This is enabled by the
orientation of the femur and the elongated femoral neck which connects the head and shaft at an
angle of 125 ◦ [23]. The structure of the hip joint can be seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Hip Joint Anatomy
[24]
The primary role of the hip joint is to provide stability during static and dynamic tasks. The
deep structure of the acetabulum encompasses the whole of the femoral head making it less likely
that a dislocation will occur. It also has a role in distributing forces around the joint [25]. The hip
5capsule provides extra stability through its thick structure [26] which on the outside is attached to
a number of ligaments. These ligaments aid in the stabilisation of the hip through connecting bones
to each other and minimising movement [27].
2.1.2 Muscles at the Hip
A total of 22 muscles at the hip joint provide stability, mobility and strength and can be grouped
according to their functions and locations. These include the anterior femoral muscles on the
front of the thigh, the posterior femoral muscles at the back of the thigh and the medial femoral
muscles which are located to the side [28]. The muscles on the anterior portion of the thigh are
the Quadriceps Femoris, which is in itself consists of distinct muscular regions, and the Sartorius.
Collectively the Quadricep Femoris flexes the knee with the subset region of the Rectus Femoris
muscle additionally providing hip flexion. The Hamstrings, which are the posterior muscles, are
biarticular in their action through working both at the hip and the knee. For instance, the Bicep
Femoris muscle at the Hamstrings contributes to hip flexion and external rotation and likewise with
the knee [28]. The medial thigh muscles work to adduct the hip. Figure 3 shows the anatomy of
the hip with the location of the abductors (Gluteus Medius and Gluteus Maximus) shown.
Figure 3: The hip abductors from the posterior and lateral views
[29]
Muscles are often attached to bone over a significant area, however for simplicity a single geo-
metric path called the line of action which is normally the centroid of the area is assumed [30]. The
more proximal attachment point of the muscle is referred to as the origin site and the more distal
as the insertion.
6Moments are the tendency of a force to rotate a body around its axis. Muscles produce moments
of forces across the hip joint during a variety of tasks and can be calculated using Equation 1 where
M is moment, F is force and D is the moment arm (perpendicular distance from the line of action
of the muscle to the hip joint). The moment arms of muscles change as a consequence of joint angle
changes and are assumed to be the shortest path between the muscle and the joint. A schematic of
how a moment arm is derived in shown in Figure 4. The moments which can be generated by the
muscles at the hip can be seen in Table 1.
M = F×D (1)
Figure 4: The derivation of a muscle moment arm
Out of the 22 muscles acting at the hip joint, six work to rotate the femur of the hip and are all
relatively small in size leading them to have a smaller contribution in terms of moments and forces
when compared to more larger muscles [31]. The magnitude of a force on the femoral head can be
calculated as the ratio between the body weight moment arm (distance between the femur and the
centre of gravity) and the abductor muscle moment arm, known commonly as the lever arm ratio
[32]. When walking, the lever arm ratio is around 2.5 [25].
7Table 1: Hip muscles and the moments they can generate
Muscle
Flexion Extension Abduction Adduction Int-Rotation Ext-Rotation

















Pectineous X X X
Adductor Brevis X X X




Gracilis X X X











Gait is the locomotion performed in order to move the lower limbs forward while its quantitative
description is referred to as gait analysis. The gait cycle is defined as the sequence of events where a
set of regular repeating set of locomotive phases are completed. This is most often defined to occur
between the initial contact on the ground of one foot, referred to as heel strike, to the next initial
contact of the same foot. This would be defined as one gait cycle [33]. Kinetics and kinematics are
all based upon the gait cycle. Temporal-spatial parameters, defined as metric calculations based
upon time and space, are also measured during the gait cycle. Temporal parameters include cycle
time and swing phase time whilst spatial parameters include stride length. Gait is important in
understanding the manner of walking in a healthy person and in detecting pathological conditions
of the lower limb [34]. The gait cycle is split into two phases; the stance phase and the swing phase,
with their ratios split approximately 60:40 for healthy individuals.
The stance phase refers to the period of time when the foot is in contact with the ground and
8is where the lower regions of the leg support the weight of the body through distributing the load
to supporting structures, thus allowing the advancement of the opposite limb [35]. Traditionally
the stance phase has been further broken up into 5 smaller stages; initial contact, loading response,
mid-stance, terminal stance and pre-swing. The instant of initial contact is the weight acceptance
period of the stance leg and accounts for the first 10% of the gait cycle [35]. Subsequently, the limb
goes into loading response and mid-stance which together make up around 40% of the gait cycle
and are where the stance leg supports the entire weight of the body whilst the opposite leg is in
swing phase. The next 10% of the stance phase is made up of the terminal stance and pre-swing
phases where the stance leg is unloading the body weight onto the opposite limb and is preparing
to enter swing phase [36].
The swing phase occurs when the foot is not in contact with ground and hence not weight
bearing. Like the stance phase, the swing phase is also subdivided into smaller gait instances
;initial swing, mid-swing and terminal swing. Initial swing is defined as the instant when the foot is
lifted from the floor and is where knee flexion and ankle dorsiflexion occur to accelerate the forward
motion of the limb [33]. This phase lasts for approximately 1/3 of the swing phase [36]. During
midswing, the swing leg appears adjacent to the opposite stance leg which is in mid-stance. The
swing phase completes when the leg decelerates at terminal swing in preparation for initial contact.
The whole gait cycle is approximated to last for 1 second in healthy individuals and can be seen in
Figure 5.
Figure 5: The gait cycle
[37]
2.1.4 Measuring Gait
With the rapid development of computer technology in the last century, it has now become possible
to capture 3D motion images to obtain quantitative rather than qualitative data regarding joint
9kinematics, kinetics and temporal-spatial parameters [38]. Today marker based motion capture
systems are widely used in gait analysis laboratories despite their disadvantages in preparation time
and potential to produce artefacts [39, 40]. These systems require a number of small reflective
sphere shaped markers to be attached to several key points such as the pelvis, legs and feet which
are captured by infrared cameras placed strategically around the room [41]. Markers are placed
following a set laboratory protocol such as Vicon’s PiG model [42, 43] with the order of marking
commonly being pelvis, thigh, knees, shank and foot. Alternatively, a combination of markers and
clusters can be used where the latter consists of 3 or more skin markers attached to a shell. Skin
markers are usually attached via double sided tape to anatomical positions on the body whilst
clusters are fastened into position using a strap. Both types of marker set can be seen in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Two different marker sets. A marker set based on a combination of individual markers
and clusters (left) and a marker set consisting of only individual markers (right)
[44]
Subsequently, the infrared cameras are calibrated and focus onto the force plate/s at the centre
of the gait laboratory which the subject will be required to step on during analysis. These plates
have a transducer at each corner which can capture the magnitude of the forces placed onto it [45]. A
motion capture system converts the data into a video feed which can be exported for biomechanical
analysis at a later stage. The system uses a series of cameras to follow the position of the reflective
spheres which are attached to the lower extremities of the body. Figure 7 demonstrates a typical
laboratory setup.
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Figure 7: A typical laboratory setup with the PiG marker set
[46]
Some of the biggest sources of error in modern gait analysis are in regards to anthropometry
and compensating for soft tissue movement [47, 48]. During gait the markers which are attached
to the skin do not move with the underlying bone that they are attempting to represent [49]. This
error term is labelled as STA (Sot Tissue Artefact) and occurs due to skin movement and muscle
contraction. There are numerical models that have tried mapping out marker movement in relation
to skin; however as of yet there is no gold standard method due to the disparity between results
[47].
Subject specific factors can also confound results. During gait analysis, subjects are required
to wear suitable clothing which are tight fitting. Most of the lower limbs must be exposed in order
for the markers to be placed accurately [47]. The wearing of loose garments may cause some of
the markers to move positions and mask the true motion of the segments. At other times, some
markers on the subjects body can be restricted from view and not processed whilst reflection of
light by markers may cause false readings [50].
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Other errors produced in the results can be down to the equipment used; these errors however
have been shown by Leardini et al. [51] to be smaller than that caused by STA. This includes
capturing accurate times for foot contact for slower walking patients, such as those following THR
[52]. The camera systems used are prone to the production of residual values which can negatively
effect the results. This is especially true for cameras which are located furthest away from the
subjects. Each camera has a fixed number of pixels and must compromise between the optimum
field of view and pixel resolution size [50]. The subject is therefore asked to complete a number of
trials in order to gain as much data as possible in order to increase accuracy. A down side to this
is that it can lead to fatigue which may cause the patient to alter the gait pattern [50].
Errors are also present with the use of the force platform, which are used to measure GRFs
(Ground Reaction Forces). As the force platform is often fixed in the laboratory, the subject may
have to adjust their motion in order to target a clean strike of the force plate with a particular
foot [53]. Wearing et al. [54] found little effect on temporal-spatial parameters. The phase of
data processing using the optical system can also produce errors through some markers being
unintentionally excluded from the data, having markers which are overlapping or others that are
partially included. To compensate for this, interpolation of the data points occurs which may
not simulate the laboratory conditions. Other sources of error include motion marker noise, body
segment inertial parameters and force plate measurement noise [55].
Temporal-spatial data obtained via gait analysis are very sensitive to walking speed which con-
sequently makes comparisons between studies difficult [56]. Differences are often due to factors such
as height, cadence and step length [57]. There are studies which have however overcome the walking
speed problem by making patients walk on a treadmill which has been pre-defined at a set speed
[58]. These results may on the other hand alter the regular gait pattern and thus make results
unreliable. Some of the differences observed during gait analysis can be down to gender [59] and
age [60].
2.1.5 Gait Kinematics
Gait kinematics is the study of velocities, positions, angles and accelerations of joints and body
segments when dynamic. Kinematics provide a description of motion with the absence of the forces
involved. Common outputs include temporal, linear and angular measurement data [61]. The study
of angular segment displacements, also known as joint angles, are commonly used in biomechanics.
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Measurement of segment displacements in gait rely on two reference systems; the global reference
system which is fixed in space and the local reference system which is located on the proximal end
of a segment. Joint angles are relative angles and are calculated from absolute angles which are
the orientations of segments in space using Equations 2, 3 and 4 for 2D motion. Calculation of 3D
angles involves the use of other techniques such as inverse kinematics.
θhip = θtrunk + (180− θthigh) (2)
θknee = θshank + (180− θthigh) (3)
θankle = θshank + (180− θfoot) (4)
During gait, 3D kinematics can be used to describe the motions of the pelvis, hip, knee and
ankle in three planes of motion; the sagittal, frontal and transverse. The sagittal plane is vertical
and passes through the middle of the body splitting it into left and right halves. The frontal plane is
such that it passes through and divides the body into front and back sections whilst the transverse
divides the body into inferior superior parts.
Anterior motion in the sagittal plane for the hip and the knee is called flexion whilst posterior
motion is called extension. Sagittal plane motion for the pelvis can be described as either forwards
or backwards (anterior-posterior) tilt. At the ankle, dorsiflexion refers to the curling of the toes
towards the shank whilst plantarflexion refers to the curling of the toes away from the shank. Frontal
plane motion towards the body is referred to as adduction whilst movement away is abduction for
the hip and knee.
Frontal plane motion at the pelvis is called obliquity, with superior (upwards) obliquity referring
to the upwards tilting of one side of the pelvis whilst the other side of the pelvis goes into inferior
(downwards) obliquity. At the ankle, the tilting of the foot towards the mid-line of the body is
referred to as inversion whilst that away from the body is called eversion. Motion in the transverse
plane is referred to as rotation, with rotation towards the mid-line of the body being internal rotation
and that away from the mid-line being external rotation. All three planes of motion can be seen in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8: The three planes of motion
[62]
There are many variables which have been studied in the analysis of normal human gait including
age, gender, weight, laboratory setup, injury, footwear and gait velocity [63]. Their interlinking
nature however makes analysis of how each of these variables individually effects gait difficult to
interpret. There however have been a considerable number of investigations which have attempted
to understand how these variables can affect gait kinematics.
Younger patients generally show less variability in pelvic motions when compared to older pa-
tients [64]. Studies have determined that elderly individuals walk with a smaller amount of hip
[65–67] and knee extension [68, 69] together with reduced ankle plantarflexion [67, 70] during the
stance phase. The amount of anterior pelvic tilt has also been shown to increase with age when
walking [65, 71]. Its coupling with a reduction in peak hip extension has been associated with hip
flexion contractures [65] and a reduction in abductor muscle strength [71]. Knee flexion has been
reported to decrease together with ankle plantarflexion during the swing phase in older individuals
[72] which may be linked to decreased foot clearance levels. Ankle dorsiflexion has however been
shown to be greater in older individuals during the swing phase [71].
In general, elderly peoples have a smaller gait velocity compared to younger individuals which
may be the underlying cause for kinematic differences in joint angles. Graf et al. [67] however
demonstrated that elderly patients maintained the loss of hip extension and ankle plantarflexion
during gait independent of velocity. Lelas et al. [73] found that sagittal plane kinematics shared
a weak relationship to gait velocity. However, Crownshield et al. [74] found that the RoM (Range
of Motion) in the sagittal plane of the hip shared a linear relationship to velocity. Differences in
kinematics may however also be linked to lifestyle choices with Graf et al. demonstrating that less
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active elderly individuals show less hip extension, greater hip flexion in swing phase, greater pelvic
rotation and reduced ankle dorsiflexion in stance phase compared to more active elderly individuals.
Authors in the analysis of obese or overweight individuals during gait have been inconsistent in
their conclusions. There have been studies which observed no changes in kinematics [75], a change
only in frontal plane kinematics [76], a decrease [77] or no change in knee flexion during stance [78],
or many changes such as decreases in hip flexion together with an increase in ankle plantarflexion
[77]. Changes in hip motion in the frontal plane have been observed as either being an increase in hip
abduction [79, 80] or adduction [76] which is accompanied by an increase in the RoM. Likewise, Lai
et al. [76] determined that obese patients show more knee adduction during stance whilst Mcmillan
et al. [81] observed greater knee abduction. It must be noted however that gait velocity was not
controlled in many of the studies which may have contributed to the conflicting results.
Gender differences exist when walking. The most in depth study was that of Cho et al. [82]
who analysed and compared the kinematics of 98 adults. They showed that females demonstrate
a greater pelvic anterior tilt during gait than their male counterparts. At the hip they observed
greater hip flexion, adduction and more internal rotation for females. The results for adduction
and internal rotation have been corroborated by Chumanov et al. [83] whilst Kerrigan et al. [84]
observed greater peak hip flexion angles for females before initial contact. The greater hip flexion
in females could be a result of a greater stride length in relation to height. Cho et al., Chumanov
et al. and Kerrigan et al. [82–84] all agree that males show less knee flexion during stance phase
of the gait cycle. Kerrigan et al. in addition observed smaller ankle plantarflexion angle values
for males when compared to females during pre-swing. These differences are carried through the
ageing process which suggests anatomy being the underlying cause in terms of factors such as muscle
strength and activation [85].
2.1.6 Gait Kinetics
In engineering and classical mechanics, kinetics is the term used to describe the relationship between
motions of a segment to forces and torques. In the analysis of the kinetics of gait, forces and torques
are measured in terms of JRFs (Joint Reaction Forces), GRFs, joint moments and muscle moments.
A GRF is an opposite and equal force produced by the ground in response to the force produced
by the placement of the foot on the ground [86] which complies with Newton’s 3rd law of motion.
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For instance, the GRF for a person standing still would be equal to bodyweight [87]. GRFs are
measured using either a force plate or a securely mounted dynamometer. These forces have an
inferior-superior, anterior-posterior and medial-lateral component and pass through the foot to
produce movement in every lower extremity joint [88].
Kirtley [33] stated that GRFs are in reality an average of all forces or pressures under the foot
with the distribution of these pressures being unevenly distributed, with the majority being at the
metartarsophalangeal joints . This however contradicts the notion put forward by Watkins [89] who
stated that the GRF is distributed evenly across the foot. Figure 9 demonstrates the typical GRF
curves produced by a healthy person when walking.
Figure 9: GRFs in the vertical, medial-lateral and anterior-posterior directions
[90]
When walking, the medial-lateral component of GRF is very small and causes little side-to-
side movement of the body [89]. The vertical component has the greatest magnitude and has a
characteristic double peak shape during single limb support of the stance phase. Anterior-posterior
components of GRF similarly show two peaks which coincide with those of the vertical. All of the
components of the GRF are characterised by single or multiple spikes of force during heel strike
which represent the impact of the heel on the ground [89]. The effect of the force is assumed to
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occur through a single theoretical point called the centre of pressure [89] which in normal standing
is approximately 5cm anterior of the ankle joint [33].
GRFs of healthy individuals during gait have been studied from a variety of perspectives. These
include comparisons between healthy individuals and professional sports players [91], genders [92,
93], opposing limbs [94, 95], varying gait velocities [75, 93, 96–98], BMI (Body Mass Index) levels
[75, 76] and muscle strength [99]. Jansen et al. [92] found a small statistically significant difference
which was not clinically relevant between genders whilst and Chiu & Wang [93] demonstrated that
females produce greater VGRFs (Vertical Ground Reaction Forces) than males during the stance
phase. The results of Jansen et al. may however be a better comparison between the genders as they
allowed individuals to walk at a self-selected speed whilst Chiu & Wang made females walk faster
to match the speed of males and hence did not take into account the differences in natural velocity
between the genders. Vanzant et al. [94] found no statistically significant differences between the
dominant and non-dominant foot in terms of GRFs. Likewise, Burnett el al [95] found the dominant
and non-dominant limbs to have a symmetry index value of 1 implying that no difference exists in
terms of GRF’s.
A greater walking velocity causes an increase in VGRF during mid-stance and resultant force
during loading response (occurs at approximately the 20% stage of the gait cycle) [93]. This increase
is thought to be linear [97] and is linked to Newton’s 2nd Law as seen in Equation 5:
Force = Mass×Acceleration (5)
Browning & Kram [75] observed that GRFs during gait increased proportionally with body-
weight in their analysis of obese individuals. They also demonstrated that with an increase in
walking speed, obese patients produced VGRFs which were up to 60% greater than normal indi-
viduals. Similarly, peak anterior-posterior and medial-lateral GRFs were on average 63% and 85%
greater respectively for obese individuals when compared to normal individuals. La Roche et al.
[99] have shown that diminishing energy levels when subjects get older are correlated to smaller
VGRFs.
JRFs are produced in response to external forces acting at the joint. At the hip, these forces oc-
cur between the femoral head and the acetabulum. These forces can be calculated computationally
using inverse dynamics techniques or experimentally using transducers placed inside implants. As
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the latter is not possible when studying normal healthy individuals, most investigations use com-
putational means in calculating JRFs. A thorough study of hip JRFs during gait was carried out
by Paul [100] using GRF and muscle moment data via a nine-point double differentiation formula
based upon a least square fit regression model [23]. Paul reported hip JRFs in the region of 2.3-5.8
times body weight during gait, which can be seen in Figure 10 .
Figure 10: Hip joint forces during gait with S-I (Superior-Inferior), A-P (Anterior-Posterior), M-L
(Medial-Lateral) and Resultant forces represented - Paul (1967)
Sanford et al. [101] used AnyBody (AnyBody Technology, Aalborg) to calculate JRFs for
healthy, overweight and obese patients. They found that an approximate linear relationship existed
between hip JRF and body mass. Stansfield & Nicol [102] used a user built muscle model consisting
of 47 muscles and found that normal patients had greater hip JRFs than their THR counterparts.
Meanwhile, Crownshield et al. [74] computed JRFs using the minimisation of maximum muscle
stress criterion using a 30 muscle model. They found that the magnitude of JRF in a group of
normal patients was correlated to gait velocity. Much of the literature focuses on pathological gait
or the sensitivity of computational models to variables such as kinematics, joint centre position and
muscle properties. There is very little in the analysis of normal healthy human gait.
A moment describes the rotary actions of a force whilst a joint moment describes the rotary
action of a joint [103]. Moments are produced internally during gait to counteract the external
forces that would otherwise cause the body to collapse. The calculation of moments at a joint are a
product of the inertial properties of the segment and the angular acceleration as seen in Equation 6
where M represents joint moment, I the inertial properties and α the angular acceleration. Moments
can be calculated using kinematic and GRF data. Muscles produce moments of force across joints
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during the gait cycle and inverse dynamics can be used to determine whether these muscles are
either in the extensor or flexor groups and the magnitude of the rotational force produced.
∑
Mz = Iα (6)
Moments have had their relationship with demographic and anthropometric measurements stud-
ied. Typically joint moment changes have been linked to variations in joint kinematics [104]. Lelas
et al. [73] found that moments at the knee during certain phases of the gait cycle shared a linear
relationship to gait velocity. Likewise, Goldberg et al. [105] and Alcock et al. [72] found that peak
joint moments increased with increasing levels of gait velocity. Similar results were found by Win-
ter et al. [106] and Crownshield et al. [74]. Goldberg et al. [105] also found a stronger quadratic
link between peak knee extension and gait velocity, with peak hip and knee flexion moments being
less sensitive. Lathrop et al. [107] demonstrated that there was no significant association between
walking speed and the magnitude of asymmetry between limbs. These studies indicate that many
of the changes in gait including walking slower caused by pathology may have a significant effect
on the moments generated at joints.
Gender has also been analysed with conflicting results. Lathrop et al. [107] found that there
existed no differences in joint moment symmetry levels between genders. Boyer et al. [64] found
no significant differences existed at the knee in terms of sagittal and frontal plane moments but did
however find that females had greater hip extension, adduction and internal rotation joint moments
whilst men had greater hip abduction joint moments. These results are of particular interest when
analysing THR patients, where more and more younger active males are undergoing surgery together
with the traditional older patient. The differences in gender are also important when studying LLI
patients, where females are considered more likely to be symptomatic [7].
The study by Seung-Uk et al. [80] was able to conclude that no significant differences existed
between normal and obese individuals in terms of sagittal plane joint moments whereas Browning et
al. [75] discovered that obese individuals produce greater knee adduction moment which increased
with walking speed. Similarly, Harding et al. [108] showed obesity levels had an effect on knee
adduction, flexion and rotation moments during gait. Devita et al. [78] found that there were no
differences in terms of knee moments when comparing obese individuals to healthy controls when
speed was controlled. Browning et al. [75] found that hip moments did not change significantly
with varying levels of velocity.
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The results of McMillan et al. [81] found that knee flexion moments were significantly lower in
obese patients during initial heel strike and late stance phase, whilst subjects who were obese also
had significantly lower hip extension moments at heel strike together with significantly higher hip
flexion moments during late stance. McMillan et al. also found that obese individuals exhibited
significantly lower hip and knee abduction moments relative to controls, which conflicts with the
results of Browning et al. [75]. These results do not show a definitive link between body mass
and joint moments and thus do not provide any information on whether THR patients, who are
commonly overweight, will have their body mass directly effect the magnitude of joint moments.
Other studies which have analysed joint moments have found that variability in knee and hip
moments decreased with cadence [106] and peak knee extension and rotational moments were cor-
related to stride length [109]. Comparing symmetry between limbs in terms of moments has shown
either high symmetry exists across all joints [110, 111] or that there is knee adduction moment
asymmetry [112]. Schache et al. [113, 114] found that the joint moment was highly susceptible
to the reference frame used in its measurement (distal, proximal, laboratory). with the differences
particularly prevalent in the transverse plane and pathological gait. Alcock et al. [72] found older
patients to have a reduced amount of ankle plantarflexion whilst Crownshield et al. [74] found a
negative correlation between peak moment and age. The literature demonstrates high variability
between normal patients and hence the greater potential for errors in moment calculation. It would
be expected that due to greater non-uniformity seen in THR patients, there is greater potential for
error in their results. All kinetic results thus must be closely evaluated before conclusions can be
drawn.
2.1.7 Temporal-Spatial Parameters
Alcock et al. [72] showed that changes in velocity were the principal cause in temporal-spatial
parameter variations between groups and individuals. Investigations which have ignored age when
analysing the velocity of individuals have observed that men walk at a velocity between 1.18 - 1.51
m/s [115–117] whilst women walk at around 1.10 - 1.12 m/s [117, 118]. Hollman et al. [115] however
were able to show that when gait speed was normalised for height, differences between genders
in terms of gait velocity disappeared. Their conclusions indicated that velocity was a function
of height and leg length whereas gender was a confounding variable due to the disproportionate
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anthropometric measurements between men and women. A more recent study by Bruening et al.
[119] however demonstrated that on average women walked slightly faster than men despite being
14cm shorter. The differences may have been due to the recruitment of physically stronger female
military personal. Boyer et al. [64] observed no link between velocity and gender.
In terms of age, older people have generally been shown to walk slower than younger people
[60, 68, 109, 115, 120–122]. Women over the age of 60 have demonstrated velocities between 0.89
m/s - 1.28 m/s [64, 72, 117, 121, 123] whilst younger women shown less variation with velocities
between 1.11 m/s - 1.39 m/s [82, 84, 119, 121, 124–126]. Likewise, men over 60 demonstrate a
smaller velocity between 1.16 m/s - 1.36 m/s [64, 68, 84, 115, 117, 121–123]. Younger men show a
range between 1.19 m/s - 1.45 m/s [82, 119, 121–124, 127, 128]. The smallest values in the range
for younger males (1.19 m/s) and females (1.11 m/s) as found in the literature were from a study
conducted by Cho et al. [82] on Korean adults. This may be related to the smaller body proportions
of people from the Far-East when compared to Europe and America which is believed to impact on
gait temporal-spatial parameters.
Despite studies consistently demonstrating older individuals having a smaller gait velocity than
younger subjects, Blanke & Hageman [129] found no significant difference between older and younger
men and suggested any differences between the two in similar studies were due to population size and
methodology. Normative studies usually report greater velocities than population based studies due
to the latter including patients who may have underlying pathological conditions which will be more
prevalent in older individuals [115]. It has been suggested that obese individuals walk slower than
non-obese individuals in order to decrease joint loading [75, 76, 78, 79]. The systematic review by
Browning et al. [130] confirms this to be a loss of approximately 0.2 m/s on average, whilst Sanford
et ak, [101] found there to be no difference. Alcock et al. [72] suggested a linear relationship exists
between velocity and age with there being an approximate 1.2% decrease in velocity per year over a
5 year period for elderly patients whilst Himan et al. [121] interpreted the link as a cubic function.
Bendall et al. [131] argued that the decrease in velocity with age is linked to multiple variables such
as height, calf muscle strength, physical activity levels and general health.
Stride length refers to the distance traversed by two successive placements of the same foot
during regular gait. Authors differ in their analysis of stride length with some reporting relative
values, for instance in relation to height or leg length, whilst others reporting absolute values.
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Alexander [132] suggested that Equation 7 could be used as a more unbiased method in comparing
stride length:




Cho et al. [82] demonstrated that leg length was statistically not significant in terms of temporal-
spatial differences between groups and instead suggested other anatomical and habitual factors as
the underlying cause. On the other hand, Kerrigan et al [84] showed the importance of normalising
stride length for height where absolute stride length was greater for men but relative stride length
in relation to height was greater for women. Hollman et al. [115] found gender differences to
exist in stride length both before and after normalisation for height, showing that height was not a
significant factor.
Men in general have a greater stride length than women for all ages [82, 84, 133]. Studies which
evaluated the stride length of younger men found that they walked within a range of 1.26m-1.56m
[69, 82, 84, 116, 119, 124, 128, 133, 134] whilst younger women walked with a stride length of
1.16m-1.43m [82, 84, 119, 124, 125, 128, 133, 134]. Kerrigan et al. [84] found differences between
the genders to be statistically significant. Comparison between older and younger women have
concluded that younger women have longer stride length than older women [135–137]. Hollman et
al. [115] observed both older men and older women to gradually decrease stride length in 5 year
intervals from the age of 70 with on average men undertaking a 1.39m stride length and women
1.23m.
The analysis of stride length in relation to age has drawn conflicting conclusions with it being
greater in younger individuals [68, 116, 120] to there being no statistically significant difference
[129, 138]. These differences may however be simply down to study design with Devita & Hortobagyi
demonstrating that when matched for velocity values, there is no difference between the groups.
Crownshield et al. [74] found that a non-linear relationship existed between stride length and
velocity. Browning & Kram [75] demonstrated that stride length did not differ significantly between
obese patients when velocity was controlled, indicating that velocity may be the factor which causes
the discrepancies between stride lengths. Blanke & Hageman [129] matched the elderly and normal
groups in terms of leg length due to its perceived effect on stride length and found that there were
no statistically significant differences between the groups. Cho et al. [82] however argued this could
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potentially be an invalid assumption. Kirtley et al. [109] found that there existed a negative linear
relationship between stride length and age.
The percentage of time spent in the stance and swing phases of the gait cycle are known to be
effected by velocity, leading to differences between older and younger individuals when measured..
Blanke et al. [129] observed that younger men spent 57.6% of the gait cycle in stance and 42.4% in
swing phase. These values differ for those of a young women who Jimenez et al. [125] demonstrated
spent 60.9% in stance 39% in swing. Kadaba et al. [124] found that men spent slightly longer in
stance (61%) than women (60.7%). Both older men and older women over the age of 60 show an
increased stance phase time with men averaging between 59% - 74% [115, 139, 140] and women 61.2%
- 69% [115, 139]. Swing phase time is decreased in older men to between 35.8% - 38.9% [129, 139].
Comparisons between younger and older women however show similar swing time durations with
the former staying in swing for 39% [125] of the gait cycle and the latter 38% - 39% [115, 139]. Obese
individuals walk in a similar manner to elderly subjects with an increase in stance and increase in
swing phase proportions of the gait cycle. Differences in stance and swing phase times may reflect
differences in gait velocity, with a faster walking speed correlating to a decrease in stance phase
time and an increase in swing phase time [141].
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2.2 Total Hip Replacement Patients
2.2.1 Etiology
A hip replacement is a relatively common procedure in the UK with over 91,000 operations carried
out in 2014 and 100,000 in 2015 [142]. Patient satisfaction levels are high with over 90% of patients
satisfied postoperatively [3]. This type of surgery can be performed as a total replacement or a hemi
(half) replacement. A THR, also known as Total Hip Arthroplasty (THA), is a surgical procedure
where the whole of the hip joint is replaced by an artificial implant. Surgical intervention is normally
required when patients complain of excessive hip pain or show signs and symptoms of arthritis, with
the aim of the procedure to restore hip range of motion and alleviate pain.
There are generally three components to the hip replacement implant in THR; the acetabular
cup, the liner and the femoral component. There can however be additional components depending
on the implant type. The Acetabular cup is placed into the acetabulum in a process which requires
surgical removal of cartilage and bone. A liner is placed inside the cup which is typically made of
polyethylene or ceramic. The femoral component fits into the femur which has bone removed from
it during surgery so that it is able to accept the stem which is attached to the femoral head. This
can be seen in Figure 11
Figure 11: Total Hip Replacement Components
[143]
2.2.2 Gait
The kinematics, kinetics and temporal-spatial parameters during gait can give an indication to
the success of THR and may aid in predicting long term outcome. This had led there to be an
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extensive body of literature in the analysis of gait following THR with studies focusing on varying
areas of interest. These include comparing gait following THR against effects post-surgery alone
[144–155], implant type and alignment [153, 154, 156–161], methods of arthroplasty [162–169], age
[170], gender [171–173], preoperative levels [160, 171, 174–178, 178–187], normal healthy levels
[102, 161, 164, 170, 171, 173, 174, 178, 180, 188–199], contralateral joint mechanics [194, 199–202],
environmental factors [203] and surgical approach [172, 200, 204–215].
Studies have differed in not only the comparisons made, but in many other factors. For instance,
the follow up time has varied between 6-120 months and the number of THR patients studied has
ranged between 2-13. Patient average age has varied between 44-74 [216]. Almost all studies
analysed THR patient gait at self-selected speeds, with Mocket et al & Illyes [58] being one of
the few exceptions. Studies also differed in the surgical approach taken, although this was not an
independent variable in most studies. Likewise most investigations do not match THR patients to
controls in terms of age, gender, BMI or height. Each of these variables can confound results.
2.2.3 Gait Kinematics
The study by Perron et al. [171] which analysed the effects of THR on women is one of only two
studies looking at kinematics from the perspective of demographics. It was found that compared
to controls, women had a 59% drop in peak hip extension levels and a 63% increase in anterior
pelvic tilt at toe off. This was coupled with a decrease in hip rotation RoM. At heel strike, there
was a 25% decrease in peak knee flexion. For the ankle, there was a 26% increase in dorsiflexion
half-way between mid-stance and toe off. Tateuchi et al. [173] found that significant differences
existed between maximum hip extension angle and pelvic rotation between women post-THR and
a control group also consisting of women.
Authors have attempted to find a link between kinematics and the type of hip implant used.
Olsson [153] found that maximum VGRF and gait velocity could be used to distinguish between
the cemented Charnley and non-cemented HP Garches implants. Meanwhile, Gotze et al. [156]
found that a customised implant produced a smaller decrease in hip sagittal plane RoM compared
to controls (11.4%) and compared to a conventional stem group (17.4%). This may have been linked
to implant design, with a better positioned implant with a more favourable design (e.g. a larger
head allowing greater RoM) allowing patients to take greater strides.
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A study by Tsai et al. [159] found that the amount of hip internal rotation was directly linked to
cup anteversion, cup medial-lateral translation, cup inferior-superior translation and hip anteversion.
Comparisons in terms of varus-vargus angulation of the hip joint were made by Hodge et al. [161].
Results indicated that the valgus group had a greater RoM which was similar to that of control
subjects. The varus group demonstrated a greater reduction in peak hip extension angle together
with greater asymmetry compared to the non-operated side.
Another area of interest is that of the type of THR undertaken and the corresponding effects on
kinematics. Bach et al. [164] compared Robodoc, a robotic surgical system which assists surgeons in
correctly placing the implant, to conventional THR methods. The results showed that the patients
who had undergone Robodoc surgery demonstrated a reduction in hip flexion compared to a healthy
control group and at a similar level to the conventional THR method. There were no significant
differences between the operated groups in the frontal plane with regards to hip kinematics. Bennet
et al. [167] compared the minimally invasive and traditional THR methods at 2 days and 6 weeks
postoperatively. No significant differences were found in terms of joint kinematics. A study by
Andersson et al. [168] aimed to understand whether early weight bearing activities following THR
had an influence on kinematics in the first 24 weeks. Once again no significant differences were
found between the early weight bearing and late weight bearing THR groups. The type of THR
appears to have little effect on kinematics.
An aligned area to that of arthroplasty technique is that of surgical approach, in which compar-
isons are made to the location of the incision during THR. Two studies by Queen et al. [204, 209]
found no differences in kinematics from 6 weeks to 1 year following THR between the anterolateral1,
posterolateral and direct lateral2 approaches. On the other hand, Holnapy et al. [207] found that
differences did exist in terms of the posterolateral approach showing that postoperative gait was
more similar to that of controls, with the exception of pelvic rotation. Kiss & Illyes [208] compared
the direct lateral and anterolateral approaches and found significant differences in hip kinematics at
3, 6 and 12 months post-surgery. A similar study by Mayr et al. [215] found that patients who had
undergone the direct lateral approach had greater improvements in gait after 12 weeks than those
who had undergone the anterolateral approach. Significant differences between the anterolateral
and posterolateral groups were found by Lugade et al. [211], with the former showing a smaller hip
1Involves the detachment of one third of the Gluteus Medius to gain access to the hip joint. The muscle is
subsequently reattached
2Is where the surgeon makes a curvilinear split through the anterior portion of the Gluteus Medius in order to gain
access to the anterior face of the hip joint
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RoM. Figure 12 demonstrates three different surgical incision approaches.
Figure 12: A schematic showing the anterior, lateral and posterior incision sites for a THR
[217]
Rathod et al. [205] compared the direct anterior approach to the posterolateral approach and
found significant differences between the methods 6 months post-surgery in terms of hip internal-
external rotation. Jolles et al [212], who also compared the direct anterior approach to the postero-
lateral, similarly found differences with the posterolateral patients showing greater internal rotation.
This was hypothesised to be linked to the release and repair of the external rotators during pos-
terolateral approach surgery. Whatling et al [200] also compared the posterolateral approach to the
direct lateral approach, with the latter showing a smaller RoM at the hip and pelvis. It is clear
from the literature that in the majority of cases the type of surgical approach has a large impact
on clinical patient outcomes.
Kharma et al. [201] found that contralateral hip and knee biomechanics remain unchanged
following THR. Tsai et al. [202] however found significantly higher hip internal rotation during
the stance phase and greater hip adduction during the swing phase on the non-operated side. The
increase in internal rotation levels was also seen by Hakkinen [175]. Similar RoM values were
found for hip motion in all three planes, with the operated side showing on average more variability.
Horstmann et al. [180] found that the contralateral hip and knee showed a smaller RoM compared to
controls, which was still however greater than that of the operated side. Whatling [200] compared
gait symmetry between the operated and non-operated sides using different surgical approaches.
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They concluded that the use of the posterolateral approach over the direct lateral approach led to
greater symmetry in terms of RoM at the hip but less symmetry at the pelvis in terms of tilt.
The two most common types of gait analysis with regards to THR are comparisons to preop-
erative measurements or to normal healthy controls. With regards to the former, Wykman et al.
[150] found that there were no significant differences in preoperative and postoperative gait following
THR. Other studies found an increase in hip flexion RoM coupled with an increase in peak hip exten-
sion [178–181, 187, 204, 208, 209]. Studies however differ with some finding an increase in hip frontal
plane motion [187, 205, 208], whilst others observing no change to preoperative levels [179, 205],
demonstrating the high inter-patient variability and difficulty in assessing the success of surgical
procedures. Hip rotation RoM has been observed to increase following surgery [179, 187, 205, 208]
or remain the same [205]. Improvements in pelvic motion [178, 181], knee flexion [178] and ankle
dorsiflexion [178] have been seen postoperatively.
Most kinematic results have compared postoperative THR gait to a control group of healthy
normal individuals. A majority of studies [154, 156, 164, 178–181, 197, 204, 208, 210, 213] show
that post-THR, gait kinematics improve to a certain extent but are never able to reach the level
of normal healthy individuals. This is through showing greater asymmetry between limbs and a
smaller RoM for all planes of motion at every joint. To the authors knowledge, the investigations by
Tatateuchi et al. [192] and Casartelli et al. [188] are the only published works where the kinematics
post-surgery are equivalent to controls. The amount of hip flexion and extension are often both
greatly reduced, with the literature review by Ewen et al. [218] finding a cross study RoM for THR
patients of between 23.2 ◦- 40.8 ◦, with controls having values between 31.3 ◦ - 51.8 ◦. Reductions
have also been seen in the frontal and transverse planes of hip motion [164, 213] together with
smaller peak ankle dorsiflexion angles [195]. Post-THR kinematics at the pelvis and the knee have
been found to be similar to controls [195] or different to controls [197, 207]. As THR patients show
high variability and that there are many factors which can impact kinematics, it is not surprising
to find results from different studies which conflict with each other.
2.2.4 Gait Kinetics
The kinetic outputs of gait following THR have been investigated. VGRFs have been shown to de-
crease on the operated side following THR and the characteristic double peaks to occur at different
stages during the gait cycle [149, 189, 191]. Olsson [153] found the magnitude of the peak VGRFs
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could be used to distinguish between the type of hip implant that had been used. There however
appear to be no significant differences between the non-operated side and controls [189, 191]. Sur-
gical approach does not significantly impact the magnitude of GRFs [163], although Leutche et al.
[162] did find that the minimally invasive THR method produced results more similar to controls
between 8 - 14 weeks post-surgery.
JRFs have previously been computed using computational rigid body mechanics or through
experimental results from specially designed implants which can calculate in-vivo forces. With
regards to the latter, the study by Bergmann et al. [148], is considered the gold standard and
is what comparisons are generally made against. This study analysed the gait of 4 instrumented
hip prosthesis in 4 patients at varying speeds. These results for the four patients can be seen in
Figure 13 together with the hip contact forces predicted for the operated side of THR patients using
AnyBody by Li et al. [199].
Figure 13: The black line denotes the average THR force computed by Li et al. whilst all other
lines denote individual patient results during gait at a self-selected speed by Bergmann et al.
[199]
Bergmann et al. found that during level walking, intra-individual differences between patients
were small, whilst the inter-individual differences were significantly larger. Peak hip contact forces
during gait were found to be on average 2.47N/kg±0.26. Due to the variability shown and that
the analysed patients had their gait measured at various times following THR (between 11 and 31
months), the results do not give an accurate representation for a particular period of time after
surgery. An earlier study by Bergmann et al. [219] investigated JRFs in two atypical THR patients.
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They found that JRFs increased with gait velocity. Meanwhile, van den Bogert et al. [146] found
that the average peak JRF following THR using an instrumented prosthesis for a group of 9 patients
was 2.5N/kg±0.3.
Brand et al. [147] studied the gait of two THR patients from both the experimental in-vivo
and computational perspectives. A disadvantage was however that the experimental gait analysis
results were produced 3 months prior to the gait analysed for the computational dynamics. For
the in-vivo results, they found JRFs peaked at around 2.5-3.5N/kg. The accuracy of the results
is questionable due to one of the two patients used in the study having the instrumental implant
used as a part of revision surgery. Davy et al. [145] found similar results with the peak hip JRF
being between 2.6-2.8N/kg. Schwachmeyer et al. [155] observed median joint forces of 2.66N/kg in
their analysis of 6 patients with instrumented hip prostheses. These studies often however do not
mention if patients have issues on the non-operated side or other musculoskeletal problems, making
comparisons inconclusive.
As with the in-vivo results, computational results are highly dependent on kinematics, temporal-
spatial parameters and most importantly the model used for inverse dynamics. There is however
sparse literature dealing with hip JRFs following THR. Li et al. [199] compared a cohort of THR
patients against controls and found that normal patients exhibited greater force during gait whilst
there was not a significant difference in force between the operated and non-operated hips. This
computation was undertaken via the use of AnyBody (Aalborg, Denmark) which comprises of
70 muscles with a lower extremity model of 18DoF. AnyBody has been validated in terms of its
computation of JRFs against that of Bergmann et al. [148] by Manders et al. [220].
As joint moments are computed as a product of the joint moment arm and JRF, they are also
impacted by factors which effect forces such as kinematics and walking speed. As the position of
the joint centre post-surgery can vary considerably , the moment arm calculation can show some
significant differences between patients. This leads to high variability in joint moment results.
Peterson et al. [157] found that peak abductor moment at the hip showed greater improvement
with the use of the Mallory-head Exeter prosthesis compared to a resurfacing implant 12 weeks post-
surgery. It was suggested that this was due to the Mallory-head Exeter prosthesis requiring a less
invasive surgical procedure. Abductor moments however show a trend to decrease following THR
compared to healthy controls [165, 166, 171, 179, 181, 195, 196, 198, 214, 215], despite statistical
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significance not always being achieved. Some studies found that no changes were present in terms
hip extension moment following THR [165, 179, 213] whilst others found a reduction [166, 198, 215].
Hodge et al. [161] found that their varus stem group produced hip flexion moments significantly
greater than controls, whilst the valgus group produced similar results to that of controls. Perron et
al. [171] observed a decrease in peak external rotation moment during mid-stance, a 25% decrease
in peak knee extension moment at weight acceptance and a 25% decrease in ankle eversion moment
during toe-off for women following THR. Other studies have also found a loss in peak knee extension
moment [196].
Comparing moments between the operated and non-operated sides, Miki et al. [178] found that
there existed asymmetry in terms of hip extension and abductor moments preoperatively. These
differences also existed postoperatively at various points in the gait cycle. Abductor moment was
however found to recover on the operated side to non-operated levels 6 months following surgery. In
addition, Miki et al. found that peak hip extension moments were inversely related to gait velocity.
Foucher et al. [201] were able to conclude from their study that there existed significant differences
in peak hip abductor and internal rotation moment between the non-operated side and the controls.
These changes did not improve during a follow up study after 1 year. Tateuchi et al, [192] is the
only study which found no statistically significant differences were detected. It is clear that there is
not a single factor which is important when determining joint moments but a multiplicity of many
different factors. This can make it difficult to confidently state conclusions.
2.2.5 Temporal-Spatial Parameters
Temporal-spatial parameters of THR patients have been analysed both preoperatively and postop-
eratively. Generally THR patients have been found to walk slower than healthy controls [172, 194,
195, 198, 199, 221], although there have been investigations which found no difference [197, 210].
THR patients have also been found to walk faster following surgery [152, 163, 184, 196]. Across stud-
ies, the average gait velocity for THR patients preoperatively is between 0.91m/s-1.21m/s [196, 205]
and postoperatively is between 0.707m/s-1.36m/s [157, 163, 196, 200, 205, 210, 218]. Bennet et al.
[169] in their study which analysed immediate postoperative gait achieved smaller average values
between 0.27m/s-0.29m/s.
Meneghini et al. [163] found that gait velocity increased postoperatively regardless of the surgical
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approach used with Leutche et al. [162] discovering that velocity was more similar to that of controls
if the minimally invasive procedure had been used. Patients who have undergone the posterolateral
surgical approach have been found to walk faster [163, 200] and slower [205] than patients who
have undergone the direct lateral approach. Olsson et al. [153] discovered that postoperative gait
velocity could be used to distinguish between the type of implant used during surgery. Velocity has
also been described as the cause of the differences between healthy cohorts and THR patients, with
speed matched results demonstrating equal gait parameters between the two [193].
Stride length has been reported to be smaller for THR patients relative to controls [102, 161,
171, 194, 195, 198, 210, 221] or not statistically different [161, 166, 192]. A smaller stride length
is expected due to the commonly seen smaller RoM in the hip sagittal plane. Mayr et al. [215]
found that 12 weeks post-surgery, patients who had undergone the direct lateral surgical approach
had significantly increased their stride length whilst those who had undergone the anterolateral
approach had not. This demonstrates that the removal and repair of muscles using a particular
technique potentially weakens the abductor muscles more and limits the patients ability to improve
their gait pattern post-surgery. Stride length may however have been associated with leg length
which could have confounded some of the results observed.
Results between patient groups are often compared through the comparison of stance and swing
phase times. Kyriazis & Rigas [154] observed a decrease in stance phase time following THR
compared to preoperative levels. It was found by Queen et al. [204, 209] that surgical approach
had no effect on the stance phase time whilst Deshmukh et al. [206] found that there was. Stance
time is longer in healthy controls [189, 191] and greater post-surgery [189]. Swing time has been
found to not be significantly effected by surgical approach by Queen et al. [204, 209] but was found
to have increased in the study by Bhargava et al. [189].
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2.3 Leg Length Inequality Patients
2.3.1 Etiology
Anisomelia of the legs, better known as a leg length inequality, is the condition where paired leg
length is noticeably different as can be seen in Figure 14 [222]. Naturally occurring LLI is surprisingly
common, with Woerman & Binder-Maclead [223] reporting 70% of otherwise healthy individuals
having a LLI, with approximately 23% having a difference of 10mm or more [224]. Guichet et al.
[225] reported that despite these large numbers, only 1 in every 1000 individuals would require
medical treatment to overcome symptoms associated with LLI through the use of a shoe lift.
A difference in leg length can be due to asymmetries at the hip caused by different femoral
offsets, at the knee due to different knee heights [226] or at the ankle. Of these individuals, there
are a proportion who are symptomatic and another who are asymptomatic. The magnitude of what
constitutes a symptomatic LLI has been heavily discussed in the literature with varying cut-off
levels suggested. In terms of patient subjective feedback, differences ranging from 5mm - 60mm
have been reported to be the amount of discrepancy to cause symptoms such as lower back pain.
Objective analysis measuring significant changes in biomechanics suggest a range from 3.2mm -
49mm [227]. A consensus exists in the literature that generally anything below 10mm is acceptable.
A significant difference in leg length can lead to the development of nerve palsy, limp, osteoarthritis
in the shorter limb, spinal deficiencies, instability and the need for surgery [9].
Although there is a high success rate for THR with 100,000 operations undertaken in 2015 alone
[142], some patients complain of having a LLI postoperatively. A symptomatic LLI patient can be
defined as a individual who post-THR perceives a change in leg length which they are troubled by to
such an extent that they require revision surgery. LLI following THR can be split into two distinct
etiological categories; those with an anatomical LLI due to the shortening of bone and those with a
functional LLI such as muscle shortening as a result of a contracture. Anatomical LLI, also known
as a true LLI, can be subdivided further into types 1 and 2 [11]. A type 1 anatomical LLI is caused
by the component itself such as the stem being too long, the cup being placed too low or incomplete
stem insertion into the femur whilst type II is due to the mal-positioning of component including
excessive amounts of antversion or retroversion of the acetabular cup [7]. A type I anatomical LLI
increases soft tissue tension around the joint and reduces instability [11]. This leads to a compromise
having to be made between stability and patient satisfaction, with a greater increase in leg length
leading to a more stable joint. Approximately 10% of all patients following THR are symptomatic
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for an anatomical LLI [6], with a typical patient seen in Figure 14.
Patients who undergo bilateral THR are more likely to be symptomatic for an LLI due to having
undergone the surgical procedure twice. Alfaro-Adrian et al. [228] found that 9% of operated hips
were bilateral. With the relatively large number of THRs in the UK annually and with studies
demonstrating on average greater differences in leg length for bilateral over unilateral patients [229],
careful preoperative/intra-operative planning is required to ensure minimal patient dissatisfaction
when both hip joints are replaced.
Functional LLI, also known as apparent LLI, occurs due to tightening of muscle or bone leading
to an adduction or abduction contracture on the perceived longer side [7]. Other common causes
include knee hyper-extension, supination or pronation of one foot relative to the other and lumbar
scoliosis caused by pelvic obliquity [222].
Figure 14: The typical stance adopted by an individual with an LLI with the longer leg flexed to
accommodate its change in length
[11]
Patients are more able to tolerate a shortening of leg length than lengthening [230]; this is
thought to be related to soft tissues that may be stretched if lengthened. A post-THR follow-up
study undertaken by Konyves & Bannister [227] revealed that 60% of patients who had undergone
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THR had acquired an increase in leg length on the operated side, with 32% having a decrease and
equality only achieved in 8% of patients. Whitehouse et al. [231] found that 90% of patients had
a longer leg postoperatively with just 8% having their leg shortened. Most of the changes in leg
length were very small in magnitude with only 21% exceeding 10mm, which is the level suggested by
Beard et al. [232] for functional outcomes to worsen. The relatively large number of patients who
are symptomatic has led LLI to become of one the most common causes of orthopaedic malpractice
claims [17, 18], with it contributing to almost 5% of all medical errors [233].
2.3.2 Risk Factors, Clinical Symptoms and Treatment
Mcwilliams et al. [7] identified several risk factors which could potentially increase the possibility
of a patient becoming symptomatic for a LLI. These can be broadly split into three categories of
pre-existing factors, preoperative techniques and postoperative techniques. An atypical anatomy
such as poor bone stock or a narrow femoral canal potentially can lead to difficulties in inserting
the artificial stem into the femur [7]. This can be further complicated by individuals with high
BMI levels. Shorter individuals with smaller pelves will have any leg lengthening contribute more
to their overall height which will produce a greater amount of pelvic tilt [234, 235]. Due to this,
females are more likely than males to be symptomatic for a LLI.
Individuals with low physiological thresholds are also at greater risk as they may not be able
to withstand the increased demands that the LLI puts onto their gait [7]. Surgeons are required to
make joint stability their priority during surgery over equalisation of leg length, with only 70% of
procedures making leg length equalisation a goal [236]. Ineffective communication between clinician
and patient can lead to unrealistic postoperative expectations and hence increase the likelihood
of being symptomatic. This notion however contradicts the findings of White & Dougall [237] and
Whitehouse et al. [231] who observed no statistical relationship between LLI magnitude and patient
satisfaction.
Planning prior to the operative procedure in terms of component usage and surgical technique
form an essential relationship to the postoperative outcome. Preoperative templating refers partly
to the position from which to measure the level of femoral neck resectioning during surgery and
the type of implant to be used [238]. In a series of 110 primary hip replacement cases, Knight &
Atwater [236] found that acetabular cup size was correctly predicted in 62% of cases and the size
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of cementless stems was only correctly predicted 42% of the time.
Konyves & Bannister [227] found that 82% of postoperative increases in leg length were linked
to stem position with there being no association between LLI and acetabular centre of rotation. In
addition, they also found that the type of femoral component used had a statistically significant effect
postoperatively with the CPT components usage leading to fewer leg length differences compared
to Exeter, C stem, Charnley and the IPS. Further still, Konyves & Bannister [227] demonstrated
for their cohort of patients that the posterior surgical approach produced on average a smaller
magnitude of LLI (1.2mm) compared to the lateral approach (6 mm). Statistical testing was not
performed to determine the significance of this result. Another study by Nam et al. [239] found no
statistically significant difference between a posterolateral and anteriorolateral surgical approaches
in terms of the magnitude of postoperative LLI.
Intra-operatively, there are many factors which can dictate whether a patient will be symp-
tomatic for an LLI. Having the patient positioned in the supine position provides the surgeon with
a clear view of the acetabulum and reduces the possibility of improper component positioning [9].
The position of the legs can still be a potential source of error with as little as 5 ◦ - 10 ◦ abduction or
adduction leading to a 8mm - 17mm change in clinically measured leg length [240]. It also makes in-
traoperative measurement between the anterior superior iliac spine and the medial malleolus easier.
Surgical technique may also have an influence on postoperative result with Williamson & Reckling
[241] observing that fewer patients had an LLI if the greater trochanter was removed during surgery;
trochanteric osteotomy is however now rarely practiced in modern hip arthroplasty surgery.
The symptoms associated with LLI following THR vary according to a variety of factors. Symp-
toms can arise immediately postoperatively or can occur at a later stage [7]. Small inequalities
which are under 10mm are usually well tolerated by patients and go unnoticed. In general, those
individuals involved in more demanding activities are more likely to be symptomatic compared to
less active individuals regardless of the magnitude of the leg length difference [222]. If symptoms do
arise, physiotherapy is often used successfully as a treatment. Nerve palsy and neurogenic pain can
occur with any degree of leg lengthening but may resolve if leg equalisation is achieved following
revision surgery [242].
Inequalities greater than 20mm usually lead to greater patient dissatisfaction through back pain
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and gait abnormalities, with the latter leading to increased muscle activity, heart rate and oxygen
consumption levels [243, 244]. Edwards et al. [245] found that patients with a peroneal palsy had
an average LLI of 27 mm whilst those with a sciatic nerve palsy had an average of 44 mm. Nerve
injuries are more common in woman due to the vulnerable sciatic nerve being in closer proximity to
the surgical site [7, 246]. Changes in gait often accompany an LLI with limping and fatigue being
commonly observed [7]. Symptoms can also arise at other joints on the operated sided limb and
also on the non-operated side limb.
A LLI has been associated with implant dislocation, aseptic loosening [247] and stress fractures
[222]. Swaminathan et al. [248] demonstrated that an increased load is placed on the shorter leg
when static whilst Krakovitis [249] found that the weight bearing area of the femoral head reduced
by 5% with a 10mm increase in leg length. Visuri et al. [247] suggested that a postoperative
LLI is the most important variable in predisposing patients to aseptic loosening following a hip
replacement. Friberg [250] reported that 46% of individuals with an LLI between 10mm - 14mm
had stress fractures and 66% of those with an LLI between 15mm - 20mm had stress fractures.
This is potentially a consequence of edge loading, which occurs due to poor positioning of the hip
component [251]. Goftman & Trueman [252] suggest that an elongated leg may be a predisposing
factor for the development of osteoarthritis at the hip and the knee. Golightly et al. [253] found
that subjects symptomatic for an LLI were more likely to have knee symptoms (26.1%) than those
without (17.7%).
2.3.3 Radiographic Measurement of LLI
There are many techniques utilised today to measure LLI including imaging (CT, MRI, Ultrasound,
plain radiography, computed radiography and digital radiography [254]), via the use of a clinical tape
measure and visual inspection [255]. Clinicians are often required to choose the most appropriate
technique to use and take into account factors such as cost, magnification, accuracy and safety.
Visual inspection is usually avoided due to not being an objective measure but has been shown to
produce high levels of inter-examiner agreement when determining whether a significant amount of
LLI exists [255].
A review of the literature by McWilliams et al. [256] found 4 different radiography techniques
used to measure leg length. The most popular was the method which creates a reference line
between the inferior portions of the two teardrop landmarks before creating an inter teardrop
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line, with leg length measured as the perpendicular distance between this line and the centre of
the lesser trochanter. A second commonly used method was that of measuring the perpendicular
distance between the inter-ischial line and the centre of the lesser trochanter. These methods are
more commonly referred to as the Woolson and Williamson methods respectively, which can both
be seen in Figure 15. The other common radiography methods found were the use of mercury and
a scanogram.
McWilliams et al. [256] provide the only thorough analysis of the reliability of the Woolson and
Williamson methods, which they compared to the McWilliams method. McWilliams found that
the methods of Woolson and Williamson were comparable to their own method for inter-reader
and intra-reader reliability of measurements taken from the same radiograph, even when taken on
different occasions. The method as used by McWilliams has the additional advantage of being able
to distinguish a LLI caused by cup position and a LLI caused by stem position. The Williamson
method has been found to be more reproducible in other studies than that of Woolson, despite
errors as large as 5mm being common [257]
Figure 15: Two of the commonly used leg length measuring techniques on radiographs
[7]
2.3.4 Hip Joint Centre
There are many methods used in the literature to determine the position of the HJC (Hip Joint
Centre) which make use of anatomical landmarks on patient radiographs such as those of Fessy
et al. [258], John & Fisher [259] and Ranawat et al. [260]. These methods however rely on the
quality and magnification of the x-rays used with the methods of John & Fisher and Ranawat et
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al. requiring the pelvic height, calculated using the superior pelvic rim, which is not always visible.
Many of these techniques also utilise anatomical landmarks such as Kohlers line. These may provide
an accurate representation of HJC but may cause issues in that some anatomical landmarks become
less visible following surgery. This has been shown by Robb et al. [261] who were able to identify
the teardrop on both sides of the hip on 93% of occasions on normal healthy people whilst Albinana
et al. [262] only identified it on 16% of post-THR patients. The true physiological hip centre is
calculated by placing a circle around the femoral head and then drawing two perpendicular lines
producing a quadrant in the circle [263].
2.3.5 Gait Kinematics
To the authors knowledge, the studies by Budenberg et al. [264] and Li et al. [221] are the only
publications to analyse dynamic motion of patients symptomatic for an LLI following THR. They
found that during gait, LLI patients walked with a reduction in hip flexion-extension and abduction-
adduction RoM and an increase in internal-external rotation RoM. In theory, most of the THR
patients studied in the literature have a certain amount of LLI due to it being relatively common,
with study subjects potentially being a mixture of symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals.
Much of the literature in terms of kinematics focuses on naturally occurring LLI, paediatric LLI and
artificially induced LLI. These studies may not necessarily accurately depict the anatomical changes
which occur for a structural LLI where the discrepancy is at the bone. Some of these results may
however help in understanding why patients who have an LLI post-THR are symptomatic.
The compensatory mechanisms used by subjects during gait can occur at the trunk, pelvis, hip,
knee and ankle. The joints on both the longer and shorter side of the leg can be affected. These
occur to shorten the longer leg and increase the length of the shorter leg. Most authors agree with
the types of compensatory mechanisms used by subjects with a natural LLI. Kaufman et al. [265]
stated that mechanisms to shorten the longer leg include increasing pelvic obliquity, hip abduction,
knee extension during mid-stance and vaulting over the longer leg. For shortening the longer leg,
a subject potentially increases hip and knee flexion, dorsiflexes the ankle and increases pelvic tilt
[265]. Gurney et al [244] corroborate this where they found that an artificial LLI led to increased
hip flexion, knee flexion, and abduction of the longer leg. In addition, they observed that 5% of
the subjects demonstrated hip hiking through lumbar side flexion during swing phase on the longer
leg. Gurney et al. found a total of 10 compensatory strategies used with 18% of subjects showing
no changes in gait regardless of the magnitude of the LLI.
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A significant study in the analysis of gait for individuals with LLI was that of Walsh et al.
[235], who observed the same compensatory mechanisms as discussed previously when simulating
LLI with the addition of ankle pronation on the shorter side. They also found that the ankle was
very sensitive to kinematic changes for any level of LLI whilst knee kinematic changes became more
significant at greater LLI magnitudes. Walsh et al. were able to demonstrate that with increasing
levels of LLI between 10mm - 50 mm, the amount of pelvic obliquity, hip flexion and knee flexion
showed a corresponding increase at heel strike on the longer side. The increasing levels of flexion at
the knee and the hip would have been to provide adequate foot clearance for the leg to move from
the stance phase into the swing phase. No significant changes in dynamic motion were found in the
frontal or transverse planes.
Another area of analysis is that of statics. Similar compensatory mechanisms as shown in dynam-
ics occur with pelvic obliquity, flexing of the hip and the knee on the longer leg and plantarflexing
the ankle on the shorter leg [222]. Walsh et al. [235] found that during standing, simulated levels
of LLI caused an increase in knee flexion from 20mm upwards whilst pelvic obliquity was at its
greatest at a magnitude of around 30mm. Vink et al. [266] and Cummings et al. [267] similarly
found a linear increase in pelvic tilt with artificial leg length with the former specifying a peak value
of 11 ◦ at 50mm.
2.3.6 Gait Kinetics
The results of Li et al. [221] are currently the only available with regards to kinetics of symptomatic
LLI patients post-THR. They found that on average LLI patients had smaller JRFs at heel strike
and toe off but greater JRFs at mid-stance when compared to asymptomatic THR patients. Similar
results were also found for the VGRF. Peak moments were found to be smaller in the LLI patients.
The study by Brand & Yack [268] is the only published work to predict JRFs at the hip for
simulated LLI magnitudes ranging from 23mm - 70mm. Forces were calculated via inverse dynamics
using GRFs, segment kinematics and segment inertial properties as an input. The use of a 35mm
lift led to a 6% decrease in the force of the second peak on the longer side whilst a 65 mm lift led to
a 14% decrease. On the shorter side for the same lift an increase in the first peaks force was seen.
A general trend found that increasing shoe lift led to a decrease in the force on the longer side joint.
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White et al. [269] compared structural LLI patients to healthy normals and to those with a
simulated LLI and found that the latter showed greater force transmission through the shorter leg.
During every phase of the gait cycle, both the structural LLI group and the simulated LLI group
had greater force transmission through the shorter leg, apart from toe off where greater transmission
occurred through the longer side. Schuit et al. [270] examined 18 adult volunteers with a structural
LLI and found minimal difference in VGRF between the short (782N) and long limb (780N).
2.3.7 Temporal-Spatial Parameters
A very small number of studies have commented on the temporal-spatial parameter data obtained
following gait analysis of subjects with a natural or induced LLI. Once again, to the authors knowl-
edge, Li et al. [221] are the only study to have reported on temporal-spatial parameters for symp-
tomatic LLI patients post-THR. Their results found that relative to asymptomatic THR patients,
individuals symptomatic for a LLI had a reduced gait velocity (≈ . 0.90m/s) and a shorter stride
length. A study by Zhang et al. [271] on asymptomatic LLI patients following THR found a longer
leg length was linked to a smaller walking velocity. Non-THR LLI subjects have also been studied
in the literature, with velocity being unaffected by leg length [272]. Smaller discrepancies in leg
length may be more difficult to compensate for with a motor response such as walking slower due
to them not being detected by the subject.
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2.4 Computational Modelling of Gait
2.4.1 The Conventional Gait Model
Rigid body models are defined through the placement of markers on a subjects body. The Conven-
tional Gait Model (CGM) was developed by Kadaba et al. [124] and Davis et al. [273]. The model
describes the marker set, the calculations used to estimate the position and orientation of the body
segments and the conventions used to describe kinetic and kinematic joint outputs. Use of these
models began over 20 years ago when motion capture technology was still in early development and
became popular due to the advantage of reducing the number of markers and hence the complexity
of the algorithms used to calculate kinematics.
The CGM has many derivatives and can go under many different names including Helen Hayes,
Newington and the Vicon PiG model. These types of models are hierarchical in that more proximal
markers influence the position of distal joint centres which causes the propagation of errors down
the kinematic chain. Commonly only the three rotational DoF are assessed during clinical analysis,
however removing the translational DoF can lead to errors in results [274].
The International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) has proposed a general reporting standard on
how hip kinematics should be measured and published during motion analyses [275]. This is based
upon anatomical landmarks [276] and can be seen in Figure 16. The use of the ISB proposal can
however be challenging as some anatomical locations, such as those at the knee and ankle, are
medially placed and so can be obscured by the opposing limb. For this reason, the popularity of the
CGM has not decreased with all of its derivatives such as Helen Hayes and the Vicon PiG model
still commonly used.
Figure 16: ISB recommended joint coordinate axes
[275]
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2.4.2 Hip Joint Centre Estimation
The estimation of the HJC is important for the CGM and all its derivatives including PiG. Different
methods are often used including predictive [273, 277–287] and functional, where the latter can
be sub-divided into transformation techniques [288–292] and sphere fitting techniques [293–299] .
These methods are tested for their accuracy against a ”Gold Standard” imaging methods such as
x-rays, MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging), CT (Computed Tomography) and ultrasound. The
predictive methods makes use of regression equations which have previously been derived from
cadaver measurements. The HJC in the CGM is estimated using regression equations, with those
of Bell [277–279], Davis [273] and Harrington [280] being the most popular.
The accuracy of the predictive method is highly sensitive to marker placements and anthropo-
metric measurements [299]. In addition, most studies have looked at normal healthy individuals,
whilst very few have analysed THR patients. Leardini et al. [300] have shown that the equations by
Bell and Davis are not accurate representations of the HJC even for healthy individuals. Many of
the studies which have been undertaken to compare HJC regression methods have supported their
own technique as being the most accurate. This may be due to bias where it was known beforehand
that a particular method would be better suited to the type of measurement being made or Gold
Standard being used.
A systematic review by Kainz et al. [301] found that the Harrington hip regression equation
produced the smallest average error across studies of between 14mm - 17mm relative to Gold
Standard techniques. Anderson et al. [302] found that the Harrington method outperformed the
methods proposed by Bell and Davis. A study undertaken by Harrington et al. [280] found that
similar levels of error persisted regardless of the type of group being measured by their own regression
equation together with those of OrthoTrak, Bell and Davis.
Bell et al. [279] compared their own regression technique to that of Andriacchi et al. [281] and
Tylkowski et al. [282] in children and found that their method was superior. Kirkwood et al. [303]
compared the regression equations of Bell, Andriacchi and Seidel et al. [287] in normal healthy
people. The method of Andriacchi was found to be the most accurate with respect to the x-ray
Gold Standard. McGibbon et al. [304] found that the Bell regression equation produced the most
accurate results when compared to the methods of Seidef, Andriacchi and Tylkowski where the Gold
Standard was a cadaver. Via the use of ultrasound as a comparison, Peter et al. [305] found that
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the regression equation of Harrington outperformed that of Bell where the measured group were
children with Cerebral Palsy.
Sangeux et al. [306] were able to conclude from their study that the Harrington method outper-
forms the method as proposed by Davis. A study on cadavers by Seidel et al. [287] found that their
method was more accurate than that of Bell. Weinhandl [284] found that their Greater Trochanter
method was more accurate than that of Bell when the Gold Standard was a functional method. It
is clear that there are a variety of opinions in the literature regarding which is the most accurate
regression equation and care must be taken in selecting the most appropriate for the subject group
being analysed.
Conventional Gait Model Vs 6DoF
An alternative model called CAST (Calibrated Anatomical System Technique) or the 6DoF
model, is now becoming more popular after Benedetti et al.’s [307] first application. The 6DoF
model is based upon the use of cluster markers placed on the thigh and shank together with markers
being placed in the medial sides of the knee and ankle. Each of these marker clusters consists of
three or four non-collinear markers attached onto a rigid base [276]. Using these clusters of markers,
the amount of marker artefact is reduced compared to markers placed directly onto the skin [308].
Figure 17 illustrates the CAST model.
Figure 17: The CAST model as originally defined by Benedetti et al.
[307]
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The CAST marker system avoids the problems associated with the CGM through segments
not sharing markers together with joint centres and axes rotations being defined by the medial and
lateral markers at that particular joint. For instance, the AJC is defined to lay half-way between the
lateral and medial ankle markers. The orientation of the joint axes are also defined at the joint, with
the medial-lateral axis passing through the medial and lateral joint markers, the superior-inferior
axis from distal to proximal joint centre and the anterior-posterior being a cross-product of both.
Basset et al. [309] showed that both the PiG and CAST marker sets produce comparable joint
angles in the sagittal plane whilst differing significantly more in the frontal and transverse planes.
This occurred due to the high probability of mid-thigh and mid-shank marker misplacement in
addition to the errors associated with the absence of medial markers in the PiG setup [309]. Buczek
et al. [310] computed slightly different results when comparing PiG to CAST, with a total of 6
variables statistically different in the sagittal plane and 4 in the transverse plane. No differences
were present in the frontal plane. Thigh marker offset has been observed to be up 42mm [311] from
its desired position leading to a shift in the joint axes [312]. Baker et al. [313] have demonstrated
how thigh marker offset can effect the measurement of hip rotation. The misplacement of markers
can also have an effect on the location of joint centres as determined by regression equations, leading
to errors in kinetic and kinematic results [38]. Human error can also be a cause for error through
the misidentification of joint centres and other anatomical features due to lack of experience or poor
judgement [47].
Zuk & Pezowicz [276] found good agreement between a general CGM marker system and CAST,
with the greatest similitude in results being in the sagittal plane and the smallest in the transverse.
The greatest inter-trial variability was seen at the pelvis and the knee for both marker systems.
Overall however there were no significant differences in the repeatability of either marker set. Like-
wise, Collins et al. [314] found comparable performance levels between the two protocols in their
assessment using a treadmill. Knee frontal plane angles in the CGM however showed evidence of
cross talk and hip rotation angles were vastly different between the marker sets. Several other
studies have also found that the CGM produces inferior results in the transverse plane [315, 316] or
generally has a more variable kinematic and kinetic output [317].
Ferrari et al. [318] compared 5 marker protocols on two healthy subjects and one patient with
a knee prosthesis using an in-house marker set which used markers positions from both CAST and
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CGM, with PiG representing the CGM. Comparisons were made in terms of kinematics and kinet-
ics. Intra-protocol variability was high for each marker system protocol. The greatest consistency
between protocols was found in the sagittal plane of the hip and the least in the non-sagittal planes
of the knee and ankle. Knee abduction-adduction for the patient showed the greatest amount of
variability in PiG. PiG was hence seen as inferior in its measurement of abnormal knee motion,
caused by a knee prosthesis, in the frontal plane. Stronger correlations were found for kinetic vari-
ables in terms of joint moments, with ankle dorsi-plantar flexor moments particularly well correlated
between CAST and the PiG.
2.4.3 Soft Tissue Artefact
Soft tissue artefact (STA) can have a large impact on kinematic results [33, 289, 307, 319, 320].
This is as during motion the movement of muscle over bone violates the assumptions of rigid body
dynamics. Errors produced can be as large as the joints RoM. Marker displacement caused by
STA in the literature ranges from 4.4mm - 27mm [321, 322] for the thigh and between 2.5mm -
15.3mm [321–323] for the shank. The absence of a definition for certain landmarks can lead to slight
differences in marker placement between studies, which may have caused many of the differences
observed in the literature [323, 324]. These difficulties are amplified when placing markers in high
fat density areas where it can become hard to detect specific anatomic locations [47]. This poses
a particular issue in determining joint centres due to the large amount of tissue surrounding their
anatomy and therefore can have a significant impact on the calculation of kinematics and kinetics
[290, 304]. It is hoped that in the future direct imaging of the tissues using MRI or fluoroscopy will
reduce the effects of STA.
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2.5 Rigid Body Modelling
Inverse Dynamics and Optimisation Techniques
The underlying principle behind muscle modelling is the calculation of forces and moments.
Both are most often computed through either the use of forward or inverse dynamics. Forward
dynamics is the use internal forces/moments to calculate motions whereas inverse dynamics uses
kinematics motions and external forces (GRF and inertial) to compute internal forces/moments.
The use of inverse dynamics is more common in the gait analysis community due to its greater
computational speed and stability compared to forward dynamics [325]. This is in addition to the
complexity in formulation of forward dynamics models together with the difficulty in estimating
certain input parameters such as muscle properties. The disadvantages of the inverse dynamics
technique include that it is unable to determine individual muscle contributions without further
optimisation steps and is restricted to the analysis of experimental results only.
There are a number of assumptions that inverse dynamics makes including that the joints are
frictionless, that segment masses are concentrated at the centre of mass and that there are no co-
contractions of agonist and antagonist muscles [326]. These assumptions can however lead to errors
during inverse dynamics. For instance, a preoperative THR patient may have arthritis at the joint
which could invalidate the assumption of a frictionless joint. The mass also may not be concentrated
at the centre of mass and may be distributed more on one side of the body, such as in a LLI patient
where a subject may lean over the operated side.
Inverse dynamics calculations are undertaken via the use of a rigid body model. Each body is
used to represent a particular segment of the human body. By Newton’s Third Law, each force
has an equal and opposite reaction force. This allows the computation of moments and forces at
any joint using inverse dynamics. The inverse dynamics algorithm begins at the foot and follows a
recursive process in computing moments and forces firstly at the ankle joint, followed by the knee
joint before terminating at the hip joint.
The accurate modelling of the structures and functions of muscles are important in inverse
dynamics calculations during gait. This is of particular importance in the analysis of THR patients
as it can aid in gaining a greater understanding of post-surgery complications in the rehabilitative
process. The greatest problems in muscle modelling arise through muscle redundancy and unknown
cost functions, which can include minimisation of muscle stress or activity. In terms of the former,
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this occurs due to the number of muscles in the human body exceeding the required amount to
balance an external force. This leads to the number of muscles exceeding the models degree of
freedom [327]. As a consequence, the system will consist of overdetermined equilibrium conditions
implying an infinite number of solutions [328].
When undertaking an inverse dynamics calculation, a set of equilibrium equations can be defined
as in Equation 8. Here the vector F represents the unknown muscle and joint forces, C is the required
coefficient matrix and r is representative of the external and inertial forces [328].
CF = r (8)
If F contains more elements than there are equations (i.e. F>r), Equation 8 is indeterminate and
has infinitely many solutions. If F<r, a solution cannot be found exactly and only approximations
can be made [329]. If F=r, only one analytical solution exists. For Equation 8 to be determinate,
there must be as many muscles as there are DoF at the joint. This is however not the case in the
human body [325].
Physiologically, the problem of an overdetermined muscle system is solved by the central nervous
system (CNS) which selects a set of muscles that will be involved in the motion being undertaken
[325]. This is more problematic following THR where muscle attachment points are changed, leading
to the CNS to select a different optimal muscle recruitment pattern. The combinations chosen by
the CNS in terms of muscle activation patterns are very similar between individuals, indicating
that there is an optimal muscle selection criterion based on either energy expenditure, the effort
required, muscle fatigue or a combination of all [330].
Optimisation theory is a method used post inverse dynamics to determine individual muscle
contributions from net joint moments. Techniques which are used to determine muscle forces include
minimisation of the maximum muscle force output and minimising energy. It is believed that
optimisation theory is able to depict the force sharing which occurs in-vivo in its most simplistic
form. Static optimisation is able to resolve net joint moments into individual muscle moments and
forces at each instant in time. It is commonly used [328] perhaps due to the lower computational
cost compared to other dynamic optimisation techniques [331], although both give comparable
results [332]. Critics of static optimisation argue that its non-time dependent nature prevents the
incorporation of physiological muscle such as stretching of a muscle unit in one time instant effecting
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another instant [330, 331, 333].
Dynamic optimisation overcomes these issues as it is time dependant and can analyse data with
the initial and/or final values only [330]; there are however limitations in that a large number of
data parameters is required which is often infeasible. Furthermore, dynamic optimisation being
time dependent is computationally expensive which has led to very few studies using it over static
optimisation. Anderson & Pandy [331] showed that the solutions with regards to muscle force for
both static and dynamic calculations were practically the same, with the dynamic solution requiring
1000 times more computational time. Dynamic optimisation could in some cases be preferable to
static when coupled with forward dynamics in being able to predict novel movements using muscle
activations as an input. This would be ideal for LLI patients who would have patient specific gait
cycles caused by variations in the abductor muscle strengths following surgery. Furthermore, the
dynamic optimisation would be ideal when combined with forward dynamics in addressing the force
re-distribution of muscles following THR.
Optimisation theory is in general preferred to the reduction method first postulated by Paul [100]
in 1976 which aims to convert an indeterminate into a determinate problem [334]. The reduction
method reduces the number of design variables by grouping similar muscles together. Another
technique, first documented by Pierrynowski & Morrison [335] and called the addition method,
poses to add constraints until the number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of muscles;
this method however suffers from making invalid assumptions about muscle activation patterns [336].
The purpose of the optimisation technique is to minimise the objective function which depicts the
in-vivo CNS [336]. This minimisation can include parameters such as maximum muscle strength
and metabolic energy consumed [337]. A linear programming equation using these can then be set






The simplest type of muscle recruitment and objective function is linear where two muscles share a
load [338]. The use of linear objective functions has however received significant criticism as studies
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such as Hardt [339] and Pedersen et al. [340] have shown for complex musculoskeletal systems too
few muscles are recruited that do not correspond well to EMG (Electromyograph) data. Linear
muscle recruitment shows no muscle synergy as the strongest muscle does all the work making
it physiologically unrealistic [341]. The use of non-linear approaches has been discussed as being
advantageous in this respect as it can predict the activation of muscle agonists without the need
for an upper bound on the muscle force [342]. Linear optimisations’ use today is mainly due to
efficiency and ease of use [343]. Equation 9 is of a typical linear muscle recruitment function where








The second type of muscle recruitment and objective function is quadratic where large terms
in the summation are penalised, allowing for a greater distribution of the load between several
muscles [341]. The quadratic function also works to reduce the recruitment of muscles with very
small moment arms [345]. This method in addition allows for the control of computational cost
which is linked to the square of the quantity of unknowns [346]. One method of reducing the
number of unknowns is through assuming muscles in the same heteronymous group produce the
same amount of activity once stimulated [346]. However, this method is less stable, more expensive
and takes greater computational time to process when compared to linear recruitment [347]. Both
linear and quadratic optimisation are subjected to errors through the sensitivity of muscle forces
to model parameters [348] and the use of different parameters in literature [349]. Despite this, a
study by Modense et al. [350] has shown that quadratic muscle recruitment is the most accurate
when modelling the lower limb relative to other recruitment techniques. The quadratic recruitment








In general, the higher the order of the objective function the greater the synergy between muscles
[351]. By replacing the value of 2 in the quadratic objective function with any value p> 2, will
convert the quadratic equation into a polynomial objective function. In software programs such as
AnyBody, p ≥ 5 does not converge to a solution; this may be as higher values lead to numerical
instability due to the rapid contraction and relaxation of muscles [351]. The most popular value in
the literature for p is 3 which was shown by Crownshield et al. [352] to be the most reliable during
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gait. Values of p greater than 3 cause greater synergy up until 100 which as shown by Challis et al
[353] leads to physiologically unrealistic results such as all muscles sharing an even load. Modense
et al. [350] have shown that lower powers of the objective function value for p coincide more closely
to the hip JRF results for THR patients as produced by Bergmann [148]. A polynomial muscle








Theoretically, as p→∞, muscle recruitment would move towards a min/max formulation which
can be seen as a muscle fatigue criterion [351]. In this situation, all the muscles which can possibly
work together to counteract the load do so making the relative load of any recruited muscle as
small as possible [354]. This type of muscle recruitment is known as the min/max criterion which
is a minimisation of the maximum muscle activity [355]. The min/max criterion is formulated as
follows:
G(fM) = max (fi)
M
Ni
for i = 1........nM
2.5.2 Muscle Geometry
There are two schools of thought when it comes to muscle geometry. The first, basing itself on
the work by A.V. Hill, model muscles as contractile elements coupled with elastic elements [356].
The second, following in the footsteps of A.F Huxley, attempt to model the microscopic phenomena
in muscle contraction leading to the construction of differential equations [356]. The most basic
of muscle geometry assumes ”via points” where muscle passes between two points in a straight
line [357, 358], which can be seen in Figure 18. A literature review however shows that variations
exist between studies in terms of the quantity of via-points used to model a particular muscle.
These most likely occur due to the difficulties in measuring muscle path geometry in-vivo [359]. An
example of this is the Gluteus Maximus which has been modelled using 1 line (Thelen et al. [360]),
2 lines (Kepple et al. [361]) and 3 lines (Scheys et al.[362]). The use of lines to model muscles does
come with its disadvantages however as it limits the amount of complexity that can be modelled
and also assumes that all the fibres in the muscle have an equivalent moment arm [363]. For the
Gluteus Maximus, it may also be inappropriate to model via a series of lines due to it having broad
attachment sites [363]. This can be overcome by splitting the muscle up into smaller segments, such
as in the AnyBody system, and then using multiple line segments to represent the attachments.
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Figure 18: Lines used to represent muscles in AnyBody
[364]
There exist differences between the muscle anatomy of both males and females. This can cause
difficulties with models taking into account the physiology of both genders or producing a model
specific to one gender. Difficulties also arise in modelling THR patients due to the changes in mus-
cular geometry following surgery. This includes changes in anatomy which could impact modelling
in terms of via points, muscle strength and mass. The specific case of modelling LLI can also be
problematic due to the modelling of muscles not in their natural state but having been made taught
during the operating procedure. As a knock on effect, this can cause changes in other parameters
which determine the behaviour of the muscle which may lead to poor reliability of the results.
In terms of determining muscle force, variables such as fibre length and angle of pennation
are important in producing models which simulate physiological conditions [365]. Fibre length
is important due to it being proportional to muscle velocity. Reduction in fibre length, such as
following THR, could therefore have a large impact on muscle parameters and must be modelled
correctly. The mass of the muscle is also another important factor which must be taken into
consideration. As muscle mass increases, PCSA (Physiological Cross Sectional Area) increases non-
linearly [366]. It is vital for any muscle model to incorporate a realistic PCSA due to it being
proportional to the muscle force. As individuals differ in their muscle mass and hence PCSA, even
in those who share similar height and weight, it is not possible to produce an ideal model which
can be used for all subjects. For this reason there are many simple models which assume a constant
muscle strength. The more complicated models allow more detailed modelling and account for the
stiffness of passive structures.
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2.5.3 Sensitivity
Computational software now allows for the development of complex musculoskeletal models in order
for parameters such as force generating capacity, muscle moment arm lengths and muscle tendon
lengths to be used to predict the outcome following treatment. The current trend in computational
modelling is for the use of subject specific models which use imaging data such as MRI. Through
this models can be built which closely match those of the desired patient by for example having the
correct muscle attachment points. This however can be very time consuming and can be irrelevant
due to its application being limited to single subjects whilst not being applicable to the general
population. Furthermore, a study by Carbone et al. [367] showed that small errors in the origin or
insertion points of the muscle can have a significant impact on muscle force predictions. The choice
of origin and insertion of the fibre is not a trivial task [357]. This can be of particular importance in
modelling pathological conditions or surgery such as THR where the insertion and via points could
have been either changed or had their corresponding muscle fibre removed.
Sensitivity studies such as those carried out by Schutte et al. [368] have shown that variations
in muscle geometry due to factors such as age, sex, pathology and weight amongst others can affect
the output of computational studies [369]. Scheys et al. [370] stated that the scaling of models
can lead to errors through poor marker placement and the assignment of incorrect coordinate
systems. Despite the sensitivity studies which have been carried out showing the factors which
can affect the performance of a model, the lack of coordinated effort between research groups has
led to some of the results in the literature to be questioned [357]. These include if the underlying
mathematical assumptions are valid due to the lack of rigorous testing. Furthermore, the large
number of constraints that a comprehensive model of a musculoskeletal system would require would
not guarantee a solution; thus many models use simplified constraints in order to obtain results
which can vary between studies [357].
Delp et al. [371] have shown a relationship to exist between subject specific anatomy and the
moment generating capacity of muscles in the hip. The neck-shaft angle and neck length have
been shown by Lenaerts et al [372] to share a relationship to forces and moments. An increase in
neck-shaft angle was established to lead to an increase in muscular activity in many of the abductor
muscles whilst the opposite occurred with an increase in neck length. The wrapping points of
muscle fibres in a model have been illustrated to share a relationship with JRFs [373]. Other
studies demonstrated that the position of the HJC [374] and orientation of the joint axes can effect
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both kinematics and kinetics [375, 376]. Lenaerts et al. showed that the anterior placement of the
HJC led to a significant drop in the peak flexion-extension moments [372].
2.5.4 Model Comparison
One of the first rigid body models developed which incorporated muscles was by Chadwick et al.
[377]. This model was however unrealistic and its application was limited [378]. Over the past
twenty years two distinct categories of software packages have been used for the simulation of hu-
man biomechanics. These packages are engineering software (e.g. MATLAB, ANSYS, ADAMS,
SD/FAST) and musculoskeletal packages (SIMM, Visual 3D, AnyBody, Lifemodeller) [379, 380].
None of these packages are however open-source, preventing the manipulation by users of the un-
derlying code to suit the needs of the model [379]. Difficulties also arise when research groups utilise
different packages which may differ in their underlying mathematical code. Furthermore, during
the inverse dynamics simulation, many groups employ differing notations including vectors, Euler
angles and matrices which can make comparisons at times difficult [381].
The current two most popular musculoskeletal packages are Opensim and AnyBody which both
have their advantages and disadvantages. The former is open source allowing users to modify the
code and tailor it to their needs whilst AnyBody does not have this capability. Furthermore, Open-
sim has a very large international community with users spanning over 30 countries and contributing
to an online database where models can be shared. AnyBody also has a similar database which
is however smaller. Both Opensim and AnyBody differ in their capabilities with the latter only
able to carry out inverse dynamics simulations whilst the former can in addition carry out forward
dynamics.
A typical musculoskeletal model has inputs of bone surface geometry, a joint kinematics descrip-
tion, a muscle path description and muscle architecture [358]. Bone surface geometry can either be
obtained from cadavers or live subjects using imaging techniques or through using previous study
data. This process can however be very time consuming and varies between systems using different
cadavers. Muscle geometry can be customised via segmentation using MRI [382].
The hip joint has been modelled as three hinges [383] and as a spherical joint [369, 372, 384].
Difficulties arise in the modelling of joints as they do not perform the simple rotations about fixed
axes as simulated by many computer systems [359]. It is also very rare for a model to incorporate
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a detailed ligament anatomy with Cleather et al. [385] being one of the very few. There are also
differences in the number of muscles modelled such as 26 [369], 43 [386], 86 [372] and 163 [387]. This
raises the question of how many muscles are required to accurately depict physiological conditions
in both healthy and diseased joints. A smaller number of muscles can be used to convert an
indeterminate system to a determinate one which may simplify the solution but reduce the validity
of the study [357].
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2.6 Biotribology
Tribology is the study of lubrication, wear and friction whilst the area involving medical devices is
called biotribology. The success and longevity of joint replacements forms a subset of this area.
2.6.1 Archard Equation
Equation 12 is of the Archard equation, which is used to predict the volume of wear based upon
the concept of surface asperity contact. K represents the wear constant, L the applied load and S
the sliding distance of the hip bearing. The Archard equation assumes that the volume of wear is
not dependent on the contact area, is time independent and also that the surface roughness of the
articulating surfaces has no effect on wear [388]. It also does not take into account the effects of
cross shear. Advances in the field have however allowed for the inclusion of contact area [389, 390]
and cross shear [391] dependent parameters into more complex wear models. The equation shows
that an increase in load at the hip joint or an increase in the sliding distance, leads to an increase in
the volume of wear. Pin-on-plate testing has been undertaken in attempting to determine values for
K [392]. This is despite it being found that the value of K is often not a constant and is a function
of contact pressure [389].
Wear Volume = KLS (12)
The sliding distance is computed to be the amount of movement that the femoral head undergoes
relative to the acetabular cup over the course of the gait cycle. This can be calculated by selecting a
single loci or multiple loci on the femoral head and summing up the total change in their position/s
over the course of the gait cycle. Equation 13, as defined by Bennet et al. [393], can be used
to compute the sliding distance in all three directions (x-anterior/posterior, y-medial/lateral and





(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2 + (zi+1 − zi)2] (13)
A greater sliding distance is achieved by taking longer strides. A longer stride leads to greater
movement in the anterior-posterior direction of the femoral head relative to the acetabular cup and
hence increase the sliding distance. An increased sliding distance, and hence wear rate, is also seen
when using a larger femoral head due to the increase in head circumference. All of the above rules
apply to UHMWPE implants
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2.6.2 Hertz Contact Theory
The contact area of two spheres (e.g. the femoral head and acetabular cup) occurs in theory at a
single point. In reality, the contact between the two curved surfaces is over a small area due to the
elastic deformation of the surfaces [394]. The classical Hertz’s theory of contact is centred around
non-adhesive contact and makes a number of assumptions. These are:
• The surfaces in contact are are conforming and continuous
• The contact area is frictionless
• The surfaces show both linear and elastic properties
• Any strains in the contact area are small
The Hertz contact theory can be used to compute the contact area between the femoral head and
the acetabular cup using the Equations 14 to 17. A number of variables including the instantaneous
resultant joint force (F), the radii of the femoral head (D1) and cup (D2) together with each
components Youngs Modulus (β1/β2) and Poissons Ratio (γ1/γ2).
The relative radius between the femoral head and acetabular cup, D∗ is computed using Equation
14, whilst the relative Youngs Modulus, β∗ is found using Equation 15. From these values, the
contact radius and contact area can be calculated using Equations 16 and 17. Using the contact
area, only those points which are in contact between the cup and the femoral head are used. Figure






β1(1− γ21) + β2(1− γ22)
(15)





Contact Area = A = C2i pi (17)
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Figure 19: An illustration of the contact area between the femoral head and acetabular cup. The
contact area will change overtime with the varying levels of joint force.
[395]
2.6.3 Cross Shear
Since the 1960’s, UHMWPE has been used successfully as a bearing material in THR [396]. Stud-
ies have concluded that conditions such as osteolysis arise due to UHMWPE debris [397]. The
polyethylene particles released into the tissues can cause aseptic loosening and the eventual resorp-
tion of bone due to the inflammatory response of macrophages [398]. The volume of wear produced
shares a relationship to dynamic joint loads and sliding distance [399]. Cross shear is the frictional
work produced in the transverse direction to the Principal Molecular Orientation (PMO) i.e. the
direction of orientation of the UHMWPE fibres [391]. Polymer molecules PMO is aligned to be
in the same direction of the primary motion (hip flexion-extension). The cross shear ratio is thus
defined as in Equation 18, which is the general form of the equation. A more detailed calculation
and equation is defined by Kang [391].
Cross shear ratio =
Frictional work perpendicular to the PMO
Total frictional work
(18)
Unidirectional motion of the femoral head relative to the UHMWPE cup in the direction of
the PMO would in theory produce the least amount of wear through a smaller cross shear ratio.
Research has found that multidirectional motion of loci on the femoral head can lead to an increase
in the amount of wear debris produced. Molecules orientated in one direction lead to a collective
hardening of the UHMWPE component leading to a reduction in wear, whilst this does not occur
for molecules orientated in multiple directions. Unidirectional motion has been found to overtime
lead to wear up to 300% smaller than multidirectional motion [400, 401]. Multidirectional motion
wear testing on UHMWPE implants has produced wear rates similar to those seen clinically [198].
This has led to the development of cross linked fibres, which makes UHMWPE more isotropic [396].
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Galvin et al. [402] found that despite cross linked UHMWPE showing a reduced wear rate, this
was dependent on the condition of counter-surfaces and the amount of multidirectional motion.
Similarly, serum concentration levels have been found to lead to reduced wear.
2.6.4 Contact Surface Motion Paths
Motion paths, also known as slide tracks and wear paths, are used to view the path taken by selected
loci on the femoral head over the course of the gait cycle. The shapes of the paths produced can
be used to predict wear rates. The number of paths produced on the femoral head is determined
by the number of loci which are initially selected. Commonly, 20 points are selected following the
method of Ramamurti et al. [403]. Motion paths are produced and analysed both computationally
and using hip simulators.
The location of the Ramamurti points are defined relative to the femoral head equator, which
passes through the centre of the Great Circle. The Great Circle, as seen in Figure 20 is the region
of intersection between a sphere and a plane which passes through the centre of the sphere. For
the Ramamurti points, the sphere is the femoral head. The Great Circle is oriented such that it is
perpendicular to the long axes of the femoral head and neck of the hip implant.
Figure 20: The Great Circle illustrated together with two smaller circles which cannot be classified
as Great Circles
[403]
The first 10 points are equally spaced on the semicircle which passes through the most superior
point of the equator, the most inferior point of the equator and the apex of the femoral head. The
second set of 10 points are equally spaced on the semicircle which passes through the most anterior
point of the equator, the most posterior point of the equator and the apex of the femoral head. The
Ramamurti points can be seen in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Image (A) shows where the Ramamurti points are located relative to the shape of the
femur whilst (B) shows how the points are located with respect to each other on the femoral head
viewed from directly above the apex of the femoral head
[403]
Determining the position of the loci at each time interval is undertaken through the use of a
rotation matrix. There are however 6 cardan angle sequences which can be applied to determine
the new position of a loci at each time interval. These are through applying the 3 motions (flexion-
extension, abduction-adduction, internal-external rotation) in different orders. Equation 19 is of
a rotation matrix which applies the x axes first, followed by the y and concludes with the z axis.
The joint angle values can be substituted into Equation 19 and multiplied by the position vector of
the loci at gait instant n, allowing for the computation of the position vector at gait instant n+1.





Sin(x)Sin(y)Cos(z) + Cos(x)Sin(z) −Sin(x)Sin(y)Sin(z) + Cos(x)Cos(z) −Sin(x)Cos(y)
−Cos(x)Sin(y)Cos(z) + Sin(x)Sin(z) Cos(x)Sin(y)Sin(z) + Sin(x)Cos(y) Cos(x)Cos(y)

(19)
Figure 22 shows typical motion paths produced on the femoral head both computationally (a)
and using a hip simulator (b). Commonly, the individual motion paths show quasi-elliptical, tear
drop or figures of 8 in terms of their shape. These shapes were reported by Bennet et al. [405] in
their study on THR patients and by Budenberg et al. [264] in their study on both normal and LLI
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patients.
Motions in the human body do not occur in a particular sequence but occur simultaneously,
with cardan angles simply used as a mechanism to analyse data. The current recommended method
by the ISB (International Standards of Biomechanics) is XYZ, with flexion-extension being followed
by abduction-adduction and finally internal-external rotation. This sequence is recommended due
the notion that the first rotation (flexion-extension) is where the greatest amount of angular dis-
placement occurs [406], whilst it has also been shown to be the most appropriate in activities with
large flexion-extension through the smallest planar cross talk relative to other sequences [407].
Figure 22: Image (a) shows motion paths over the femoral head produced computationally (b)




One technique used in attempting to estimate wear rates through simulating the effects of cross
shear is via the computation of the aspect ratio. This is typically undertaken by calculating the
ratio of the length to the breadth of each motion path. These are then averaged to produce an
average aspect ratio across the gait cycle over the head and cup. The number of individual aspect
ratios calculated depends on the number of loci initially selected to produce motion paths. Figure
23 illustrates how the aspect ratio is calculated. Theoretically, the closer the aspect ratio is to 1 (i.e.
an equal length and breadth), the greater the amount of multidirectional motion and the greater
the volume of wear. A positive correlation has been found with the inverse of the aspect ratio and
the volume of wear debris [393].
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Figure 23: A typical image of the aspect ratio. This image shows a 2D representation of a 3D
motion path
[264]
The aspect ratio has been computed in THR patients. Davy et al. used 20 points and computed
the aspect ratio to range between 2.08 and 5.36, with results averaging 3.33 [408]. Bennet et al.
[198] found an average aspect ratio of 3.97 for 159 THR patients (ranging between 2.13-10.86). An
age matched normal group had a slightly smaller average aspect ratio of 3.71 (ranging between
2.83-5.32). Just 13% of these patients had an aspect ratio of greater than 5.5. They also found
a poor correlation between age and the aspect ratio, which was an unexpected result due to older
patients commonly showing a loss of hip RoM. Budenerg et al. [264] used an in-house program
to compute motion paths over 20 Ramamurti points for both normal and LLI patients. Results
indicated that LLI patients averaged an aspect ratio of 1.7 (ranging between 0.16-7.87) whilst those
in the normal group averaged 1.8 (ranging between 0.29-6.75). The results of different studies are
however difficult to compare due to patient variability and the methods used, with the results for
Bennet et al. and Budenberg et al. using a different order of cardan angle rotations.
2.6.6 Lubrication
Fluid film lubrication occurs when two surfaces are not in contact and are separated by a lubricant
[409]. This can be fully described by fluid entrainment and squeeze film. Entrainment occurs when
fluid is dragged into the contact area through the relative motion of two articulating surfaces [410].
This can be seen in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: A schematic demonstrating fluid entrainment and the dragging of fluid into the contact
area between the surfaces
[410]
Equation 20, also known as the Hamrock & Dowson equation [23], computes fluid thickness
which requires a number of constants and variables that need to be defined. Here R represents the
equivalent radius of the bearing, the viscosity of the lubricant is defined by η, ω represents load, E’
the material stiffness and µ the sliding velocity. The Hamrock & Dowson equation is not ideal as it








The lubrication thickness is proportional to the Summerfeld number, which is a product of the
relative velocity of the articulating surfaces divided by the load and the viscosity of the lubricant
[410]. Squeeze film lubrication occurs where two surfaces which are initially separated rapidly move
towards each other, with fluid being squeezed in between. Squeeze film lubrication can be measured








It is accepted that a friction coefficient below 0.01 is unlikely to create frictional forces which
damage the articulating surfaces [412]. However a combination of physical activity such as walking
that creates a load on the hip joint and an elevated friction coefficient can lead to surface shearing of
the prostheses which could increase wear and reduce stability. For the coefficient to stay substantially
below 0.01, a combination of lubricating mechanisms must be used due to the effect differences in
activity levels have on the hip joint. During gait, fluid film lubrication is generated which reduces
contact stresses, contact pressure and the hydrostatic pressure of the fluid film thus increasing
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the stability of the joint [412]. This coupled with low loading of the joint will increase the life of
the implant by reducing the force of friction. Fluid film lubrication maintains fluid thickness and
prevents friction that leads to wear from occurring between the surfaces during cyclic loading.
The relationship between lubrication, friction and wear can be demonstrated through the Stribeck
curve where the λ ratio determines the lubrication regime present. The λ ratio is defined by Stewart
[410] as ”the ratio of the predicted minimum film thickness to the combined surface roughness of
the articulating surfaces”. Equation 22 is of the λ ratio, where hmin is the minimum fluid thickness
and R is the composite sum of cup and femoral head roughness [22]. The thicker the fluid film
between the acetabular cup and femoral head, the less contact there is between asperities and hence





Figure 25: The Stribeck curve
[410]
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2.7 Summary of Literature
The aim of this study as defined in the Introduction is:
Aim: To understand why certain patients following a Total Hip Replacement are
symptomatic for a Leg Length Inequality whilst others remain asymptomatic
The literature review was undertaken to explore, understand and critique the literature so that
the study objectives, also defined in the Introduction, could be tailored to meet the aim. A variety of
different areas were covered including gait analysis, rigid body dynamics and tribology. A number
of the key findings are listed and briefly discussed below:
The gait of THR patients has been studied extensively
The analysis of gait has been extensive for both healthy and THR patients. The analysis of
gait kinematics has been thorough with joint angles often being reported for the pelvis, hip, knee
and ankle. Other areas of study have included temporal-spatial parameters, joint moments and
JRFs. Due to the increasing number of THR procedures being undertaken per annum globally, the
gait of patients both preoperatively and postoperatively has been examined such that it exceeds
the number of studies for normal individuals. Studies have also been more specific, focussing on
particular variables such as implant type, gender or surgical technique. More recent advances in the
field have focussed on increasing the complexity of musculoskeletal models and hence their accuracy
in predicting hip JRFs and muscle moments through the use of subject specific modelling.
Joint angles, moments and forces are sensitive to anthropometric, demographic and
temporal-spatial parameters
It was often reported in the literature that joint angles, moments and forces were effected
by variables such as leg length, gender and walking velocity. There was also evidence of links
between anthropometrics, demographics and temporal-spatial parameters such as males having
greater walking velocity whilst hip abduction-adduction RoM was linked to femoral offset. Some
of the more significant findings included that peak joint angles, moments and forces were linked to
reduced walking velocity and increasing age, together with stride length being a function of both leg
length and height. Differences in post-operative gait for THR patients was also found to be linked
to the surgical approach, implant type and the environment.
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Normal and THR patients differ in their gait characteristics
THR patients display different gait characteristics to controls through showing a loss in gait
symmetry and reductions in joint RoM. A loss of gait velocity is common, with corresponding
reductions in peak joint moments, VGRFs and hip JRFs. Postoperatively, THR patients improve
in their gait characteristics overtime, but are never able to reach the levels of healthy individuals.
The measurement of gait is prone to error
The number of and type of errors present in the analysis of human gait are numerous, effecting
both healthy and operated patients. Of these there are errors in anthropometric measurements,
protocol errors and computational modelling. Anthropometric measurement errors include under or
overestimating clinical measures such as the knee width. Errors in the gait analysis protocol include
the movement of the skin with respect to the underlying bone that the marker is placed upon (Soft
Tissue Artefact), marker misplacement and errors in force plate and camera calibration, amongst
many others. Computational modelling errors however appeared to be the greatest concern, with the
selection of optimisation technique, muscle recruitment criterion, errors in joint centre definitions,
orientations of segments and the selection of cardan angle sequence being particularly challenging
issues.
LLI is a considerable problem due to the number of symptomatic patients
A study by Wylde et al. [6] found that around 10% of THR patients were symptomatic for an
anatomic LLI. If it is taken into consideration that in 2015 alone, 100,000 individuals underwent
a THR, around 10,000 people would have been symptomatic for an LLI. As the number of THR
procedures per annum increases due to an ageing population, these numbers will likewise increase.
There is not a consensus on what level of LLI is the threshold for patients to become
symptomatic
There is a consensus in the literature that a discrepancy in leg length of up to 10mm is accept-
able. There does not however exist a consensus on what the minimum threshold level for being
unacceptable is. This is due to the different leg length difference values found in the literature
across studies and the impact of subjectivity in patients being symptomatic.
Analysis of the gait, anthropometrics and wear rates of Symptomatic LLI patients
in the literature is virtually non-existent
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The present review of the literature has found very little on the gait of patients who are symp-
tomatic for an LLI following THR. There have been no studies which have analysed the effect of
being symptomatic for an LLI on the kinematics at the pelvis, knee and ankle. Only a single study
has been previously undertaken on hip motion, hip JRFs and VGRFs of symptomatic LLI patients
following THR, by Li et al. [199]. This study however used a limited set of patients, with there be-
ing patients with an anatomical LLI, a functional LLI caused by muscle shortening and individuals
with secondary conditions all being included in the same dataset. Likewise, a thorough analysis of
clinical measurements such as the inter-hip distance have as of yet not been undertaken.
Segment optimisation and inverse kinematics are two main techniques used to com-
pute kinematics from motion capture data
Segment optimisation is where markers which are attached to a rigid body segment are used in
tracking the motion of the segment and in computing the pose and position at each time frame.
This method assumes that all markers move along together with the segments to which they are
attached to and that their positions in relation to the segment coordinate system do not change.
Inverse kinematics also attempts to provide the position and orientation of all segments at each
time interval. This is however undertaken through a process of least squares where the residuals
between the model marker positions and the experimental marker positions are minimised. Joints
are explicitly defined, whereas in segment optimisation all joints are treated independently, allowing
inverse kinematics to limit motion between segments such as the abduction-adduction movement of
the knee joint.
There is some uncertainty with regards to how muscles distribute load over the hip
joint
It is not known for certain how the CNS selects which muscles to utilise for a particular load. In-
vivo studies have shown that the sharing of loads spans across multiple muscles, with the distribution
of loads often being computed using a polynomial muscle criterion. Which muscles are selected and
how much force is produced are computed using a variety of methods including minimisation of the
maximum muscle force and minimisation of metabolic cost.
The longevity of a hip joint implant is dependent on a variety of implant and patient
specific factors
Cross shear, joint loads, sliding distance and activity levels were all found to effect the longevity
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of a hip implant. This was together with walking velocity, with an increase in walking speed leading
to greater fluid film lubrication during entrainment. Other factors which were implant specific
included the amount of cross linking of the acetabular cup and the size of the femoral head, with a
larger femoral head leading to greater sliding distances.
2.8 Study Objectives
Four study objectives were defined in the Introduction in order to answer the study aim. Using the
summary of the literature, the objectives are listed below together with a brief description of the
techniques which were utilised and the reasoning behind any analysis.
Objective 1 - Understand whether differences exist in both anthropometric measure-
ments and demographics between Symptomatic LLI and asymptomatic Happy THR
patients
This study objective aids in understanding whether differences between the Symptomatic LLI
patients and Happy THR patients are purely down to anthropometrics (e.g. height, femoral offset,
cup angle) or demographics (e.g. age). This will investigate the missing areas in the current liter-
ature which are not currently addressed thoroughly using the most accurate clinical measurement
techniques available. Demographic data was compared through clinical notes whilst anthropometric
measurements of patients were made using a clinical measurements software package.
Objective 2 Examine whether LLI patients show a characteristic gait pattern in
their kinematic, kinetic and temporal-spatial results together with comparing them to
asymptomatic Happy THR and Normal patients
The 2nd objective would help to understand the role that differences in kinematics, kinetics and
temporal-spatial parameters between patient groups may have on determining whether a patient
is symptomatic for an LLI. Joint angles, hip JRFs and VGRFs were studied together with many
temporal-spatial parameters. This analysis was undertaken using the PiG marker set on Visual3D.
The data itself was obtained prior to the present study.
Objective 3 - Compute how error using the PiG model may have effected the vari-
ability seen in the clinical gait analysis results
To be able to make informed conclusions, there must be confidence in the results. The PiG
protocol, as demonstrated in the literature, is one of the most commonly used marker sets in
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measuring human gait. The literature review demonstrated that PiG is susceptible to errors in both
the standing and dynamic trials; there is still however much scope for further scrutiny. A thorough
sensitivity analysis of both the standing and dynamic trials was undertaken in analysing the impacts
of marker misplacement, the choice of HJC regression equation, joint width error measurement and
a comparison against the CAST marker set. This was undertaken in Visual3D using data obtained
prior to the present study and with data acquired for specific sensitivity studies.
Objective 4 - Analyse how differences in kinematics, kinetics and temporal-spatial
parameters effect the Symptomatic LLI, Happy THR and Normal groups in terms of
predicted wear rates and lubrication thickness
The literature found that currently there does not exist an in depth analysis of factors which
could influence the wear rates of LLI patients. This investigation aimed to analyse the clinical
data obtained prior to the study in terms of cross shear ratios, aspect ratios, motion paths and
lubrication regimes in order to determine the potential impact on hip joint prosthesis.
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3 Generic Methods - Implementing PiG in Visual3D and AnyBody
3.0.1 Plug-in-Gait
Background
PiG is the commercial name used by Vicon in their application of the CGM. The marker set
has historically been one of the most common methods utilised in the clinical environment for gait
analysis due to its relative ease of use and rapid implementation. This is through the relatively
small number of markers used and the absence of medially based markers. The absence of medial
markers however does lead to difficulties in the estimation of the KJC and AJC where the position is
effectively defined through the accuracy of the clinician in measuring joint width. Anthropometric
measurements including leg length, body mass, height, knee width and ankle width are used in the
definition of body segments. The model is built using a total of 16 markers placed on the pelvis,
hip, knee and the foot as shown in Figure 26.
Figure 26: The Plug-in-Gait marker set with the marker names which are conventionally used. The
left image gives the front view of the marker positions whilst the right image the back view.
[413]
The pelvis is defined through bony landmarks which are easily identifiable. Two markers are
placed on the anterior superior iliac spine on the right and left hand sides (RASIS & LASIS) whilst
two markers are placed on the right and left sides of the posterior superior iliac spine (RPSIS &
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LPSIS). The PSIS markers are placed on the S2 vertebra which is indicated by the level of the skin
dimples. Misplacement of any of these markers would create artefact in the pelvis angle [414].
The thigh segment has two markers placed on it. The first of these, called LTHI/RTHI (Left
Thigh & Right Thigh), are placed at a lateral position on the thighs just below the swing of the
hand. The RKNE/LKNE (Right Knee & Left Knee) markers are placed on the lateral epicondyles
of the knees which are found through establishing the point at which the lower leg appears to rotate.
Similar to the thigh segment, the shank segment also has two markers. The RTIB/LTIB (Right
Tibia & Left Tibia) markers are placed on the lateral aspects of each shank at around a third of the
way down the segment whilst the RANK/LANK (Right Ankle & Left Ankle) markers are placed
on the lateral ankle. On the foot there are markers on the 2nd metatarsal RTOE/LTOE (Right
Toe & Left Toe) and at the heel RHEE/LHEE (Right Heel & Left Heel). Clinical gait analysis
requires that a segment is defined via the use of 3 or more markers, which leads to virtual joint
centre markers needing to be created during the processing of captured gait data for the hip, knee
and ankle (HJC, KJC & AJC).
Defining Joint Centres
The PiG marker protocol is designed in a way which allows markers to be shared between
segments, such as the KJC which is shared between the thigh and the shank. This means that
errors produced in the proximal segment can be passed onto the distal segment which can be
amplified down the kinematic chain. For instance, inaccurate measurement of leg length or ASIS
distance due to poor marker placement can have an effect on the position of the HJC. The KJC is
defined to lie on the plane formed by the HJC, lateral thigh marker and lateral knee marker and
thus errors in any of these in terms of placement, or computation with regards to the HJC, will
introduce error in calculating the position of the KJC.
When calculations for the position of the AJC are undertaken, a total of 9 markers would have
had a direct influence on computing its location. Thus the position of the AJC is potentially the
most unreliable in PiG which has led to authors attempting to find alternative solutions [415]. The
exact positions of the KJC and AJC are defined to be a clinically measured width (knee width or
ankle width) from the lateral knee or lateral ankle marker. Computation of the KJC and AJC are
illustrated in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: (a) - The KJC is computed using the HJC, lateral thigh marker and lateral knee marker
plane together with the knee width via the chord function. (b) - The AJC is computed using the
KJC, lateral shank marker and lateral ankle marker plane together with the ankle width via the
chord function.
[43]
To avoid errors caused by the misplacement of the lateral thigh marker and thus to reduce the
amount of error down the kinematic chain, a Knee Alignment Device (KAD) is often used to aid in
determining the orientation of the knee joint axes [416]. This can be seen in Figure 28.
Figure 28: A patient with a KAD. A virtual knee marker is assumed to exist equidistant from the
3 markers on the device. The direction formed by the line passing through the virtual knee marker
and the knee wand marker(both circles) is the knee flexion-extension axis
[417]
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The position of the lateral segment markers (the lateral thigh (LTHI/RTHI) and the lateral
shank (LTIB/RTIB) markers) play a large role in defining the orientation of the segment axes. This
is through their effect on determining the anterior-posterior position of the distal joint centre in the
plane produced for their computation. A lateral segment marker which is placed too anterior on
the thigh leads to a more posterior distal joint centre and vice versa. This can be seen in Figure 29.
Figure 29: The effects of thigh marker positioning on the KJC. A more anterior thigh marker leads
to a more posterior KJC whilst a more posterior thigh marker leads to a more anterior KJC. The
same could be said for the relationship between the lateral shank marker and the AJC.
The HJC-KJC-Lateral Knee Marker and KJC-AJC-Lateral Ankle Marker angles must be 90◦,
as illustrated in Figure 27. This often means that the KJC and/or AJC will be offset in the
superior-inferior or medial-lateral directions in addition to moving in the anterior-posterior direction.
Schematics in Figures 30 and 31 attempt to explain this.
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Figure 30: Schematic representing the potential positions of the KJC/AJC in the knee/ankle joint as
viewed from above the joint. The edges of the sphere represent all the positions that the KJC/AJC
can take through the joint width measurement. The effects of the plane which is used to compute
the distal joint centre can be seen, with a joint centre which is more anterior also moving laterally
due to the clinically measured joint width.
Figure 31: Schematic representing the potential positions of the KJC/AJC in the knee/ankle joint
as viewed from the front of the joint. The edges of the sphere represent all the positions that the
KJC/AJC can take through the joint width measurement. The effects of the plane which is used to
compute the distal joint centre can be seen, with a joint centre which is more anterior also moving
either superior or inferior due to the clinically measured joint width.
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Axes Orientations
The lateral segment markers also have a role in determining the orientation of segment axes
through their definition of the distal joint centre positions. If a computed distal joint centre is
more anterior than the lateral joint marker (the lateral knee (LKNE/RKNE) marker or the lateral
ankle marker (LANK/RANK)), this leads to external rotation of the segment whilst if the distal
joint centre is more posterior than the lateral segment marker this leads to internal rotation. The
schematic in Figure 32 attempts to explain this.
Figure 32: The symbols Φ and Ψ represent angles formed between the lateral knee marker and
different KJC’s, which is equivalent to the rotation of the thigh. As can be seen, a more anterior
KJC leads to a greater angle between the KJC and lateral knee marker (measured between the
anterior-posterior directions), causing external rotation of the thigh. The same could be said of the
lateral shank marker and AJCs positions.
A common consequence of axes misorientation due to placing a lateral segment marker either
too anterior or posterior is cross talk between axes. This is where a particular motion is measured
incorrectly as another motion. Examples include abduction being measured as adduction and flexion
being measured as abduction. This can be seen in Figure 33. Misorientation of a segment axes can
also be effected by the other markers on a segment and also the anthropometric measurements;
however in most cases their effects are very small.
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Figure 33: The leg in the diagram is assumed to be a left leg. (A) represents an internally rotated
thigh due to anterior positioning of the lateral thigh marker, (C) represents a externally rotated
thigh due to posterior placement of the lateral thigh marker, (B) represents a natural joint axes
orientation. The red axes represents flexion-extension, with an anterior rotation of the axes being
flexion and a posterior rotation being extension. The green axes represents abduction-adduction,
with a medial rotation of the axes being adduction and a lateral rotation being adduction. The blue
axes represents internal-external rotation. Changes in the orientation of the axes redefine where
each motion is measured from and hence leads to cross-talk between axes.
Joint Centre Offset
A joint centre offset can occur in any of the three planes of motion and can effect both kinematic
and kinetic results, without altering the axes of orientation. An example can be seen in Figure 34 in
terms of the abduction-adduction of the thigh. An overestimation in the measurement of the knee
joint width can lead to the KJC being too medial. A KJC which is too medial leads to an adduction
offset at the distal portion of the thigh and an abduction offset at the proximal end during the initial
standing trial. This would lead to there being an offset in the hip and knee abduction-adduction
results, with results for the hip showing greater abduction and those for the knee greater adduction.
Similar effects are also produced with the anterior-posterior movement of the joint centre.
Joint moments can also be effected. Taking the example once again of the knee and its medial-
lateral position, a knee width which is overestimated will lead to a more medial KJC, and thus
increase the amount of knee abduction moment. The vice versa would also be true for knee adduction
moment. However, hip abduction-adduction moment on this occasion would not be effected as the
positions of proximal joint centres are unaffected by distal changes.
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Figure 34: The effects of joint centre offset on kinematics and kinetics. A more medial KJC in the
standing trial leads to an adduction offset at the distal portion of the thigh and an abduction offset
at the proximal portion.
Foot Rotation
Rotation of the foot differs to that of the thigh and shank due to the segment being orientated
at approximately 90◦ relative to the shank. Unlike the other segments, the position of the AJC has
a significant effect on determining the medial-lateral tilt and rotation of the foot. This is explained
and illustrated in greater detail in Figure 35.
Figure 35: A top view of the foot, with ankle, toe and AJC markers. The foot is defined from the
AJC/AJC2 to the toe marker. An AJC positioned more medial, lateral, anterior or posterior to
the original position will alter the amount of foot rotation. A more medial AJC, such as AJC2 in
schematic B relative to AJC1, leads to greater external rotation whilst a more lateral AJC would
lead to a more internally rotated foot. Likewise, a more anterior or posterior AJC is also likely
to lead to errors in rotation but is itself dependent on the amount of medial or lateral error. For
instance in schematic (A), an error in only the anterior or posterior directions will have no effect
as the AJC and toe marker are parallel. If they were not parallel, an anterior or posterior offset
would cause a change in foot rotation. Changes in the position of the AJC/AJC2 also effect the




Visual3D (Germantown, MD, USA) is a 3D biomechanics analysis tool used to quantify motion
as captured by a 3D motion capture system with users ranging from universities to commercial
organisations. It is able to process data captured with any motion capture system as long as the
C3D file format and real time streaming are used. Applications include rehabilitation, neuroscience,
robotics, sports, orthopaedics and many more.
Segment Optimisation
Visual3D has two methods which can be used to determine the position and orientation of a
segment. These are segment optimisation and inverse kinematics. Segment optimisation is where
markers attached to a rigid segment are used to track the motion of the segment and calculate
the pose and position at each data frame. This method assumes that all markers move along with
the body segments to which they are attached and that their position in relation to the segment
coordinate system remains unchanged. Provided that there is a minimum of three non-collinear
markers placed on a segment, Visual3D will have enough information to determine a pose. A
weakness of the PiG model is that there are only two markers attached to each segment. The 3rd
marker which is used is the virtual marker either produced through regression equations (HJC) or
through proximal marker positions and joint.
The segment coordinate system is setup via the use of the non-collinear markers whilst the
laboratory coordinate system is defined during the calibration of the static trial. The latter is
assumed to remain constant in analysis. The position and orientation of the segment coordinate
system relative to the laboratory coordinate system can be used to completely describe motion of
each segment through the use of a least squares approach. To illustrate this, assume a point A is
located in the segment coordinate system. The location of the point in the laboratory coordinate
system (P) is given by:
P = T A + O (23)
where T is the rotation matrix from the segment coordinate system to the laboratory coordinate
system and (O) is the translation between coordinate systems. Also vice-versa is possible with the
location of a point in the laboratory coordinate system used to find a point in the segment coordinate
system through Equation 24.
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A = T−1[P−O] (24)
In reality, placement of markers onto a rigid body is not perfect and hence errors will be in-
troduced into the analysis. An example of this would be at the thigh where markers placed at the
lateral side of the knee and the greater trochanter exhibit high levels of STA whilst markers on
the middle portion of the thigh are prone to be knocked off during walking. Hence, for each target
marker an error term is introduced:
 = P− (T A + O) (25)
During motion of the rigid body, a new transformation matrix T and translation vector O are
computed at every instant provided that A can be measured in the segment coordinate system and
P can be measured in the laboratory coordinate system using Equation 26. Here m represents the
total number of markers on the rigid body segment. Minimising the sum of the squares of Equation
26 with respect to the orthonormal constraint as defined in Equation 27.
m∑
i=1
((Pi −T Ai)−O) (26)
T−1 T = TT − I = 0 (27)
Visual3D solves this minimisation problem based on the method of Spoor & Veldpaus through
the use of lagrangian multipliers.
g(T) = TT T− I = 0 (28)
Body Modelling
The start of the analysis process requires a static trial to be loaded to the main Visual3D inter-
face. Subsequently dynamic motion trials can be linked to the static trial. In Visual3D landmarks
are defined as virtual marker positions which in the case of the PiG model are the HJC, KJC and
AJC for both limbs. Segments used in the production of the PiG model were the pelvis, left thigh,
right thigh, left shank, right shank, left foot, right foot and the laboratory. A fully built Visual3D
model can be seen in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: A static trial in Visual3D with segment definitions of the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot
Creation of the Pelvis Segment and Hip Joint Centres
The first segment created is that of the pelvis due to PiG following a hierarchal structure.
Visual3D allows the creation of three different pelves which differ in the location and number of
markers used during motion capture. For the use of PiG, the pelvis defined by Davis et al. [273] is
used where the segment is situated between the ASIS and PSIS markers. All of these markers are
also used for tracking the pelvis during gait. This can be seen in Figure 37.
Figure 37: The Davis pelvis as defined in Visual3D
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A virtual marker is defined at the mid-point of the posterior markers called the SACR marker.
The plane of the pelvis is therefore defined as a triangle existing between the two ASIS markers
and the SACR marker which can be visualised in Figure 38. The x direction is defined to exist
between the origin and the right ASIS marker where the origin is defined as the mid-point of the
ASIS markers. The z-axis is perpendicular to the x-y plane and the y-axis is a cross product of the









Figure 38: A schematic of a pelvis with the pelvic marker placements and the origin as defined as
half way between RASI and LASI
[43]
Calculation of the HJC is often carried out using a regression equation which utilises anthro-
pometric measurements. Bell’s equation, as seen in Equations 30 and 31, uses as an input the
ASIS distance in its calculation of the position vector of the HJC. Harrington produced a regression
equation which is used commonly as seen in Equations 32 and 33. This equation uses the ASIS
distance together with clinical leg length measurement from the ASIS to the medial malleoli. The
definitions of ASIS distance and pelvic depth are illustrated in Figure 39.
−−−−→
RHJC = (0.36 ∗ASIS Distance,−0.19 ∗ASIS Distance,−0.3 ∗ASIS Distance) (30)
−−−→
LHJC = (−0.36 ∗ASIS Distance,−0.19 ∗ASIS Distance,−0.3 ∗ASIS Distance) (31)
−−−−→
RHJC = (0.33∗ASIS Distance+0.0073,−0.24∗Pelvic Depth−0.0099,−0.30∗ASIS Distance−0.0109)
(32)
−−−→
LHJC = (−0.33∗ASIS Distance−0.0073,−0.24∗Pelvic Depth−0.0099,−0.30∗ASIS Distance−0.01099)
(33)
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Figure 39: Measurements of ASIS distance are taken as the medial-lateral distance of the centre of
the RASIS (Right Anterior Superior Iliac Spine) marker and the centre of the LASIS (Left Anterior
Superior Iliac Spine) marker. Pelvic depth is computed as the average distance between the RASIS
and RPSIS (Right Posterior Superior Iliac Spine) markers and the LASIS and LPSIS (Left Posterior
Superior Iliac Spine) markers
[419]
A third often used HJC regression model is that of Davis et al. [273] which is listed in Equations
34 and 35. These Equations require the use of leg length and marker radius data obtained from
the laboratory and pre-defined values for many of the angles and constants, which can be seen from
Equations 36 - 42. Figure 40 demonstrates the derivation of this equation as undertaken by Davis
et al. via a schematic.
−−−−→
RHJC = (−S(C sin(θ)− 0.5 ∗ASIS distance), (−α− Rmarker)cos(β) + C cos(θ) sin(β),
(−Xdis− Rmarker)sin(beta)− C ∗ cos(θ) cos(β)) (34)
−−−→
LHJC = (S(C sin(θ)− 0.5 ∗ASIS distance), (−α− Rmarker)cos(β) + C cos(θ) sin(β),
(−Xdis− Rmarker)sin(β)− C ∗ cos(θ) cos(β)) (35)
A cadaver study determined that:










α = ASIS to ASIS distance, measured during clinical exam in meters (39)
Xdis = 0.1288 ∗ Leg Length− 0.04856 (40)
Rmarker = marker Radius in meters (41)
S = +1 for the right side and -1 for the left side (42)
Figure 40: Schematic demonstrating the anthropometric measurements used by Davis in formulating
their HJC equation
Creation of the Thigh Segment
Following the creation of the pelvis segment, the thigh segments are created. The proximal end
of the thigh is defined to be the position of the HJC whilst the distal end is defined as the lateral
knee marker. The radius of the proximal end (femoral offset), is defined via Equation 43.
Femoral Offset =
Inter Hip Joint Centre Distance
2
(43)
The rotation of the thigh and the femoral axis at the HJCs is defined by the lateral thigh
markers. The long axis (z-axis) is defined vertically with respect to the laboratory origin, the x-
axis (abduction-adduction) as being perpendicular to the plane formed by the lateral thigh marker,
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lateral knee marker and HJC whilst the y-axis (flexion-extension) as a cross product of the x and
z axes. A thigh marker placed too anterior leads to higher internal rotation and a too posterior
placement leads to excessive external rotation. Motions are tracked through the lateral thigh, lateral
knee and HJC markers. Creation of the segment in Visual3D can be seen in Figure 41.
Figure 41: The creation of the thigh segment, with the RTHI and RKNE markers coloured yellow.
Creation of the Shank Segment
The KJC forms the proximal end of the shank. It is calculated via the chord function using the
HJC, lateral thigh marker and lateral knee marker. This is described in Figure 27 on page 71 of the
Generic Methods. The medial-lateral position of the KJC and the radius of the proximal end of the
shank is defined via Equation 44 whilst the distal radius, which is also the ankle width, is defined
via Equation 45. The KJC together with the lateral shank and lateral ankle markers are tracked
during gait to compute shank kinematics and kinetics.
Knee Radius =




Ankle Width + Marker Radius
2
(45)
The long axis (z-axis) of the shank is defined vertically from the KJC to the HJC, the x-axis
(abduction-adduction) as being perpendicular to the plane formed by the lateral shank marker,
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lateral ankle marker and KJC whilst the y-axis (flexion-extension) as a cross product of the x and
z axes. Creation of the segment in Visual3D can be seen in Figure 42.
Figure 42: The creation of the shank segment, with the lateral shank and lateral ankle markers
coloured yellow.
Creation of the Foot Segment
The AJC forms the proximal end of the foot. It is calculated via the chord function using the
KJC, lateral shank marker and lateral ankle marker. This is described in Figure 27 on page 71 of
the Generic Methods. The lateral shank marker determines the anterior-posterior position of the
AJC whilst the ankle radius as computed in Equation 45 is used to define the medial lateral position
of the joint centre relative to the lateral ankle marker.
Similar to what was seen at the knee, the long axis (z-axis) of the foot is defined to exist between
the AJC and the KJC, whilst the x-axis (dorsiflexion-plantarflexion) is formed perpendicular to
the plane of the lateral shank marker, lateral ankle marker and the KJC. Once again, the x-axis
(eversion-inversion) is formed by the cross product of the x and z unit vectors.. The foot is however
rotated at approximately 90◦ degrees relative to the shank. This causes a phase difference in the
orientation of the axes of 90◦. The creation of the foot in Visual3D can be seen in Figure 43.
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AnyBody (AnyBody Technology, Aalborg, Denmark) is a software program used to simulate
human body mechanics. Motion capture data can be imported to drive the default model and
forces can be calculated using the 1000+ muscle elements. Alternatively, subject specific models
can be built to fit population data or certain individuals. AnyBody is a software program where users
contribute to the enhancement of the models through submission of various biomechanical models
based on the AnyBody system with regards to various activities. This has led to the development of
a model repository, a collection of free validated models which are downloadable and can be utilised
by subscribers to the AnyBody software.
Inverse Kinematics
The inverse kinematics process in AnyBody attempts to provide the position and orientation
of all segments at each time interval. This is done through a process of least squares where the
residuals between the model marker positions and the experimental marker positions are minimised.
Each marker adds constraints to the segment, with a total of three per marker. Some markers can
be better placed than others, with those generally on bony landmarks such as the lateral epicondyle
of the knee being best placed and those on the muscular region of the thigh the most likely to be
misplaced.
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Figure 44 shows the experimental markers (red) and the model markers (blue). The experimental
markers differ with some of them having red arrows whilst others having green. Those with green
arrows indicate the direction that that specific marker can be optimised. Red arrows show that the
particular markers position will not be optimised. Not all markers can be optimised as this may
lead to kinematic failure. Generally, enough markers must be fixed to be able to equal the models
degrees of freedom. Some markers also need to be fixed to ensure that segment lengths and joint
axes can be appropriately defined. For instance, if all the pelvic markers were optimised then any
arbitrary tilt of the pelvis could produce a feasible solution [420].
Figure 44: Model marker and experimental marker positions in the loaded AnyBody model
An initial guess is made of coordinates of the segments q0 and parameters in the model p0. The
initial guess of the segment coordinates does not have a bearing on the kinematic outcome of the
results. This is undertaken by specifying the angles of the pelvis, hip, knee and foot together with
the segment lengths. This is repeated until the virtual markers from the model approximately line
up with the recorded markers from the .C3D file. If this does not occur and kinematic analysis fails
at the initial guess, another initial guess must be made by the user. This is usually in terms of
segment length with the angles of the segments remaining the same. If the kinematic analysis fails
at another point in the analysis due to exceeding the error bounds of the model, either the error
bound can be decreased or the frame numbers used in the model decreased to exclude where the
error occurred. To ensure the accuracy of the model and to prevent errors being propagated, the
decreasing of error bounds is not usually encouraged.
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During kinematic analysis, AnyBody defines two sets of equations which must be solved:
ψ(q(t), d, t) (46)
φ(q(t), d, t) (47)
where Equation 46 is with regards to marker constraints such as differences between the model
and experimental marker positions whilst Equation 47 is with regards to joint constraints. The
optimisation process aims to find an optimal solution at each time frame with the minimal difference
between the model and experimental markers with respect to the joint constraints. Following
analysis, kinematic results can be extracted from AnyBody. The optimised parameters such as the
joint angles are then saved into a temporary file which are used in the kinetic analysis.
Inverse Dynamics
During kinetic analysis, a number of items must be specified which will directly impact the
results following inverse dynamics. These are all with regards to muscle properties. In principle,




The first of these, AnyMuscleModel, is a very simple muscle model which has a single input of
muscle isometric strength. These strength values are taken from cadaver studies. They are however
unsuitable in modelling THR due to not depicting the muscle morphology after surgery. Another
of the available muscle types is AnyMuscleModel2ELin. The advantage of using this muscle type
over AnyMuscleModel is that the muscle strength is assumed to be proportional to current length
and contraction velocity.
When using the AnyMuscleModel2Elin model, Anybody assumes that the tendon is linearly
elastic and contains two elements which include the muscle (contractile element) and serial elastic
elements (tendon). The justification for the use of elastic properties is that muscles have an innate
passive elastic capacity. The drawback of using this model is that the force can be reduced to zero
even if the muscle is significantly stretched whilst in reality the passive elasticity will always provide
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a force. It would also be difficult to use this model when analysing THR due to the loss of elastic
capacity in some of the muscles which have been either been shortened or damaged during surgery.
The final type of muscle model used by Anybody is AnyMuscleModel3E which is a full on Hills
Model. The name is due to the three components of the model: a contractile element representing
the active muscle fibres, a serial-elastic element which represents tendon elasticity and a parallel
elastic element representing the passive stiffness of muscle fibres. The AnyMuscleModel3E model
works by firstly recruiting the muscles and then computing the tendon elongation. Subsequently, it
calculates the influence of tendon elongation on muscle strength and corrects the muscle activity.
The solution provided is however only an approximation because in theory a change in muscle
strength may alter the force distribution which is not reproduced in the Anybody system. Instead
all corrections are local.
Generally when setting up an equilibrium equation for the musculoskeletal system it is of the
following form:
Cf = r (48)
where f is a vector of muscle and JRFs, r is another vector which represents external and inertia
forces whilst c is a matrix of equation coefficients. Despite this being a linear system which would
at first glance appear trivial to solve, difficulties arise due to two reasons. The first of these is that
muscles can only pull and not push which implies that the only solutions available are positive or
zero in sign with regards to muscle force. The second reason is with respect to muscle redundancy
where the muscular system has more muscles than required to balance and external forces. In-vivo,






AnyBody can be used as a tool to guess the type of function that G is. It can estimate this
function G as linear, quadratic or polynomial which have all been discussed previously. Linear
muscle recruitment, despite being unrealistic, is included in the AnyBody modelling software for
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completeness and when required can be used to determine the strongest muscles in a given complex
system. Use of the quadratic muscle recruitment criterion also poses problems when used in the
Anybody system due to the results at times not being physiological, although Modense et al. [350]
would challenge this.
To overcome the problems posed by these methods, the min-max formulation for muscle recruit-
ment is commonly selected. This recruitment criterion ensures that the maximum output for all
the muscles which are able to contract for a specified pose is minimised. Loads are thus not placed
on a small number of muscles and are instead distributed between many of the muscles in the close
vicinity. This is similar to what is thought to occur physiologically [325].
3.0.4 Statistics
Bartletts test was used to find whether the variances of compared measurements in each group were
equal. Normality was tested for prior to analysis using the Anderson-Darling test. If normality
was found, the one-way ANOVA test was used in SPSS at the 5% significance level together with
the Tukey post-hoc. If normality was not found for analysis with more than one group, the non-
parametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA was used in SPSS at the 5% significance level. All
statistics were reported to 2 significant figures. 95% confidence intervals were also calculated using







4 Anthropometrics & Demographics
4.1 Aims & Objectives
The aim of this study was to understand the differences in anthropometric measurements made
clinically and demographic factors between between symptomatic LLI patients and asymptomatic
individuals following a THR, which for this study were labelled as Happy THR patients. Variables
studied included the femoral offset, leg length difference, inter-hip distance and cup inclination angle
in terms of anthropometrics together with height, age and with BMI for demographics.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Initial Clinical Method
By LMBRU (Leeds Musculoskeletal Biomedical Research Unit) Staff
Ethical approval was obtained prior to the start of the study from the Leeds West National
Health Service Ethics Committee Ref: 09/H1307/63 3. The ethical opinion includes provision for
future use of the data for related purposes such as computational modelling. Data was anonymised
before being used for analysis.
The investigation involved a rigorous selection of patients who had undergone THR for a period
greater than a year and were either ”happy” or were symptomatic for a leg length difference. The
exclusion criteria for the patients in the symptomatic leg length difference and Happy THR groups
are listed below. Inclusion into each group was undertaken prior to the commencement of the
present study, where LLI patients were initially screened and operated on at other hospitals across
Leeds before being referred to Chapel Allerton Hospital (Leeds, UK) due to it being a specialist
joint replacement hospital. All patients in the Happy THR group had a postoperative Oxford Hip
Score4 above 35 indicating little or no discomfort. Oxford Hip Scores for the LLI group ranged from
5-48.
All patients who were symptomatic only perceived a difference in leg length post-THR, with
differences being at the hip joint. The surgical procedure did not effect the lengths of the shank
or the height of the ankle joint. Each of the LLI patients had been implanted with an UHMWPE
prosthesis. A control group of Normal healthy subjects was recruited from a clinical list of healthy
3See Appendix II for approval form, participant information sheet samples and consent form samples on pages
341-350
4The Oxford Hip Score is a qualitative assessment of daily function in THR patients consisting of 12 questions.
Each question has a score from 0-4, with 0=severe pain and 4=no pain [421]
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volunteers who each demonstrated the maximum Oxford Hip Score of 48 for both the hip and the
knee. The exclusion criteria for this group is also listed below.
All patients had unilateral hip replacements. In total 14 Happy THR patients (Age 64±11.2) and
26 Symptomatic LLI patients (Age 59.8±9.6) were recruited together with a cohort of 38 Normal
healthy individuals (Age 45±12.6)5. These groups were not matched for age or gender. Happy
THR patients were asked to volunteer for the analysis together with the Normal healthy volunteers
at Chapel Allerton Hospital in Leeds. These patients underwent clinical gait analysis at Chapel
Allerton Hospital.
Exclusion Criteria for LLI Patients
• Not undergone unilateral THR
• Had undergone any other joint replacement procedure e.g resurfacing at the hip, knee or ankle
• Did not complain of perceiving a difference in leg length post-THR
• Not been referred for revision surgery
• Had congenital differences in leg length or differences caused by non-THR surgery which
caused clinical symptoms
• Had pre-existing musculoskeletal problems which would be expected to effect gait
• Had other health issues which would be expected to effect gait
Exclusion Criteria for Happy Patients
• Not undergone unilateral THR
• Had undergone any other joint replacement procedure e.g resurfacing at the hip, knee or ankle
• Complained of perceiving a difference in leg length post-THR only, with no complaints prior
to surgery
• Had pre-existing musculoskeletal problems which would be expected to effect gait
• Had other health issues which would be expected to effect gait
5See pages 339-340 in Appendix I for patient lists
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Exclusion Criteria for Normal Controls
• Had undergone any type of joint replacement surgery
• Had health issues which would be expected to effect gait
4.2.2 Non-Clinical Method
(By Author)
The initial 26 Symptomatic LLI patients recruited for clinical gait analysis were screened post-
analysis for secondary conditions. This led to the subsequent removal of 8 patients with additional
underlying pathologies. This information was provided through medical notes taken during clinical
analysis. Additional patients were removed from the LLI and Happy THR groups due to radiographs
being unavailable. Overall, the radiographs of 13 LLI and 11 Happy THR patients were analysed.
No anthropometric results were produced for the Normal group due to these patients not having
undergone radiographic analysis. All radiographs used were of patients who had given informed
consent for the images to be used in research.
4.2.3 Clinical Method
(By author and Bobin Varghese)
Measurements were made using a clinical software package called PACS (Picture Archiving
and Communication System). This system stores patient radiograph data and allows design tools
to be utilised for measurements. Once anthropometric measurements were made on individual
radiographs, the values were multiplied by a magnification value. This was as the radiograph images
were stored on a standardised scale, with measurements not depicting actual anthropometrics.
The real measurement values were found by measuring the width of the calibration ball on each
radiograph as seen in Figure 45 and comparing it to its actual known width of 2.5cm. The ratio
produced was defined as the magnification value. All PACS measurements were then multiplied by
this ratio value to find the true measurement.
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Figure 45: A radiograph of a LLI patient with the calibration ball labelled.
Hip Joint Centre
Four measurements were made using PACS; leg length, femoral offset, inter-hip distance and cup
inclination angle. The most important landmark to identify in these measurements was the HJC.
Traditionally, there exist many methods to measure the precise location of the HJC which all rely
on the correct identification of landmarks such as the teardrop. The quality of the x-rays however
included patients which did not have the anterior-superior iliac spine or the teardrop visible, thus
making it not possible to utilise many of the methods used in literature6 such as those of Fessy et
al. [258], John & Fisher [259], Pierchon et al. [422] and Ranawat et al. [423].
The true physiological hip centre is calculated by placing a circle around the femoral head and
then drawing two perpendicular lines producing a quadrant in the circle [263]. This method has
previously been used in the literature [263, 424–426]. The centre of this quadrant is the HJC. Due
to the difficulties in using the traditional methods in measuring hip centre on a radiograph, it was
decided to use this method of drawing a circle over the femoral head. This can be seen in Figure 46.
A horizontal line from the most medial to the most lateral portion of the circle and a vertical line
from the most superior to the most inferior portions of the circle were also drawn. The intersection
of these lines was determined to be the HJC.
6Details of these methods are given in the Generic Methods
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Figure 46: Derivation of the HJC through the use of bisecting lines over the femoral head of the
hip implant. The horizontal line crosses from the most medial to the most lateral portion of the
femoral head whilst the vertical line crosses from the most superior to the most inferior. Image
analysis undertaken for this illustration in Coreldraw and represents what occurred in PACS
Inter-Hip Distance
Inter-hip distance was measured as the horizontal length between the left and right HJCs. Figure
47 demonstrates this measurement.
Figure 47: Calculation of inter-hip distance on a radiograph using Coreldraw, representative of
PACS.
Femoral Offset
An increase in leg length is often produced by the artificial implant having a greater femoral
offset than the natural hip joint. Measurements were made by computing the perpendicular distance
from the HJC to the line passing through the long axis of the femur. This can be seen in Figure 48.
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Figure 48: Calculation of femoral offset on a radiograph. The HJC position was computed first,
with a line then drawn from the HJC to the line passing through the long axis of the femur, meeting
at a right angle. In this Figure, the green line denotes the femoral offset.
Cup Inclination Angle
The cup inclination angle is the elevation of the acetabular cup relative to a reference line.
For this study, the method of Pluot et al. [427] was used with the ischial tuberosity used as the
reference line which was subtended by a line connecting the inferior and superior aspects of the
acetabular cup. The angle formed was defined as the cup inclination angle. Figure 49 demonstrates
this measurement.
Figure 49: Calculation of cup inclination angle on a radiograph using CorelDraw, representing how
measurements were undertaken in PACS.
Leg Length
The calculation of leg length followed the methodology as defined by McWilliams et al. [256], as
seen in Figure 50. Calculation of leg length differences was achieved by firstly drawing a line which
connected the HJCs of the two femoral heads. Parallel lines were then drawn at the most inferior
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point of the teardrop and at the lesser trochanter on both sides of the hip. The vertical length
between the line joining the HJC and the teardrop was measured on both sides of the hip. Any
difference between the two was due to differences in cup height on the operated side. The vertical
length between the inferior portion of the teardrop and the lesser trochanter was also measured on
both hips. Any difference in length between the two was due to differences in stem length on the
operated side. The overall LLI was found by summing the differences between cup height and stem
length.
Figure 50: Calculation of leg length using the McWilliams method on a radiograph. CA and SA
represent artificial cup and stem length respectively with CN and SN representing the natural cup
and stem length. OA and ON represent the overall length found through the addition of the CA
and SA and CN and SN measurements.
Figure adapted from McWilliams et al. [11]
Demographics
Demographic measurements included age, height and BMI. As these measurements did not
require radiographs, all of the Symptomatic LLI (13) and Happy THR (14) patients could be






4.3 Results - Anthropometrics
4.3.1 Femoral Offset
Femoral offset has been reported in various studies to range from 39.3mm to 47.1 mm following THR
[165, 428–431]. For the Symptomatic LLI group on the operated side there was an average femoral
offset of 41.8mm±4.19mm whilst on the non-operated side it was computed as 41.3mm±6.57mm.
For the asymptomatic Happy THR group, on the operated side an average of 47.1mm±7.47mm was
computed with the non-operated side having a femoral offset on average 42.3mm±5.56mm long.
Using a one-way ANOVA, it was found there were no statistically significant differences between
the groups (p>0.05).
Despite there being no differences between the groups in the results, a general trend was seen
with the LLI patients having on average an approximately 13% smaller femoral offset. McGrory et
al. [429] found that a greater femoral offset was linked to greater muscle abductor strength. Other
studies have demonstrated that a greater femoral offset is linked to increased stability [428, 429, 432].
In addition, a larger femoral offset has been linked to an increase in RoM, a drop in the amount of
abductor force and abductor moment arm length required during gait [429]. These factors may have
been the underlying reason why the LLI patients were symptomatic and the Happy THR patients
were asymptomatic.
Figure 51: Average femoral offset compared between the LLI and Happy THR groups together with
standard errors.
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4.3.2 Inter-Hip Centre Distance
There were no statistically significant difference found in terms of inter-hip distance between the
LLI (176mm±8.83mm) and Happy THR (184.8mm±21.7mm) groups using the t- test (p>0.05),
which can be seen in Figure 52. Results were in the same range as found for a healthy individual
(169mm) by Charlton et al. [433].
Figure 52: Average inter HJC distance compared between the LLI and Happy THR groups together
with standard errors
4.3.3 Cup Inclination Angle
For the LLI group, the operated side cup had an inclination angle of 41.9◦±13.7◦ with the operated
side of the Happy THR group having an angle of 45.5◦±4.66◦. Results for the non-operated sides
revealed natural anatomical cup inclination angles of 54◦±4.64◦ and 50.3◦±6.27◦ for the LLI and
Happy THR groups respectively. Results for both the operated (p>0.05) and non-operated sides
(p>0.05) were found to be statistically not significant using the t-test at the 5% significance level.
Results can be seen graphically in Figure 53.
Unlike the current results, Pennington et al. [434] found using the same method significant
differences in cup inclination angle between the operated 45.4◦ and non-operated sides 43.5◦ of
Happy THR patients which were statistically significant. Their study was however taken on a
significantly larger patient cohort. Similar results were found by Bennet [405] with THR patients
demonstrating average cup inclination angles 44.4◦ on the operated side.
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Figure 53: Average cup inclination angles compared between the LLI and Happy THR groups
together with standard errors
4.3.4 Leg Length Difference
Out of the LLI patients, 13 (100%) had a longer operated leg whilst for the asymptomatic THR
group 5 (50%) had a longer operated leg. Ranawat et al. [230] demonstrated that LLI patients were
more able to tolerate shortening of a leg more than a lengthening. This could potentially be due to
the stretching of the soft tissues around the hip when lengthening of the leg occurs.
If those patients with shortening of the operated limb are removed from the Happy THR group,
the remaining patients had on average the operated side 5.30mm±4.64mm longer than the non-
operated side. Those patients with a decrease in leg length had on average the operated side
-4.68mm±3.16mm shorter than the non-operated side. An ANOVA comparing the lengthened and
shortened Happy THR patients to the LLI group produced statistically significant results (p<0.01),
with a Tukey demonstrating the difference were between the shortened side and the other two
groups. Figure 54 illustrates this. This analysis has shown that when lengthening of the leg
does occur following THR, the magnitude of leg length does not effect whether an individual is
symptomatic or not.
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Figure 54: Comparison of the leg length differences of the LLI group to the Happy THR group,
where the latter is split into results with an increase in operated leg length and a decrease. Standard
errors are included.
Figure 55 illustrates that the differences in leg length were greater at the stem for both the Happy
THR and LLI patients, with the differences in stem length being 64% greater in the Symptomatic
LLI group. The one-way ANOVA found no statistically significant differences in terms of stem
length difference between both groups (p>0.05). Likewise, a Kruskal-Wallis test found no significant
difference between the LLI and Happy THR groups in terms of cup height (p>0.05).
Figure 55: Average absolute differences in cup height and stem length between the operated and
non-operated sides of each group. Standard errors are included.
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4.4 Results - Demographics
Table 2 shows results for both the LLI and Happy THR patient groups in terms of demographics.
Results between the groups in terms of BMI and age were similar. Significant differences were
however present in terms of height, with the average Happy THR patient being 6% taller than the
average LLI patient. Full results can be found in Appendix I on pages 339 - 340.
Table 2: Demographics for the LLI and Happy THR groups with average results and standard errors
together with t-test results
LLI Happy THR T-test
BMI 29.4±4.04 29.6±6.08 p>0.05
Height(m) 1.61±0.07 1.70±0.10 p<0.01
Age (years) 61.3±10.4 64.3±11.2 p>0.05
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Leg Length Difference
Theoretically speaking, a greater leg length difference is more likely to lead to clinical symptoms.
Figure 56 demonstrates the amount of pelvic obliquity (medial-lateral tilt) seen when leg lengths are
equal (A) and when the operated side leg is longer (B). A positive pelvic obliquity here is defined
as the superior direction tilt of the pelvis on the longer operated side. A greater superior pelvic
obliquity would be a direct consequence of an increased leg length. Patients with the longest leg
length differences were therefore more likely to have increased levels of pelvic obliquity and thus
more likely to suffer from symptoms such as lumbar scoliosis [222].
Figure 56: Pelvic obliquity levels when there is zero obliquity (A) and when there is positive obliquity
(B) with the operated side lifted upwards.
[435]
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Figure 57 shows how, from using geometry alone, pelvic obliquity increases linearly with leg
length difference as a function of the inter-hip distance. Obliquity angles were computed using
basic trigonometry for known leg length differences and inter-hip distances. It was found that the
smaller the inter-hip distance, the greater the impact of the leg length difference on pelvic obliquity
and hence potentially clinical outcomes. Similar conclusions are drawn in the literature [234, 235].
Results from Figure 57 also illustrate that the relationship between leg length difference and the
computed static pelvic obliquity angle is clustered around two regions. These regions are <5mm
and between 10-15mm. The average height of the patients with a LLI <5mm was 1.63m whilst
the remaining patients averaged 1.66m. The average inter-hip distance of the patients with a LLI
<5mm was 180mm whilst the remaining patients also averaged 180mm. Neither height (p>0.05)
nor inter-hip distance (p>0.05) was found to statistically differ between these subgroups.
Figure 57: The effect that varying the leg length difference has on pelvic obliquity angle as a function
of inter-hip distance
Figure 58 demonstrates how this linear relationship in Figure 57 is linked to the anthropometric
results as seen for the LLI and Happy THR patients. Smaller static pelvic obliquity angles were
computed for the Happy THR group, which would have been linked to the smaller leg length
differences. It appeared that a leg length difference of >13mm or a pelvic obliquity >5 ◦ was
sufficient for a patient to be symptomatic for an LLI following THR. This follows closely the 10mm
threshold commonly suggested in literature as the minimum amount of discrepancy required for
clinical symptoms to develop. Using the SRCC, there was however no link detected between the
dynamic peak superior pelvic obliquity during a normalised gait cycle and the magnitude of leg
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length (SRCC =0.06). Patients compensated for having a difference in leg length using a variety of
methods at the pelvis.
Figure 58: The effect that varying leg length differences have on pelvic obliquity angle for both the
LLI and Happy THR groups
4.5.2 Height
With regards to height, it was found that taller individuals were more likely to be in the ”Happy”
THR group than the LLI group. Results also indicated that there was no significant difference in
terms of femoral offset between the groups. This was surprising as it would be expected that the
taller Happy THR group would have greater average femoral offsets [436]. The LLI patients thus
may have been symptomatic due to having hip prosthesis which were larger than required.
Differences between the heights of patients in the Happy THR and LLI groups may simply have
been due to bias in the results with the THR group having a higher proportion of males. The
Happy THR group had 10 males (1.75 metres ±0.08) whilst the LLI group had 3 (1.69 metres
±0.06). The Happy THR also had 4 females (1.59 metres ±0.05) with the LLI group having 10
(1.58 metres ±0.04). Results for height may also reflect that individuals who are taller are able
to accommodate small changes in leg length during gait using their greater height. This could
be through methods such as greater pelvic rotation and knee flexion, which are commonly used
compensatory mechanisms of individuals with a LLI [222].
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4.6 Conclusion
Disadvantages in comparing radiographic anthropometric results to one another include the poten-
tial errors in measurement techniques together with the masking of true measurements caused by
diseases such as osteoarthritis. Nevertheless, this study is the first to measure the anthropometric
properties and demographics of symptomatic LLI patients following THR and compare them to
asymptomatic THR patients. Results showed that femoral offset, so often linked to changes in leg
length following surgery, did not significantly differ between the groups. It was however suggested
that this was potentially due to the LLI patients having implants used which were larger than re-
quired and thus causing patients to become symptomatic. No statistical significance was detected
for the inter-hip distance, cup inclination angle, magnitude of leg length where the operated side
had been lengthened, age, and BMI. Height was found to differ between the groups which may have
been linked to their being more males in the Happy THR group or that taller individuals were more
likely to tolerate changes in leg length.
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5 Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial Parameters
5.1 Aims & Objectives
The aim of this study was to understand the differences in kinematic variables and temporal-spatial
parameters between symptomatic LLI patients and asymptomatic individuals following a THR,
which for this study were labelled as Happy THR patients. Comparisons were also to be made
against a Normal group in order to study how operated patients differ to their healthy counterparts.
Variables studied included the differences when looking at joint angles from the perspective of the
whole gait cycle, when standing and at particular gait events. The purpose of this analysis was to
understand the changes in gait biomechanics which occur with LLI and to postulate how they may
effect clinical outcomes.
5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 Initial Clinical Method
By LMBRU (Leeds Musculoskeletal Biomedical Research Unit) Staff
A description of the patient cohort used together with the recruitment method is described in
the Anthropometrics & Demographics chapter on page 90. Each patient underwent clinical gait
analysis in a gait laboratory (Chapel Allerton Hospital, Leeds, UK) using an eight-camera Vicon
MX motion analysis system (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, England) with the PiG marker set used7.
Cameras captured at a rate of 150 Hz with a 2 megapixel resolution. A working volume of 10 x
11 x 2.5 m was computed as giving less than 0.2 mm in camera error during the calibration of the
laboratory. A L-shaped frame with markers attached was placed in the centre of the capture volume,
with the frame being visible to all the cameras. A T-shaped calibration wand which has markers
attached was then waved so that all positions in the desired volume were captured by the camera.
Calibration is only valid for the camera configuration it was undertaken for. For this reason, every
patient had the data capture area calibrated before gait analysis. Two Bertec force plates (Bertec
Corp, Worthington, OH) were used with each capturing force data at 1000 Hz.
Markers were placed on the lateral sides of the thigh, knee, shank and ankle together with
markers on the foot and the pelvis. Altogether, four markers defined the pelvis segment, two
markers defined the thigh segment, two the shank segment and two the foot. Leg lengths were
measured using a block placed under the shorter limb which levelled the pelvis and hence allowed
7See Figure 26 on page 69 in the Generic Methods
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measurement of length between the anterior superior iliac spine and the medial ankle for both limbs
via a tape measure. Knee and ankle width were measured using a caliper with an error of ±1 mm.
A standing trial was followed subsequently by at least 2 walking trials along a 5 metre walkway.
The laboratory was setup such that the patients walked in the direction of the y-axis, whilst the
z-axis was defined as being the vertical and the x-axis the medial-lateral axis. In the Vicon motion
analysis system, markers were labelled for each trial, filtering of data occurred and the size of the
trials was trimmed by removing frame numbers at the beginning or at the end of the trial. Data
was provided in a C3D file format which contained marker positions with respect to time together
with GRF and force platform data.
5.2.2 Non-Clinical Method
(By Author)
The initial 26 Symptomatic LLI patients recruited for clinical gait analysis were screened for
secondary conditions which led to the subsequent removal of patients with additional underlying
pathologies. This information was provided through medical notes taken during clinical analysis and
included patients with conditions such as having a TKR in addition to a THR. In total, 8 patients
were removed from the Symptomatic LLI group using this method. An additional 5 patients were
removed due to reasons including being asymptomatic, having poor contact with the force plate
and having some data files either missing or being duplicates of other patients.
A further 3 patients were removed from the Happy THR and Normal groups respectively from
the original cohort due to data quality issues. These ranged from the data files for gait being too
small which prevented data for consecutive heel strikes from being extracted, marker dropouts and
marker mislabelling which could potentially lead to non-representative joint motion curves being
produced. In total, 13 patients in the Symptomatic LLI group, 11 patients in the Happy THR
group and 35 Normal healthy people had their gait analysed for this study.
All motion and standing trials for the condensed groups were then imported into Visual3D were
a body model was built as defined on pages 77- 85 in the Generic Methods. The model assumed
that each segment had 6DoF and that there were no explicit joint definitions with the Davis HJC
regression equation used to define the position of the HJC in the pelvic reference frame. Markers
in the PiG model were used both for defining segment endpoints/axes orientations together with
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tracking motion. Results were produced by measuring the angle of one segment (motion segment)
with respect to another (reference segment). This is further detailed in Table 3. Joint motions
were computed using a cardan angle sequence of xyz where x was flexion-extension, y abduction-
adduction and z rotation. Flexion, abduction and internal rotation were defined as being positive
whilst extension, adduction and external rotation were defined as being negative.
Table 3: Table showing segment motions in 6DOF Visual3D model. X measured anterior (flexion)-
posterior (extension) motion, Y medial (adduction)-lateral (abduction) motion and Z rotation
Motion Segment Reference Segment Motion Type Axis
Operated Side Pelvis Laboratory Obliquity Y
Operated Side Pelvis Laboratory Rotation Z
Right Thigh Pelvis Right Hip Flexion-Extension X
Left Thigh Pelvis Left Hip Flexion-Extension X
Right Thigh Pelvis Right Hip Abduction-Adduction Y
Left Thigh Pelvis Left Hip Abduction-Adduction Y
Right Shank Right Thigh Right Knee Flexion-Extension X
Left Shank Left Thigh Left Knee Flexion-Extension X
Right Foot Right Shank Right Ankle Dorsi-Plantar Flexion X
Left Foot Left Shank Left Ankle Dorsi-Plantar Flexion X
A review by Gurney [222] demonstrated that LLI patients compensate in certain planes of motion
at particular joints including showing changes in pelvic obliquity and rotation, hip flexion-extension
and abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension together with ankle dorsi-plantar flexion. For this
reason, only these planes of motion were analysed in order to produce a more focused analysis.
Gait Events
A comparison was made across the groups in terms of three gait events; initial heel strike, mid-
stance and toe off. These gait events were defined prior to analysis via the use of the force vector
on the force plate. The frame number of the gait cycle data which corresponded with the first
occurrence of the force vector was defined as initial heel strike whereas the frame number which
corresponded with the final occurrence of the force vector was defined as toe off. Mid-stance was
defined to exist exactly half-way between heel strike and toe off. Figure 59 shows the points in
the gait cycle which were selected as heel strike and toe off. All joint angle data was extracted
from Visual3D after restricting gait cycle kinematics between heel strike and toe off, thus allowing
identification of values which correspond to each of the gait events.
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Figure 59: The image on the left shows the identification of heel strike on the force plate with the
initial force vector produced. The image on the right shows the identification of toe off with the
terminal force vector produced.
Gait Cycle Comparison
Results were compared for all 6 of the previously mentioned joint motions and temporal- spatial
parameters (velocity, stride length, stance time, swing time, cycle time) between consecutive heel
strikes of the same foot. This was from heel strike onto the force plate to heel strike off the force
plate. All results were normalised to 100 percentiles. Comparisons were made across the groups in
terms of maximum angles, minimum angles and RoMs. Normalised raw results were also represented
graphically and were further analysed using tables. With regards to the tables, these depicted the
average results for the raw graph results e.g. for every LLI patient, the peak hip flexion angle
is selected and an average value is produced using all the values for the whole group. This was
undertaken on the raw results as the peak values may occur at different points in the gait cycle.
Symmetry Index
A symmetry index, produced by Robinson et al. [437] and defined in Equation 51, was then used
to determine the level of asymmetry between the two limbs of each patient in terms of temporal-
spatial-parameters. This technique was chosen as it allows a reference to be made against the
average result. XL and XR represented the parameter being studied on the left and right legs









Standing joint angles were measured during the initial calibration standing trials. The standing
trial was limited to the first 10 frames in order to minimise motion artefact. A single standing angle
value was extracted from the analysis which was the average value for that particular motion being
studied in the first 10 frames. This was undertaken for the pelvis, hip, knee and ankle.
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5.3 Results - Dynamic Joint & Segment Angles
5.3.1 Pelvic Obliquity
Pelvic obliquity has previously been defined in Figure 56 on page 101 in the Anthropometrics and
Demographics chapter. Figure 60 illustrates the average pelvic obliquity, or superior-inferior tilt, for
all three groups whilst Figure 61 shows the raw results. As the pelvis is treated as a single segment
in Visual3D by having a single coordinate system lying half-way between the ASIS markers, there
is only a single curve for each group instead of a curve for the left and right limbs. The peak
superior pelvic obliquity for the Happy THR and the Symptomatic LLI group were 70% and 134%
less respectively than a Normal healthy person.
Statistically significant differences were found between all groups in terms of gait cycle max-
imum angle (p<0.01) and minimum angle (p<0.02) when using the raw results. This is further
demonstrated in Table 4. Differences existed between the LLI and Happy THR patients to that of
the Normal cohort for the maximum angle and between the Symptomatic LLI and Normal groups
in terms of the minimum angle, as demonstrated with a post-hoc Tukey test.
Figure 60: Average pelvic operated side superior obliquity (+) & inferior obliquity (-) angles together
with 95% confidence intervals over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the
same foot. The dashed lines represent the associated confidence intervals for each sample.
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Figure 61: Raw pelvic operated side superior(+) and inferior(-) obliquity angle results for all three
groups over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated
side LLI patients (B) Operated side Happy THR patients (C) Normal Healthy Patients. The blue
curve in each graph is the same and represents the average pelvic obliquity for the Normal group
Table 4: Maximum angle, minimum angle and RoM in terms of averaged results for the raw pelvic
operated side superior(+) and inferior obliquity(-) for all patients in each group. * and † represent
statistical significance. Comparisons are made in columns. All values are in degrees.
Maximum Minimum RoM
Normal 5.08 ∗† −4.30 ∗ 9.38
Symptomatic LLI Operated Side 2.17 † −1.55 ∗ 3.72
Happy THR Operated Side 2.98 ∗ −3.12 6.10
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5.3.2 Pelvic Rotation
The schematic in Figure 62 demonstrates how pelvic rotation during this study was computed.
Figure 62: Schematic demonstrating the physical characteristics of pelvic internal-external rotation.
Positive internal rotation (a) was taken to be the anterior rotation of the operated sided pelvis whilst
external rotation (b) was posterior rotation of the operated sided pelvis
[438].
Results for pelvic rotation showed that the Symptomatic LLI group and Happy THR group
demonstrated a similar shaped curve to that of the Normal cohort despite both having a reduced
rotation angle. All curves had wide confidence intervals demonstrating the large variability within
each group. These results are illustrated in Figure 63. Raw results are illustrated in Figure 64. The
decrease in RoM is further quantified in Table 5 with the maximum of the Symptomatic LLI group
showing a 50% reduction in pelvic rotation relative to the Normal cohort. Significant differences
were found between the groups in terms of maximum angle (p<0.03) and minimum angle (p<0.03).
A post-hoc Tukey test revealed that these differences existed between the Normal and Symptomatic
LLI patient groups. An outlier existed in the Symptomatic LLI group with one particular patient
demonstrating increased internal pelvic rotation
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Figure 63: Average pelvis operated side anterior rotation (+) & posterior rotation (-) angles together
with 95% confidence intervals over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the
same foot. The dashed lines represent the associated confidence intervals for each sample.
Figure 64: Raw operated side anterior rotation (+) & posterior rotation (-) angle results for all
three groups over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A)
Operated side LLI patients (B) Operated side Happy THR patients (C) Normal healthy patients.
The blue curve in each graph is the same and represents the average pelvic rotation for the Normal
group
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Table 5: Maximum angle, minimum angle and RoM in terms of averaged results for the raw pelvic
operated side internal(+) and external(-) rotation for all patients in each group. * represents
statistical significance for Maximum and Minimum Values. Comparisons are made in columns. All
values are in degrees.
Maximum Minimum RoM
Normal 7.46 ∗ −6.23 ∗ 13.7
Symptomatic LLI Operated Side 3.62 ∗ −3.7 ∗ 7.72
Happy THR Operated Side 6.10 −3.80 9.89
5.3.3 Hip Flexion-Extension
The schematic in Figure 65 demonstrates how hip flexion-extension was measured during this study.
Figure 65: Schematic demonstrating the physical characteristics of hip flexion-extension. Anterior
movement of the thigh relative to the pelvis was referred to as hip flexion whilst posterior movement
of the thigh relative to the pelvis was referred to as hip extension.
[439].
Results from Figure 66 show that all groups had similar amounts of peak hip flexion angle at
initial and terminal heel strikes. However, the amount of hip motion between mid-stance and the
end of stance phase differed between the groups with the LLI patients showing reduced extension
on the operated side. The Normal group extended their hip to around 10 ◦ which was greater than
the non-operated side of the Happy THR group (5 ◦) and the non-operated side of the LLI group
(4 ◦).
Raw data results can be seen in Figure 67. Table 6 shows that relative to operated side of
the Symptomatic LLI patients, the Normal healthy patients had 44% greater hip flexion-extension
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RoM, 2% smaller maximum flexion angle and a 280% greater maximum extension angle. Results
were more similar between Normal and Happy THR patients. The LLI group had the smallest RoM.
No statistically significant differences were found between any of the operated/non-operated limbs
together with the Normal cohort for the maximum flexion angle (p> 0.05). A statistically significant
difference was however found with regards to the minimum angle, or the maximum extension angle,
with p<0.01. This difference was shown to exist between the operated side of the LLI group relative
to all others.
Figure 66: Average hip flexion (+) extension (-) angles together with 95% confidence intervals over
a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. The dashed lines represent
the associated confidence intervals for each sample.
Table 6: Maximum angle, minimum angle and RoM in terms of averaged results for the raw hip
flexion (+)-extension (-) angle compared between hips for all patients in each group. *, †,B and
 represent statistical significance for Maximum and Minimum Values. Comparisons are made in
columns. All values are in degrees.
Maximum Minimum RoM
Normal 36.1 ◦ −9.29 ∗ 45.4
Symptomatic LLI Operated Side 36.9 5.13 ∗†B 31.6
Symptomatic LLI Non-Operated Side 33.6 −3.16 † 36.0
Happy THR Operated Side 35.9 −4.67B 40.6
Happy THR Non-Operated Side 35.0 −8.94  43.9
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Figure 67: Raw hip flexion (+)-extension (-) angle results for all three groups over a normalised
gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI patients (B)
Non-operated side LLI patients, (C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-operated side
Happy THR patients (E) Normal healthy patients. The blue curve in each graph is the same and
represents the average hip flexion-extension for the Normal group
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5.3.4 Hip Abduction-Adduction
The schematic in Figure 68 demonstrates how hip abduction-adduction was measured during this
study.
Figure 68: Schematic demonstrating the physical characteristics of hip abduction-adduction. The
lateral movement of the thigh with respect to the pelvis away from the mid-line of the body was
referred to as hip abduction. The medial movement of the thigh with respect to the pelvis towards
the mid-line of the body was referred to as hip adduction.
[440]
Figure 69 demonstrates that differences existed between the groups in terms of hip abduction-
adduction. Relative to the Normal group, the Happy THR and Symptomatic LLI group both
showed a loss of hip adduction which was particularly prevalent in the latter with a reduction of
50% in peak angle. The operated side of LLI patients showed very little hip adduction, whilst the
Happy THR group lost ≈ 4 ◦ of adduction compared to Normal patients.
Raw results can be seen in Figure 70. Table 7 demonstrates that the LLI patients had the
smallest RoM in the abduction-adduction plane. No statistically significant differences were found
in terms of peak hip abduction angle (p>0.05). Significant differences were however found with
regards to the maximum amount of adduction (p<0.01). A post-hoc Tukey test demonstrated that
this significance was between the Normal individuals and both the operated and non-operated sides
of the LLI and Happy THR groups.
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Figure 69: Average hip abduction (+) adduction (-) angles together with 95% confidence intervals
over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. The dashed lines
represent the associated confidence intervals for each sample.
Table 7: Maximum angle, minimum angle and RoM in terms of averaged results for the raw hip
abduction (+)-adduction (-) angles compared between hips for all patients in each group. *, †,B
and  represent statistical significance for Maximum and Minimum Values. Comparisons are made
in columns. All values are in degrees.
Maximum Minimum RoM
Normal 6.20 −7.07 ∗†B 13.3
Symptomatic LLI Operated Side 4.78 −0.63 ∗ 5.41
Symptomatic LLI Non-Operated Side 4.10 −2.05 † 6.14
Happy THR Operated Side 5.13 −2.78B 7.91
Happy THR Non-Operated Side 3.83 −4.32  8.15
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Figure 70: Raw hip abduction (+)-adduction (-) angle results for all three groups over a normalised
gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI patients (B)
Non-operated side LLI patients, (C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-operated side
Happy THR patients (E) Normal healthy patients. The blue curve in each graph is the same and
represents the average hip abduction-adduction for the Normal group
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5.3.5 Knee Flexion-Extension
The schematic in Figure 71 demonstrates how knee flexion-extension was measured during this
study.
Figure 71: Schematic demonstrating the physical characteristics of knee flexion-extension. The
posterior movement of the shank relative to the thigh is referred to as flexion and the anterior
movement of the shank relative to the thigh is referred to as extension.
[441].
Average knee flexion-extension is compared between the groups in Figure 72. The Happy THR
group shared a common curve shape to that of the Normal cohort with the only significant difference
appearing during the swing phase with there being 5 ◦-10 ◦ reduction in peak flexion. Both knees
of the LLI patient showed reduced flexion in the stance and swing phases of gait, with there being
on average a 16% drop on the operated and 22% drop on the non-operated sides relative to the
Normal group. Both knees of the LLI patients on average flexed to a smaller angle than that of
Happy THR patients. Confidence intervals remained narrow for all groups showing that there was
little variability between patients within each group.
Raw results can be seen in Figure 73.Table 8 quantifies the raw results and also complements
the results of Figures 73 by showing that Happy THR patients had a knee flexion-extension range
of motion which was approximately 3◦-5◦ less than that of Normal individuals on both the operated
and non-operated sides. The LLI patients demonstrated a similar RoM to that of the Happy THR
group on the operated side, however, the non-operated side on average had a RoM of ≈40 ◦ less
than the the Normal group and ≈ 10 ◦ less than the Happy THR group. Statistically significant
differences were found in terms of the maximum knee flexion angle (p<0.01) with a Tukey test
revealing that the difference existed between the Normal group and the non-operated side of the
Symptomatic LLI group. Similarly, a statistically significant difference was found for the minimum
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knee flexion angle during gait (p<0.04), which a Tukey test found to exist between the operated
and non-operated sides of the Symptomatic LLI group.
Figure 72: Average knee (+) extension (-) angles together with 95% confidence intervals over a
normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot, The dashed lines represent
the associated confidence intervals for each sample.
Table 8: Maximum angle, minimum angle and RoM in terms of averaged results for the raw knee
flexion (+)-extension (-) angles compared between knees for all patients in each group. * and †
represent statistical significance for Maximum and Minimum Values. Comparisons are made in
colums. All values are in degrees.
Maximum Minimum RoM
Normal 61.6 ∗ 5.23 66.8
Symptomatic LLI Operated Side 53.3 9.31 † 62.6
Symptomatic LLI Non-Operated Side 50.4 ∗ 2.49 † 52.9
Happy THR Operated Side 55.1 6.78 61.9
Happy THR Non-Operated Side 56.8 7.14 63.9
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Figure 73: Raw knee flexion (+)-extension (-) angle results for all three groups over a normalised
gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI patients (B)
Non-operated side LLI patients, (C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-operated side
Happy THR patients (E) Normal healthy patients. The blue curve in each graph is the same and
represents the average knee flexion-extension for the Normal group
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5.3.6 Ankle Dorsi-Plantar Flexion
The schematic in Figure 74 demonstrates how ankle dorsi-plantar flexion was measured during this
study.
Figure 74: Schematic demonstrating the physical characteristics of ankle dorsi-plantar flexion. The
pointing of the toes upwards towards the shank is classed as dorsiflexion and the pointing downwards
away from the dhank is referred to as plantarflexion
[442].
Figure 75 refers to the averaged results for each group in terms of ankle dorsi-plantar flexion
during gait. A high degree of symmetry was shown by the Happy THR group whilst there were
large differences between the operated and non-operated sides for the Symptomatic LLI group.
Wide confidence intervals existed for all groups indicating a degree of uncertainty in the results.
Both operated groups however maintained the same general shape as for the Normal patients.
Table 9 analyses numerically the results of the raw results in Figure 76. The average RoM
of both limbs for the Happy THR group demonstrated a high degree of symmetry. This was not
however the case for the LLI group where the RoM in the shorter leg was reduced by 4 ◦. In
addition, both the Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR groups demonstrated a loss of peak ankle
plantar-flexion relative to the Normal cohort. The ankle of the operated sided leg in the LLI
group and both ankles of the Happy THR group on average also showed greater dorsiflexion than
the average Normal healthy patient, with the LLI patients showing a 29% increase. Statistically
significant results were found in terms of peak dorsiflexion angle with p<0.01. A Tukey test found
that these differences existed between the non-operated side of the Symptomatic LLI group and
all other groups. Similarly, a statistically significant difference was found with regards to the peak
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plantarflexion angle of p<0.03. Using the Tukey test it was found that these differences existed
between the Normal cohort of patients and the operated side of the Symptomatic LLI group.
Figure 75: Average ankle dorsiflexion (+) plantarflexion (-) angles together with 95% confidence
intervals over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. The dashed
lines represent the associated confidence intervals for each sample.
Table 9: Maximum angle, minimum angle and RoM in terms of averaged results for the raw ankle
dorsi(+)-plantar(-) flexion angles compared between ankles for all patients in each group. *, †,B
and  represent statistical significance for Maximum and Minimum Values. All values are in degrees.
Maximum Minimum RoM
Normal 12.7 ∗ −10.7 ∗ 23.4
Symptomatic LLI Operated Side 16.4 † −2.25 ∗ 18.7
Symptomatic LLI Non-Operated Side 6.25,∗†B −8.46 14.7
Happy THR Operated Side 18.1B −4.72 22.8
Happy THR Non-Operated Side 17.9  −4.62 22.5
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Figure 76: Raw ankle dorsi (+)-plantar (-) flexion angle results for all three groups over a normalised
gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI patients (B)
Non-operated side LLI patients, (C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-operated side
Happy THR patients (E) Normal healthy patients. The blue curve in each graph is the same and
represents the average ankle dorsi-plantar flexion for the Normal group
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5.4 Results - Gait Events
5.4.1 Heel Strike
Figure 77 illustrates the average joint angle results for the specified motions at heel strike. No statis-
tically significant differences were found in terms of hip flexion-extension (p>0.05), hip abduction-
adduction (p>0.05), knee flexion-extension (p>0.05), pelvic superior-inferior obliquity (p>0.05)
and pelvic internal external rotation (p>0.05). A statistically significant difference was however
found in terms of ankle dorsi-plantar flexion angle (p<0.01). A Tukey test demonstrated that these
differences occurred between the non-operated side of the LLI group and all other groups.
Figure 77: Average heel strike joint angles together with standard errors for the operated (LLI OS)
and non-operated (LLI NOS) sides of the Symptomatic LLI group, the operated (Happy THR OS)
and non-operated (Happy THR NOS) sides of the Happy THR group together with the results of
the Normal patient group
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5.4.2 Mid-Stance
Statistically significant results were found to exist at ankle dorsi-plantarflexion (p<0.01) during mid-
stance with a Tukey post-hoc test demonstrating that this difference was between the non-operated
side of the LLI group to all other groups. Statistical significance was also detected to exist between
the non-operated side of the LLI group compared to all other groups in terms of knee flexion angle
(p<0.02). Differences in terms of hip flexion-extension (p>0.05), hip abduction-adduction p>0.05),
pelvic superior-inferior obliquity (p>0.05) and pelvic internal-external rotation (p>0.05) were found
to not have statistical significance. Results can be seen in Figure 78.
Figure 78: Average mid-stance joint angles together with standard errors for the operated (LLI OS)
and non-operated (LLI NOS) sides of the Symptomatic LLI group, the operated (Happy THR OS)
and non-operated (Happy THR NOS) sides of the Happy THR group together with the results of
the Normal patient group
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5.4.3 Toe Off
Toe off results are illustrated in Figure 79. Statistically significant differences were found for hip
flexion-extension (p<0.01), abduction-adduction (p<0.02), knee flexion-extension (p<0.02), ankle
dorsi-plantar flexion (p<0.01) and pelvic obliquity (p<0.01). For hip flexion-extension differences
were between the operated side of the LLI group and all others, for hip abduction-adduction between
the Normal patients and the non-operated/operated sides of the LLI group together with the oper-
ated side of the Happy THR group and at the knee/ankle between the operated and non-operated
sides of the LLI patients. Differences for pelvic obliquity occurred between the Normal group and
the LLI/Happy THR groups. No trends could be detected in terms of pelvic rotation (p>0.05).
Figure 79: Average toe off joint angles together with standard errors for the operated (LLI OS) and
non-operated (LLI NOS) sides of the Symptomatic LLI group, the operated (Happy THR OS) and
non-operated (Happy THR NOS) sides of the Happy THR group together with the results of the
Normal patient group
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5.5 Results - Standing Joint Angles
Figure 80 demonstrates standing joint angle results. The average standing hip flexion angle of
14.8 ◦ for the operated side of the Symptomatic LLI group was double that of an average Normal
individual (7.82 ◦). Hip flexion angle differences were statistically significant between the groups
using the ANOVA (p<0.03). A Tukey test found the difference to exist between the operated side
of the LLI group and to every limb in all other groups. With regards to hip abduction-adduction
and pelvic rotation, comparisons between groups were not statistically significant (p>0.05). Pelvic
obliquity was found to be significant (p<0.01), however, with a difference of just under 2 ◦ between
the groups this was not considered meaningful.
Figure 80: Standing joint angles together with standard errors
Standing knee flexion-extension was also found using a Tukey post-hoc test to be significantly
greater (9.3 ◦) on the operated side of Symptomatic LLI patients compared to the non-operated
side (−0.26 ◦) and Normal patients (1.22 ◦) (p<0.01). There was a total loss of knee flexion on the
non-operated side of the LLI group with extension instead being shown. The non-operated side
of the Happy THR group demonstrated a similar standing knee angle to the operated side of the
Symptomatic LLI group at 9.3 ◦. The operated side of the Happy THR group also remained flexed
at the knee at 6.1 ◦. The Normal group demonstrated a small amount of knee flexion when standing.
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5.6 Results - Temporal-Spatial Parameters
5.6.1 Raw Results
Table 10 lists the temporal-spatial parameters obtained from the analysis of all three patient groups.
LLI patients walked 29% slower than the Happy THR patients which in themselves walked 23%
slower than the Normal group (p<0.01). Normal healthy people were also found to have a shorter
cycle time of 15% and 9% relative to the operated sides of both the LLI and Happy THR groups.
Symptomatic LLI patients demonstrated significantly (p<0.01) shorter stride length compared to
THR and Normals on both the operated (9% & 43%) and non-operated sides (13% & 46%). Stance
phase time was found to show statistical significance between all groups (p<0.01), with the general
trend being that LLI patients had 21% and 6% longer stance times on the operated side relative
to Normal patients and the operated side of the Happy THR group. There were no statistically
significant differences in terms of swing phase time on the operated (p>0.05) and non-operated sides
(p>0.05). Results could reflect the differences in the average age of patients in each group.
Table 10: Temporal-spatial data for all patient groups with * and † used to represent statistically
significant differences at the 5% significance level across columns
Parameter Normal LLI Happy THR
Stance Time Operated Side (s) 0.57±0.05∗ 0.69±0.10∗ 0.65±0.05∗
Stance Time Non-Operated Side (s) 0.57±0.05∗ 0.72±0.13∗ 0.64±0.06∗
Swing Time Operated Side (s) 0.41±0.03 0.43±0.09 0.42±0.04
Swing Time Non-Operated Side (s) 0.41±0.03 0.42±0.04 0.42±0.09
Walking Speed (m/s) 1.49±0.16∗ 0.94±0.24∗ 1.21±0.19∗
Cycle Time Operated Side (s) 0.98±0.06∗† 1.13±0.17∗ 1.07±0.08†
Cycle Time Non-Operated Side (s) 0.98±0.06∗† 1.14±0.16∗ 1.07±0.09†
Stride Length Operated Side (m) 1.46±0.23∗ 1.02±0.20∗ 1.34±0.17∗
Stride Length Non-Operated Side (m) 1.46±0.23∗ 1.00±0.18∗ 1.29±0.21∗
Stride length measurement is often normalised to either height or leg length due to the dispro-
portionate effect of size. The stride length data in Table 10 was not normalised. In Table 11 the
results were normalised to height due to the leg length varying between limbs.. It was found that
when normalising for height, there were no significant differences between the operated sides against
each other and the Normal group (p>0.05). Statistical differences however remained between the
non-operated sides and the Normal group (p<0.01), with a Tukey post-hoc demonstrating that the
differences existed between all three groups.
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Table 11: Temporal-spatial parameters for all patient groups with * and † used to represent statis-
tically significant differences at the 5% significance level across columns
Parameter Normal LLI Happy THR
Normalised Stride Length Operated Side 0.86±0.06 0.62±0.12 0.79±0.07
Normalised Stride Length Non-Operated Side 0.86±0.06∗ 0.63±0.12∗ 0.75±0.09∗
5.6.2 Temporal-Spatial Symmetry
Table 12 lists the results produced when looking at temporal-spatial symmetry between limbs across
each group. This was undertaken using Equation 53. It was found using the one-way ANOVA that
significant differences existed during both the stance phase and the swing phase (p<0.01). A Tukey
post-hoc test revealed that these differences were between the Symptomatic LLI group relative to
the Happy THR and Normal cohorts. Likewise, cycle time was found to significantly differ between
the groups (p<0.01) with a Tukey test finding that once again these differences were between
the Symptomatic LLI group relative to the Happy THR and Normal healthy subjects. Statistically
significant differences were also found in terms of stride length (p<0.03), with a Tukey test revealing
that the difference was between the Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR groups.
Table 12: Temporal-spatial parameter symmetry index values for all patient groups with * and
† used to represent statistically significant differences at the 5% significance level across columns.
Results rounded to nearest integer
Parameter Normal LLI Happy THR
Stance Phase Time (s) 5±5∗ 15±16∗† 5±4†
Swing Phase Time (s) 3.±4.∗ 12±13∗† 3±2†
Cycle Time Time (s) 8±7∗ 25±22∗† 9±9†
Stride Length (m) 17±13 33±33∗ 16±15∗
5.7 Discussion
5.7.1 Dynamic Joint & Segment Angles
Most kinematic results in the literature have compared the postoperative THR gait to a control
group of healthy normal individuals. The majority of studies [154, 156, 164, 178–181, 197, 204, 208,
210, 213] show that post-THR, gait kinematics such as joint RoM and temporal-spatial parameters
including velocity improve to a certain extent, but are never able to reach the level of normal healthy
individuals. Improvements are slow with changes in gait characteristics having been observed 10
years post-surgery [179]. To the authors knowledge, the investigations by Tatateuchi et al. [192]
and Casartelli et al. [188] are the only published works where the kinematics post-surgery are
equivalent to controls. The Happy THR and Symptomatic LLI groups were all recruited for clinical
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gait analysis at a minimum one year postoperatively. The variability produced in the dynamic joint
angles, gait symmetry index, standing angles and temporal-spatial results thus may be reflective of
patients at different stages of the recovery time line. This study assumed all patients were at the
same level of recovery, (all were analysed 12 months post-surgery) with the results suggesting that
a difference in leg length leads to gait abnormalities.
Comparing to Literature
To assess the validity of the data produced during this study, a comparison was made against the
results of Bovi et al. [443] (2011) in their article A multiple-task gait analysis approach: kinematic,
kinetic and EMG reference data for healthy young and adult subjects. Their study comprised of a
total of 40 individuals, with 20 subjects being classed as young (age 10.8±3.2) and 20 as adults (
age 43.1±15.4). For the purpose of this study, the adult population was used as it more closely
resembles the patient populations used in this study. As Bovi et al. only used normal healthy
individuals, the comparison against Bovi et al. was against the Normal controls.
Figure 81 shows that there was very little difference in terms of pelvic obliquity angle over the
course of the gait cycle between the results of the Normal group and Bovi, with motion curves almost
perfectly aligning. Pelvic rotation results in Figure 81 show considerable differences between the
Normal group and Bovi et al. results. The Normal group had a greater RoM with larger amounts
of both internal and external rotation occurring. These differences may however have been down
to the large variability within each group, with Bovi et al. having an average gait cycle standard
deviation of 4.61 ◦ computed and the Normal group a standard deviation of 4.81 ◦.
Results were very similar in terms of hip flexion-extension, with the greatest differences occurring
towards the beginning and end of the gait cycle. The Normal patient group however showed less
variability in terms of average gait cycle standard deviation (5.34 ◦) than Bovi et al. (8.44 ◦).
Hip abduction-adduction was found to be similar between the two groups. Greater variability
was however found in the results of Bovi with an average gait cycle standard deviation of 4.41 ◦
compared to 3.86 ◦ in the Normal group. Knee flexion-extension joint angles and standard deviations
were similar between Bovi et al. (4.29 ◦) and Normal patients (5.33 ◦). The Normal patient group
demonstrated greater flexion during the stance phase and a smaller peak knee flexion during swing.
The results of Bovi et al. showed a complete loss of ankle dorsiflexion and a similar gait cycle
standard deviation (4.76 ◦) relative to the Normal group (3.89 ◦), potentially due to different ankle
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axes orientation. The literature more closely resembles Normal group results [444–446].
Figure 81: Average pelvic superior (+) - inferior obliquity (-) (A), pelvic anterior (+) - posterior
(-) rotation (B), hip flexion (+) - extension (-) (C), hip abduction (+) - adduction (-) (D), knee
flexion (+) - extension (-) (E) and ankle dorsi (+)-plantar (-) flexion (F) angle comparison between
the Normal patient results to that of Bovi et al. over consecutive heel strikes normalised to 100
percentiles. Error intervals of ±1 standard deviation are also plotted for each group.
Overall, the results produced in terms of the Normal group can be used in confidence in that
they represent the average healthy patient. As the LLI and Happy THR patient data was collected
via the same techniques, it can be assumed that this data was also accurate.
Pelvic Obliquity
Results demonstrated that Symptomatic LLI patients and Happy THR patients differed in terms
of pelvic obliquity relative to each other and to the Normal healthy patients. Illyes et al. [447]
studied pelvic motion following THR and made comparisons to controls but differed in the results
of their study with the operated patients demonstrating an increase in superior pelvic obliquity.
This has also been demonstrated to occur in non-THR LLI patients [222]. Figure 61 however
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demonstrated that LLI patients differed in the type of pelvic obliquity shown, with some remaining
in superior obliquity on the operated side throughout the gait cycle whilst others remained in inferior
pelvic obliquity. Patients did not exhibit the oscillating pattern from superior obliquity to inferior
and finally back to superior as seen in Normal patients.
From Figure 61 it can be seen that the LLI patients compensated following THR via the use
of two different mechanism. The LLI patients exhibiting increased superior pelvic obliquity were
showing characteristics of Trendelenburg gait, a pathological gait pattern which occurs when the
weakened abductors on the operated side of the pelvis allow the pelvis to exhibit inferior obliquity on
the opposing side. This occurred during the stance phase to decrease the workload of the weakened
abductor muscles thus allowing for a less energy demanding gait pattern. In the swing phases these
patients undertook hip hiking, where the pelvis was lifted superiorly to aid in foot clearance and
advance the swing leg forwards [47]. Gurney [222] states that on the longer side an increase in
inferior pelvic obliquity can be used as a method to increase the length of the shorter limb, which is
what the second group of LLI patients appear to be doing. The Happy THR group produced results
which were more similar to those of Normal patients in terms of pelvic angle over the gait cycle,
despite one patient showing excessive superior obliquity and another excessive inferior obliquity.
Pelvic Rotation
Pelvic rotation demonstrated a loss in RoM for both the Happy THR and LLI groups relative to
the Normal cohort. Statistically significant differences were only found between the Symptomatic
LLI and Happy THR groups in terms of maximum rotation angle. Illyes et al. found that THR
patients exhibited greater maximum pelvic rotation and an overall greater RoM, which goes against
the results in the present study. The same conclusion was drawn by Kiss et al. [208] when using the
direct-lateral surgical approach, with results being more similar to controls when using the antero-
lateral approach. Lenaerts et al. [181] found a decrease in pelvic rotation for THR patients, which is
more consistent with the results of the present study. The literature indicates that variables such as
surgical technique effect pelvic rotation, which may reflect the differences seen between the results
in this study and those seen in previous studies.
Hip Flexion-Extension
A statistically significant loss of hip extension occurred on the operated side of the Symptomatic
LLI patients relative to all other groups. Loss of hip extension has been observed in many other
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studies analysing gait following THR [157, 159, 178–181, 187, 202, 204, 208, 209, 448]. A reduction
in peak hip extension has previously been associated with hip flexion contractures [65, 171] and a
reduction in abductor muscle strength [71]. It is quite possible that the LLI patients were showing
a significant loss of extension due to muscle weakness around the hip joint. Hip contractures have
been suggested by Perron et al. [171] and Bennet et al. [198] to lead to a slower gait velocity and
thus limit the amount of hip extension seen. This does not however agree the results obtained for
the Symptomatic LLI group, where a SRCC did not detect a relationship between the maximum
hip extension angle for each patient and gait velocity (SRCC =0.52<0.56). Likewise, no significant
link was found between minimum hip flexion-extension angle and the magnitude of LLI (SRCC
=0.16<0.56) or femoral offset (SRCC =0.15<0.56). The loss of hip extension may thus be a char-
acteristic typical of LLI patients which is independent of velocity and leg length, but may be linked
to a variable not analysed in the present study such as muscle strength
The review cross study by Ewen et al. [218] found RoM for THR patients between 23.2 ◦- 40.8 ◦
with controls having values between 31.3 ◦ - 51.8 ◦. Results from Table 6 demonstrate that the
patients used in this study lie on average within these ranges. Crownshield et al. [74] found that
the RoM in the sagittal plane of the hip shared a linear relationship to velocity, with the reduction
in the Happy THR and LLI patient hip RoM most likely being due to a slower walking speed
(Table 12). A SRCC found a positive correlation between operated side LLI patient velocity and
hip sagittal plane RoM (SRCC =0.63>0.56).
Figure 82 compares hip flexion-extension on the operated sides of the Symptomatic LLI and
Happy THR groups to that of Pospischill et al. [449], who analysed the gait of 40 THR patients
with half having undergone MIS (Minimally Invasive Surgery) and the other half a standard THR.
Gait was also analysed for the patients preoperatively. The results produced by Pospischill et
al. demonstrated significant changes in RoM postoperatively. At the 10 day postoperative stage
both the MIS and standard THR technique patients displayed a loss of extension compared to
preoperative levels but were able to produce results similar to that of normal healthy individuals at
the 3 month period. Comparing results showed that the Symptomatic LLI patients had hip extension
levels which were very similar to the amount seen preoperatively. The Happy THR patients, who
had been operated on at a minimum of a year before clinical gait analysis, demonstrated similar
results to the MIS and standard Technique groups at 3 months with the exception of having greater
RoM. Using these results, it can be postulated that LLI patients may become symptomatic following
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THR due to their gait remaining at preoperative levels.
Figure 82: Comparing the results of Pospischill et al. to the experimental results of the operated
sides of the Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR groups in terms of hip flexion-extension over a
normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot . Pospischil et al. have
results for both MIS (Minimally Invasive Surgery) THR and standard THR at 10 days and 3
months post-surgery together with the preoperative results.
Figure adapted from Pospischill et al. [449]
Hip Abduction-Adduction
Results demonstrated that there was large variability between the groups in terms of hip
abduction-adduction. An increase in hip abduction was seen on average in the swing phase on
the operated sides of both the Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR groups, which is a characteris-
tic of hip circumduction occurring during gait. Circumduction at the hip is where excessive hip
abduction occurs as the leg swings forward. Abducting of the hip leads to the lateral movement
of the swing leg in an arc shape which increases leg clearance from the ground and is a common
indicator of leg length difference [133]. This mechanism was potentially used to move the swing
leg forward rather than hip flexion-extension due to the loss of extension on the operated side hip.
The amount of hip abduction however did not correlate with the magnitude of leg length difference
(SRCC =0.25<0.56).
As stated previously, this study is unique in analysing the gait of patients symptomatic for a LLI
following THR which means that there are no current publications which can be compared to as a
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gold standard. In this manner, the conclusion drawn of the LLI patients showing circumduction are
the first of their kind. However, the mechanism of circumduction has been found to be a common
compensatory mechanism for individuals with a naturally occurring LLI [222]. A decrease in THR
patient abduction-adduction RoM has been found by Bennet et al. [198] and Lenaerts et al. [181]
which was also demonstrated within the present results.
Knee Flexion-Extension
Results demonstrated that LLI patients showed reduced knee flexion relative to Normal and
Happy THR patients. Significant differences were present between the non-operated side and the
operated side of the LLI patients in terms of minimum angle and between the non-operated side
and the Normal patients with regards to maximum angle. Significant differences in knee angle were
found at toe off between the operated and non-operated sides of the Symptomatic LLI group, with
the operated side showing 17% greater peak knee flexion. This was potentially due to the greater
foot clearance required in order to move the longer operated side leg forwards.
The kinematics of the knee are reported less often than those of the hip by studies in literature of
gait following THR. Perron et al. [171] in their study on women post-THR found a decrease in peak
knee flexion during mid-stance, which can also be seen on the non-operated side of the LLI group.
Mont et al. [165] in a study of 58 THR patients found that knee flexion was not significantly altered
following THR in terms of minimum joint angle and RoM relative to controls, which complements
the present results where no statistically significant differences were found between the Happy THR
and Normal groups. Other studies have different opinions with Agnosti et al. [197] finding an
increase in peak knee flexion angle 12 months postoperatively and Bennet et al. [198] observing a
decrease in knee RoM on the operated side. Horstmann et al. [180] found that there was a decrease
in RoM of the non-operated sided knee relative to controls, which was also seen in the present study.
The review by Gurney [222] found that knee flexion often increased on the longer side during
gait in patients with an LLI, which goes against the results observed in this study where on average
a decrease was seen. A SRCC found that a strong positive correlation existed (SRCC =0.80>0.56)
between peak knee flexion angle during the gait cycle and gait velocity which may explain the
reduction in peak flexion. The non-operated sides of both the Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR
groups showed an increase in knee extension. No link was found between the magnitude of leg
length and maximum knee extension angle (SRCC =0.11<0.56). A significant link was found
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however found between maximum knee extension and velocity, with slower patients showing more
extension (SRCC =-0.76<-0.56).
Ankle Dorsi-Plantar Flexion
Comparisons in terms of ankle dorsi-plantar flexion demonstrated that there was large variabil-
ity between the groups. Normal patients produced the most consistent results with the smallest
standard deviation. An increase in ankle dorsiflexion on the operated side and an increase in plantar-
flexion on the non-operated side was seen on average in both the LLI and Happy THR groups. .
Statistical differences were observed during various gait events. This may have however been due
to the large outliers present, especially for the LLI group.
Comparing the present results to the literature shows that due to the variability shown across
studies, it is not possible to state with certainty why the results produced increased dorsiflexion
on the operated side and increased plantarflexion on the non-operated side. However, a SRCC test
found statistically significant positive correlation (SRCC =0.65>0.56) between peak dorsiflexion
angle and the magnitude of leg length on the operated side of LLI patients, indicating that dor-
siflexion could be a mechanism used to compensate for a difference in leg length. The results for
the ankle however should be taken with caution due to the hierarchal nature of the PiG marker
system where the AJC position and hence the position of the joint axis is determined by a total of
10 proximal markers (4 pelvis, 3 thigh, 3 shank) and two clinical joint width measurements at the
knee and the ankle8.
As with the results at the knee, there are fewer literature articles which detail the kinematics of
the ankle following THR than the hip. Of those that do exist, many only make a passing reference
and do not go into reasons why the particular results are being obtained. Mont et al. [165] in a
study analysing 58 THR patients found that ankle dorsiflexion following THR was at similar levels
to that of healthy controls. Similarly, Lenaets et al. [181] also found there to be no significant
differences between the dorsiflexion shown post-THR relative to healthy controls.
On the other hand, the study by Perron et al. [171] on gait of women following THR found
a 26% increase in dorsiflexion in the period between mid-stance and toe off 6-18 months following
surgery, similar to what was found in this study. Beaulieu et al. [195] however found a decrease in
8See pages 69- 75 and 80- 82 in the Generic Methods for more information
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ankle dorsiflexion on the operated side following THR. Bennet et al. [198] found that only elderly
THR patients had a loss in peak ankle dorsiflexion, whilst younger individuals maintained similar
results to that of controls. This conclusion was also drawn by Bach et al. [164] with loss of muscle
function together with a reduced walking speed given as the most likely justifications. Lenaets et
al. [181] also found no significant changes in ankle dorsi-plantar flexion on the non-operated side.
The variability in study conclusions shows the non-uniform nature of THR patients following gait
and is an area which requires more research.
5.7.2 Temporal-Spatial Parameters
The Symptomatic LLI group showed reduced values for gait velocity and stride length compared
to the other groups and greater values for cycle time, stance phase time, swing phase time, and
stride length. The average velocity for Happy THR patients (1.21 m/s) fell within the range as
found in literature of between 0.707m/s-1.36m/s [157, 163, 196, 200, 205, 210, 218]. Gait velocity
at 0.94 m/s for the LLI group was significantly smaller than the results for the Happy THR group
and fell into the lower regions of the range reported for THR patients in the literature. Zhang et
al. [271] observed that a greater leg length difference was linked to a smaller walking velocity, with
the LLI patients on average having a greater difference than their Happy THR counterparts. The
Normal patient group had a velocity (1.49 m/s) which ranged at the top end of what is found in
the literature, with the largest comfortable walking speed found being 1.51 m/s [115–117]. Velocity
was shown to share a strong linear relationship with hip flexion-extension RoM and maximum knee
flexion angle.
The results for swing phase time had no statistical significance detected, indicating that dif-
ferences between the groups may have been due to natural variation. Stride length was found to
be significantly different between all groups on the non-operated side independent of height. This
may indicate that smaller stride lengths on the non-operated side are a commonly used mechanism
in THR patients to compensate for abnormalities on the operated side, such as in a vaulting gait
pattern. In a vaulting gait cycle, the longer leg demonstrates excessive hip and knee flexion together
with moving the heel higher off the ground to provide adequate foot clearance. As a consequence,
the shorter leg often displays compensatory mechanism to increase the leg length. Winter [106]
stated that a decrease in step length is often due to a reduction in contralateral hip and knee exten-
sion. A SRCC however found no link between stride length and hip flexion (SRCC =-0.50>-0.56)
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or knee flexion (SRCC =-0.14>-0.56) on the operated side of LLI patients. This was perhaps due
to the large inter-patient variability in the LLI group
Greater temporal-spatial asymmetry was found in the Symptomatic LLI group compared to
the other patient groups. In particular, Symptomatic LLI patients showed greater asymmetry in
stance phase time, swing phase time and cycle time compared to the differences found in the Normal
and Happy THR patients. This indicates that individuals may be asymptomatic following THR
due to showing consistent gait parameters between the two limbs, similar to the levels in healthy
individuals. Guedes et al. [170] however did find that a group of 23 THR patients had a statistically
greater asymmetry in terms of stance phase time relative to controls.
5.7.3 Standing Joint Angles
When static, the Happy THR and Normal group showed a symmetrical static gait posture in terms
of both hip and knee flexion-extension. The LLI group however stood with a flexed longer leg,
and had the greatest hip and knee flexion on the operated side as a means of compensating for
the increase in leg length, with the results for both angles being statistically significant. A strong
positive correlation was found between hip flexion-extension and knee flexion-extension standing
angles on the operated side (SRCC =0.83>0.56).
The LLI non-operated side was the only limb on average to show knee extension, perhaps as
a method used to increase leg length. No correlation was found between the operated and non-
operated sided knees (SRCC =0.16<0.56) or the operated sided hip and the non-operated sided
knee (SRCC =0.26<0.56) with regards to extension. Weak correlation was found between the
magnitude of leg length and hip flexion on the operated side (SRCC =0.28<0.56), operated side
knee flexion (SRCC =0.08<0.56) and non-operated side knee extension (SRCC =0.30<0.56). Walsh
et al. [235] found that during standing, simulated levels of LLI caused an increase in knee flexion
on the longer side as a method to compensate and maintain balance, which it appears the patients
in the Symptomatic LLI group were doing.
5.7.4 Errors in Results
All experimental results are subject to error. The errors in the PiG model are linked to poor
marker placement, the choice of HJC regression equation and inaccurate clinical anthropometric
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measurements. These can effect joint centre positions and segment rotations leading to offsets in
joint angle results together with cross talk occurring between segment axes. This is particularly
problematic in obese patients as recruited for this study where landmarks on the body are more
difficult to locate9.
5.8 Conclusion
This is the first report undertaking an analysis of gait compensatory mechanisms for patients symp-
tomatic for a LLI following THR. Patients with a LLI on average demonstrated significantly reduced
peak hip extension and knee flexion angles together with greater hip abduction and ankle dorsi-
flexion angles relative to Happy THR and Normal patients. It was found that LLI patients on the
operated side characteristically develop a loss of hip extension. A Trendelenburg gait together with
circumduction of the swing leg were also commonly seen in the LLI patients.
There was generally greater asymmetry in motion of the LLI patients, compared to the Normal
or Happy THR patients with many of the compensatory mechanisms occurring during toe off. LLI
patients showed significantly reduced walking speeds and associated reductions in stride length.
Conclusions drawn from the results however must be taken with caution due to the small number
of patients used, the high sensitivity of the PiG marker set to errors in marker placement and
anthropometric measurements together with the absence of preoperative gait data as a comparison.
9See pages 70- 75 and 80- 82 in the Generic Methods for more information
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6 Kinetics
6.1 Aims & Objectives
The aim of this chapter was to compare and contrast a group of symptomatic LLI patients to that of
asymptomatic THR and Normal control groups in terms of VGRFs, resultant JRFs and moments.
This was to establish whether LLI patients produce different forces and moments during gait at
particular gait events, in terms of peak forces/moments and to study if they showed greater gait
asymmetry.
6.2 Methodology
6.2.1 Initial Clinical Method
A description of the patient cohort used together with the recruitment method is described in the
Anthropometrics & Demographics chapter on page 90 whilst the clinical gait analysis method is
detailed in the Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial Parameters chapter on page 105.
6.2.2 Non-Clinical Method
(By Author)
The same method in selecting patient data was used as in the Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial
Parameters chapter on page 106. One additional patient in the Happy THR and Normal groups
respectfully had their JRF results removed due to being very large outliers which effected the
averages of the results, giving a total of 10 Happy THR and 34 Normal patients together with 13
Symptomatic LLI patients. These outliers were caused by marker drop out.
AnyBody is a multi-body dynamics system which is able to compute JRFs and joint moments via
inverse dynamics, a procedure where the external moments which can be derived from the VGRFs
and kinematics. Only the VGRF was selected for analysis and not the medial-lateral/anterior-
posterior forces due to the vertical forces producing the largest and most meaningful results. The
musculoskeletal model in the AnyBody repository is based upon the anthropometric measurements
produced by the University of Twente and has been previously validated by Forster et al. [336] and
Manders et al. [220].
The model consisted of 11 segments including the talus, foot, shank, patella and thigh on both
sides together with the pelvis. Scaling was used to accurately depict joint positions and segment
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lengths for each subject. Due to the redundancy of the human body, more muscles are available
than are required. Hence an optimisation method is used in AnyBody to mimic the CNS. Equation
52 shows how hip joint and muscle forces are computed in AnyBody where f is a vector of muscle
and JRFs, r is another vector which represents external and inertia forces whilst c is a matrix of
equation coefficients.
Cf = r (52)
The method selected for this study was that of minimising the maximum muscle force, al-
lowing for a realistic amount of load sharing to occur. To achieve this, constraints were applied
to Equation 52 which prevented muscles from becoming overloaded and promoted the sharing of
load10. Resultant JRFs, VGRFs and moments (hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction,
knee flexion-extension, ankle dorsi-plantar flexion) were extracted from AnyBody for two trials of
every patient from heel strike onto the force place to heel strike off the force plate. One trial was
with respect to right foot contact onto the force plate whilst the other was with respect to left foot
contact. Data was normalised to 100 percentiles. To offset variations in weight between the patient
groups, all results were normalised for bodyweight.
Table 13 shows how each of the joint moments and the joint reaction force were measured. The
selected moments were in the same planes as the motions were in the kinematic analysis. VGRFs
and JRFs were measured in newton’s per kg whilst moments were measured in newton metres per
kg (N-m/kg). See pages 85 - 89 in the Generic Methods for further details on the procedures used
to compute forces and moments in AnyBody.
Table 13: Table showing how moments and forces were measured in AnyBody
Local Segment Reference Segment Measurement
Right Thigh Pelvis Right Hip Joint Reaction Force
Left Thigh Pelvis Left Hip Joint Reaction Force
Right Thigh Pelvis Right Hip Flexion-Extension Moment
Left Thigh Pelvis Left Hip Flexion-Extension Moment
Right Thigh Pelvis Right Hip Abduction-Adduction Moment
Left Thigh Pelvis Left Hip Abduction-Adduction Moment
Right Shank Right Thigh Right Knee Flexion-Extension Moment
Left Shank Left Thigh Left Knee Flexion-Extension Moment
Right Foot Right Shank Right Ankle Dorsi-Plantar Flexion Moment
Left Foot Left Shank Left Ankle Dorsi-Plantar Flexion Moment
10See pages 47- 50 in the Literature Review for information
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Averages & Raw Data Analysis
Averages for VGRFs, JRFs and moments during the course of the gait cycle were produced for
each patient group, with the Happy THR and LLI groups having an operated and non-operated
side average and the Normal group a left and right side average. When comparisons were required
during certain points in analysis to a single Normal patient average, the left side of the Normal
group was used. Averages together with standard deviations for each of the variables studied were
computed in Excel. Raw data was also analysed as a whole, with the standard deviation of the
average results at each percentile of the gait cycle being calculated, averaged and compared.
Force/Moment Maximum-Minimum
Once the data had been normalised, the maximum and minimum force and moment results were
identified for each patient and comparisons made. For VGRFs and JRFs, comparisons were made
across groups and between groups for the 1st and 2nd peaks of the gait cycle together with the
troughs.
Gait Symmetry Index
A symmetry index, produced by Robinson et al. [437] and defined in Equation 53, was used to
determine the level of asymmetry between the two limbs of each patient. This technique was chosen
as it allows a reference to be made against the average result. XL and XR represented the average
of the parameter being analysed on the left and right legs respectively. A perfect symmetry would
give a value of 0%. The SI was rounded to the nearest integer value. Gait symmetry was analysed








A comparison was also made across the groups in terms of three gait events; initial heel strike,
mid-stance and toe off. The frame number of the gait cycle data which corresponded with the first
occurrence of the force vector was defined as initial heel strike whereas the frame number which
corresponded with the final occurrence of the force vector was defined as toe off. Mid-stance was
defined to exist exactly half-way between heel strike and toe off. These coincided with the gait
instants as defined for kinematics in the Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial Parameters chapter, as
seen in Figure 59 on 108.
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6.3 Results - Ground Reaction Force
Figure 83 illustrates results for the patients groups in terms of VGRF. Normal healthy individuals
demonstrated an average VGRF over the stance phase of 0.77 N/kg±0.35, with Happy THR patients
having an average stance phase value of 0.68 N/kg±0.36 for the operated side and 0.75 N/kg±0.33
on the non-operated side. The Symptomatic LLI group showed an average VGRF of 0.63 N/kg±0.33
on the operated side and 0.66 N/kg±0.36 on the non-operated side. Statistical significance was not
detected between these results using the one-way ANOVA (p>0.05).
The operated and non-operated sides of the Happy THR group produced almost identical average
force curves. The double peak shape of the curve was maintained for the Happy THR patients for
both the operated and non-operated sides. Wider confidence intervals relative to the Normal group
were however seen. The LLI group overall showed a reduction in the amount of average force relative
to the other groups at all points in the gait cycle, excluding at the trough (between ≈ 25%− 40%)
where they showed greater force. LLI patients also had peaks which were less distinguishable, with
the non-operated side showing slightly greater amounts of force on average.
Figure 83: Comparing VGRF between the operated and non-operated sides of the LLI and THR
groups to that of the average Normal healthy individuals together with 95% confidence intervals
over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. Results have been
normalised for bodyweight.
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Figure 84 shows the average VGRF, normalised for bodyweight, at the two peaks of the VGRF
curve together with the trough which occurs between them. The Normal group had the largest
average 1st peak (1.20 N/kg±0.09). The operated side of the Happy THR group (1.15 N/kg±0.12)
and non-operated side (1.13 N/kg±0.12) showed smaller average 1st peak values. The LLI group
had on average a 20% reduction relative to the Normal group (1.00 N/kg±0.08) on the operated side
and on average a 14% reduction to the Normal group on the non-operated side (1.05 N/kg±0.08).
Statistically significant differences were found between the Normal group and the operated (p<0.01)
and non-operated (p<0.01) sides of the Symptomatic LLI group. A significant difference was also
found between the operated sides of the LLI patients to the operated (p<0.01) and non-operated
(p<0.01) sides of the Happy THR patients.
At the 2nd peak greater differences were observed between the groups. Once again the Normal
group on average had the greatest 2nd peak (1.15 N/kg±0.08). For the Happy THR group the
operated side (1.09 N/kg±0.09) had a 2% greater average peak force value than the non-operated
side (1.07 N/kg±0.07). This was also the case for the operated (1.00 N/kg±0.05) and non-operated
sides (1.04 N/kg±0.06) of the Symptomatic LLI group, with there being a 4% difference . Statisti-
cally significant differences were found between the Normal group and the operated (p<0.01) and
non-operated (p<0.01) sides of the Symptomatic LLI group together with the non-operated side of
the Happy THR patients (p<0.02). A significant difference was also found between the operated
sides of the LLI and Happy THR patients (p<0.04).
The troughs which occurred between the 1st and 2nd peaks, were found on average to be at
their smallest in the Normal group (0.67 N/kg±0.09). Greater average trough force was found on
the operated (0.73 N/kg±0.08) and non-operated (0.75 N/kg±0.09) sides of the Happy THR group.
This was however small in comparison to the peak trough forces on the operated (0.85 N/kg±0.08)
and non-operated (0.84 N/kg±0.10) sides of the Symptomatic LLI group. Significant differences
were found between the Normal patients and the operated (p<0.01) and non-operated (p<0.01)
sides of the LLI patients. In addition, significant differences were found between the operated
(p<0.02) and non-operated sides (p<0.04) of the LLI patients and the operated side of Happy THR
subjects.
Comparisons were also made between the average results of the 1st and 2nd peaks within each
group. A statistically significant difference was found between the 1st and 2nd peaks in the Normal
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group (p<0.03), with the 1st peak exceeding the 2nd in magnitude. No significant difference were
however found between the two peaks in the LLI patients on the operated and non-operated sides
(p>0.05). Likewise, no statistically significant differences were found in the Happy THR group
between the 1st and 2nd peaks on the operated and non-operated sides (p>0.05) .
Figure 84: Average VGRF 1st peak, 2nd peak and trough for Normal, LLI Operated Side (LLI OS),
LLI Non-Operated Side (LLI NOS), Happy THR Operated Side (Happy THR OS) and the Happy
THR Non-Operated Side (Happy THR NOS) groups together with standard errors.
Figure 85 demonstrates the symmetry index of VGRFs at 4 instants during the stance phase of
the gait cycle. At the 0% instant of the gait cycle, a test statistic of p<0.01 was found using the one-
way ANOVA, with the Tukey post-hoc finding differences between the LLI and Normal groups. At
20%, significant differences were also found between the LLI group and Normals (p<0.03) together
with the LLI group and Happy THR patients (p<0.02).
At 40%, significant differences were found between Happy THR patients and LLI patients
(p<0.01) together with Happy THR patients and Normal healthy individuals (p<0.01). Signifi-
cant differences were also found at 60% (p<0.01), between the Happy THR and Normal groups.
Overall, the greatest gait symmetry was observed in the Normal healthy patients and the least in
the Symptomatic LLI patients.
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Figure 85: VGRF Symmetry Index results following normalisation for bodyweight for all patient
groups at 0%, 20%, 40% and 60% gait intervals together with standard errors.
Figure 86 demonstrates the VGRF normalised for body weight at mid-stance. A one-way
ANOVA test using SPSS found statistically significance between the groups (p<0.01). Further
analysis using a Tukey post-hoc revealed that these differences were between Normal patients and
all other groups.
Figure 86: VGRF results following normalisation for bodyweight for all patient groups at mid-
stance for Normal, LLI Operated Side (LLI OS), LLI Non-Operated Side (LLI NOS), Happy THR
Operated Side (Happy THR OS) and the Happy THR Non-Operated Side (Happy THR NOS)
groups together with standard errors.
Figure 87 illustrates the raw data which was used in this analysis. There was an outlier on the
operated side of the LLI group, which did not show the characteristic VGRF curve shape. The op-
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erated side of the Symptomatic LLI group showed less variability (Standard Deviation =0.40N/kg)
compared to the non-operated side (Standard Deviation =0.46N/kg). Greater variability was found
in the Happy THR group on both the operated side (Standard Deviation=0.46N/kg) and non-
operated sides (Standard Deviation=0.44N/kg). Normal individuals demonstrated similar levels of
variability (Standard Deviation=0.46N/KG).
Figure 87: Raw VGRF results for all three groups over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive
heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI patients (B) Non-operated side LLI patients,
(C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-operated side Happy THR patients (E) Normal
Healthy Patients. Average lines are added to each graph for the particular group being studied
together with the average Normal patient result. Results have been normalised for bodyweight.
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6.4 Results - Hip Joint Reaction Force
Figure 88 demonstrates results for the patients groups in terms of JRF. Normal healthy individuals
produced a double peaked force curve with an average JRF over the stance phase when normalised
for bodyweight of 2.14 N/kg±0.84. For Happy THR patients, smaller levels of JRF were present
relative to the Normal group with an average stance phase value of 1.74 N/kg±0.83 for the operated
side and 2.00 N/kg±0.74 on the non-operated side. The Symptomatic LLI group showed an average
JRF of 1.56 N/kg±0.71 on the operated side and 1.75 N/kg±0.86 on the non-operated side. A
statistically significant difference was detected between the averages of the Normal (p<0.01) and
non-operated side of the Happy THR patients (p<0.01) relative to all others.
The shapes of the JRF curves were very similar to those of VGRFs. The operated and non-
operated sides of the Happy THR group, as with VGRFs, produced almost identical average force
curves. The LLI group overall showed a reduction in the amount of average force relative to the
other groups at all points of the gait cycle excluding the trough at around mid-stance. LLI patients
also had peaks which were less distinguishable relative to the Happy THR and Normal groups, with
the non-operated sides generally showing slightly greater amounts of force on average.
Figure 88: Comparing hip JRFs between the operated and non-operated sides of the LLI and THR
groups to that of the average Normal healthy individuals together with 95% confidence intervals
over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. Results have been
normalised for bodyweight.
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Figure 89 shows the average JRF, normalised for bodyweight, at the two peaks of the JRF curve
together with the trough which occurs between them. The Normal group had the largest average
1st peak (3.29 N/kg±0.46). The operated side of the Happy THR group (3.17 N/kg±0.36) and non-
operated side (3.12 N/kg±0.63) showed smaller average 1st peak values. The LLI group differed,
with the non-operated side showing a similar average peak value (3.18 N/kg±0.43) to both sides
of the Happy THR group and the operated side showing a substantial reduction (2.64 N/kg±0.57).
A significant difference was detected between the operated side of the LLI group against Normal
patients (p<0.01).
At the 2nd peak greater differences were observed between the groups. Once again the Normal
group on average had the greatest 2nd peak (3.69 N/kg±0.67). The Happy THR group on the
operated side (2.46 N/kg±0.62) had a smaller average peak force relative to the non-operated side
(2.95 N/kg±0.56). This was also the case for the operated (2.35 N/kg±0.51) and non-operated sides
(2.65 N/kg±0.69) of the Symptomatic LLI group. Statistically significant differences were detected
between the Normal patients and the operated (p<0.01) and non-operated (p<0.01) sides of the
LLI group and operated (p<0.01) and non-operated (p<0.01) sides of the Happy THR group.
The troughs which occurred between the 1st and 2nd peaks were found to have the smallest
average peak force in the Normal group (1.35 N/kg±0.29). Greater average trough force was found
on the operated (1.47 N/kg±0.17) and non-operated (1.54 N/kg±0.38) sides of the Happy THR
group. This was however smaller in comparison to the peak trough forces on the operated (1.80
N/kg±0.42) and non-operated (1.92 N/kg±0.41) sides of the Symptomatic LLI group. Significant
differences were found between the Normal patients against the operated (p<0.01) and non-operated
(p<0.01) sides of the LLI group together with the operated side of the Happy THR group against
the non-operated side of the LLI group (p<0.02).
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Figure 89: Average hip JRF 1st peak, 2nd peak and trough for Normal, LLI Operated Side (LLI
OS), LLI Non-Operated Side (LLI NOS), Happy THR Operated Side (Happy THR OS) and the
Happy THR Non-Operated Side (Happy THR NOS) groups together with standard errors
Figure 90 shows the symmetry index values in terms of JRF for all three groups using Equation
53. Statistical significance was detected at 0% (heel strike) of the gait cycle using the ANOVA, with
the Tukey test clarifying that the differences were between the LLI patients against the Normal
(p<0.01) and Happy THR groups (p<0.01). Likewise, a significant difference was detected at 20%
between the LLI group against the Normal (p<0.01) and Happy THR groups (p<0.05).
At 40%, differences were detected via the ANOVA (p<0.01) and were found by the Tukey to
exist between the LLI patients relative to the Happy THR (p<0.02) and Normal (p<0.01) patients.
The 60% interval was found to have statistically significant differences between the Normal and
LLI group (p<0.01). Overall, the greatest gait asymmetry was observed in the Symptomatic LLI
patients, who also showed the greatest variability in results.
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Figure 90: Hip JRF symmetry index results following normalisation for bodyweight for all patient
groups at 0%, 20%, 40% and 60% gait intervals together with standard errors
Figure 91 shows the average hip JRF normalised for body weight for each group at heel strike,
mid-stance and toe off. The Normal group produced the greatest amount of hip force at heel strike
(0.61 N/kg±0.17) with the least being produced by the operated side of the LLI patients (0.31
N/kg±0.23). A one-way ANOVA at the 5% significance level found a p-value of <0.01. A Tukey
post-hoc test demonstrated that these differences were between the Normal group and both the
operated and non-operated sides of the LLI patients.
Results at mid-stance differed more than heel strike, with the greatest average force occurring
on the non-operated side of the LLI patients (2.11 N/kg±0.52) and the smallest in the Normals
(1.41 N/kg±0.30). The greatest variability was in the LLI group. A one-way ANOVA test at the 5%
significance level demonstrated statistically significant differences between the groups (p<0.01). A
Tukey test revealed that these differences existed between the Normal group and both the operated
and non-operated sides of the LLI group.
At toe off the greatest average hip JRF across the groups occurred in Normal patients (0.65
N/kg±0.17) and the smallest in the non-operated side of the LLI patients (0.34 N/kg±0.18). The
greatest standard deviation and hence variability was in the Happy THR group (0.23 N/kg). A
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one-way ANOVA test found a statistically significant result existed between the groups (p<0.02).
A Tukey post-hoc determined that this difference was between the Normal group and both the
operated and non-operated sides of the LLI group.
Figure 91: Hip JRF results following normalisation for bodyweight for all patient groups at heel
strike, mid-stance and toe off for Normal, LLI Operated Side (LLI OS), LLI Non-Operated Side
(LLI NOS), Happy THR Operated Side (Happy THR OS) and the Happy THR Non-Operated Side
(Happy THR NOS) groups together with standard errors
Figure 92 illustrates the raw data for both limbs for the operated groups together with those
of Normal patients. The LLI and Happy THR group, as with VGRFs, demonstrated smaller JRFs
and greater variability in results relative to Normal controls. The operated side of the LLI group
showed slightly less variability in terms of average gait cycle standard deviation (0.43 N/kg) than
the non-operated side (0.44 N/kg). Smaller variability was present in the Normal patients (0.36
N/kg) and both on the operated (0.38 N/kg) and non-operated (0.34 N/kg) sides of the Happy
THR group.
Within the raw results there were some outliers. This is particularly seen in (A) in Figure 92,
where two LLI patients showed a complete loss of the characteristic hip JRF curve shape, with only
a single peak being present. In addition, (C) and (D) have a Happy THR patient with excessive JRF
at the 1st peak. Likewise, there were 3 patients in the Normal group who demonstrated excessive
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JRF at the 2nd peak.
Figure 92: Raw hip JRF results for all three groups over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive
heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI patients (B) Non-operated side LLI patients,
(C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-operated side Happy THR patients (E) Normal
healthy patients. Average lines are added to each graph for the particular group being studied
together with the average Normal patient result. Results have been normalised for bodyweight.
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6.5 Results - Joint Moments
6.5.1 Hip Flexion-Extension
Figure 93 shows the average hip flexion-extension joint moments during gait when comparing all
three clinical groups. Normal patients demonstrated 37% greater average peak flexion (-) moment
than the operated side of the Happy THR group which in itself showed 42% greater flexion moment
than the operated side of the Symptomatic LLI group. The non-operated sides for Happy THR and
LLI groups showed 10% and 30% greater peak hip flexion moment compared to their corresponding
operated sides respectively. Confidence intervals were widest for the Symptomatic LLI group. Swing
phase results were similar across groups.
Figure 93: Average hip flexion (+)-extension (-) moments during gait for all patient groups together
with 95% confidence intervals over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the
same foot. Results have been normalised for bodyweight.
Figure 94 shows a comparison of the raw results in terms of maximum hip flexion and extension
moments. Raw results are shown in Figure Figure 95. Maximum flexion moment was found to differ
between the Normal healthy individuals and all other groups (p<0.01) using the one-way ANOVA
and Tukey post-hoc. For maximum extension moment, a significant difference was found between
the Normal group and the operated side of the LLI patients (p<0.01). There were however many
outliers, especially in the LLI patients.
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Figure 94: Peak hip flexion (+)-extension (-) moments in terms of averaged raw results between
consecutive heel strikes of the same foot over a normalised gait cycle for all patients in each group.
Results have been adjusted for bodyweight. Standard errors are included.
Figure 95: Raw hip flexion (+)-extension (-) moment results for all three groups over a normalised
gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI patients (B)
Non-Operated side LLI patients (C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-Operated side
Happy THR patients (E) Normal Healthy Patients. Average lines are added to each graph for the




Figure 96 shows the average hip abduction-adduction joint moments during gait. The Normal
group produced a smaller second hip abduction curve peak relative to the other groups, with it
being 31% smaller than that of the non-operated side LLI patient average. Both the operated and
non-operated averages for the Happy THR group showed a characteristic double peak shape which
was not visible for the average operated side LLI results. Normal patients demonstrated greater
adduction moment relative to all other groups, with the LLI operated side showing reduction by a
factor of 5.
Figure 96: Hip abduction (+)-adduction (-) moments during gait for all patient groups together
with 95% confidence intervals over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the
same foot. Results have been normalised for bodyweight.
Figure 97 shows a comparison of the results in terms of maximum raw hip abduction and adduc-
tion moments, which can be seen in Figure 98. No statistically significant differences were detected
using the one-way ANOVA in terms of maximum hip abduction moment (p>0.05). A statistically
significant difference was however detected for maximum hip adduction moment (p<0.01), with a
Tukey test determining that this was between the Normal group and all other groups.
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Figure 97: Peak hip abduction (+) - adduction (-) moments in terms of averaged raw results between
consecutive heel strikes of the same foot over a normalised gait cycle for all patients in each group.
Results have been adjusted for bodyweight. Standard errors are included.
Figure 98: Raw hip abduction (+)-adduction (-) moment results for all three groups over a nor-
malised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI patients
(B) Non-Operated side LLI patients (C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-Operated side
Happy THR patients (E) Normal Healthy Patients. Average lines are added to each graph for the




Figure 99 shows the average knee flexion-extension joint moments during gait. A general trend can
be seen with the Normal and Happy THR groups showing very similar curve shapes with comparable
moment levels. The Symptomatic LLI group however differed in that it showed a reduced extension
moment during the stance phase, with an average peak extensor magnitude 119% less than that of
Normal patients. Similar results were also present for the maximum knee flexion moment, with the
LLI group on average producing a 57% decrease relative to the Normal cohort. Wide confidence
intervals were computed, with the largest being for the operated side of the Symptomatic LLI group
(0.2 N-m/kg).
Figure 99: Knee flexion (-)-extension (+) moment during gait for all patient groups together with
95% confidence intervals over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same
foot. Results have been normalised for bodyweight.
Raw results are seen in Figure 101, with Figure 100 comparing maximum knee flexion-extension
moments. Statistically significant differences were found to exist between the Normal and Happy
THR groups against the operated (p<0.01) and non-operated sides (p<0.01) of the LLI group with
regards to maximum knee extension moment. A statistically significant difference was also detected
for maximum knee flexion moment. Significant differences were found between the Happy THR
non-operated side and the operated (p<0.01) and non-operated sides (p<0.01) of the LLI group.
Significant differences were also found between the Normal group against the Happy THR operated
side (p<0.02), LLI operated side (p<0.01) and LLI non-operated side (p<0.01).
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Figure 100: Peak knee flexion-extension moments in terms of averaged raw results between consecu-
tive heel strikes of the same foot over a normalised gait cycle for all patients in each group. Results
have been adjusted for bodyweight. Standard errors are included.
Figure 101: Raw knee flexion (-)-extension (+) moment results for all three groups over a normalised
gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI patients (B)
Non-Operated side LLI patients (C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-Operated side
Happy THR patients (E) Normal Healthy Patients. Average lines are added to each graph for the
particular group being studied together with the average Normal patient result. Results have been
normalised for bodyweight.
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6.5.4 Ankle Dorsi-Plantar Flexion
Figure 102 shows ankle dorsi-plantarflexion joint moments during gait. A general trend can be seen
with the non-operated side of the Happy THR and Normal groups demonstrating the greatest ankle
plantarflexion moment, followed by the operated side of the Happy THR patients. The non-operated
side of the LLI group, unlike that of the Happy THR patients, was significantly influenced leading
to a 34% reduction in plantarflexion moment relative to that of Normal healthy individuals.
Figure 102: Ankle dorsi (+)-plantar (-) flexion moments during gait for all patient groups together
with 95% confidence intervals over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the
same foot. Results have been normalised for bodyweight.
Figure 103 shows a comparison of the raw results in terms of maximum ankle dorsi-plantarflexion
moments, with Figure 104 illustrating the raw curves. Statistically significant differences were found
with regards to maximum average ankle dorsiflexion moment (p<0.01) using the one-way ANOVA.
A Tukey post-hoc revealed that the differences were between the operated side of the LLI group and
all other groups. Maximum average ankle plantarflexion moment was found to significantly differ
between the Normal group and the operated (p<0.01) and non-operated sides (p<0.01) of the LLI
patients.
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Figure 103: Peak ankle dorsi (+)-plantar (-) flexion moments in terms of averaged raw results
between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot over a normalised gait cycle for all patients in each
group. Results have been adjusted for bodyweight. Standard errors are included.
Figure 104: Raw ankle dorsi (+)-plantar (-) flexion moment results for all three groups over a
normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. (A) Operated side LLI
patients (B) Non-Operated side LLI patients (C) Operated side Happy THR patients (D) Non-
Operated side Happy THR patients (E) Normal Healthy. Average lines are added to each graph for
the particular group being studied together with the average Normal patient result. Results have
been normalised for bodyweight.
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6.6 Results - Gait Events (Moments)
6.6.1 Heel Strike
No statistically significant differences were detected for joint moments using the one-way ANOVA in
terms of hip flexion-extension (p>0.05), hip abduction-adduction (p<0.06), knee flexion-extension
(p>0.05) or ankle dorsi-plantarflexion (p>0.05). Results can be seen in Figure 105.
Figure 105: Average heel strike joint moments with standard errors for the Normal, Happy THR
and Symptomatic LLI groups. Results have been normalised for bodyweight.
6.6.2 Mid-Stance
No statistically significant differences were detected for joint moments using the one-way ANOVA in
terms of hip flexion-extension (p>0.05), hip abduction-adduction (p>0.05) or knee flexion-extension
(p>0.05). A statistically significant result was however found for ankle dorsi-plantar flexion (p<0.03)
for the operated side of the Happy THR group against the operated side of the Symptomatic LLI
group and Normal healthy people. Results can be seen in Figure 106.
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Figure 106: Average mid-stance joint moments with standard errors for the Normal, Happy THR
and Symptomatic LLI groups. Results have been normalised for bodyweight.
6.6.3 Toe Off
Statistically significant differences were detected for moments in terms of hip flexion-extension
(p<0.01), hip abduction-adduction (p<0.01) and knee flexion-extension (p<0.01). Differences oc-
curred between the Normal group and all other groups. No statistically significant differences were
detected at toe off in terms of ankle dorsi-plantar flexion (p>0.05). Results can be seen in Figure
107.
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Figure 107: Average toe off joint moments with standard errors for the Normal, Happy THR and
Symptomatic LLI groups. Results have been normalised for bodyweight.
6.7 Discussion
As with kinematics, kinetic results in literature for patients following THR vary due to a variety
of factors. One of the major variables is patient recovery time, with individuals over the course of
time recovering in terms of their kinetic output to similar levels as Normal patients. Improvements
are slow with changes in gait occurring from 10 days to 10 years post-surgery [179]. For instance,
Lugade et al. [211] found that when measuring a cohort of THR patients VGRFs at both 6 weeks
and 16 weeks postoperatively, greater symmetry was shown at the latter measurement. Likewise,
Meneghini et al. [163] found that surgical technique influenced the amount of VGRF seen post-
surgery. Results in terms of joint moments have generally been more consistent, with the literature
review by Kolk et al. [216] concluding that nearly all studies agree on findings for hip joint moments
in both the sagittal and frontal planes.
The Happy THR and Symptomatic LLI groups were all recruited for clinical gait analysis at a
minimum one year postoperatively. The variability produced in the VGRFs, JRFs, joint moments
and in the gait symmetry index thus may be reflective of patients at different stages of the recovery
time line. However the analysis completed in this study assumes all patients were at the same level
of recovery and the results suggest that LLI causes characteristic gait abnormalities.
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6.7.1 Comparing to Literature I
To assess the validity of the data produced during this study, a comparison was made against the
results of Bovi et al. [443]. As Bovi et al.11 only used normal healthy individuals, our comparison
against Bovi et al. was against our Normal controls.
Figure 108 compares kinetic results between the Normal patient group and that of Bovi et al.
For VGRFs (A), curves differ in shape with the 2nd peak of the results produced by Bovi exceeding
the magnitude of the 1st peak, opposite to what occurred in the Normal group. The Normal patient
group showed greater force at the 1st peak (1.2 N/kg±0.09) than Bovi (1.08 N/kg±0.08), which
was found to be statistically significant using the one-way ANOVA (p<0.01). Results were almost
identical at the 2nd of the two peaks between the Normal group (1.15 N/kg±0.08) and Bovi et al.
(1.15 N/kg±0.08), where no statistical significance was found (p>0.05).
With regards to hip flexion-extension moments (B), both cohorts match up closely; there were
however discrepancies present at initial heel strike and towards the end of the swing phase, where
the Normal group showed increased hip flexion moment. In addition, the Normal group showed
a greater peak flexion moment. Comparing peak flexion moments between the groups, a one-way
ANOVA detected a statistically significant difference (p<0.01) between the results of the Normal
(1.16 N-m/kg±0.19) group and Bovi (0.74 N-m/kg±0.22). The results of Bovi et al. also had wider
confidence intervals indicating a greater variability in the subject cohort.
It can also be seen that the Normal group exhibited some hip adduction moment (C) at heel
strike whilst this is absent in the results as produced by Bovi. In addition, the 1st and 2nd hip
abduction peaks for Bovi et al. exceeded those of the Normal patients. A significant difference
(p<0.02) was found at the 1st peak between the Normal group (0.72 N-m/kg±0.20) and the results
of Bovi (0.80 N-m/kg±0.16). A significant difference (p<0.01) was also found at the 2nd peak
between the Normal group (0.58 N-m/kg±0.19) and the results of Bovi (0.82 N-m/kg±0.20).
Likewise, Figure 108 depicts the results of both the average Normal patient and that of Bovi with
regards to knee flexion-extension moment (D). The main differences between the curves was at the
beginning and ending of the gait cycle together with the two peaks. Normal patients also showed
greater peak knee extension moment at the 1st (0.78 N-m/kg±0.38) and 2nd (0.45 N-m/kg±0.18)
11Further details of the study by Bovi et al. are given in the Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial Parameters chapter
on page 132
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peaks in and around the mid-stance period relative to the 1st (0.42 N-m/kg±0.19) and 2nd (0.22 N-
m/kg±0.10) peaks as shown by Bovi, which were both found to be statistically significant(p<0.01).
Results also indicated that the Normal group demonstrated smaller peak plantarflexion moment
(E) (-1.23 N-m/kg±0.28) than the cohort used by Bovi (-1.32 N-m/kg±0.12). This was found to
be not statistically significant at the 5% level using the one-way ANOVA (p>0.05). The variability
in the Normal group was larger.
Figure 108: Average VGRFs (A), hip flexion (+) - extension (-) moments (B), hip abduction (+)
- adduction (-) moments (C), knee flexion (+) - extension (-) moments (D) and ankle dorsi (+)-
plantar (-) flexion moments (E) comparison between the Normal patient results to that of Bovi
et al. over consecutive heel strikes normalised to 100 percentiles. Error intervals of ±1 standard
deviation are also plotted for each group. Results are normalised for bodyweight
Overall, the present results for the Normal group showed similarity relative to Bovi with regards
to shape of moment curves, with there however being some significant differences at various gait
instances. These differences can potentially be due to a number of reasons which are highlighted
by Bovi et al. including differences in gait velocity (Normal 1.49m/s, Bovi 1.22m/s, statistically
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significant using ANOVA at 5% significance level), study design together with the use of different
marker systems. The Normal group made use of the PiG model and had inverse dynamics calcu-
lations undertaken using the AnyBody software. Bovi used the Leardini marker set together with
EMG’s to measure muscle activations and hence forces, which contributed to moment calculations.
6.7.2 Comparing to Literature II
The PhD thesis by J.P Paul titled Forces at the human hip joint, remains one of the few studies
which has analysed JRF for normal healthy individuals. For this reason, the Normal group was
compared to the results of Paul in Figure 109. Comparing the results showed that Paul and the
Normal group shared similar gait characteristics in terms of JRF curve shape, with it being apparent
that Paul’s curve would be almost identical to the Normal curve if it was shifted slightly to the left.
Results for the Normal group and Paul demonstrated a greater 2nd peak than 1st. The 1st
peak produced an average JRF value of 3.22 N/kg±0.05 for Normal patients and 3.00 N/kg for
the results produced by Paul. The 2nd peak produced an average JRF value of 3.62N/kg±0.13 for
Normal patients and 4.29 N/kg for the results produced by Paul. Statistical testing could not be
undertaken as no standard deviation data was available for the data produced by Paul.
Figure 109: Resultant Hip JRF during gait for the average Normal group patient against Paul
(1967) together with ±1 standard error intervals over a normalised gait cycle between consecutive
heel strikes of the same foot for the former. Results were normalised for bodyweight.
The greater detail in AnyBody with regards to muscle architecture and simulation of more
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accurate muscle recruitment techniques12 makes the results as produced from an inverse dynamics
perspective more reliable than those of Paul. The inverse dynamics process used by Paul grouped
muscles together in computing their JRFs and excluded certain smaller muscles (e.g. Quadratis
Femoris, Gemellus Inferior) due to their small volume. Paul also assumed a linear muscle recruitment
model with a maximum of two muscles recruited at any time instant for a given load. Errors in
kinematics would have been amplified in both models during inverse dynamics when calculating
variables such as segment acceleration through double differentiation of the initial displacement
equations. There would have also been other errors in the marker placement motion capture process.
Therefore it is difficult to establish which results are more accurate and reliable. For the remainder
of this discussion, comparisons will be made against the Normal group and it will be assumed that
these results are correct.
6.7.3 Vertical Ground Reaction Force
On average LLI patients showed smaller VGRFs relative to Happy THR patients who themselves
showed smaller forces than Normal individuals. In addition, the average LLI patient lost the charac-
teristic double peak VGRF curve shape, which was maintained by Normal and Happy THR patients.
This however led to the LLI patients having greater VGRF during mid-stance relative to the other
groups.
Many studies have been undertaken in analysing the variabilities between individuals with re-
gards to VGRFs. The differences in patient results as seen in the present study could be due to
walking speed [75], with LLI patients walking the slowest and having the smallest peak VGRFs.
Alternatively, the results could be linked to diminished energy levels [99], with the LLI patients
using a asymmetric and inefficient gait. Results in the present study however do conflict with pre-
vious studies which found that no differences existed between the non-operated side and a control
group [189, 191]. Statistically significant differences were found between the Normal group and the
non-operated sides of the Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR groups in terms of peak VGRF, gait
symmetry and at mid-stance. Differences were potentially present due to some of the studies in
the literature having patients who had completed a prescribed rehabilitation protocol, whilst the
patients used in the Happy THR and Symptomatic LLI group had not done so.
To test whether the present results coincide with the conclusions formed by various studies in
12See page 48 in the Literature Review for further information
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the literature, VGRF was compared to velocity in Figure 110. A general trend existed with the
1st peak in the VGRF curve and gait velocity (A), with an increase in velocity leading to greater
peak force. A SRCC detected statistical significance at the 5% level (0.77>0.26). A more detailed
analysis however revealed that Normal patients alone gave a smaller value (SRCC =0.59>0.31,
statistically significant) together with LLI patients on both the operated (SRCC =-0.08> −0.56,
statistically not significant) and the non-operated (SRCC =0.44<0.56, statistically not significant)
sides. The results appear to be highly skewed due to the Happy THR group, where the operated
(SRCC =0.88>0.62, statistically significant) and non-operated (SRCC =0.82>0.62, statistically
significant) sides produced strong correlation.
For the average 2nd peak VGRF (B), the SRCC found that a general trend existed (SRCC
=0.70>0.26, statistically significant). Analysing the results individually, the greatest SRCCs were
found by the non-operated sides of the THR (SRCC =0.63>0.62, statistically significant) and LLI
(SRCC =0.69>0.56, statistically significant) patients. Weaker correlation was found in Normal
(SRCC =0.44>0.31, statistically significant) and the operated sides of the Happy THR (SRCC
=0.31<0.62, not statistically significant) and LLI (SRCC =0.05<0.56, not statistically significant)
groups.
With regards to the magnitude of the average VGRF trough found between the two peaks
(C), a strong overall correlation was found (SRCC =-0.88<-0.26, statistically significant). When
analysing results individually, strong correlation was present in the Normal (SRCC =-0.81<-0.26,
statistically significant), Happy THR operated ( SRCC =-0.87<-0.56, statistically significant) and
non-operated (SRCC =-0.87<-0.56, statistically significant) sides together with the LLI operated
(SRCC =-0.92<-0.62, statistically significant) and non-operated( SRCC =-0.70< −0.62, statistically
significant) sides.
It is clear that velocity had a large impact on the magnitude of peaks and trough in terms of
VGRFs. The strongest gradient was for the trough (C) which was closely followed by the gradient
for the 1st peak. The 2nd peak showed the smallest gradient. All results however show that the
relationship between VGRF and gait velocity was linear.
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Figure 110: Normalised VGRF gait cycle results at the 1st peak (A), 2nd peak (B) and trough (C)
between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot for all clinically measured data together with lines
of best fit.
No significant links were found in terms of the operated side of the LLI group between the
1st peak and magnitude of LLI (SRCC =0.02<0.56, statistically not significant), height (SRCC
=-0.27>-0.56, statistically not significant) or age (SRCC =0.18<0.56, statistically not significant).
Likewise on the non-operated side, age (SRCC =-0.38>-0.56, statistically not significant) and height
(SRCC =0.01<0.56, statistically not significant) did not have an effect.
For the 2nd of the two peaks, no significant links were found for the operated side of the LLI
patients with age (SRCC =0.18<0.56, statistically not significant), height (SRCC =-0.47>-0.56,
statistically not significant) or LLI magnitude (SRCC =-0.25> −0.56, statistically not significant).
Likewise for the non-operated side, no significant correlations could be found with respect to LLI
magnitude (SRCC =0.17<0.56, statistically not significant) or height (SRCC =-0.04>-0.56, sta-
tistically not significant). A significant link was however found with age (SRCC =-0.87<-0.56,
statistically significant) i.e. the smaller the 2nd of the two peaks, the older the individual. This
was potentially due to the loss of muscle strength overtime in older patients , leading to the smaller
force exerted during push off during the stance phase.
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6.7.4 Hip Joint Reaction Force
On average LLI patients demonstrated smaller hip JRFs relative to Happy THR patients who
themselves showed smaller forces than Normal individuals. The average LLI patient lost the char-
acteristic double peak JRF curve shape, which was maintained by Normal and Happy THR patients,
similar to what occurred in terms of VGRF. The non-operated sides showed greater JRF than their
operated counterparts. Gait asymmetry was also greatest in the Symptomatic LLI group.
Bergmann et al. [148] found that during level walking the intra-individual differences between
patients were small whilst the inter-individual differences were much larger. Peak hip JRFs during
gait were found to be on average 2.47N/kg±0.26. This was found to be statistically smaller than
the Happy THR operated side (3.17N/kg±0.36, p<0.01) but not to the operated side of the LLI
patients (2.64N/kg±0.57, p>0.05) using the one-way ANOVA at the 5% significance level. Due
to the variability shown and that the analysed patients had their gait measured at various times
following THR (between 11 and 31 months), the results do not provide accurate results for a
particular period in time.
An earlier study by Bergmann et al. [219] investigated hip JRFs in two atypical THR patients.
They found that forces increased with gait velocity. Meanwhile, van den Bogert et al. [146] found
that the average peak JRF following THR using an instrumented prosthesis for a group of 9 patients
was 2.5N/kg±0.3, which was once again statistically smaller than the Happy THR operated side
(p<0.01) but no different to the operated side of the Symptomatic LLI patients p>0.05). Compared
to the literature, the patients in the Happy THR group exhibited greater JRFs. This may however
be due to these patients being ”Happy” through having a gait similar to healthy individuals and
thus making them more satisfied following surgery, whilst those studied in the literature are often
symptomatic.
Using all the patient data collectively in Figure 111, it was found that there was a weak link
between the 1st JRF peak (A) and gait velocity (SRCC =0.46>0.26, statistically significant). No
link could be found individually for the Normal (SRCC =0.15<0.32, statistically not significant),
Happy THR non-operated (SRCC =0.5<0.62, statistically not significant) side together with the
operated (SRCC =0.38<0.62, statistically not significant) and non-operated (SRCC =-0.06>-0.56,
statistically not significant) sides of the LLI group. A moderate correlation was however found for
the operated side of the Happy THR patients (SRCC =0.77>0.62, statistically significant). It can
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be concluded that gait velocity shared a weak monotonic relationship with the magnitude of the 1st
JRF peak.
A correlation was found between gait velocity and the 2nd peak (B) (SRCC =0.57>0.26, statis-
tically significant). No link could be found individually for the Normal group (SRCC =0.28<0.32,
statistically not significant), Happy THR operated side (SRCC =0.34<0.56, statistically not signif-
icant), Happy THR non-operated side (SRCC =0.24<0.62, statistically not significant) or the non-
operated side of the LLI patients (SRCC =-0.41>-0.56, statistically not significant). Statistically
significant results were however found for the operated side of the LLI group (SRCC =-0.59<-0.56,
statistically significant). Overall it can be concluded that there was a weak monotonic relationship
between the magnitude of the 2nd peak for the operated side of LLI patients and gait velocity.
A weak negative correlation was found between gait velocity and the JRF trough (C) between
the 1st and 2nd peaks. Individually, weak relationships were found in the Normal (SRCC =-0.51<-
0.32, statistically significant), Happy THR operated side (SRCC =-0.44<0.62, statistically not
significant), LLI operated side (SRCC =-0.55>-0.56, statistically not significant) and LLI non-
operated side (SRCC =0.28<0.56, statistically not significant). Strong correlation was found for
the non-operated side of the Happy THR group (SRCC =-0.72<-0.62, statistically significant).
Overall it can be concluded that there was a weak monotonic link between the magnitude of the
trough and gait velocity.
For the operated side of the Symptomatic LLI group, the 1st JRF peak was not found to be
correlated with pelvic width (SRCC =0.08<0.26, statistically not significant ), magnitude of LLI
(SRCC =0.41<0.56, statistically not significant), height (SRCC =-0.01<-0.56, statistically not sig-
nificant) and femoral offset (SRCC =0.45<0.56, statistically not significant). Likewise for the 2nd
hip JRF peak, no significant differences were found with respect to pelvic width (SRCC =0.39<0.56,
statistically not significant ), the magnitude of LLI (SRCC =-0.16>-0.56, statistically not signifi-
cant), height (SRCC =0.08<0.56, statistically not significant) or femoral offset (SRCC =0.52<0.56,
statistically not significant). For completeness the trough was also compared to anthropometric
measurements with the same results occurring. No correlation was found between the trough and
femoral offset (SRCC =0.47<0.56, statistically not significant ), pelvic width (SRCC =-0.18>-0.56,
statistically not significant), LLI magnitude (SRCC =-0.23<0.56, statistically not significant) or
height (SRCC =0.25<0.56, statistically not significant).
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Figure 111 also illustrates the results for the 1st peak, 2nd peak and trough in terms of the line
of best fit for hip JRFs without distinguishing between groups. Results indicated that the smallest
gradient was for the trough (C), closely followed by the gradient for the 1st peak (A). The 2nd peak
showed the steepest gradient (B). These gradients exceeded those found for VGRFs, demonstrating
that an increase in velocity had a greater impact on JRFs than VGRFs, although VGRFs had a
stronger monotonic relationship, according to the SRCC, to gait velocity. Much variability was
shown for all three gait instants with their being patients walking at opposite ends of the speed
spectrum still producing similar levels of hip JRF. Results suggest agreement with Hashimoto et
al. and Bergmann et al. [219, 450] who found that hip JRF increased with walking velocity.
Figure 111: Normalised hip JRF results at the 1st peak (A), 2nd peak (B) and trough (C) between




Results indicated that generally Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR patients showed a loss of
peak hip flexion moment relative to Normal individuals together with a reduced average flexion
moment value at toe off. These results also agree with many other studies [166, 198, 215] which
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have shown a reduction in extensor moment following THR.
Previous studies have also suggested that peak moments share a relationship with gait velocity
[72, 74, 105, 106]. A correlation was found between these variables which was significant at the
5% level (SRCC =0.46>0.26). When analysing the results individually however, no correlation was
found for the Normal group (SRCC =0.04<0.255), the operated side of Happy THR patients (SRCC
=-0.14<0.62) or the non-operated side of Happy THR patients (SRCC =0.20<0.62). A significant
link was however found on both the operated side (SRCC =0.60>0.56, statistically significant)
and non-operated side of the LLI patients (SRCC =0.61>0.56 statistically significant). Overall it
appears that there was a significant link between walking velocity and peak flexion moment for LLI
patients.
Hip Abduction-Adduction Moment
No significant differences were found in terms of peak abduction moment, although for the
Symptomatic LLI group there was the loss of the characteristic double peak shape, similar to what
occurred for the VGRFs and hip JRFs. Differences were present however at toe off, with the Normal
group showing statistically greater adduction moment than the other groups. The present study
did not find significant differences between the non-operated sides of the LLI and Happy THR
groups against the Normal group, whereas Foucher et al. [201] found that significant differences
existed between THR patients and controls. Likewise, both the Happy THR and Symptomatic
LLI patients did not show a decrease in peak abductor moment despite this being commonly seen
post-THR [165, 166, 171, 179, 181, 195, 196, 198, 214, 215], although statistical significance is not
always detected.
A significant link could not be found with velocity for the LLI operated side (SRCC =0.4<0.56)
and non-operated side (SRCC =0.31<0.56) when compared to peak abductor moment. Likewise,
no links were found with Normal patients (SRCC =0.03<0.36) or Happy THR operated side (SRCC
=-0.05<0.36). A significant correlation was however found with the Happy THR non-operated side
(SRCC =0.48<0.36). The significant result however may have no clinical significance as patients
who were walking faster in the Normal group and those walking slower in the LLI group showed no
link to peak abduction moment.
No statistical differences could be found across the groups in terms of age (SRCC =0.23<0.26)
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or height (SRCC =0.08<0.26). Comparisons were made for the LLI group with regards to an-
thropometric parameters. No significant relationships were found between peak abductor moment
and femoral offset (SRCC =-0.23>-0.56), magnitude of LLI (SRCC =-0.33>-0.56) or pelvic width
(SRCC =-0.19>-0.56). As no trends could be detected, the differences between the groups may
have been due to natural variation or errors in the measurement of gait.
Knee Flexion-Extension Moment
Results found that LLI patients had significantly reduced peak knee flexion and peak extension
moments. Results also differed significantly at toe off. Peak extension moment was reduced in the
Happy THR patients relative to the Normal group, although statistical significance was not found.
The results in the present study match those seen in the literature, with reductions in peak knee
extensor moment commonly seen post-THR [171, 196].
Combining all of the knee extension data together across groups and comparing against gait
velocity found no statistical significance (SRCC =0.18<0.26). Individually, statistical significance
was found for the operated side of the LLI patients (SRCC =0.71>0.56, statistically significant). No
significance was found for the Normal (SRCC =-0.2>-0.34, statistically not significant), LLI non-
operated side (SRCC =-0.17>0.56, statistically not significant), Happy THR operated side (SRCC
=0.26<0.62, statistically not significant) or Happy THR non-operated side (SRCC =0.56<0.62,
statistically not significant).
Stride length was found not to have a significant link to peak knee extension levels (SRCC
=0.16<0.26), as was height (SRCC =0.14<0.26) or age (SRCC =-0.17>-0.26).. No statistical
differences were detected between the operated side of the LLI patient and the magnitude of LLI
(SRCC =0.22<0.23), femoral offset (SRCC =-0.18>-0.23) or pelvic width (SRCC =-0.15>-0.23).
Ankle Dorsi-Plantar Flexion Moment
Results found statistically significant differences existed between the Symptomatic LLI group
and Normal individuals with respect to both peak dorsiflexion and peak plantarflexion angles, with
there also being differences in joint moments during mid-stance. Ankle moments following THR
are not commonly discussed in the literature. Studies have however shown that a loss in peak
plantarflexion moment is associated with being older [72] and obese [81], which were characteristics
of both the Happy THR and Symptomatic LLI groups.
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As with the previous results, the hierarchical nature of the maximum plantar flexion moment
from the Normal group having the largest to the LLI group having the smallest matches up with
the pattern shown for temporal-spatial parameters such as velocity and stride length. This thus
makes it possible that the results were due to the LLI and Happy THR patients walking slower with
smaller stride lengths relative to their Normal counterparts.
Overall a significant link was found between velocity and maximum ankle plantarflexion mo-
ment (SRCC =0.34>0.26). Analysing the results individually, no significant differences were found
with regards to Normal patients (SRCC =0.05<0.34), on the operated side of LLI patients (SRCC
=0.16<0.56, statistically not significant), on the operated side of the Happy THR group (SRCC
=0.20<0.62, statistically not significant) and the non-operated side of the Happy THR non-operated
side (SRCC =0.48<0.62, statistically not significant). Significance was however found on the non-
operated side of the LLI patients (SRCC =0.57>0.56, statistically significant). Taking into consid-
eration all of the results, it can be concluded that peak ankle plantarflexion moment had a weak
correlation with gait velocity.
6.7.6 Errors in Results
All experimental results are subject to error. The errors in the PiG model are linked to poor
marker placement, the choice of HJC regression equation and inaccurate clinical anthropometric
measurements. These can effect joint centre positions and segment rotations leading to offsets in
joint angle results together with cross talk occurring between segment axes. This is particularly
problematic in obese patients as recruited for this study where landmarks on the body are more
difficult to locate13.
6.8 Conclusion
This is the first report undertaking an analysis of gait compensatory mechanisms for patients with
LLI following THR. Patients with LLI following THR on average demonstrated significantly smaller
hip JRFs and VGRFs relative to Normal and asymptomatic individuals. There were no charac-
teristic gait patterns found specific to all LLI patients; data variability was higher in this cohort
13See pages 70- 75 and 80- 82 in the Generic Methods for more information
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than in Happy THR patients. Differences in terms of forces and moments shared a link to walking
velocity, although this was inconclusive. Overall, the differences between the three clinical groups
appear to be significant and may indicate variability between asymptomatic THR and symptomatic
LLI patients in implant success rates and hence patient satisfaction levels. Conclusions drawn from
the results however must be taken with caution due to the small number of patients used, errors
in marker placement, errors in anthropometric measurements and the absence of preoperative gait
data as a comparison.
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7 Critiquing Clinical Results
7.1 Rationale
This study has analysed the kinematics in the Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial Parameters chap-
ter (pages 105-141) and kinetics in the Kinetics chapter (pages 142-179) of three patient groups;
Symptomatic LLI, a ”Happy” group of asymptomatic THR patients together with a Normal healthy
control group. Visual inspection of body segment rotations during the standing trial revealed that
many patients in each group had segments which were rotated excessively to what would be consid-
ered the norm. This occurred due to the method used in determining segment rotations in the PiG
marker system14, together with markers being placed by the clinician purposely at slightly different
positions in order for the right and left leg to be differentiated. Figures 112-114 demonstrate for a
particular LLI patient how misplacement of segment markers led to excessive rotation of joint axes.
Figure 112: Image from Visual3D demonstrating excessive hip axes rotation due to poor lateral thigh
marker positioning on both the left and right sides. The centre axes are of the pelvis whilst the axes
on the left and right hand sides represent the hip. The green axis (anterior-posterior) represents
abduction-adduction, the red axis (medial-lateral) flexion-extension and the blue internal-external
rotation. It would be expected that the anterior-posterior axis in a subject is rotated such that it
generally faces the direction that the individual is standing. This was not the case for this particular
patient for either hip, with there instead being excessive external rotation.
14See Figures 27-33 on pages 71- 75 of the Generic Methods for more information on how PiG works
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Figure 113: Image from Visual3D demonstrating excessive knee axes external rotation on both the
left and right sides due to poor lateral shank marker positioning. Typically, the axes would be
rotated such that the green axis (anterior-posterior) is facing in the same direction as the subject is
standing. At both of the knees shown, the green axis was excessively externally rotated indicating
that the lateral shank marker which defines the rotation of the axes was placed too posterior.
Figure 114: Image from Visual3D demonstrating both an excessively rotated foot (left) and a
correctly rotated foot (right). The foot in Visual3D was defined to exist between the toe marker
and the AJC with the medial-lateral rotation of the joint axes, defined at the AJC, being dependent
on the position of the heel marker relative to the foot. A heel marker which is incorrectly placed
leads to there being either an inversion or eversion offset in the results.
7.2 Aims & Objectives
Difficulties in measuring anatomical positions and placing markers in patient groups with high BMIs
such as the Symptomatic LLI (29.4 BMI±4.04) and Happy THR (29.6 BMI±6.08) are common. The
rotation of the joint axes at the thigh and shank is controlled by the positioning of a single marker,
the lateral thigh marker for the thigh and the lateral shank marker for the shank. The aim of this
study was to scrutinise the motion capture data captured clinically with regards to the variability
in joint axes rotation through comparison against a set of Pilot data. From this it could be deduced
whether the orientation of the axes fell into the error range as expected when subjectively placing




A group of 8 student subjects (Age 24±2.6, 6 female 2 male) with an average BMI of 22.1±2.5 and
average LLI of 2.91±2.20 (measured using a tape measure from the ASIS to the medial ankle) were
recruited following ethical approval for gait analysis at the University of Leeds 15. Subjects were
selected based on them having no physical deformities of the lower limbs together with having a
BMI level of under 25. This was to ensure that the STA, which may have effected the results in the
clinical groups, was minimised. A 13 camera Qualisys (California, USA) motion capture system was
used with students being markered up following the PiG marker set as described on pages 69- 70
of the Generic Methods. Calibration of the system was undertaken by the method as described on
page 105
7.3.2 Gait Analysis
Markers were placed with extra care in order to reduce error. This included the exposure of the
thigh and shank which allowed placement of markers directly onto muscle. Calibration of the data
capture region was undertaken prior to analysis with a standard deviation of 0.87cm. Motion
capture data for when the subjects were standing still with their arms outstretched was captured
for a period of 7 seconds. All subjects undertook 3 trials before markers were labelled, file frame
numbers truncated, data interpolated and exported from Qualisys. Following each standing trial,
markers were all removed and then replaced 3 times so averages could be produced for each subject.
7.3.3 Body Model
The exported C3D files were imported into Visual3D where a rigid body model was built, with
segments defined at the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot together with the use of anthropometric
measurements. The standing trial in Visual3D was defined to exist for only 10 frames and an
average position over these frames was taken to be the standing value. Definition of segments and
axes rotations followed the method described on pages 77- 85 of the Generic Methods. The Davis
HJC regression equation [273] was used and computed via a combination of marker positioning
and anthropometric measurements taken prior to motion capture 16 for a definition of Davis’ HJC
regression equation together with Equations 36-42 for definition of the variables used on pages 81- 82
of the Generic Methods.
15Ethical approval, participant forms and consent forms found from page 351 in the Appendix III
16See Equations 34-35
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The rotation of the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot was measured relative to the laboratory co-
ordinate system using the right hand rule. Figure 115 illustrates a subject standing trial together
with both segment and laboratory axes labelled. The laboratory coordinate system had been pre-
defined during calibration and remained the same for every individual trial analysed. Rotation of
the segment towards the mid-line of the body was defined as positive rotation (internal rotation)
whilst that away from the mid-line of the body was referred to as negative rotation (external ro-
tation). Results were then averaged for each patient over their three trials before a global average
was produced for all subjects.
Figure 115: Image from Visual3D demonstrating the pose of a single subject volunteer during the
standing trial. Segment axes were measured against the laboratory axes in terms of computing
segment rotation.
Standing segment angles using the same model were also computed for the Symptomatic LLI,
Happy THR and Normal groups. Each clinical group had a single standing file produced during
their analysis at hospital. Out of the original patient groups, the same method was used as on
page 106 of the Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial Parameters chapter to condense the numbers in
each group to 13 Symptomatic LLI, 11 Happy THR and 35 Normal patients. The standing segment
angle results were then compared to the Pilot group.
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7.4 Results - Standing Segment Angles
Results comparing segment rotations between groups can be seen in Figure 116, with negative (-)
results depicting external rotation and positive (+) results internal rotation. Pelvic rotation was
very similar between the groups and had narrow error bars. No statistically significant differences
were detected using the one-way ANOVA at the 5% significance level (p>0.05). The clinical groups
had the thigh externally rotated with the greatest on the non-operated leg of the Happy THR group
(−12.5 ◦±−10.9 ◦) and the least in the Normal group (−6.82 ◦±10.3 ◦). The Pilot group however
showed on average internal rotation of the thigh 5.28 ◦, although no statistical significance was
detected (p>0.05).
At the shank the angle of the segment with respect to the laboratory was larger for the clinical
groups than that of the thigh with values ranging between −24.9 ◦ and −32.6 ◦, with the greatest
angle occurring on the non-operated side of the Happy THR group and the smallest in the operated
side. The Pilot data produced an average segment angle of −6.60 ◦±26.9 ◦. A one-way ANOVA
found statistical significance between the groups (p<0.01), with a Tukey post-hoc test demonstrating
that these differences were between the Pilot data and all other groups. Statistical significance was
not found between the clinical and Pilot data (p< 0.08) with regards to foot rotation. The greatest
amount of foot rotation was in the Pilot group (−18.8 ◦±9.08 ◦) and the least for the non-operated
side of the Symptomatic LLI patients (−7.88 ◦±5.34 ◦).
Figure 116: Segment rotations of the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot for all clinical groups together
with Pilot data. Positive (+) angles depict internal rotation and negative (-) angles depict external




All 35 Normal patients from the Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial Parameters chapter were used.
7.5.2 Gait Analysis
Standing angles and peak joint angle/moment results were obtained from the Kinematics & Temporal-
Spatial Parameters chapter for every Normal patient. See page 105 or the method. Motion capture
data for when the subjects were standing still with their arms outstretched was captured for a
period of 7 seconds. All subjects had 2 standing trial results.
7.5.3 Body Model
See page 182 in this chapter.
7.6 Results - Effect on Kinematics & Kinetics
Joint Angles
Figure 117 is with regards to the effects of the initial standing trial average thigh rotation
with respect to the laboratory to maximum joint angles. A significant link was found between the
rotation of the thigh and maximum hip flexion angle (SRCC =0.35>0.34), showing that the greater
the internal rotation of the thigh the greater the maximum gait cycle hip flexion. This was due to
some hip abduction-adduction being measured as hip flexion. No such links were however found for
the maximum hip extension angle (SRCC =0.09<0.34), maximum abduction angle (SRCC =-0.19>-
0.34) or maximum adduction angle (SRCC =-0.16>-0.34). Likewise, no statistically significant links
were also found for maximum knee flexion (SRCC =-0.02>-0.34), maximum knee extension (SRCC
=0.03<0.34), maximum ankle dorsiflexion (SRCC =0.04<0.34) or maximum ankle plantar-flexion
(SRCC =0.03<0.34) angles.
Results for hip flexion-extension RoM (SRCC =0.19<0.34), hip abduction-adduction (SRCC
=0.01<0.34), knee flexion-extension (SRCC =-0.09>-0.34) and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion (SRCC
=-0.02>-0.34) all showed that there was no significant link between standing thigh angle and joint
RoM. These results are illustrated in Figure 118.
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Figure 117: The effect of varying initial thigh standing angles when measured against the laboratory
axes to maximum hip flexion- extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension and ankle
dorsi-plantar flexion joint angles.
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Figure 118: The effect of varying initial thigh standing angles when measured against the labo-
ratory axes to hip flexion-extension, abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension and ankle dorsi-
plantarflexion RoM.
Figure 119 is with regards to the effects of the initial standing trial average shank rotation with
respect to the laboratory against maximum hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee
flexion-extension and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion joint angles. No significant links were found for
the maximum hip flexion (SRCC =0.15<0.34), extension (SRCC =0.05<0.34), abduction (SRCC
=-0.03>-0.34) or adduction (SRCC =-0.07>-0.34) angle. This was expected as shank rotation has
no effect on the thigh which is used to compute hip kinematic results. Likewise, no statistically
significant relationships were found between the average shank rotation and maximum knee flexion
(SRCC =0.27<0.34), knee extension (SRCC =0.18<0.34), ankle dorsiflexion (SRCC =-0.02>0.34)
or ankle plantarflexion (SRCC =0.01<0.34) angle.
Results for hip flexion-extension (SRCC =0.07<0.34), hip abduction-adduction (SRCC =-0.01>-
0.34), knee flexion-extension (SRCC =0.09<0.34) and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion (SRCC =-0.01>-
0.34) all showed that there was no significant link between standing shank angle and joint RoM.
These results are illustrated in Figure 120.
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Figure 119: The effect of varying initial shank standing angles when measured against the laboratory
axes to maximum hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction. knee flexion-extension and ankle
dorsi-plantarflexion joint angles.
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Figure 120: The effect of varying initial shank standing angles when measured against the labo-
ratory axes to hip flexion-extension, abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension and ankle dorsi-
plantarflexion RoM.
Figure 121 is with regards to the effects of the initial standing trial average foot rotation with
respect to the laboratory to hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension
and ankle dorsi-plantar joint angle maximums. No significant links were found for the maximum hip
flexion (SRCC =-0.2>0.34), extension (SRCC =-0.14>0.34), abduction (SRCC =-0.11>-0.34) or
adduction (SRCC =-0.01>-0.34) angle. This was expected however as the rotation of the foot has
no bearing on hip kinematics. Likewise, no statistically significant relationships were found between
the average foot rotation and maximum knee flexion (SRCC =0.00<0.34), knee extension (SRCC
=-0.08>0.34), ankle dorsiflexion (SRCC =0.12<0.34) or ankle plantarflexion (SRCC =0.14<0.34)
angle. Foot rotation also has no effect on knee kinematics.
Results for hip flexion-extension RoM (SRCC =0.01<0.34), hip abduction-adduction (SRCC
=-0.08>-0.34), knee flexion-extension (SRCC =0.07<0.34) and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion (SRCC
=-0.07>-0.34) all showed that there was no significant link between standing foot angle and joint
RoM. This was expected as the rotation of the foot has no bearing on hip and knee kinematics.
Results are illustrated in Figure 122.
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Figure 121: The effect of varying initial foot standing angles when measured against the laboratory
axes to maximum hip flexion- extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension and ankle
dorsi-plantar flexion joint angles.
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Figure 122: The effect of varying initial foot standing angles when measured against the laboratory
axes to hip flexion-extension, abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension and ankle dorsiflexion-
plantarflexion RoM.
Joint Moments
Figure 123 is with regards to the effects of the initial standing trial average thigh rotation
with respect to the laboratory against hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-
extension and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion moment maximums. No significant links were found for
the maximum hip flexion (SRCC = -0.08>0.34), extension (SRCC = 0.05<0.34), abduction (SRCC
= -0.16>-0.34) or adduction (SRCC = 0.13<0.34) moment. Thus it can be concluded that the
rotation of the thigh axis has no bearing on hip moments. Likewise, no significant links were found
for the maximum knee flexion (SRCC = 0.08<0.34), knee extension (SRCC = -0.03>-0.34), ankle
dorsiflexion (SRCC = -0.02>-0.34) or ankle plantarflexion (SRCC = 0.08<0.34) moment. It can
therefore also be concluded that the rotation of the thigh axis has no bearing on knee and ankle
moments in the sagittal plane.
Results for hip flexion-extension RoM (SRCC = -0.12>-0.34), hip abduction-adduction (SRCC
= -0.22>-0.34), knee flexion-extension (SRCC =0.07<0.34) and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion (SRCC
= 0.05<0.34) all showed that there was no significant link between standing thigh angle and moment
range. These results are illustrated in Figure 124.
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Figure 123: The effect of varying initial thigh standing angles when measured against the laboratory
axes to maximum hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension and ankle
dorsi-plantar flexion moments.
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Figure 124: The effect of varying initial thigh standing angles when measured against the laboratory
axes to range of moment in terms of hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-
extension and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion.
Figure 125 is with regards to the effects of the initial standing trial average shank rotation
with respect to the laboratory against hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-
extension and ankle dorsi-plantarflexion moment maximums. No significant links were however
found for the maximum hip flexion (SRCC =-0.20>0.34), extension (SRCC =-0.02>-0.34), abduc-
tion (SRCC =-0.06>-0.34) or adduction (SRCC =-0.02>-0.34) moment. Thus it can be concluded
that the rotation of the shank axis has no bearing on hip maximum moments. Likewise, no signif-
icant links were found for the maximum knee flexion (SRCC =0.04<0.34), knee extension (SRCC
=-0.14>-0.34), ankle dorsiflexion (SRCC =-0.01>-0.34) or ankle plantarflexion (SRCC =0.16<0.34)
moment. It can therefore be concluded that the rotation of the shank axis has no bearing on knee
and ankle moments in the sagittal plane.
Results for hip flexion-extension (SRCC =0.25<0.34), hip abduction-adduction (SRCC =0.44>0.34),
knee flexion-extension (SRCC =0.20<0.34) and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion (SRCC =0.20<0.34) mo-
ment range all showed that there was no significant link between standing foot angle and joint
moment range. These results are illustrated in Figure126.
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Figure 125: The effect of varying initial shank standing angles when measured against the labora-
tory axes to maximum hip flexion-extension, abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension and ankle
dorsi-plantarflexion moments.
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Figure 126: The effect of varying initial shank standing angles when measured against the laboratory
axes to range of moment in terms of hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-
extension and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion.
Figure 127 is with regards to the effects of the initial standing trial average foot rotation
with respect to the laboratory against hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-
extension and ankle dorsi-plantarflexion moment maximums. No significant links were found for
the maximum hip flexion (SRCC =0.19<0.34), extension (SRCC =0.25<0.34), abduction (SRCC
=0.26>0.34) or adduction (SRCC =-0.21>-0.34) moments. Thus it can be concluded that the rota-
tion of the foot axis has no bearing on hip maximum moments. Likewise, no significant links were
found for the maximum knee flexion (SRCC =0.19<0.34), knee extension (SRCC =-0.21>-0.34),
ankle dorsiflexion (SRCC =-0.25>-0.34) or ankle plantarflexion (SRCC =-0.26>-0.34) moments. It
can therefore also be concluded that the rotation of the foot axis has no bearing on knee and ankle
moments in the sagittal plane.
Results for hip flexion-extension (SRCC =0.25<0.34), hip abduction-adduction (SRCC =0.24>0.34),
knee flexion-extension (SRCC = 0.20<0.34) and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion (SRCC =0.20<0.34)
moment range all showed that there was no significant link between standing foot angle and joint
moment range. These results are illustrated in Figure128.
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Figure 127: The effect of varying initial foot standing angles when measured against the laboratory
axes to maximum hip flexion-extension, hip abduction-adduction, knee flexion-extension and ankle
dorsi-plantar flexion moments.
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Figure 128: The effect of varying initial foot standing angles when measured against the laboratory
axes to maximum knee flexion-extension and ankle dorsi-plantarflexion moments
7.7 Discussion
To the authors knowledge, this is the first study to have been undertaken which has compared
standing segment angles between patient groups. Due to the novelty of the present research, it
makes comparisons to published literature for verification difficult. The trends shown in the results
demonstrate that excessive external rotation of segments was more common than excessive internal
rotation. This indicates that for the clinical patient measurements, placing the lateral segment
markers posterior was more common than placing them anterior. The present results found that
there were no statistically significant differences between the clinical groups and also when compared
to the Pilot cohort at the pelvis, thigh and foot. General trends were seen, with the Pilot group
demonstrating internal rotation of the thigh, conflicting with what was found in the clinical data.
Significant differences were however found at the shank.
As the foot is naturally externally rotated between 5 ◦-15 ◦ with respect to the shank [42], results
should reflect the foot having a greater rotation angle with respect to the laboratory than the shank.
For all the clinical groups we however have the external rotation of the shank being greater than
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that of the foot. This was not the case for the Pilot test cohort where foot rotation with respect
to the laboratory was greater than the angle made by the shank, although large standard error
values were present. As the foot angles were not too dissimilar between the clinical groups, it can
be concluded that the shank angles in the Symptomatic LLI, Normal and Happy THR groups were
unreliable. The Pilot data produced results more in line with what would be expected. As the
anterior-posterior position of the lateral shank marker dictates the rotation of the shank axis (more
anterior leads to greater internal rotation and more posterior leads to greater external rotation), the
patient groups appear to have had their shank markers placed too posterior. The large standard
errors present show that inter-patient variability may be a result of the difficulties in the positioning
of the lateral shank marker.
Overall weak correlations were found for the Normal group between kinematics and kinetics when
compared to the rotation of a segment. It thus may be concluded that segment rotations have neg-
ligible impact on maximum and minimum joint angles, joint moments, ranges of motions/moments
and resultant hip JRFs. The comparisons made between individual patients may not have been ac-
curate representations due to the differing values for measured parameters for each individual. For
instance, a group of patients listed in terms of ascending thigh internal rotation angle may not show
a corresponding increase in hip flexion angle due to different walking speeds, with slower patients
showing less peak flexion. However the results of this study provide confidence in the clinical patient
kinematic and kinetic results, with it being determined that errors in segment rotation caused by
poor marker placement would have a minimal effect.
7.8 Conclusion
The initial aim of this investigation was to determine whether the differences observed between
patient groups were due to poor marker placement, which may have been evident in terms of
segment rotations. A general trend was found at the thigh with excessive external rotation in the
clinical groups together with the shank showing statistically greater external rotation in the clinical
groups relative to a Pilot group. From the perspective of dynamics, a poor correlation was found
between amount of internal/external rotation of a segment and joint/moment ranges together with
maximum angles/moments forces. A more internally rotated thigh led to a greater peak hip flexion
angle. As only a small number of parameters were significantly effected, it was difficult to draw
a conclusion linking the reliability of the results to poor marker placement. Other factors such as
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gait velocity and stride length may have had a greater contribution to the kinematic and kinetic
variability seen than marker misplacement alone. This gives confidence that the PiG marker set
used in the current study was of suitable reliability to compare clinical groups.
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8 A Critique of PiG - I
8.1 Aims & Objectives
The aim of this study was to compare and contrast how the choice of HJC regression equation and
errors in anthropometric measurements (knee and ankle joint width) effects joint centre positions,
standing angles, dynamic angles and moments at the hip, knee and ankle. These results were
important in determining the accuracy of the clinical data and in determining the amount of error
that could potentially be produced through either conscious selection (HJC regression equations)
and measurement error (joint widths).
8.2 Methodology
8.2.1 Subject
Analysis was undertaken in Visual3D on a typical male LLI patient from the cohort selected at ran-
dom, with a BMI of 28.1 and LLI of 40mm. The LLI patient had been implanted with an UHMWPE
prosthesis and was suffering from symptoms serious enough to warrant revision surgery17. The pa-
tient also had clinical knee and ankle width measurements made using a caliper for both the left
and right sides, averaging 110mm for the knee and 70mm for the ankle.
8.2.2 Gait Analysis
As with all the data obtained from clinical analysis, the patient was subject to the PiG model with
a total of 16 markers present on the lower extremity which included the pelvis, two thighs, two
shank bones and two feet18. One standing trial was used together with 5 dynamic motion trials.
Joint angles and moments were measured over a single gait cycle beginning at heel strike onto the
force plate and ending with heel strike off the force plate of the same foot.
8.2.3 Body Model
The body model as defined on pages 77 - 85 in the Generic Methods was used. Hip motion was
measured between the thigh and the pelvis, knee motion was measured between the shank and the
17See page 90 in the Anthropometrics & Demographics chapter for further information
18See pages 69- 70 of the Generic Methods for more information
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thigh and ankle motion was measured between the foot and the shank. Moments were computed
via inverse dynamics.
8.2.4 Hip Joint Centre
The impact that the choice of HJC regression equation had on distal joint centre position together
with joint angles and joint moments was analysed. Due to the absence of a marker on the greater
trochanter, PiG does not allow the user to define the HJC location to be a measured distance
(femoral offset) from a known landmark. The Davis, Harrington and Bell HJC regression equations
were used and compared in the present study. The definition, derivation and application of each
equation into Visual3D are discussed on pages 80 - 82 in the Generic Methods. All joint centre
position measurements were taken against the laboratory coordinate system.
8.2.5 Joint Radius
In Visual3D and the PiG model, the knee and ankle width is taken as an input to calculate the
joint width together with marker diameter. These equations can be seen in Equations 54 and 55.
In the analysis of the LLI patients, a marker diameter of 14mm was used.
KJC =




(Marker Diameter + Ankle Width)
2
(55)
For the analysis of the knee, an initial knee width was taken of 110mm which was increased in
5mm intervals up until 135mm, giving a range of 25mm. An initial ankle joint width of 70mm was
selected which was increased in 5mm increments to that of 95mm. Each analysis was undertaken
independently, with the use of a 110mm knee width when analysing the ankle width sensitivity and
a 70mm ankle width when analysing knee width sensitivity. Changes in both joint angles and joint
centres were measured.
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8.3 Results - Hip Centre Regression Equation - Standing Trial
Figure 129 demonstrates that the choice of HJC regression equation did have an impact on the
orientation of segments, however this was minimal and not clinically significant. The greatest
difference at the thigh (0.51 ◦), shank (0.50 ◦) and foot (0.27 ◦) were between the equations of Davis
and Harrington.
Figure 129: The effect of different HJC regression equations on orientation of thigh, shank and foot
segments.
Figure 130 demonstrates that there were differences in the position of all the joint centres in
the model as a direct result of the choice of HJC regression equation. The greatest similarity in
results was between Davis and Bell whilst the largest differences were between Harrington and
Davis. The greatest differences between the methods in terms of joints were seen at the hip which
was followed by the knee and then the ankle. At the hip the largest displacement occurred in the
anterior-posterior direction, with there being large differences between the equations of Harrington
and Davis (27.1mm) together with Bell and Harrington (20.1mm). Smaller differences were present
in the medial-lateral and inferior-superior directions. The choice of HJC had a large effect at
the knee, with the greatest difference once again occurring between the regression equations of
Harrington and Davis (9.75mm) in the anterior-posterior direction. This was also the case for
the ankle, with Harrington and Davis producing the greatest difference in the anterior-posterior
directions (2.92mm).
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Figure 130: The effect of different HJC regression equations on the positions of the HJC, KJC and
AJC.
8.4 Results - Hip Centre Regression Equation - Dynamic Trial
8.4.1 Hip
Figure 131 demonstrates how the HJC regression equations impacted hip joint angles and moments.
There was little difference in terms of hip flexion-extension angle (A) between the Davis, Bell and
Harrington HJC regression equations. Table 14 further demonstrates this, with the average gait
cycle joint angle being <5% different between the groups. The results using the HJC regression
equation as developed by Davis for abduction-adduction angle (C) yielded reduced large differences
of around 20% when compared to that of Bell and Harrington, whilst the Bell and Harrington HJCs
themselves had little difference (3.66%). Differences can be linked to Figure 130. The Harrington
equation was more similar to that of Bell than to that of Davis in terms of medial-lateral position of
the HJC. The Harrington and Bell equations would have had, according to Figure 131, more medial
HJC positions relative to that of Davis. This more medial HJC would have led to an abduction offset
at the thigh and hence at the HJC axis (i.e. that the definition of what abduction and adduction
were would have changed).
Hip rotation (C ) is measured between the rotation of the thigh and the pelvis. As the pelvis is
not modified in any way, the changes seen are directly due to the thigh. The HJC has an effect in
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computing the position of the KJC19, which is used to compute the rotation of the thigh20. Due to
the Harrington HJC regression equation producing the most different HJC position, whilst those of
Bell and Davis were more similar, the present results show more similarity in the rotation curves
between Davis and Bell. The greater internal rotation of the Harrington HJC equation was due
to a more anterior KJC relative to the lateral knee marker, when compared to the KJCs of Davis
and Bell. The more anterior KJC marker led to external rotation of the thigh, causing there to be
rotation offset where some external rotation was measured an internal rotation and results to be
measured as greater internal rotation angles.
Joint moments also differed. This was particularly during the stance phase, where the results
for the Harrington HJC produced more flexion moment than the other two methods. Table 14
further illustrates this where the results of Harrington were more than 10% different to those of
Bell and Davis, whilst the results of Davis and Bell were more similar through only showing a
1.18% difference. Figure 130 on page 203 showed that the Harrington HJC regression equation
had the greatest differences relative to those of Bell and Davis in the anterior-posterior direction.
Differences during the stance phase occurred due to the Harrington regression equation producing
a HJC which was more posterior, thus leading to a flexion offset during analysis and a change in
moment arm. Very little differences existed in terms of moments for both abduction-adduction (D)
and internal-external rotation (E).
Table 14: Percentage difference between the average hip flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (FE)
and moments (FE), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (AA) and moments (AA) ,internal (+)
external rotation (-) angles (IER) and moments (IER) for the Davis, Harrington and Bell HJC




Davis & Bell Davis & Harrington Bell & Harrington
Hip FE Angle 1.20% 2.73% 3.87%
Hip FE Moment 1.18% 12.2% 11.1%
Hip AA Angle 22.1% 19.2% 3.66%
Hip AA Moment 8.71% 7.65% 1.16%
Hip IER Angle 191 % 528% 673%
Hip IER Moment 7.86 % 6.99% 1.42%
19See Figures 27 and 29 on pages 71- 72 in the Generic Methods
20See Figure 32 on page 74 in the Generic Methods
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Figure 131: Average hip flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (A) and moments (B), abduction (+)
adduction (-) angles (C) and moments (D) ,internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (E) and
moments (F) for the Davis, Harrington and Bell HJC regression equations over 5 normalised gait
cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
8.4.2 Knee
Figure 132 demonstrates that there did not exist any significant differences between the methods
of Davis, Bell and Harrington in terms of knee flexion-extension angle, with Table 15 showing that
the greatest average joint angle difference was less than 5%. Much larger differences were evident in
terms of abduction-adduction, with the results of Davis and Harrington being more similar during
the stance phase whilst those of Bell exhibited less adduction. During the swing phase there were
significant differences between the groups with the average results of Harrington showing at its peak
15◦ more adduction than that of Bell. Table 15 shows that the biggest difference was between the
results of Bell and Harrington (45.8%).
Figure 132 also shows that the choice of HJC regression equation had a significant impact on
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knee rotation. The results for knee rotation for Davis and Bell were very similar; however those
for Harrington were vastly different and showed greater external rotation. These can once again be
put down to the differences in initial HJC position and the knock on effects in computing the KJC
and the orientation of the shank axes. This can be seen from Table 15 where the results comparing
Harrington were greater than those comparing Davis and Bell.
Significant difference in terms of knee flexion-extension moment between the Davis, Bell and
Harrington HJC regression equations. The greatest difference appeared to be between the results of
Bell and Harrington which was especially evident between 10%-20% of the gait cycle. These results
reflect the differences in position of HJC when using the Bell, Davis and Harrington Equations as
seen in Figure 130 on page 203 o. The Harrington HJC had the greatest peak knee flexion moment,
which was due to it having the most anterior KJC.
Differences existed for a number of reasons. The first being that the selection HJC regression
equation effected the position of the KJC, which is tracked during gait and used to compute kine-
matics. The second reason was the differences in axes orientations for the selected HJC regression
equations. The lateral shank marker determines the amount of shank rotation. As knee abduction-
adduction is measured in the frontal plane between the thigh and the shank, changes at the thigh
in terms of rotation of the segment axes would also have effected the obtained results 21. As the
Harrington HJCs position was the most different, it would have effected the position of the KJC so
that its position differed significantly to those of Davis and Bell. This would have then led to large
variability in the rotation of the shank axes. The greater amplitude of the adduction curve shows
that there may also have been some cross talk between axes. There was very little impact on knee
abduction-adduction and rotation moments.
21See Figure 33 on page 75 in the Generic Methods
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Table 15: Percentage difference between the average knee flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (FE) and
flexion (-)-extension (+) moments (FE), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (AA) and moments
(AA) ,internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (IER) and moments (IER) for the Davis, Harring-
ton and Bell HJC regression equations over 5 normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel
strikes of the same foot
Regression Equation
/ Variable
Davis & Bell Davis & Harrington Bell & Harrington
Knee FE Angle 0.63% 4.05% 4.65%
Knee FE Moment 1.91% 39.4% 38.2%
Knee AA Angle 29.9% 22.7% 45.8%
Knee AA Moment 0.58% 3.78% 4.38%
Knee IER Angle 3.46 % 8.96% 12.1%
Knee IER Moment 3.68 % 2.01% 1.59%
Figure 132: Average knee flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (A) and flexion (-)-extension (+) moments
(B), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (C) and moments (D) ,internal (+) external rotation (-)
angles (E) and moments (F) for the Davis, Harrington and Bell HJC regression equations over 5
normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
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8.4.3 Ankle
Figure 133 and Table 16 shows that the choice of HJC regression equation had very little effect
on ankle dorsi-planar flexion angle. This is a reflection on Figure 130, where the choice of HJC
regression equation had very little effect on the position of the AJC in the anterior-posterior di-
rection. Significant differences however existed between the HJC regression equations in terms of
their effects on ankle inversion-eversion angle. The choice of the Bell regression equation lead to
the greatest amount of inversion. The use of the Davis equation produced a curve which was very
similar to that of Bell. Results with the Harrington hip were very different however, with the angle
curve appearing to have been offset by over 5◦. This can be further illustrated in Table 16 where
the Harrington HJC equation produced the greatest percentage differences of over 100%.
The changes in terms of AJC position were minimal when selecting a HJC. The choice of HJC
regression equation has a very minimal effect on the medial-lateral positions of both KJCs and AJCs.
This is as the medial-lateral position is determined by the clinically measured knee and ankle widths.
Instead, the differences seen in terms of ankle eversion-inversion were due to variations between the
models in the orientations of the axes at the shank, with eversion-inversion being computed using
the shank frontal plane. As was seen in the results for hip abduction-adduction, the choice of
regression equation impacted the joint angles produced. This then had a knock on effect at the
knee in terms of computing knee abduction-adduction. This same effect was also seen at the foot.
The choice of HJC regression equation had an effect on ankle internal-external rotation angle.
The results of Bell and Davis were more similar whilst that of Harrington were more different. This
is further evidenced by Table 16 where the results of Harrington produced the greatest percentage
difference. These differences were due to the changes at the shank in terms of axes orientation,
with rotation being measured with both the shank and foot axes. Very little changes were found to
occur in terms of ankle joint moments.
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Table 16: Percentage difference between the average ankle dorsiflexion (+)-plantarflexion (-) angles
(FE) and moments (FE), eversion (+) inversion (-) angles (EI) and moments (EI) ,internal (+)
external rotation (-) angles (IER) and moments (IER) for the Davis, Harrington and Bell HJC




Davis & Bell Davis & Harrington Bell & Harrington
Ankle DPF Angle 0.23% 0.63% 0.85%
Ankle DPF Moment 1.06% 3.03% 4.06%
Ankle E/I Angle 18.4% 126% 167%
Ankle E/I Moment 0.93% 4.40% 5.29%
Ankle IER Angle 7.17 % 12.5% 18.7%
Ankle IER Moment .256 % 5.93% 6.45%
Figure 133: Average ankle dorsiflexion (+)-plantarflexion (-) angles (A) and moments (B), eversion
(+) inversion (-) angles (C) and moments (D) ,internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (E) and
moments (F) for the Davis, Harrington and Bell HJC regression equations over 5 normalised gait
cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
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8.5 Discussion I
To the authors knowledge, this is the first study to have analysed standing angles, dynamic angles
and joint centre displacements using the PiG model for varying HJC regression equations. Studies
analysing the PiG model or one of its sister CGMs have previously looked at the marker placement
sensitivity of dynamic motion with regards to kinematics [313, 451] and compared the PiG model
to other marker models [276, 309, 310, 314–318]. From this perspective, the current study is unique
in its analysis of the PiG model during the standing trial and the effects on the distal joints at the
knee and the ankle. Due to this, comparisons against literature cannot be made directly as no such
data exists. There are however studies in the literature which compare HJC prediction methods,
namely those of Harrington, Davis and Bell [305, 306].
The greatest differences in the standing trial were between the results of Harrington and Davis,
with the least being between Davis and Bell for all directions at every joint (excluding hip superior-
inferior positioning). It is clear from these results that the Harrington HJC regression equation22
produces vastly different results to those of Bell23 and Davis24. The accuracy of the predictive
method is highly sensitive to marker placements and anthropometric measurements [299]. In addi-
tion, most studies in the literature have looked at normal healthy individuals, whilst very few have
analysed THR patients. Leardini et al. [300] have shown that the equations by Bell and Davis may
not even be accurate representations of the HJC for healthy individuals.
Differences in the KJC and AJC positions were multi-factorial. The HJC position was directly
effected by the choice of regression equation in all three directions; the distal joint centres changes
were however due to an alteration in the location of the plane used in their calculation, which was
caused by the transformation of the relationship shared by the proximal joint centre to the other
segment markers. Changes at the distal joint centre were then passed onto the next distal joint
centre using the same method. The greatest changes occurred for all joints in the anterior-posterior
direction due to the lateral segment markers, which define the anterior-posterior position of distal
joint centres, having had the relationship they share with the proximal joint centre and lateral joint
marker (lateral knee/lateral ankle) on that segment altered.
There are very few publications which have dealt with the choice of HJC regression equation and
22Equations 32 and 33 on page 80 in the Generic Methods
23Equations 30 and 31 on page 80 in the Generic Methods
24Equations 34 and 35 on page 81 in the Generic Methods
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joint kinematics during gait. One such study to have addressed this was by Kiernan et al. [452].
They however used the Harrington method as a Gold Standard relative to the results produced
by Bell, Davis and the Orthotrak system. This was undertaken on gait in children, which is a
vastly different cohort compared to the Symptomatic LLI studied during this investigation. A
study by Chohan et al. [453] on the effects of the HJC equation on kinematics in obese patients
found that significant differences existed between the results of Bell and Davis in all planes. This
however is once again not comparable to the LLI group which is very non-uniform in terms of both
demographics and anthropometrics. Stagni et al. [454] found that no significant changes occurred
at the hip in terms of flexion-extension when the HJC was moved ±30mm.
There have been many studies which have looked at joint moments during gait; however, very
few have analysed the effects of varying the joint centre position on moments during gait. This study
therefore is one of the few available and is unique in the clinical LLI group that has been studied.
None of the studies in the literature have directly compared HJC regression methods to each other
in terms of joint moments. Stagni et al. [454] found that that the amount of hip extension moment
increased with an anterior placed HJC and decreased with a posterior placed HJC. Likewise, a
lateral placement of the HJC led to an decrease in abductor moment whilst a medial placement led
to an increase. This is also what occurred in the present study.
Figure 134 shows a tally of the percentage differences between two particular HJC regression
equations across all joints at every plane for both joint angles and moments. Results demonstrated
that the choice of HJC regression equation had a larger effect on joint angles than moments. The
differences observed between the results of Bell and Davis were the smallest whilst those involving
Harrington were larger. This would have been linked to the initial position of the Harrington
HJC, which as shown previously had a position which differed considerably from that of Davis and
Bell. Smaller changes were seen in terms of moments as the HJC has a decreasing effect down the
kinematic chain leading to very small changes in AJC position and thus moments.
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Figure 134: The sum of the percentage difference between the Bell, Davis and Harrington HJC
calculation methods across all joints when analysing the average gait cycle joint angle and joint
moment.
Figure 135 shows that the choice of HJC regression equation effected the hip kinematics the most
and the knee the least. The hip was effected the most as the HJC forms a part of the thigh which
is directly involved in hip kinematics. Despite there being some significant changes at the knee,
they were smaller than at the ankle. This was largely due to the size of the segments. Variations
in the HJC regression equation used would have effected the position of the KJC and AJC, with
the former being part of the shank segment and the latter a part of the foot segment. The larger
RoM of the shank segment would lead to there being smaller percentage changes in the position
compared to the foot. This was the most likely reason for the differences observed.
The ankle motion was calculated using a potentially greater amount of erroneous data through
the use of the KJC/AJC positions and axes rotation of both the shank and the foot. These all
would have been effected by the choice of HJC, with the cumulative changes at the hip, knee and
ankle being illustrated in terms of ankle motion. Results from Figure 135 also demonstrate that
the choice of HJC regression equation effected results at the knee the greatest in terms of joints
moments, although this was only slightly larger than the hip and the ankle.
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Figure 135: The sum of the percentage difference between the Bell, Davis and Harrington HJC cal-
culation methods when comparing joints using the average gait cycle joint angle and joint moment.
Hip results include hip flexion-extension, abduction-adduction and internal-external rotation. Knee
results include knee flexion-extension, abduction-adduction and internal-external rotation whilst
foot results include ankle dorsi-plantar flexion, ankle eversion-inversion and ankle internal-external
rotation.
Figure 136 illustrates that the transverse plane was the most effected in terms of joint angles
and the sagittal plane in terms of joint moments when analysing the use of different HJC equations.
With regards to joint angles the transverse plane was expected to have the largest differences due
to the different HJC/KJC/AJC positions altering the amount of segment rotation. With regards to
moments, the sagittal plane had the greatest sum of changes due to the anterior-posterior position
of the HJC/KJC/AJC being more effected than the other directions.
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Figure 136: The sum of the percentage difference between the Bell, Davis and Harrington HJC
calculation methods when comparing movement planes using the average gait cycle joint angle and
joint moment. Sagittal results include hip flexion-extension, knee flexion-extension and ankle dorsi-
plantar flexion. Frontal results include hip abduction-adduction, knee abduction-adduction and
ankle eversion-inversion. Transverse results include hip, knee and ankle rotation.
Many of the studies which have been taken to compare HJC regression methods have supported
their own technique as being the most accurate. This may be due to bias where it was known
beforehand that a particular method would be better suited to the type of measurement being
made or Gold Standard (e.g. CT, MRI, Ultrasound) being used. A systematic review by Kainz
et al. [301] found that the Harrington hip regression equation produced the smallest average error
across studies of between 14mm-17mm relative to Gold Standard techniques. Other studies have
come to similar conclusions [280, 302, 305, 306].
For the clinical study on Symptomatic LLI patients, the Davis HJC regression equation was used
during the model building process. As the results in this study have shown together with those from
the literature, the use of the Davis equation produces results which differ to those of Harrington,
which has also been found to be more accurate. However with errors of up to 17mm present
when using Harrington’s equation, which makes up more than 60% of the difference between the
Harrington and Davis HJC regression equations in the anterior-posterior direction of the hip (Figure
130), too much emphasis should not put in deciding which equation to select due to measurement
errors always being present.
Overall, results have indicated that the PiG model is sensitive in terms of hip kinematics and
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kinetics to the choice of HJC regression equation. Most of the differences however appeared in
the non-sagittal planes, whereas the clinical studies taken in the Kinematics & Temporal Spatial
Parameters and Kinetics chapters used 6 different motions/moments, with only two being non-
sagittal. Despite the choice of the Harrington HJC regression equation being shown in the present
study and in the literature to significantly differ from both the Davis and Bell equations, this
study found no benefit in its use when studying the planes of motion which typically THR patients
compensate in.
8.6 Results - Knee Joint Radius Standing Trial
Figure 137 demonstrates that a 1mm change in joint width leads to a 0.5mm change in the medial-
lateral position of the KJC using Equation 44, a gradient of m =0.5. Figure 138 shows that greater
changes occurred at the AJC in the anterior-posterior (m =0.06) and medial-lateral directions (m
=0.12) than at the KJC (m =0.03, 0.04). Results remained linear.
Figure 137: KJC medial-lateral displacement following increasing levels of knee width calculation
error.
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Figure 138: KJC and AJC displacement following increasing levels of knee width calculation error
The second analysis looked at the ankle and how errors in measurement of its width can lead to
discrepancies in the location of the AJC. The HJC and KJC results were not included as they were
unaffected by distal joint changes. Figure 144 shows the results which establish that increasing the
level of ankle width error effects the medial-lateral position of the AJC the most (m =0.45) and the
inferior-superior the least (m =0.02), with results remaining linear.
Figure 139: AJC displacement following increasing levels of ankle width calculation errors.
Results indicated that the joint width of the knee and ankle were sensitive to errors in measure-
ment during clinical analysis. This could have a large impact on joint kinetics which rely on the
accurate positioning of joint centres.
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8.7 Results - Knee Joint Radius Dynamic Trial
8.7.1 Hip
There was virtually no effect of knee joint width error on hip joint moments, as can be seen in Table
17. This was due to the knee width not effecting the position of the HJC, with the minute changes
seen being due to distal joint effects. Likewise, very little effect was seen in terms of joint angles in
terms of hip flexion-extension and internal-external rotation.
The change in joint hip abduction-adduction angle caused by an error in knee width of ±5mm
exceeded the interval width for the original hip abduction-adduction confidence interval during
the initial 40% of stance phase and the whole of the swing phase. An error of 10mm exceeded
the confidence interval width for the whole of the gait cycle. This can be seen in Figure 140.
Large percentage differences were found between the results in terms of average gait cycle angle, as
displayed in Table 17. Differences were linked to the change in the abduction-adduction offset of
the thigh, which is dictated by knee width.
Table 17: Percentage difference between the average hip flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (FE) and
moments (FE), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (AA) and moments (AA) ,internal (+) external
rotation (-) angles (IER) and moments (IER) for varying knee width errors over 5 normalised gait
cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
Joint Width Error
/ Variable
Original & 5mm Original & 10mm 5mm & 10mm
Hip FE Angle 0.06% 0.09% 0.03%
Hip FE Moment 1.42% 2.85% 1.39%
Hip AA Angle 21.1% 24.1% 8.03%
Hip AA Moment 0.53% 1.09% 0.55%
Hip IER Angle 0.06 % 0.09% 0.03%
Hip IER Moment 0.44 % 0.90% 0.46%
Figure 140: Average hip abduction (+)-adduction (-) angle at original knee width level and errors
of 5mm and 10mm together with 95% confidence intervals for original knee width
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8.7.2 Knee
The results for knee flexion-extension in Figure 141 and Table 18 demonstrate that an error in the
measurement of knee width did not have a significant impact on knee flexion-extension angle. This
was as errors in knee width have very little impact on the position of the KJC in the anterior-
posterior direction or the orientation of the shank axes. However, a small knee joint width error
of just 5mm led to a knee abduction-adduction angle curve which exceeded the 95% confidence
interval width of the original measurement. Table 18 shows that these differences were significant,
with a 5mm error leading to a change in average joint angle during the gait cycle of almost 20%.
A change in knee width moves the medial-lateral position of the KJC, with the larger the knee
width the more medial the KJC. The moving of the knee more medially leads to a change in how
abduction-adduction is measured, with smaller adduction values being measured through there
being an abduction offset25. The change in KJC position also would have effected the orientation
of the shank axes.
Results in Figure 141 also demonstrate that an error of 5mm led to a knee internal-external
rotation angle which exceeded the 95% confidence interval of the original knee motion. Table 18
shows that this was achieved with small average percentage changes. All of the differences were
due to changes in the orientation of the shank axes due to the new change in KJC positions. Knee
flexion-extension and internal-external rotation moments remained largely unaffected by errors in
knee joint width. Knee abduction-adduction moments were effected by approximately 5% for every
5mm error in knee width. A 10mm error in knee width also appeared for a short portion of mid-
stance to exceed the 95% confidence interval for the original knee abduction-adduction moment.
The changes in moment were linked to the movement of the KJC and the corresponding changes in
joint moments and kinematics.
25See Figure 33 on page 75 in the Generic Methods
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Table 18: Percentage difference between the average knee flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (FE) and
flexion (-)-extension (+) moments (FE), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (AA) and moments
(AA), internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (IER) and moments (IER) for varying knee width
errors over 5 normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
Joint Width Error /
Variable
Original & 5mm Original & 10mm 5mm & 10mm
Knee FE Angle 0.45% 0.65% 0.21%
Knee FE Moment 0.44% 0.87% 0.43%
Knee AA Angle 19.2% 40.6% 13.6%
Knee AA Moment 4.86% 10.8% 5.38%
Knee IER Angle 4.76% 7.52% 3.29%
Knee IER Moment 3.45 % 6.52% 3.96%
Figure 141: Average knee flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (A) and flexion (-)-extension (+) moments
(B), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (C) and moments (D) ,internal (+) external rotation (-
) angles (E) and moments (F) for varying knee width errors over 5 normalised gait cycle trials
between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
8.7.3 Ankle
The effects for varying knee width on the ankle are shown in Figure 142 and Table 19. Results in
terms of dorsi-plantar flexion were not significantly changed with errors in knee width measurement
as illustrated in Table 19 and are thus not displayed in Figure 142. This was due to the AJC not
being effected in the anterior-posterior direction by changes in knee width. Likewise, there were no
significant changes in terms of ankle dorsi-plantar flexion, eversion-inversion or rotation moments
due to the negligible effects on the position of the AJC by varying the knee width.
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Results from Figure 142 and Table 19 illustrate that a 5mm error in knee width led to ankle
eversion-inversion and rotation motion which exceeded the 95% confidence interval produced by the
original motion. Large percentage differences existed when increasing the knee width error, which
can be seen in Table 19. These differences occurred due to the knee width dictating the amount
of abduction-adduction offset of the shank, which is used in the computation of ankle eversion-
inversion. Internal-external rotation of the ankle was effected by errors in knee width measurement.
Differences were due to the change in orientation of the shank axes.
Table 19: Percentage difference between the average ankle dorsiflexion (+)-plantarflexion (-) an-
gles (FE) and moments (FE), eversion (+) inversion (-) angles (EI) and moments (EI), internal
(+) external rotation (-) angles (IER) and moments (IER) for varying knee width errors over 5
normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
Joint Width Error /
Variable
Original & 5mm Original & 10mm 5mm & 10mm
Ankle DPF Angle 0.08% 0.12% 0.03%
Ankle DPF Moment 0.26% 1.40% 1.65%
Ankle EI Angle 24.8% 57.2% 18.2%
Ankle EI Moment 0.64% 3.28% 3.90%
Ankle IER Angle 15.7% 32.0% 11.4%
Ankle IER Moment 1.67 % 8.14% 9.67%
Figure 142: Average ankle dorsiflexion (+)-plantarflexion (-) angles (A) and moments (B), eversion
(+) inversion (-) angles (C) and moments (D) ,internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (E) and
moments (F) for varying knee width errors over 5 normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive
heel strikes of the same foot
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8.8 Discussion - II
A review of the literature found that there have been no previous studies which have analysed
standing angles, dynamic angles or joint moments with regards to varying knee joint widths. This
is the first study to do so. A sensitivity analysis of how errors in knee width effect joint kinematics
potentially has never been studied previously due to the simplicity of the measurements that are
made together with it being assumed that the use of a caliper with an error of ±1mm produces
reliable results. In terms of the latter this may be true for healthy individuals; however, during the
analysis of clinically obese individuals, such as THR patients, the measurement of knee width is
more difficult due to the high levels of soft tissue artefact around the joint.
In terms of standing angles, errors in measuring joint width were found to effect the medial-
lateral positioning of the KJC and AJCs the greatest and the inferior-superior positioning the least.
For dynamic trials, the analysis has shown that errors in knee width effect every joint and plane in
terms of motions and moments but to varying extents. Figure 143 shows the sum of the percentage
changes in terms of motion and moments overall together with at the joints and individual motion
planes. For simplicity, the sum were taken for a 10mm error. Motion was effected by more than a
factor of 4 greater than moments whilst in terms of joints the ankle was effected the most and the
hip the least for both motions and moments.
Ankle joint angles were effected the most due to the change in the position of the KJC impacting
the position of the AJC together with the changes in orientation of the shank and foot axes. As ankle
kinematic results generally have a smaller RoM relative to the knee and hip, a greater impact was
produced. Changes in joint moments were greatest at the knee due to the KJC having undergone the
greatest displacement following the knee width error of 10mm. As changes in knee width determine
the abduction-adduction of both the shank and the foot, the greatest changes in terms of planes
occurred in the frontal plane.
Overall it can be seen that errors in knee width can effect kinematics and moments. These errors
however tend to be concentrated in the frontal plane of the knee and the ankle. As these are not
areas in which commonly LLI or THR patients compensate, any errors in knee width would not
have significantly impacted either the kinematic or kinetic results in the clinical study.
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Figure 143: Sum of angles and moments across joints (hip, knee, ankle) and planes (sagittal,
frontal, transverse) with regards to the average angle/moment change with a 10mm error in knee
width during a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. Standard
errors are also included.
8.9 Results - Ankle Joint Radius Standing Trial
The next analysis looked at the ankle and how errors in measurement of its width can lead to
discrepancies in the location of the AJC. The HJC and KJC results were not included as they were
unaffected by distal joint changes. Figure 144 shows the results which establish that increasing the
level of ankle width error effects the medial-lateral position of the AJC the most (m =0.45) and the
inferior-superior the least (m =0.02), with results remaining linear.
Figure 144: AJC displacement following increasing levels of ankle width calculation errors.
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Results indicated that the joint width of the knee and ankle were sensitive to errors in measure-
ment during clinical analysis. This could have a large impact on joint kinetics which rely on the
accurate positioning of joint centres.
8.10 Results - Ankle Joint Radius Dynamic Trial
8.10.1 Hip & Knee
Due to the ankle joint being the most distal of all of the joints in PiG, changes in the position of
the AJC have negligible impact on kinematics and kinetics at the hip and knee. For this reason,
errors in ankle width measurement have very little effect at the proximal joints. Small changes were
seen in terms of ankle dorsi-plantar flexion angle and moments due to the AJC not being effected
significantly in the anterior-posterior direction. All results can be seen in Table 20.
Table 20: Percentage difference between the average hip/knee/ankle flexion (+)-extension (-) angles
(FE) and moments (FE), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (AA) and moments (AA) ,internal
(+) external rotation (-) angles (IER) and moments (IER) for varying ankle width errors over 5
normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
Joint Width Error /
Variable
Original & 5mm Original & 10mm 5mm & 10mm
Hip FE Angle 0% 0% 0%
Hip FE Moment 0.02% 0.06% 0.04%
Hip AA Angle 0% 0% 0%
Hip AA Moment 0.02% 0.06% 0.03%
Hip IER Angle 0 % 0% 0%
Hip IER Moment 0.22 % 0.44% 0.22%
Knee FE Angle 1.14% 2.34% 1.17%
Knee FE Moment 0.15% 0.33% 0.18%
Knee AA Angle 3.07% 5.78% 2.89%
Knee AA Moment 0.34% 0.68% 0.34%
Knee IER Angle 0.08 % 0.16% 0.08%
Knee IER Moment 0.99% 1.95% 0.98%
Ankle DPF Angle 0.06 % 0.11% 0.05%
Ankle DPF Moment 1.89% 3.93% 1.96%
8.10.2 Ankle
Figure 145 shows that measurement error in terms of ankle width can lead to changes in ankle
eversion-inversion angle. A 5mm change led to a decrease in eversion and the joint angle to exceed
the 95% confidence interval of the original ankle eversion-inversion results at certain portions in the
graph. A 10mm error however led to a joint angle curve which exceeded the 95% confidence interval.
Table 21 shows that on average, doubling the error in ankle measurement led to doubling of the
percentage change in motion over the course of the gait cycle. Ankle eversion-inversion moment
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was effected during the stance phase of the gait cycle. These differences are however insignificant
as they do not exceed the 95% confidence intervals of the original results. Table 21 illustrates that
these changes range from approximately 8%-11% over the course of the gait cycle.
Figure 145 also shows that measurement error in terms of ankle width can lead to changes in
ankle internal-external rotation angle. A 5mm change led to an increase in internal rotation and the
joint angle to exceed in the 95% confidence interval of the original ankle internal-external rotation
results. At 10mm, even greater changes in ankle rotation relative to the original joint angle were
seen. Table 21 lists the changes in joint angle over the course of the gait cycle. The variations
in joint angles were due to how rotation is defined at the foot, as the angle formed between the
long axis of the foot (between the AJC and toe marker) and the laboratory axes26. Ankle internal-
external rotation moment was effected during the stance phase of the gait cycle. These differences
were however not found to be significant as they do not exceed the 95% confidence intervals of the
original results. Large percentage differences were however seen in Table 21, which would have been
due to the small ankle rotation moment values.
Table 21: Percentage difference between the average ankle eversion (+) inversion (-) angles (IE)
and moments (IE) and internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (IER) and moments (IER) for
varying ankle width errors over 5 normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the
same foot
Joint Width Error /
Variable
Original & 5mm Original & 10mm 5mm & 10mm
Ankle EI Angle 26.4% 110% 54.9%
Ankle EI Moment 10.8% 17.7% 8.79%
Ankle IER Angle 81.5% 61.6% 30.3%
Ankle IER Moment 25.1% 33.2% 16.5%
26See Figure 35 on page 76 in the Generic Methods for further information
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Figure 145: Average ankle eversion (+) inversion (-) angles (A) and moments (B) and internal (+)
external rotation (-) angles (C) and moments (D) for varying ankle width errors over 5 normalised
gait cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
8.11 Discussion - III
As with the results at the knee, this is the first study to determine the effects on joint angles
and moments caused by errors in ankle width measurements. Standing trial analysis showed that
errors in ankle width measurement effected the medial-lateral position of the AJC the most and
the inferior-superior the least, as with what occurred for knee joint width erros. Results in terms
of dynamic trials evidenced that errors in its measurement effect knee and ankle motion together
with hip, knee and ankle moments during. Hip motion was however unaffected. This was as the
ankle width alters the distal portion of the shank and does not effect the thigh or the pelvis, which
are used together to compute hip motion. Hip moments were however effected slightly due to the
computation of moments at a proximal joint requiring force data from the distal joint.
Figure 146 shows the cumulative percentage changes in motion and moments at each joint and
every plane for a 10mm error in ankle width measurement. As can be seen, the greatest errors
in terms of joint angles occurred at the ankle, with smaller errors being present at the knee and
no error being propagated at the hip. Errors at the ankle were due to the change in position of
the AJC leading to a rotation of the foot. This would change the relationship between the heel
marker which defines the eversion-inversion axes orientation of the foot and the long axes of the
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foot, defined between the toe marker and the AJC27. Changes at the knee were smaller as errors
in ankle width measurement lead to a change in the amount of abduction-adduction shown by the
shank, but have negligible effect on knee flexion-extension and internal-external rotation.
In terms of planes the greatest changes occurred in the frontal plane with respect to motion and
the transverse plane in terms of moments. With regards to motion, the ankle width had a direct
effect on the amount of abduction-adduction of the shank segment, with the offset measured as knee
abduction-adduction and ankle eversion-inversion in the frontal plane. The impact of changes in
ankle width are not so significant in other planes. The greater change in moment in the transverse
plane relative to the frontal plane was not meaningful due to the very small changes which occurred.
Figure 146: Sum of angles and moments across joints (hip, knee, ankle) and planes (sagittal, frontal,
transverse) with regards to the average angle/moment change with a 10mm error in ankle width
during a normalised gait cycle between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. Standard errors
are also included.
8.12 Conclusion
This is the first report undertaking an analysis of the standing trial in the PiG model with regards
to HJC positions and joint centre positions. This study has analysed the effects of the choice of
HJC regression equation and errors in joint width measurement on joint angles and moments during
gait. The analyses of each parameter demonstrated that joint angle results were more sensitive than
joint moment results. The ankle was the joint which was effected the most, with the choice of HJC,
errors in knee width and errors in ankle width all effecting ankle joint angles and moments to varying
27See Figure 35 on page 76 in the Generic Methods
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extents. Due to the uncertainty of the position of the AJC in the PiG model, authors have attempted
to compute its position via alternative methods [415]. However, the most critical measurement error
was selecting the appropriate HJC regression equation, with the greatest percentage differences in
average joint angles and moments being linked to the choice of equation.
With regards to the clinical data, it would appear that much of the results would have been
unaffected by errors in HJC position or joint width due to the sagittal plane, which was studied
at all the joints, having minimal changes. Errors in knee and ankle width were the most likely
areas where discrepancies may have been introduced into the data due to the problematic nature of
palpating bone on the knee and ankle. Both joints were likely to be covered in extensive amounts
of fat tissue in the clinical THR groups. Hip abduction-adduction was however the least effected
motion in the frontal plane. From these results, it can be stated with confidence that it was unlikely
that either the choice of HJC regression equation or errors in joint width measurement caused
significant changes to the clinical results. It is however recommended that for studies which are
looking at frontal or transverse plane kinematics or kinetics, that the Harrington HJC regression
equation is selected due to the evidence from the literature.
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9 A Critique of PiG - II
9.1 Aims & Objectives
The aim of this study was to compare and contrast how the positioning of the lateral thigh and
shank markers effected the kinematics and kinetics of all the joints in the PiG model with respect
to the segment defining plane28. The results produced were important in determining the accuracy




Analysis was undertaken on a typical male subject of weight 76KG, height 1.74 metres with no
apparent LLI or any other medical conditions which could effect performance29.
9.2.2 Gait Analysis
Gait analysis was undertaken at the School of Sports Science (University of Leeds) with a custom
market set, which can be seen in Figure 147, whilst wearing a motion analysis velcro suit. A single
calibration trial was captured along with 10 motion trials. Calibration of the system was undertaken
by the method as described on page 105
This custom market set was a modified version of the classic PiG marker set. Additional markers
were added to the left leg on the greater trochanter and medial aspects of the knee and ankle. A
collection of markers was added along the lateral portions of the thigh and shank on the left leg.
Markers of diameter 14mm were attached in 45mm inferior positioned increments from the greater
trochanter all the way down to the lateral ankle marker. In total this lead to there being 8 lateral
thigh markers and 8 lateral shank markers. Likewise, an additional 16 markers were placed one
marker distance anterior to these original markers giving a total of 32 lateral markers on the thigh
and shank.
28See Figure 27 page 71 for a definitions of the segment defining planes for both the thigh and the shank
29For more details, see the Anthropometrics & Demographics chapter on page 90
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Figure 147: Custom market set with two columns of lateral segment markers running from the
greater trochanter to the lateral ankle markers.
9.2.3 Body Model
The body model as defined on pages 77 - 85 in the Generic Methods was used in Visual3D. Hip
motion was measured between the thigh and the pelvis, knee motion was measured between the
shank and the thigh and ankle motion was measured between the foot and the shank. Moments
were computed via inverse dynamics.
9.2.4 Processing
Motions and moments for every plane were extracted from Visual3D together with the standard
deviations between consecutive heel strikes of the left foot, the first of which was on the force plate
and the second off the force plate. Only results for the left leg were used, as this was where the
additional markers were placed. Data for all 10 trials was extracted multiple times, with the lateral
thigh or lateral shank marker in the model being altered. Results for a particular variable for a
particular joint were plotted on the same graph. To undertake this at the thigh, all 16 positions
were selected one after another as the lateral segment marker and motions were extracted for all
joints in all three planes. This was subsequently repeated at the shank. Comparisons were then
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made in terms of motions and moments over the course of the gait cycle.
Results were categorised depending on the position of the lateral thigh/shank marker. Out of the
16 markers on each segment, the markers in the more anterior portion of the segment on the anterior
row were defined as Anterior whilst those on the posterior row were defined as Posterior. Likewise,
the 8 most proximal markers on the segment were labelled as Proximal and the 8 distal placed
markers were labelled as Distal. This is illustrated in Figure 148. The results over all 10 trials for
each selected thigh/shank marker were averaged. Every individual has a natural anatomical plane
at both the thigh and the shank, which passes through the proximal and distal joint centres. The
positions of the lateral segment markers effect the position and orientation of the plane produced in
Visual3D which represents the natural plane. In theory, the position of the lateral segment marker
should not effect the definition of the plane if it is correctly placed, hence any differences in the
results between different marker placements are due to deviations from the true anatomical plane.
All results were hence analysed in terms of deviation of the computed plane in Visual3D from the
true anatomical plane passing through each segment.
Figure 148: The definition of proximal, distal, anterior and posterior markers on the custom marker
set. This image represents the thigh but the same method was applied to the shank
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9.3 Results - Lateral Thigh Marker
9.3.1 Hip
Figure 149 shows results for the hip. Very little change was brought about by altering the
segment defining plane in terms of joint moments (B,D,F), as the HJC position remained the
same. The small differences which were seen were due to a combination of differences in distal joint
centre position and differences in joint angles. A more internally rotated (anterior marker) thigh
plane, relative to the true anatomical plane, was however found to effect both hip flexion-extension
(A) and internal-external rotation (E). A more internally rotated plane lead to axes cross talk, with
some flexion being measured as extension and some abduction measured as flexion. The vice-versa
was true for a more externally rotated plane (posterior marker), with extension being measured as
flexion 30. In terms of hip rotation, an internally rotated thigh plane lead to the internal rotation
of the thigh whilst the external rotation of the plane lead to the external rotation of the thigh.
Hip abduction-adduction angle (C) showed little change when the segment plane was rotated
either internally or externally relative to the true natural plane. Hip abduction-adduction in PiG
is defined by the clinical joint width measurement, which is impacted by the segment plane by a
minimal amount. Any differences observed were due to cross talk with the flexion-extension axes.
Results were amplified with more distal marker placement, with the segment plane becoming
more internally/externally rotated and hence there being greater cross talk. This was due to the
method based on which rotation is computed31, where effects are amplified due to the closer prox-
imity of the lateral thigh and lateral knee markers, with errors in marker placement having a greater
effect on the segment planes rotation. In theory, a marker placed more superior-inferior will have
no effect on kinematics or kinetics if it is placed along the true anatomical plane of the thigh which
is used to compute the KJC.
30Cross talk between axes is demonstrated in Figure 33 on page 75 of the Generic Methods
31See Figure 27 on page 71 of the Generic Methods
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Figure 149: Average hip flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (A) and moments (B), abduction (+)
adduction (-) angles (C) and moments (D), internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (E) and mo-
ments (F) for anterior-proximal, posterior-proximal, anterior-distal and posterior-distal positioned
lateral thigh markers over 10 normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes of the
same foot
9.3.2 Knee
Figure 150 shows the effects of altering the thigh plane on knee joint angles and moments. As the
KJC position is controlled by the thigh segment plane, any deviation from the true anatomical plane
causes a shift in its position. A more internally rotated thigh plane (anterior markers) additionally
leads to a more posterior KJC, through the movement of the distal portion of the plane posteriorly.
The vice versa is also true for a more posterior rotated thigh plane (posterior markers), with an
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anterior KJC produced 32. These variations led to the results seen for both joint angles and moments
in Figure 150.
It was found that on average, a thigh plane which is more posteriorly rotated and had a more
anterior distal plane portion relative to the true anatomical plane led to an increase in peak knee
flexion angle (A) whilst an anteriorly rotated plane with a more posterior distal plane portion led
to a decrease in peak knee flexion. With regards to the plane with a more anterior distal portion
and anterior KJC, this created a flexion offset where the knee flexion value increased by the offset
angle value 33. The opposite was true for the plane with a more posterior distal portion of the thigh
plane. Some knee abduction (C) could also be counted as flexion34. The changes through cross
talk of axes would however be minimal and would be outweighed by the effect of the position of the
KJC changing.
A thigh segment plane which was more internally rotated then the true anatomic thigh plane lead
to some cross talk between hip abduction and adduction (Figure 149) i.e. adduction was measured
as abduction. The effects at the knee in terms of abduction-adduction were however much greater.
A external rotation of the thigh plane (posterior markers) led to abduction being measured whilst
an internal rotation of the thigh plane (anterior markers) led to adduction being measured. Due to
the differences seen in thigh plane rotation, the results appear to be reflections in the x-axis. For
similar reasons, the variations in graph (E) in Figure 150 for knee rotation (E) were seen. More
distally placed lateral thigh markers had a large impact on kinematics due to their proximity to
the lateral knee marker in defining the plane, with errors in plane definition relative to the true
anatomical thigh plane being amplified.
Unlike at the hip, knee moments were effected due to the position of the KJC being dependent
the choice of lateral thigh marker. For the subject analysed, the VGRF vector remained posterior
to the KJC throughout the stance phase. Hence a more posterior KJC caused by having a posterior
distal thigh plane reduced the moment arm length whilst an anterior KJC increased the moment arm
length. This led to the differences in magnitudes in terms of knee flexion-extension moment (B).
In addition, a more posterior placement of the lateral thigh marker led to adduction moment whilst
a more anterior placement led to abduction (D). This was due to the KJC moving either medially
32See Figure 29 on page 72 of the Generic Methods
33See Figure 34 on page 76 of the Generic Methods
34Cross talk between axes is demonstrated in Figure 33 on page 75 of the Generic Methods
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or laterally when the plane was formed to determine the KJC position. The posterior marker thigh
plane produced the more variable results due to KJC being further away in the anterior direction
and thus any changes produced in the medial-lateral position of the KJC leading to a larger effect.
Changes were also seen in terms of rotation moments due to the KJC moving in the transverse
plane (E).
Figure 150: Average knee flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (A) and flexion (-)-extension (+) moments
(B), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (C) and moments (D) ,internal (+) external rotation (-)
angles (E) and moments (F) for anterior-proximal, posterior-proximal, anterior-distal and posterior-
distal positioned lateral thigh markers over 10 normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel
strikes of the same foot
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9.3.3 Ankle
Figure 151 illustrates results for the ankle. In PiG, the thigh and foot segments do not share any
model markers, unlike the thigh and the shank which share the KJC. Hence any variability in results
at the foot due to changes at the thigh are indirect and are due to changes at the shank, which
themselves were caused by the thigh. The AJC was computed in a similar way to the KJC35. A
more anterior KJC caused by a thigh segment plane of which the distal portion is more anterior
than the true anatomical plane (posterior thigh marker) leads to a more anterior KJC36. A more
anterior KJC would lead to the creation of a shank segment plane where the distal portion is more
posterior than the true shank anatomical plane, leading to a posterior AJC.
Results as seen in graph (A) in Figure 151 reflect these variations, with a dorsiflexion offset being
produced and the foot becoming longer so more motion is captured (the foot is defined between the
AJC and toe marker). The vice-versa would be true for a more posterior KJC caused by a thigh
segment plane of which the distal portion is more posterior than the true anatomical plane (anterior
thigh marker). Differences in ankle eversion-inversion (C) and rotation (E) angles were due to a
combination of medial-lateral movement of the AJC due to different definitions of the shank plane
together with differences in shank and foot axes orientations. The eversion-inversion axis is defined
by the relationship between the long axes of the foot (between the AJC and toe marker) against the
position of the heel marker. A more anterior AJC led to a loss in the amount of motion measured,
due to the smaller foot and hence closer proximity of the toe and AJC markers37.
In terms of moments, the greatest ankle plantarflexion moment (B) were found in the thigh
plane with the more anterior distal planes (posterior markers). A more anterior KJC causes the
AJC to be more anterior. As the VGRF vector initially passes through the heel of the foot, a more
anterior AJC would have a longer moment arm and thus a greater joint moment. Movement of
the AJC in either the anterior or posterior direction also additionally leads to some medial-lateral
movement of the AJC, which as (D) shows lead to VGRF to pass on opposite sides of the centre
of the joint and lead to the change of sign in the results. There was also some movement in the
transverse plane of the AJC, leading to changes in rotation moments. For both joint angles and
joint moments, the more distal placed thigh markers caused the greater outlier results due to being
in closer proximity to the lateral knee marker and thus impacting the position of the KJC more
35See Figure 27 on page 71 of the Generic Methods
36See Figure 32 on page 74 of the Generic Methods
37See Figure 35 on page 76 of the Generic Methods
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Figure 151: Average ankle dorsiflexion (+)-plantarflexion (-) angles (A) and moments (B), ever-
sion (+) inversion (-) angles (C) and moments (D) ,internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (E)
and moments (F) for anterior-proximal, posterior-proximal, anterior-distal and posterior-distal po-
sitioned lateral thigh markers over 10 normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes
of the same foot
greatly.
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9.4 Results - Lateral Shank Marker
9.4.1 Hip
The hip is unaffected by the position of the lateral shank marker so was ignored for this particular
study. The lateral shank marker has no effect on the hip in terms of altering the thigh segment
plane. Negligible differences are produced in terms of joint moments.
9.4.2 Knee
Figure 152 shows results for the knee. The position of the lateral shank marker is not used to
determine the position of the KJC, with all changes in terms of joint angles being due variations in
the shank segment plane. Moments had negligible changes at the knee (graphs (B), (D) and (F)).
A more anterior lateral shank marker causes internal rotation of the shank plane 38. This leads to
the flexion-extension axes rotating internally and thus the amount of measured flexion increasing
(A).
Greater internal rotation of the shank plane with respect to the true shank anatomical plane
led to a loss of adduction whilst greater external rotation of the shank plane led to an increase
in adduction (C). The amount of abduction-adduction of a segment is controlled by the clinically
measured knee width (or the ankle width for the foot). Internal rotation of the segment plane led
to some adduction being counted as abduction. External rotation of the plane did not have as
significant of an effect. This was as cross talk was minimal between abduction-adduction (as there
was hardly any abduction). There was no cross talk between the flexion and extension axes. A
more internally shank plane caused led to greater internal rotation of the knee with the opposite
true for externally rotated planes (E). Errors in the definition of the segment plane were amplified
at the more distal regions of the shank due to markers being in closer proximity.
38See Figure 32 on page 74 in the Generic Methods
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Figure 152: Average knee flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (A) and flexion (-)-extension (+) moments
(B), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (C) and moments (D) ,internal (+) external rotation (-)
angles (E) and moments (F) for anterior-proximal, posterior-proximal, anterior-distal and posterior-
distal positioned lateral shank markers over10 normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel
strikes of the same foot
9.4.3 Ankle
Results for the ankle can be seen in Figure 154. The results for the shank plane which was internally
rotated were effected by Gimbal Lock for ankle dorsi-plantar flexion and rotation. Gimbal lock
occurs when one of the axes becomes rotated at 90◦, which leads to that particular axis overlapping
with another axis and a loss of 1 degree of freedom occurring. In this particular example, the sagittal
and transverse planes overlapped. A visual example of Gimbal lock is given in Figure 153. The heel
marker determines the amount eversion-inversion tilt of the foot. An AJC which is too posterior,
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caused by posterior distal portion of the shank plane, comes in close proximity to the heel marker.
This eventually leads to the foot inverting close to 90◦. This occurred at the more distal positions
of the lateral shank marker, which had an amplified effect on the position of the AJC.
Figure 153: Demonstration of Gimbal Lock. In this example, the green circle represents the sagittal
plane, the red circle the frontal plane and the blue the transverse plane. Image (A) is of a non-
Gimbal locked axes whilst image (B) is of a Gimbal locked axes, where two gimbals have overlapped
In general, a more internally rotated shank plane led to a greater RoM, greater dorsiflexion
angle and a loss in plantarflexion angle. This would be due to a plantarflexion offset in the results
coupled with a change in the ankle joint axes orientation. Similar results were found in terms of
eversion-inversion angle, with a more posterior AJC leading to a greater RoM. The results which
did not have Gimbal Lock occur generally demonstrated external ankle rotation throughout the gait
cycle.
Results showed that an internally rotated shank plane relative to the true anatomical plane
led to greater dorsiflexion moments than an externally rotated shank plane. This was due to the
posterior movement of the AJC, leading to the VGRF vector to pass anteriorly in relation to it.
Greater internal rotation of the shank plane also led to an increase in ankle inversion moment 39.
With the majority of moment results being that of inversion, it appears that the VGRF vector
remained medial to the position of the AJC. The greater moments for the anterior placed lateral
shank markers were due to different moment arm length. Very little differences were present in
terms of ankle rotation moments.
39See Figure 35 on page 76 of the Generic Methods for how the anterior-posterior position of the lateral shank
marker can effect the medial-lateral position of the AJC
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Figure 154: Average ankle dorsiflexion (+)-plantarflexion (-) angles (A) and moments (B), ever-
sion (+) inversion (-) angles (C) and moments (D) ,internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (E)
and moments (F) for anterior-proximal, posterior-proximal, anterior-distal and posterior-distal po-
sitioned lateral shank markers over10 normalised gait cycle trials between consecutive heel strikes
of the same foot
9.5 Discussion
This study is not the first to have analysed the effects of the lateral thigh/shank marker on the
segment defined planes and hence kinematics/kinetics but is the first to use the undertaken method-
ology. Despite this, there has been research which has analysed the sensitivity of the PiG model
against other marker systems which differ in their computation of segment rotation. Mahaffey [455]
investigated the effects of adding or subtracting thigh marker offset in kinematic results post analy-
sis. Basset et al. [309] found that kinematic results were highly sensitive using PiG relative to other
marker sets such as CAST, particularly in the frontal and transverse planes. It was suggested that
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the poor correlation of the PiG marker set to other markers sets in the transverse plane was linked to
the lateral segment markers being involved in determining segment rotations. Several other studies
have also found that PiG (or a very similar model) produces poor results in the transverse plane
[315, 316] or has a more variable kinematic and kinetic output [317]
The present results have shown that the PiG model is sensitive to the orientation of the segment
planes, as defined by marker positions, with there being large corresponding changes in the definition
of the thigh and shank axes. Changes were greater in terms of joint angles. Every segment has a
theoretical ”natural” plane, along which the segment can be defined. If lateral segment markers are
placed along this plane, then there will be no impact on the rotation of a segment and a substantial
decrease on the effects on kinematics and kinetics. This plane is however almost impossible to define
using the naked eye and can be erroneously calculated by computer systems, making the correct
positioning of markers in models such as PiG pivitol. For the results of the present study, joint
rotations differed between proximal-distal marker placements indicating that the markers were all
not placed along the natural segment plane for the thigh and the shank.
General trends revealed that the greatest reliability in results was found in the proximal place-
ment of the lateral thigh/shank marker, 50% or higher up on the segment. These markers even if
not placed along the true thigh anatomical plane would exert a smaller effect on the rotation of the
plane due to being further away from the lateral knee marker. The lateral knee marker and the
distal joint centre together dictates the rotation of the segment planes. A more anteriorly rotated
segment plane led to increasing internal rotation of a segment whilst a more posteriorly rotated
plane led to increasing external rotation, which was expected. Many of the changes observed at the
proximal segments were due to axes cross-talk and offsets caused by the displacement of the joint
centre.
Markers placed at increasingly distal positions effected the planes produced at both the thigh
(between the HJC, lateral thigh marker and lateral knee marker) and at the shank (between the
KJC, lateral shank marker and lateral ankle marker) the most due to impacting the position of
the plane the greatest, leading to the amplification of joint angle/moment results. In pathological
gait patients with abnormalities at the hip, such as those with an LLI, the accurate placement of
the thigh plane is essential in determining clinically meaningful kinematic results at the hip. When
comparing the Anterior-Proximal and Posterior-Proximal markers to each other, on average the
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4.5cm difference in marker position led to a 4.4◦ change in peak hip flexion angle, 0.73◦ in peak
hip abduction and peak internal rotation of 31.3◦. When however comparing the Anterior-Distal
and Posterior-Distal markers to each other, on average a 4.5cm difference in marker position led to
a 7.3◦ change in peak hip flexion angle, 1.44◦ in peak hip abduction and peak internal rotation of
68.2◦. Similar trends were detected at the knee and ankle.
The orientation of the shank plane also had a large effect on both knee and ankle kinematics,
with hip joint angles being unaffected. As with the thigh marker, the more distally placed lateral
shank marker if placed such that the true anatomical shank plane was not correctly defined, lead to
an amplification of error in results due to being closer to the AJC. The most intriguing of the results
came with regards to ankle kinematics, with Gimbal Lock having occurred. From these results, it is
suggested that the lateral shank marker be placed more towards the proximal end of shank and not
near the distal end. Alternatively, medial markers should be added for the standing trial at both
the knee and the ankle in order to aid the calculation of an accurate KJCs/AJCs and prevent any
errors which lead to Gimbal Lock from occurring.
9.6 Conclusion
This study analysed the effects of the position of the lateral thigh and lateral shank markers on the
orientations of the segment defining planes and as a consequence the effects on both joint angles and
joint moments using a customised marker set. Overall results indicated that misorientation of the
segment planes will have a significant impact on the output of results. Joint angles were particularly
effected in the frontal and transverse planes due to the smaller RoM they possess relative to the
sagittal plane. Differences in kinetics were generally minimal, with the greatest often being at the
ankle. The shank marker was found to be more important than the thigh marker due to it having
a very large effect on both the knee and the foot, of which the latter is significantly effected due
to its smaller size. A particularly important observation from this study was the impact of placing
the lateral segment marker too distal on a segment, with there being a corresponding amplification
of effect in the more distal segments. In clinical studies patient factors have to be considered that
thus limit the practical reliability of the data, however, by understanding gait sensitivity the critical
aspects of the analysis can be focussed upon to optimise the results. For the clinical patient groups,
errors could have been present due to marker misplacement.
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10 A Comparison between PiG & CAST
10.1 Aims & Objectives
PiG and its parent CGM have often been compared to other motion capture marker systems
such as CAST, as detailed in the Literature Review. However, all of these studies when comparing
the PiG marker set to the CAST marker set make the erroneous selection of one of the markers on
the thigh or shank cluster to act as the lateral thigh or lateral shank marker in the PiG model. This
introduces bias into the results as in theory any one of the markers can be selected. Furthermore,
these markers may not have been the position that a technician may have placed the lateral segment
marker. To reduce the bias in the results by selecting one of these markers, a new method is proposed
to increase the accuracy and reliability of the results obtained.
10.2 Methodology I
10.2.1 Subject
Following local ethical approval40, a single male student volunteer with a height of 1.76 metres and
mass of 77 Kg was recruited and undertook gait analysis at the School of Sports Science at the
University of Leeds.
10.2.2 Gait Analysis
Altogether, 9 dynamic motion trials were analysed together with a single standing trial using the
Qualisys motion capture system. Out of these trials, 8 trials were recorded with the individual
walking at a comfortable speed whilst a single trial was recorded with them walking quickly. The
comfortable walking speed results are labelled as ”CAST” and ”Plug-in-Gait” whilst the walking
fast results are described as ”CAST Fast” and ”PiG Fast” in the results section. The individual
walked over a force plate which was able to capture GRFs. Calibration of the system was undertaken
by the method as described on page 105.
Both the PiG and CAST marker sets were placed on the subject simultaneously41. In total, 44
markers were placed on the individual with 4 at the pelvis, 6 on each thigh, 6 on each shank and
8 on each foot. All of the markers which are used in PiG also appear in CAST. One of the areas
40Ethical approval, participant forms and consent forms found from page 351 in the Appendix III
41For further details on PiG, see pages 69 - 70 in the Generic Methods
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where there is discrepancy is at the lateral portions of the thigh and shank, where in PiG a single
marker is placed and in CAST a cluster of 4 markers is placed. To overcome this, an additional
marker was placed in the middle of each cluster, as can be seen in Figure 155, to be used in the
PiG model whilst the cluster markers would be used in the CAST. The pelvis was defined in the
same way between the PiG and CAST models. There were differences between the definition of the
thigh, shank and the foot.
Figure 155: The customised lateral segment (thigh and shank) markers used in this study. A marker
was secured at the centre of each cluster and used to represent PiG, whilst the four remaining
markers were used to represent CAST.
Both PiG42 and CAST43 used the HJC as computed using the regression equation from Davis.
The PiG model also used the lateral thigh marker to define the rotation of the thigh. This was
ignored for the CAST model with rotation being defined using the position of both the lateral and
medial knee markers relative to each other. In PiG, all the markers used to define the segment were
also used in tracking the thigh. In the CAST model however, the four markers on the cluster were
used for tracking. Under normal circumstances the HJC regression equation would not be used for
CAST and rather the greater trochanter marker together with the femoral offset. As the femoral
offset was however not measured clinically via the use of an x-ray, the use of the greater trochanter
marker was ignored. The distal end of the thigh was defined as the lateral knee marker in PiG and
the mid-point of the lateral knee and medial knee markers in CAST.
42See pages 80 - 82 in the Generic Methods
43See page 43 in the Generic Methods
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The proximal end of the shank marker was defined using the model created KJC in PiG, whilst
in CAST it was created using the midpoint of the lateral and medial knee markers. Furthermore,
the distal end of the shank in PiG was defined at the lateral ankle marker whilst in the CAST
model it was the midpoint of the lateral and medial ankle markers. These two markers also defined
the rotation of the shank, whilst in PiG rotation was defined by the position of the lateral shank
marker. All the markers used to define the shank were also used in tracking the segment for PiG
whilst for the CAST model none of the markers used to define the segment were used. Instead, the
four markers placed onto the shank as part of clusters were used for tracking.
The proximal end of the foot in PiG was defined using the AJC, which was computed using
proximal markers and anthropometric measurements. The foot which was used for CAST was not
the traditional definition. The proximal end was defined as the midpoint of the medial and lateral
ankle markers. At the distal end of the foot, the CAST model defined the segment end point to be
the midpoint of the markers placed on the 1st and 5th metatarsals. The distal end of the foot in PiG
was defined by the toe marker on the 2nd metatarsal. Medial-lateral tilt (eversion-inversion) of the
foot in PiG was defined by the heel marker whilst in CAST between the 1st and 5th metatarsals. All
the markers used in the definition of the foot in PiG were used for tracking purposes. The CAST
model however used the medial and lateral heel markers together with markers on the 1st and 5th
proximal heads for tracking.
Both PiG and CAST were created in Visual3D. Joint angles and moments were extracted for
the hip, knee and ankle in all three planes (sagittal, frontal, transverse) and normalised to 100
percentiles between consecutive heel strikes, of which the 1st occurred on the force plate and was
identified as the first time frame of the force vector appearing. This was then used to help identify
the corresponding heel strike off the force plate. The pelvis was ignored as both marker sets used
the same configuration.
10.2.3 Body Model
The body model in Visual3D as defined on pages 77 - 85 in the Generic Methods was used for
PiG. Likewise, the CAST model was built. Hip motion was measured between the thigh and the
pelvis, knee motion was measured between the shank and the thigh and ankle motion was measured




Figure 156 demonstrates that hip flexion-extension angles produced by the PiG marker set were
offset showing greater flexion and a reduction in extension relative to CAST (A). On average the
results for the PiG marker set did not go into extension (0.10◦), whilst CAST had an average ex-
tension value of -4.16◦. The CAST model however had a smaller average peak hip flexion value
(31.0◦) than PiG (34.4◦). As the HJC positions between the models were the same, differences in
the results were due to differences in axes rotation and the different markers used in tracking the
segment. Differences in terms of peak hip flexion and extension angles were found to be statis-
tically significant using the t-test at the 5% significance level (p<0.01). Results for fast walking
demonstrated increased hip flexion for both marker sets.
Hip abduction-adduction angles (C) did not vary considerably between the PiG and CAST
marker sets. As the position of the HJC was the same between the models, differences were due
to cross-talk between the flexion-extension and abduction-adduction axes of the thigh. PiG had
smaller average peak hip adduction angle (-7.15◦) than CAST (-7.30◦), which was found not to be
statistically significant (p>0.05) . The CAST model had a greater average peak hip abduction value
(4.40◦) than PiG (3.70◦), with results being statistically significant (p<0.03) using the t-test. Gait
speed had very little effect.
Hip internal-external rotation angle (E) varied considerably between the PiG and CAST marker
sets. CAST had greater average maximum hip rotation angle value (3.05◦) than PiG (-16.8◦). The
PiG model had a greater average maximum external rotation value (-33.7◦) than CAST (-11.5◦).
Both maximum and minimum were found to be statistically significant using the t-test at the
5% significance level (p<0.01). The external rotation of the PiG results demonstrates posterior
placement of the lateral thigh marker relative to the thigh long axis44. The external rotation of the
CAST results demonstrates that the lateral knee marker was placed more posterior than the medial
knee marker. The effects of gait speed were similar between the groups.
Figure 156 on the other hand also demonstrates that hip moments did not vary significantly
44See Figures 33 & 32 in the Generic Methods
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between the PiG and CAST marker sets (B, D & F). This was expected however due to the HJC
being the same between both CAST and PiG. No statistically significant differences were found in
terms of moments (p>0.05), with the exception of average peak hip adduction moment (p<0.05).
Despite this significant difference being found, from a clinical perspective it is not meaningful due
to the small differences between the two marker sets. Moments were largely unaffected by walking
speed, with there being little change when the subject walked quicker.
Figure 156: Average hip flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (A) and moments (B), abduction (+)
adduction (-) angles (C) and moments (D), internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (E) and
moments (F) for the PiG and CAST marker sets over 10 normalised gait cycle trials between
consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
10.3.2 Knee
Figure 157 demonstrates that knee angles and moments varied considerably between the PiG
and CAST marker sets. Differences would have arisen due to a combination of there being different
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KJC positions for each model together with axes orientations. Results indicate that the KJC in PiG
was more anterior than that in CAST, with some knee extension being measured as flexion45. The
relatively linear portion of the knee flexion-extension curve (A) during the stance phase shows that
no knee flexion was taking place. This may have been due to walking speed, with the subject in
this study having a relatively slow comfortable walking speed of 0.97m/s. The fast trials exhibited
greater knee flexion during stance. CAST was more effected by speed with the fast trial being 6.62
standard deviations from the CAST mean whilst PiG was 5.73 standard deviations from the PiG
mean. In terms of knee flexion-extension angle, CAST had a smaller average maximum knee flexion
(58.8◦) than PiG (63.7◦). The PiG model had greater minimum gait cycle value (3.70◦) than CAST
(3.17◦). Statistically significant results were found using the t-test at the 5% significance level with
respect to the maximum (p<0.01) and minimum angle (p<0.04).
Knee abduction-adduction angles (C) varied considerably between the PiG and CAST marker
sets. The motion with respect to the CAST model remained largely in abduction throughout the
gait cycle whilst the results for PiG spent the majority of time in adduction. This would have been
due to a number of differences, including the use of clinically measured joint widths to determine
medial-lateral positions of the KJC in PiG, whereas in CAST this is computed as the mid-point
between the medial and lateral knee markers. PiG had greater average maximum knee adduction
(-19.5◦) than CAST (-3.71◦). The CAST model had a larger maximum value during the gait cycle
value (2.55◦) than PiG (-1.86◦). All differences were found to be statistically significant using the
t-test at the 5% significance level (p<0.01). Knee abduction-adduction was greatly effected by gait
speed for the PiG model and unaffected in the CAST model. Alterations in gait velocity have little
impact on motion in the knee frontal plane. The large impact on the PiG model would have been
linked directly to cross-talk between the flexion-extension and abduction-adduction axes, where
flexion-extension is a variable commonly effected by speed.
Internal-external rotation angles for the knee (E) also varied significantly between the PiG and
CAST marker sets. Results for CAST remained exclusively in external rotation whilst those for
PiG remained mostly in internal rotation. This was once again due to the orientation of the shank
axes. The orientation of the shank using CAST led to a shank more externally rotated than the
thigh whilst using PiG led to a shank more internally rotated than the thigh. CAST had a smaller
average maximum angle (-1.58◦) than PiG (13.8◦). The PiG model had a smaller maximum external
45See Figure 32 in the Generic Methods
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rotation angle during the gait cycle (-1.19◦) than CAST (-9.69◦). All differences were found to be
statistically significant using the t-test at the 5% significance level (p<0.01). Rotation angles were
unaffected by gait velocity.
Figure 157 also demonstrates that knee flexion-extension moments (B) varied significantly be-
tween the PiG and CAST marker sets. PiG had a greater average peak knee extension moment
(0.79 N-m/kg) than CAST (0.51 N-m/kg). PiG however had a smaller average peak knee flexion
moment (-0.17 N-m/kg) than CAST (-0.19 N-m/kg). Statistically significant differences were found
in terms of average peak knee extension (p<0.01) and flexion moment (p<0.02). Differences were
due to the PiG model having a more anterior KJC and thus having a greater moment arm distance
to the posterior VGRF vector.
Knee abduction-adduction moments (D) also varied significantly between the PiG and CAST
marker sets. The greater variability seen in the PiG results may have been linked to the greater
variation in joint angle results, with segment displacement used as a variable in the computation of
joint moments. PiG had greater average peak knee adduction moment (-0.21 N-m/kg) than CAST
(-0.04 N-m/kg). CAST however had a greater average peak knee abduction moment (0.36 N-m/kg)
than PiG (0.15 N-m/kg). Statistically significant differences were found for the average peak knee
abduction (p<0.01) and adduction moments (p<0.01) using the t-test at the 5% significance level.
Knee abduction-adduction moment was effected by gait velocity in the PiG model but not for CAST.
This would have been due to the kinematic changes observed in PiG.
Figure 157 demonstrates that knee internal-external rotation moments (F) also varied signifi-
cantly between the PiG and CAST marker sets. PiG had greater average peak knee internal rotation
moment (0.10 N-m/kg) than CAST (0.05 N-m/kg). CAST however had a greater average peak knee
external rotation moment (-0.09 N-m/kg) than PiG (-0.04 N-m/kg). No statistically significant
differences were found between the average peak knee internal rotation moments (p>0.05). A sta-
tistically significant difference was however found in terms of external rotation moments (p<0.01)
using the t-test at the 5% significance level. Moments were unaffected by gait velocity.
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Figure 157: Average knee flexion (+)-extension (-) angles (A) and flexion (-)-extension (+) moments
(B), abduction (+) adduction (-) angles (C) and moments (D), internal (+) external rotation (-)
angles (E) and moments (F) for the PiG and CAST marker sets over 10 normalised gait cycle trials
between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
10.3.3 Ankle
Figure 158 demonstrates results for the ankle. Dorsi-plantar flexion angles (A) differed signifi-
cantly between the PiG and CAST marker sets. The PiG marker set results remained in dorsiflexion
for the majority of the gait cycle whilst the results for CAST remained in plantarflexion. Differ-
ences were not due to differences in the anterior-posterior position of the AJC (the positions of the
AJC in both CAST and PiG appear to very similar, with little difference being seen in terms of
ankle moments in Figure 158). Instead, the variability seen was likely due to the differences in the
rotation of the ankle axes, caused by variations in the medial-lateral position of the AJC which
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was computed using different techniques in PiG and CAST. CAST had a greater average maximum
plantarflexion angle (-12.2◦) than PiG (-3.18◦). The PiG model had a greater average maximum
dorsiflexion angle during the gait cycle (15.3◦) than CAST (7.31◦). Differences in terms of average
peak dorsiflexion and plantarflexion were found to be statistically significant using the t-test at the
5% significance level (p<0.01). The stance phase was effected by gait velocity, with there being an
increase in dorsiflexion/loss of plantarflexion. This effect was slightly greater in CAST.
Ankle eversion-inversion angles (C) differed considerably between the PiG and CAST marker
sets. Results using PiG demonstrated more ankle inversion than the results for CAST together
with greater variability. This was due to how measurements are made in both CAST and PiG. The
ankle calculation would have used the knee frontal plane results as a reference axes, which as shown
previously were more consistent for CAST than PiG. In addition, different methods of computing
the eversion offset are used by both methods46. PiG had a smaller average maximum angle (-3.22◦)
than PiG (8.15◦) and a larger minimum value during the gait cycle (-15.9◦) than CAST (-4.01◦).
Maximum and minimum differences were found to be statistically significant using the t-test at
the 5% significance level (p<0.01). Ankle rotation angles (E) also differed considerably between
the PiG and CAST marker sets. CAST had a smaller average maximum angle (-9.70◦) than PiG
(-11.5◦). The PiG model had a greater maximum external rotation angle value during the gait cycle
(-35.6◦) than CAST (-17.4◦). Statistically significant differences were found using the t-test at the
5% significance level in terms of maximum (p<0.02) and minimum angle (p<0.01).
Figure 158 also demonstrates that ankle dorsi-plantar flexion moments (B) did not vary signif-
icantly between the PiG and CAST marker sets. Overall, both marker sets had the same range of
moment (1.74 N-m/kg). PiG had greater average peak ankle dorsiflexion moment (0.06 N-m/kg)
than CAST (0.05 N-m/kg). Likewise, both had the same average peak dorsifexion (0.07 N-m/kg
and plantarflexion (-1.67 N-m/kg) moments. In terms of rotation moments (F), both marker sets
had the same average peak internal rotation moment (0.04 N-m/kg). PiG had a greater average
maximum ankle external rotation moment (-0.12 N-m/kg) than CAST (-0.10 N-m/kg). No statis-
tically significant differences were found in terms of peak ankle dorsi-plantar or internal-external
rotation moments. (p>0.05). Both were unaffected by gait velocity.
Ankle eversion-inversion moments (D) however did vary significantly between the PiG and
46These are detailed on page 245
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CAST marker sets. This would have been due to the different AJC positions and kinematics for
each marker set result. Overall when comparisons were made, PiG had greater average maximum
ankle eversion moment (0.31 N-m/kg) than CAST (0.10 N-m/kg). CAST had a greater average
maximum ankle inversion moment (-0.05 N-m/kg) than PiG (0.00 N-m/kg). Statistically significant
differences were found between the groups in terms of peak eversion (p<0.02) and inversion moment
(p<0.01). Moments were unaffected by gait velocity and were predominantly external.
Figure 158: Average ankle dorsiflexion (+)-plantarflexion (-) angles (A) and moments (B), eversion
(+) inversion (-) angles (C) and moments (D), internal (+) external rotation (-) angles (E) and
moments (F) for the PiG and CAST marker sets over 10 normalised gait cycle trials between
consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
10.4 Discussion I
Overall the results of this study correlate with what has been seen in the literature, with PiG
showing more variability during gait relative to CAST and the greatest amount of variability being
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in the transverse plane. Analysis found that the choice of marker set, whether that be PiG or CAST,
impacts both joint angle and moment results. This was particularly the case for joint angles, with
smaller changes being present in terms of joint moments. The interpretation of the results is however
complicated when analysed together with the A Critique of PiG - II chapter, where the placement
of the lateral segment marker ad the definition of the segment plane in PiG had a very large impact
on both joint angles and moments. Thus it may be that PiG is more similar or more dissimilar to
CAST depending on the position of the lateral segment marker. The position of the marker cluster
as used in CAST is less important as the markers are not used in defining joint centre positions or
segment axes of rotation.
The clinical study undertaken in Kinematics & Temporal Spatial Parameters and Kinetics chap-
ters used the PiG marker set for all three patient group (Symptomatic LLI, Happy THR, Normal).
The question then arises of how much of the differences observed between the joint angles and
moments of the LLI patients when compared to the Normal patients was due to patient variabil-
ity and how much was due to the choice of marker set. For the clinical groups, 6 motions were
analysed with two at the pelvis (obliquity, anterior-posterior rotation), two at the hip (flexion-
extension, abduction-adduction) together with one each at the knee (flexion-extension) and ankle
(dorsi-plantar flexion). All these motions were selected due to them having previously have being
identified in literature to be planes of motion where compensatory mechanisms are used. The com-
parison between the Normal patients in this study to the results of Bovi found strong similarity
between the results, indicating that the variability in marker placement was acceptable.
A comparison between the clinical results and the experimental results of this chapter can be
seen in Table 22. Analysis demonstrated that the differences produced between the LLI and Normal
patients in terms of peak hip flexion angle (0.20◦) were smaller than the differences observed when
comparing the PiG and CAST marker methods (3.4◦). Similar results were also seen in terms
of ankle dorsiflexion angle. The differences in peak knee flexion and hip abduction angle were
however greater between the LLI and Normal patients. This suggests that the choice of marker set
is important in producing reliable results. These results however do not indicate that either one of
the PiG or CAST marker sets is superior to the other. Both marker sets are subject to error, of
which not all can be removed.
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Table 22: A comparison of the differences in peak joint angles between LLI/Normal patients and
the differences between PiG and CAST
Motion Difference (LLI & Normal patients) Difference (PiG & CAST)
Hip Flexion 0.20◦ 3.4◦
Hip Abduction 1.44◦ 0.7◦
Knee Flexion 7.51◦ 4.9◦
Ankle Dorsiflexion 3.19◦ 7.99◦
10.5 Methodology II
AnyBody and AnyGait are two applications produced by AnyBody Technology in the analysis of
gait. They however differ in how these use motion capture data. AnyBody does not follow the
traditional method used by both Vicon and Visual3D in computing kinematics and kinetics using
segment optimisation47, but instead uses inverse kinematics. The experimental markers are matched
to the model markers at each time point in a least square sense. The computation of results are
optimised for various properties including segment lengths. Standing trials are not utilised and the
models joint centres and axes orientations are based on scaling of the underlying model which depicts
an average European male. The traditional AnyBody model follows the PiG marker protocol.
AnyGait is an alternative application produced by AnyBody Technology which follows the tra-
ditional 6DoF methodology utilised by Visual3D. Both the standing and dynamic trial are used and
there is no optimisation of segments. There also are no model markers and hence the procedure
of the least squares method is not used. Joint centres are calculated using the lateral and medial
markers at the knee and the ankle, as in CAST, and not through scaling as with the AnyBody
model. The AnyGait model can therefore be used to compute JRFs for the CAST marker set whilst
the traditional AnyBody model can be used for PiG.
10.5.1 Subject
The same subject was used in Method I on page 243 were used.
10.5.2 Gait Analysis
Joint reaction forces were computed between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot from placement
onto the force plate to the subsequent placement off the force plate. In total, 6 motion capture trials
were used out of the 9 captured due to errors in the convergence of the inverse kinematics method.
47See pages 77 - 78 in the Generic Methods
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10.5.3 BodyModel
Analysis was undertaken in AnyBody (Version 5.2, AnyBody Technology, Aalborg, Denmark)48.
The Analysis was undertaken using the MoCapLowerExtremity model which represented PiG whilst
the AnyGait model was used to represent CAST.
The 340 muscle lower body musculoskeletal model used in this study in AnyBody has been
validated by Manders et al. [220] and Forster et al. [327]. The model used was composed of
11 segments (talus, foot, shank, patella and thigh for both legs together with the pelvis). The
University of Twente [387] provided the anthropometric measurements from which inertial, joint
centre and muscle parameters were derived from. A simple muscle model structure was selected for
this study without force-velocity relationships which were found to have little effect on muscle and
JRFs by Anderson & Pandy [331]. GRFs were applied to each foot where by the process of inverse
dynamics JRFs were calculated. The problem of muscle redundancy (i.e. there being a greater
number of muscles than degrees of freedom) was dealt with using polynomial muscle recruitment
via minimising the maximum force for each muscle49.
10.6 Results - Joint Reaction Forces
Figure 159 demonstrates the hip JRFs produced via the different AnyBody applications. As can
be seen, the PiG model, as produced using MocapLowerExtremity, produced greater force than the
AnyGait model during the 1st peak and 2nd gait cycle peaks, together with showing wider confidence
intervals. For both curves, the 2nd peak exceeded the 1st. Multiple t-tests were undertaken at
10% gait intervals between the results of the MocapLowerExremity and AnyGait model in order
to establish whether significant differences existed. A statistically significant result at the 5%
significance level was found at the 30% (p<0.03) instance of the gait cycle.
48A thorough explanation of how AnyBody works, including on how joint angles and forces are computed is given
in the Generic Methods on pages 85 - 89
49See pages 48 - 50 in the Literature Review
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Figure 159: Hip joint forces comparing the PiG and CAST models between consecutive heel strikes
of the same foot over a normalised gait cycle. Forces have been normalised for bodyweight. Results
are plotted together with 95% confidence intervals
10.7 Discussion II
To date, this is the first study to have analysed hip JRFs during gait using two different marker sets.
Results therefore provide a valuable insight into how variability in results can be attributed to the
method of measurement in addition to natural patient variability. Previous studies have analysed
patient groups as a whole using a variety of inverse dynamics techniques such as inverse kinematics
and segment optimisation, or have used competitor rigid body dynamics software packages such as
Opensim. This study has demonstrated that the choice of marker set and inverse dynamics method
leads to significant changes in results.
The results for PiG produced a different JRF curve shape to CAST. Greater variability was
shown in the results for PiG, with there being wider confidence intervals. Due to the optimisation
procedure used in the inverse kinematics PiG model, optimisation took place in terms of marker
positions and segment lengths prior to computation for every trial. The initial position of the model
in terms of joint angles had to be modified so that the experimental markers lined up as closely
as possible to the model markers. If this was not undertaken, kinematic failure was possible. As
during each trial the subject walked slightly differently, the optimisation process was redone for
every trial. This thus would have led to some of the variability seen between the results with the
model being rescaled for every motion trial to have different joint centres. For the CAST AnyGait
model, this was not the case, with the single standing trial determining joint centre positions whilst
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the motion trials were used only for tracking.
These results bring into question the hip joint force results in Kinetics chapter i.e. how much of
the differences seen between the LLI and Normal groups in terms of joint force were due to patient
variability and how much was to do with the choice of marker system. Comparing thetwo groups,
at the 1st joint force peak there was a difference of 0.65N/kg whilst at the 2nd peak there was a
difference of 1.34N/kg. For the comparison between PiG and CAST, a difference of 0.7N/kg was
found at the 1st joint force peak with there being a 0.72N/kg difference at the 2nd. As the differences
in joint force produced by simply changing marker system were so large relative to the differences
between patient groups, it shows that the choice of marker set can have a large effect on JRFs and
therefore potentially on the interpretation of results from a clinical perspective.
The differences between the two applications in terms of results was also, apart from the marker
sets being different. directly linked to how each of them operates. The standard AnyBody model
uses a least squares approach, aiming to minimise the distance between the experimental and model
markers from a global perspective. This is coupled with optimisation of measurements such as leg
length, pelvic width and marker positions/weights. Thus, a misplaced marker at the thigh will lead
to the least squares equation producing an erroneous global optimal position, with errors in the
positions of the hip, knee and ankle centres. AnyGait works from an alternative standpoint in that
there are no model markers for the experimental markers to be matched against. Likewise, there is
no optimisation of segment lengths or marker positions. Instead, joint centres are calculated directly
from the medial and lateral markers at the knee and ankle, with the centre being the mid-point of
the two.
10.8 Conclusion
This study has demonstrated there exist substantial differences in terms of joint angles and hip JRFs
between the uses of PiG and CAST. Differences were also apparent in terms of joint moments. This
is the first study to have compared these models using the specified methods. PiG showed greater
variability than CAST for joint angles. Overall the CAST model appeared to be superior to PiG
with results showing less variability. However, the CAST marker model also potentially could
produce erroneous results through limbs knocking contralateral markers and the misplacement of
markers. It is recommended that for any future studies, extra care and precision be taken regardless
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of the marker set used to ensure the minimisation of any errors. If CAST is being used, markers
should be used which are large enough to be detected by the cameras whilst at the same time being
small enough to avoid contralateral limb contact. For PiG, a KAD is recommended to ensure the
correct position of the KJC.
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11 Contact Surface Motion Paths
11.1 Aims & Objectives
The aim of this chapter was the analyse the effects of kinematics and kinetics on the durability of
the hip implant in both LLI and Happy THR patients. This was undertaken through comparing the
predicted amounts of wear between the groups using known wear equations, contact surface motion
paths and lubrication equations. This would enable a greater understanding of the clinical impact
of the different kinematic and kinetic results between patient groups.
11.2 Methodology
11.2.1 Clinical Method
A description of the patient cohort used together with the recruitment method is described in the
Anthropometrics & Demographics chapter on page 90 whilst the clinical gait analysis method is
detailed in the Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial Parameters chapter on page 105.
11.2.2 Non-Clinical Method
The same method in selecting patient data was used as in the Kinematics & Temporal-Spatial
Parameters chapter on page 106.
Hertz Contact Area
Hertz contact theory is detailed on pages 56 - 57 in the Literature Review. The relative radius
between the femoral head and acetabular cup, R∗ was computed using Equation 56, whilst the
relative Youngs Modulus, β∗ was found using Equation 57. From these values, the contact radius
and contact area were calculated using Equations 58 and 59. Using the contact area, only those
points which are in contact between the cup and the femoral head are used. For the particular
analyses undertaken in this study, it was assumed that the cup was made from polyethylene and
the head was metal. The head was assumed to have R1=14mm, a Youngs Modulus (β) 7.00E+08
and Poissons Ratio (γ) = 0.46. The cup was assumed to have R1=14.25mm, a Youngs Modulus








β1(1− γ21) + β2(1− γ22)
(57)





Contact Area = A = C2i pi (59)
Wear
Wear volume was estimated using Equation 60, known as the Archard Equation. Here W was the
applied load, S the sliding distance and K a constant. This calculation assumed that the lubrication
regime in each case is identical and not influenced by load, velocity or material.
Wear = KWS (60)
Cross Shear
Cross shear theory is detailed on page 57 of the Literature Review. The amount of cross shear
can be calculated using Equation 62, proposed by Kang et al. [391]. The numerator in Equation
62 represents Frictional work in the direction perpendicular to the PMO in the contact area whilst
the denominator that of the total frictional work.
Kangs Equation assumes that a point P0 on the femoral head moves to a point P1 via sliding
(anterior-posterior and medial-lateral motion) and rotation.In Equation 62, Vtotaly and Vtotalx repre-
sent the anterior-posterior and medial-lateral sliding velocities and σi represents the instantaneous
stress during a point in the gait cycle, computed via Equation 61, where Fi is the instantaneous
resultant force. Furthermore, 4t is the time step between each gait cycle point which for this study














Contact surface motion paths are discussed on pages 58 - 60 of the Literature Review. For
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this study, contact surface motion paths were computed using an in-house Matlab (MathWorks,
Massachusetts, USA) code which had been previously validated numerically against the results of
Barbour et al. [404]. The main purpose of the Matlab code was for the tracking of loci on the
femoral head through the gait cycle and to display their movements graphically. This followed the
technique used by Ramamurti et al. [403] through the use of 20 loci on the femoral head. This
software allowed the radius of the acetabular cup, the inclination angle and the coverage angle to be
defined. To ensure fairness across the groups, the cup radius was defined as 14mm, the inclination
angle as 45 ◦ and the coverage angle as 180 ◦.
The locations of these points was taken in reference to the femoral head equator, which passed
through the centre of the Great Circle. The Great Circle is the region of intersection between a
sphere and a plane which passes through the centre of the sphere. This circle was oriented such that
it was perpendicular to the long axes of the femoral head and neck of the hip implant. The first
10 points were located equally spaced on the semicircle which passed through the most superior
point of the equator, the most inferior point of the equator and the apex of the femoral head. The
second set of 10 points were located equally spaced on the semicircle which passed through the most
anterior point of the equator, the most posterior point of the equator and the apex of the femoral
head. The Ramamurti points can be seen in Figure 160.
Figure 160: Image (A) shows where the Ramamurti points are located relative to the shape of the
femur whilst (B) shows how the points are located with respect to each other on the femoral head
viewed from directly above the apex of the femoral head
[403]
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Gait data for each patient group which had been normalised to 100 percentiles was uploaded
into the Matlab program. Only the hip data was used with an initial cardan angle sequence of
XYZ, matching that as used in kinematics. A second cardan angle sequence of YZX was used as a
comparison to Barbour et al. [404] and Budenberg et al.[264] . Hip flexion-extension was defined
as X, abduction-adduction as Y and internal-external rotation as Z. The rotation matrix for XYZ
rotation Pα can be seen in Equation 63 whilst that for YZX, Pβ, can be seen in Equation 64. Each of




Sin(x)Sin(y)Cos(z) + Cos(x)Sin(z) −Sin(x)Sin(y)Sin(z) + Cos(x)Cos(z) −Sin(x)Cos(y)





Cos(y)Cos(z) Sin(y)Sin(x)− Cos(x)Cos(y)Sin(z) Sin(z)Sin(x)Cos(y) + Sin(y)Cos(x)
Sin(z) Cos(x)Cos(z) −Cos(z)Sin(x)
−Cos(z)Sin(y) Cos(x)Sin(y)Sin(z) + Sin(x)Cos(y) Cos(x)Cos(y)− Sin(x)Sin(y)Sin(z)
 (64)
This led to the position of each loci on the femoral head, according to the XYZ cardan angle
sequence, to be at first rotated in the X direction, followed by the Y and finally Z. The first
computation using the initial position of the loci with respect to the equator, led to the loci moving
from a point P0 to a point P1. The procedure was then repeated until point P100 was reached. Code
was built such that motions of the hip in all three directions could be taken as an input and the
aspect ratio (relationship between length and width of motion paths) be calculated. An example of
the output file produced demonstrating the movement of the loci can be seen in Figure 161.
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Figure 161: Motion paths produced by 20 loci on the femoral head computed via the in-house
Matlab program
Aspect ratios are discussed on page 60 of the Literature Review. The Aspect Ratios for each
Ramamurti point in the present study were found through an algorithm which was coded into Mat-
lab. The algorithm was firstly able to compute the maximum anterior, posterior, medial and lateral
positions of each motion path, where most was quantified as the greatest numerical distance away
from the centre of the head (0,0,0). Following this, the magnitudes of the linear distances between
the maximum anterior and posterior together with the maximum medial and lateral positions were
found using Equation 65.
D1,2 =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 (65)
Following the calculations of D1,2 the angles α1 and α2, subtended by the maximum anterior
and posterior or medial and lateral position coordinates respectively, were computed using Equation








Once α1,2 had been found, the curved distances L1,2 between the maximum anterior and pos-
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terior together with the maximum medial and lateral positions were found using Equation 67
L1,2 = Rα (67)
Using the L1,2 values, the Aspect ratio calculation using Equation 68 can be completed. Figure
162 is a visual representation of how the aspect ratio can be calculated.
Curved Maximum Anterior-Posterior Length Difference
Curved Maximum Medial-Lateral Length Difference
(68)
Figure 162: The calculation of th Aspect Ratio. The (x,y) coordinate values for the maximum and
minimum anterior, posterior, medial and lateral points of each of the 20 motion paths were found.
The Aspect Ratio was subsequently found using Equations 65-68. This image is from Budenberg
et al. and is a 2D rendition of the 3D Aspect Ratio calculation.
[264]
Sliding distance was computed using Equation 69 which is adapted from Bennet et al. [393]
who used 50 gait cycle points in contrast to the 100 used in this study. Following the method as
proposed by Ramamurti et al. [403] with 20 loci, 100 gait cycle points were also used in this study.
Here xi, yi and zi represent the initial position of a loci on the femoral head at gait instant n whilst
xi+1, yi+1 and zi+1 represent the position at gait instant n+1. Summing of the displacements in
each direction gave the sliding distance. Sliding speed was simply the sliding distance over time as












Lubrication theory is detailed on pages 61 - 63 in the Generic Methods. The theory of fluid
film thickness can be described by fluid entrainment. Equation 71, also known as the Hamrock &
Dowson equation, computes fluid entrainment which requires a number of constants and variables
that need to be defined. Here R represents the equivalent radius of the bearing, the viscosity of
the lubricant is defined by η, ω represents load, E’ the material stiffness, µ the sliding velocity and
finally t represents time.
For this analysis, the numerical values used followed those utilised by Dowson & Wright [23].
These were η=2 × 10−3Ns/m2, E’=107N/m2 and R=1 metre. The remaining values of ω and µ
were taken from the clinical data, with ω being the average peak gait cycle joint force for each group
and µ the sliding velocity. All values in Equation 71 were constants, except for the sliding velocity
with the results for all 20 Ramamurti points used. This allowed there to be 20 results for Equation








11.3 Results - Wear
Table 23 shows the results using Equations 69 and 70. Results indicated that Normal patients on
average (24.1mm) had the greatest sliding distance during gait and the operated side of LLI patients
the smallest (17.5mm). Sliding velocity results showed that the Normal group had the largest sliding
velocity (24.5mm/s). Likewise, the operated side of the LLI group had the smallest sliding velocity
(15.5mm/s). A Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA found the differences to be statistically significant
(p<0.01) for sliding distance together and sliding velocity (p<0.01) at the 5% significance level.
Table 23: Average sliding distances and velocities for each clinical group together with standard
deviations
Group Sliding Distance (mm) Sliding Velocity (mm/s)
LLI Operated Side 17.5±2.74 15.5 ±2.43
LLI Non-Operated Side 20.3 ±2.98 17.8±2.60
Normal 24.1±4.19 24.5±4.23
Happy THR Operated Side 19.8±4.02 18.5±3.75
Happy THR Non-Operated Side 20.7±3.96 19.4±3.71
Figure 163 shows the sliding distances normalised for stride length. As can be seen, the LLI
patients had the greatest average sliding distance over the 20 Ramamurti points. These results
indicate that when Symptomatic LLI, Happy THR and Normal patients walk an equal distance,
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the greatest sliding distance would occur in the LLI patients. This has implications in terms of
wear, with the Archard Equation (Equation 60) being a function of load and sliding distance.
Figure 163: Average sliding distances for each of the clinical groups per stride length together with
standard errors.
Figure 164 shows the results when computing the Kang cross shear over the Hertz Contact Area.
All results plotted are the absolute values. The greatest cross shear was seen on the operated side
of the Happy THR group (0.23±0.08) with the smallest being on the operated side of the LLI group
(0.01±0.02). Large standard deviations were seen. The differences were found to be significant using
the Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA in SPSS at the 5% significance level (p<0.01). The range of
results together with the variability falls within the range as reported by Barnett [457].
Figure 165 shows the wear results as produced when using the Archard Equation (Equation 60).
A value for the wear coefficient of k=1.5×10−6mm3 was selected which was an average taken from
values founds experimentally in the literature for metal on polyethylene implants [391, 458]. Peak
JRFs for the average patient in each clinical group (Newton’s) and sliding distances (mm) were also
used. As the Normal patients do not have an in-vivo measured wear rate, for this study the Normal
group represented the wear rate of a THR patient who walked exactly like a healthy individual. An
assumption was made that LLI patients had the same wear rate as regular THR patients.
As the results produced were dimensionless, data was normalised to the results of the Normal
group. Results indicated that the greatest amount of wear would occur in THR patients who walked
like healthy individuals, followed by the Happy THR and with the LLI patients having the least
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amount of wear. These results reflect that the Normal patients had the greatest hip load and sliding
distance whilst the LLI patients had the least. From the perspective of the Archard Equation, it
appeared that due to factors such as walking speed and hip load, which were smaller in both the
LLI and Happy THR groups, Happy THR and LLI patients would have wear rates smaller than
Normal individuals. If operated patients walked at the same velocity with the same amount of load
as normal healthy individuals, they would according to the Archard Equation show an increased
rate of wear.
Figure 164: Average Kang cross shear ratio for each patient group together with standard errors
over the Hertz Contact Area
Figure 165: Normalised wear rate calculation for each group using the Archard Equation
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11.4 Results - Motion Paths
Figures 166 and 167 illustrate the contact surface motion paths for all groups using the in-house
Matlab program via the XYZ and YZX cardan angle sequences respectively. The motion paths had
many differences in the size and shape of individual paths. Comparing the cardan angle sequences
together, it was seen that the use of the YZX sequence produced motion paths which were more
linear and therefore predict less wear.
Figure 166: Contact surface motion paths as computed using an in-house Matlab code for all clinical
groups at 20 Ramamurti points using the XYZ Cardan angle sequence
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Figure 167: Contact surface motion paths as computed using an in-house Matlab code for all clinical
groups at 20 Ramamurti points using the YZX Cardan angle sequence
The Normal group displayed a greater number of motion paths with either elliptical or quasi-
elliptical shape for both cardan angle sequences, which is traditionally associated with multi-
directional motion and increased cross shear. This was in contrast to the LLI patients who demon-
strated the most linear motion paths. The Normal patient motion paths also appeared to be
significantly larger. This corresponds well to the Normal patients having a greater RoM in the
flexion-extension and abduction-adduction planes together with a greater sliding distance. These
results are in direct conflict with those of Budenberg et al. [264], who found that LLI patients
demonstrated motion paths which had more elliptical, quasi elliptical and figures of eight shapes
using the YZX rotation matrix relative to healthy individuals.
Figure 168 shows the average aspect ratio over the 20 Ramamurti points for the average gait
cycle for all the clinical groups. This was undertaken for both the XYZ and YZX cardan angle
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sequences. The differences for both the XYZ and YZX sequences were found to be not significant
using the one-way ANOVA in SPSS at the 5% significance level (p>0.05).
Figure 168: Calculated Aspect Ratios for each group together with standard errors for the XYZ
and YZX cardan angle sequences
The A Comparison between PiG & CAST chapter (pages 243 - 258) established that the CAST
and PiG marker sets differed in hip angle results. Figure 169 compares the motion paths of the same
subject used in the chapter (see page 243) as measured using PiG and CAST over 20 Normalised
Ramamurti points over 9 normalised gait cycle trials. The motion paths showed that PiG produced
results with more elliptical and quasi-elliptical motion paths than that of CAST. This led to a larger
average aspect ratio in PiG (1.83±0.81) relative to CAST (1.68±0.47). A Kruskal Wallis test found
no statistically significant differences between the two marker sets (p>0.05).
Figure 169: Comparing the motion paths on a 14mm femoral head between PiG and CAST when
using the same motion trials. 20 Ramamurti points are used.
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11.5 Results - Film Thickness
Figure 170 shows the total entraining lubrication fluid film thickness over the course of the gait
cycle. As can be seen, the greatest amount of entraining lubrication occurred for the Normal
healthy patients. Happy THR and LLI patients showed similar levels of fluid thickness. Using
a Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA at the 5% significance level, statistical significance was found
between the operated and non-operated sides of the LLI and Happy THR patients to the Normal
group (p<0.01). A smaller fluid thickness leads to less sacrificial wear and hence increased wear of
the hip joint.
Figure 170: Average entraining lubrication fluid film thickness at peak hip JRFs over the course of
the gait cycle using the Hamrock & Dowson Equations for entraining lubrication. Standard errors
are also plotted.
11.6 Discussion
11.6.1 Sliding Distance/Sliding Velocity
Results from Table 23 showed that both Happy THR patients and their LLI counterparts on average
had a shorter sliding distance over the course of the gait cycle relative to Normal individuals. This
was expected due to the greater range of hip motion seen in the Normal group. The results found
for sliding distances in the Happy THR group (19.8mm±4.02) were larger than those found by
Bennet et al. [393], which ranged between 10mm-18.1mm and Bennet et al. [459] who determined
an average sliding distance of 19.2mm.
Another study by Bennet et al. [405] compared the sliding distances of a group of THR pa-
tients against healthy controls. On average, the 19 THR patients demonstrated sliding distances
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of 18.1mm, with the healthy control group having a slightly smaller average (22.3mm) compared
to the Normal cohort (24.1mm). The relative similarity in results between studies shows that in
general THR patients show shorter sliding distances than healthy cohorts during the average gait
cycle. The present study also found that when normalised for stride length, the LLI patients had
the greatest sliding distance. This is important from a clinical perspective as it establishes that on
average, if LLI patients are as active as Normal individuals, they would have increased wear rates
and hence be at greater risk of implant failure.
Sliding distance and velocity are effected by the dimensions of the hip implant components. A
greater femoral head radius leads to an increase in RoM, sliding distance and sliding velocity. For
the present study the exact dimensions for the components were unknown, with a default level of
14mm radius used. This may however have effected the outcome of the estimation of wear, which
relies on the sliding distance and velocity. The smaller sliding distances and velocities shown by the
LLI and Happy THR group indicated that the hip implants used today wear at a sufficiently slow
rate that should outlast the lifetime of an individual. Many of the patients who undergo THR are
elderly and thus may walk slower due to weaknesses in muscles caused by advancing age. This may
be a confounding factor in determining whether hip implant components are durable enough to last
a patient a lifetime, with an increasing number of younger patients undergoing the THR procedure.
11.6.2 Cross Shear/Aspect Ratio
Calculations using the method proposed by Kang found that LLI patients on average showed less
cross shear and more unidirectional motion relative to the other groups. This agrees with the study
looking at aspect ratios which also came to the same conclusion. Barnett [457] also found that
for the small number of LLI patients that were studied, a smaller cross shear ratio was computed
relative to healthy controls.
Results indicated that there were no statistically significant differences between the groups with
regards to aspect ratios. Budenberg et al. [264] analysed the same patient group with there being
no patients removed as in the present study due to data quality or clinical issues. They reported a
wide range of results for both LLI (0.16-7.87) and normal patients (0.29-6.75). No statistical testing
was however taken comparing the LLI average (1.7) and the normal average (1.8).
Budenberg et al. used the YZX cardan angle sequence. Bennet et al. [460] used the same cardan
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angle sequence but produced aspect ratios for both THR (3.97) and controls (3.71) which on average
exceeded those seen in this study. The current recommended method by the ISB (International
Standards of Biomechanics) is XYZ, with flexion-extension being followed by abduction-adduction
and finally internal-external rotation. This sequence is recommended due the notion that the first
rotation (flexion-extension) is where the greatest amount of angular displacement occurs [406],
whilst it has also been shown to be the most appropriate in activities where large flexion-extension
occurs through having the smallest planar cross talk [407]. This makes the present study the
most accurate undertaken as of date due to using both the XYZ and YZX sequences, although
significant differences were not found between the two. Overall, the results showed that patients in
the Symptomatic LLI group were more likely to have hardening of the polyethylene fibres on the
implant and thus have a reduced wear rate.
11.6.3 Lubrication
The final area of analysis was entrainment lubrication through the use of the Hamrock & Dowson
equation. It was found that when using the peak gait cycle hip JRFs, the LLI patients showed
similar fluid film thickness levels to Happy THR patients. The greatest thickness was found in
the Normal group; however, in the computation of the results, constants were used such as the
Poission’s ratio which only apply to THR patients. Hence the results do not depict the results of
a Normal healthy individual but of a patient who has undergone THR and is walking in a manner
which similar to a healthy individual. From this perspective, the results show that if both LLI and
Happy THR patients walked in a manner similar to that of healthy individuals instead of their most
comfortable walking speed, fluid entrainment levels would increase and wear would decrease. With
a reduced fluid film thickness there would be greater surface interaction and subsequently greater
wear [461].
The fluid thickness level between the surfaces due to the mechanism of entraining has been
linked to sliding velocity [410]. Those patients with the smaller sliding velocities demonstrated the
smallest levels of entrainment. The Hamrock & Dowson equation is however limited in its use due
to its time independent nature and is unable to model the changes which occur over time during the
gait cycle [410]. To the authors knowledge, this is the first study which has analysed hip bearing
lubrication in LLI patients.
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11.7 Conclusion
This study has compared the LLI, Happy THR and Normal clinical patient groups in terms of
tribology. Significant differences were found with LLI patients having shorter sliding distances,
smaller sliding velocities and a reduced lubrication thickness relative to Normal healthy patients.
These results, together with the unidirectional motion on the femoral head as computed using
the cross shear ratio/aspect ratio for LLI patients, would lead to the reduction in the amount of
wear. It was however also found that if LLI patients remain as active post-surgery as their healthy
counterparts, an increase in sliding distance per stride would occur and lead to a greater wear
rate. The differences between LLI and Happy THR patients in terms of entraining lubrication were
minimal. Overall, results demonstrated that the success of the implant may be dependent on the




The aim of this study was defined as:
To understand why certain patients following a Total Hip Replacement are
symptomatic for a Leg Length Inequality whilst others remain asymptomatic
A review of the literature did not find a detailed analysis of the gait of patients who were
symptomatic for an LLI post-THR. There also does not exist in the literature a comprehensive
critique of PiG, the measurement tool for analysing gait in patients. For there to be a more
focussed study, the aim was further split into smaller objectives. The remainder of this chapter will
give a summary of the results obtained for each objective, together with the clinical implications of
any results produced.
12.2 Objective 1
Understand whether differences exist in both anthropometric measurements and de-
mographics between Symptomatic LLI and asymptomatic Happy THR patients
The first objective of this study was to analyse whether there were non-gait related features
which distinguished the LLI patients from their Happy THR counterparts. Normal patients were
excluded from this study due to radiographs not being available for the group. The anatomical LLI,
which all LLI patients had in our study, was as a direct result of the placement of the artificial hip
joint [11].
Height was found to be significantly different between the groups in the present study, with
LLI patients being shorter as predicted. This may indicate that from a clinical perspective, taller
individuals are more able to offset changes in leg length at their pelvis and minimise any disruption
to gait. No statistically significant differences between the LLI and Happy THR patients were
found in terms of femoral offset or leg length difference. Symptomatic LLI patients generally had a
smaller femoral offset on the operated (41.8mm) and non-operated sides (41.3mm) relative to the
Happy THR operated (47.1mm) and non-operated sides (42.3mm). A shorter femoral offset has
been linked to increased joint instability, a reduction in abductor strength and a loss in RoM [429].
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This loss of normal function may have contributed to the LLI patients being symptomatic, although
the differences were not significant. Results may have however been confounded by the fact that a
greater proportion of males were in the Happy THR group than the LLI group [462]. Nerve injuries
are more common in woman due to the vulnerable sciatic nerve being in greater closer proximity to
the surgical site [7, 246]. The present results agree with those of Dougall & White [237] who found
that the magnitude of leg length had no impact on whether a patient was symptomatic. Welsh et
al. [463] found that demographics were not linked to the magnitude of LLI, although they analysed
a general population of LLI patients without having a more specific Symptomatic LLI group as in
this study.
Likewise, there were no statistically significant differences detected between the LLI and Happy
THR patients in terms of inter-hip distance, cup inclination angle, BMI or age. Inter-hip distances
were larger for the Happy THR patients (184mm) that the LLI patients (176mm) and were in the
same range as found by Charlton et al. [433]. This may also have been due to gender differences.
The use of a trigonometric calculation found that those with smaller inter-hip distances may have
been more likely to suffer from clinical symptoms due to a LLI. This may explain why there were
more females than males in the LLI group. Unsurprisingly, age was not found to be a significant
factor in distinguishing the results of the Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR groups. As THR is
more common in older patients, the likelihood of the Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR patients
having similar ages was high.
One of the more interesting outcomes of this objective was the finding that all of the Symptomatic
LLI patients had a greater operated side leg length post-surgery. The Happy THR group had
patients with either a shorter or longer operated side leg relative to the non-operated side. The
literature often states that patients are more able to tolerate limb shortening that lengthening, with
10mm of lengthening often specified as the cut-off point when clinical symptoms appear, although
this is disputed [464]. When shortening of the operated leg occurs, a LLI is still produced with the
non-operated side being longer. As this is better tolerated by THR patients, being symptomatic
with a longer operated side must be directly linked to the THR procedure. Increasing the length of
the leg stretches the muscle tissue which may lead to pain and discomfort [465].
Study Limitations
Only 13 Symptomatic LLI and 11 Happy THR patients were available to analyse in terms of
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radiographs. A greater number would have increased reliability. The small number of patients
prevented a thorough analysis of the effects of gender, with the results suggesting that it may have
impacted the study outcome. The measurements taken from radiographs are always subject to
human error. Preoperative radiographs were unavailable, thus not allowing relative changes in leg
length to be measured. This would have been a more reliable method in analysing Symptomatic
LLI patients as some of them may have had a naturally occurring leg length difference, present in
70% of the population [223]. Leg lengths were assumed to be equal prior to surgery. Other areas
where there was insufficient information was with the specifics of surgery. Beard et al. [232] found
that the incidence of a LLI was reduced by using an epidural over other anaesthetic techniques.
Another study limitation was not being able to use a method from the literature in estimating
the position of the HJC. This was of particular importance as the HJC was used in the calculation
of all the anthropometric variables. Methods which have been proposed in the literature include
those of Fessy et al [258], John & fisher [259] and Pierchon et al. [422]. These methods required
the use of landmarks which were either not visible in some of the radiographs (e.g. superior pelvic
rim) to techniques which were difficult to undertake due to poor quality radiographs (e.g. Koehlers
line). The method used was to draw a circle over the femoral head, with the intersection of the
lines passing through the most superior-inferior and medial-lateral portions of the circle being the
position of the HJC [263, 424–426]. This method however may have been inaccurate due to the
difficulty in locating the exact position of the femoral head in some radiographs.
12.3 Objective 2
Examine whether LLI patients show a characteristic gait pattern in their kinematic,
kinetic and temporal-spatial results together with comparing them to asymptomatic
Happy THR and Normal patients
The patient groups used had previously been analysed by Li et al. [199, 221, 466], Barnett
et al. [457] and Budenberg et al. [264]; however this study used a refined dataset by removing
patients with additional underlying pathologies such as a functional LLI (not caused by the implant
but by muscle shortening) prior to analysis. The gait of patients with an LLI following THR has
previously been studied [199, 221, 264, 457, 466], however this was the first such study to analyse
the gait patterns of patients specifically symptomatic for a difference in leg length at the hip joint
in terms of gait parameters at the pelvis, knee and ankle.
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Results Summary
Results indicated that significant differences existed between Symptomatic LLI, Happy THR
and Normal patients in terms of kinematics, kinetics and temporal-spatial parameters.
Standing Angles
LLI patients in their comfortable posture on average showed greater hip and knee flexion on the
operated side whilst the knee on the non-operated side remained extended. These have previously
been recognised as compensatory mechanisms in LLI patients to increase or decrease leg length [222].
Increased knee flexion on the longer side was also found by Walsh et al. [235] when simulating LLI.
Happy THR patients showed more symmetry in their standing angles when comparing both legs,
comparable to the levels as shown by Normal patients. The standing angle results were similar to
the literature, however they were subject to error caused by poor marker placement. The standing
angle differences between the groups were most likely due to patients compensating for a leg length
difference, although differences in leg length between the two limbs were not found to be statistically
significant. The Happy THR patients, on average being taller, were able to accommodate the change
in leg length more easily and hence did not show the results as seen in the LLI patients. From a
clinical perspective, it may be concluded that shorter patients with large leg length differences are
most likely to show compensatory mechanisms in terms of standing angles.
Temporal-Spatial Parameters
LLI patients walked significantly slower (0.94 m/s) than Happy THR patients (1.21 m/s) who
themselves walked significantly slower than Normal controls (1.49 m/s). The Happy THR velocity
of 1.21 m/s was within the range often reported for healthy individuals [115–117]. Happy THR
patients were walking at a speed that they were happy with as it was similar to their healthy peers.
The LLI patients were walking at a comfortable speed, which uses the least amount of energy or
causes the smallest amount of pain, rather than a happy speed which is similar to the range walked
by healthy peers and also meets patient expectations of a return to normality post-THR. A study
by Zhang et al. [271] found a longer leg length was linked to a smaller walking velocity. Non-THR
LLI subjects have also been studied in the literature, with velocity being unaffected by leg length
[272]. From these results it would appear that a combination of muscle weakness, the magnitude of
leg length and confidence in walking postoperatively led to the LLI patients walking slower. The
reduction in walking speed was an expected result, with patient who are happy naturally expected
to walk at a greater speed than those who are symptomatic.
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Statistically significant differences were also found between all three groups in terms of stance
phase time and stride length on the operated side together with stride length on the non-operated
side. Stride length for THR patients has been frequently shown in the literature to be smaller than
that of Normal individuals [102, 161, 171, 194, 195, 198, 210, 221]. Further analysis found that LLI
patients demonstrated the most asymmetry between the two limbs in terms of stance time, swing
time and stride length. This may have been linked to a combination of the leg length discrepancy
magnitude and height, with the smaller discrepancies between the limbs in the taller Happy THR
group being more difficult to compensate for with a motor response due to them not being detected
by the subject. A reduction is walking speed may have also been linked to muscle weakness with
the potentially weaker muscles on the operated side hip of the LLI leading to a greater response by
the patient in altering many of their walking parameters.
Kinematics
LLI patients demonstrated a loss of hip extension, greater circumduction in the swing phase,
reduction in knee flexion during both stance and swing together with the increase in dorsiflexion of
the ankle. Loss of hip extension in THR patients has also been found in the literature [171, 173]
and has been linked to muscle weakness and a reduction in walking speed. Reduced levels of hip
extension have also been observed preoperatively [449]. It was found that in terms of pelvic superior-
inferior obliquity, the compensatory mechanisms used by the LLI patients could be split into two
main mechanisms. One set of LLI patients were demonstrating Trendelenburg Gait (a pathological
gait pattern which occurs when the weakened abductors on the operated side of the pelvis allow the
pelvis to exhibit inferior obliquity on the opposing side) during stance and were hip hiking during
swing, a method used to decrease the load on the already weakened abductors. The Trendelenburg
gait would have been a direct consequence of the weakened abductors following THR, with the
knock on effects of back pain and lumbar scoliosis often leading to significant amounts of pain [9].
As this was not seen for the Happy THR patients, it can be concluded that Trendelenburg gait was
potentially a reason for some patients being symptomatic for an LLI.
The second type of mechanism was to show inferior obliquity throughout the gait cycle, a
method commonly used to lengthen the shorter leg [222]. This was also not seen in the Happy THR
group, implying that it may be another compensatory mechanism which may predispose being
symptomatic. Most of the significant differences occurred at toe off due to patients exhibiting a
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vaulting gait where they pivoted over the longer leg, allowing the shorter leg to swing over. Many
of the kinematic changes across the joints can be linked to the reduced walking speed [73, 116, 118],
with significant results found for peak knee flexion/extension and hip flexion-extension RoM. No
positive correlation was found between the loss of hip extension on the operated side of the LLI
patients and gait velocity, indicating that there may be another factor such as muscle weakness
leading to the observed results. As this was a characteristic unique to the operated side of the
Symptomatic LLI group, it was potentially another underlying cause for the LLI patients being
symptomatic. Graf et al. [67] suggested that a loss of hip extension was characteristic of less active
individuals, with muscles gradually weakening overtime. Muscle strength was however not a studied
parameter, making its effects on kinematics inconclusive.
Kinetics
Kinetic results found that both VGRFs and JRFs were reduced in Happy THR and Symptomatic
LLI patients relative to controls, with the latter showing the greatest asymmetry between limbs.
Smaller VGRFs for THR patients have been reported in the literature [149]. The LLI patients
also demonstrated the most asymmetry between limbs and between patients. Similar trends were
found between the groups in terms of joint moments. Positive correlations were observed for peak
JRFs and VGRFs against gait velocity, indicating that the reductions in peak forces and moments
were influenced by walking slower. Thus an indirect link also existed between peak JRF/VGRF
to the factor which was causing the Symptomatic LLI group patients to walk slower. As stated
previously, potential reasons included the magnitude of leg length, weaker abductor muscles and
confidence in their gait postoperatively. Clinically it would appear that the changes in kinetics,
as with kinematics, in themselves did not determine whether a patient was symptomatic but were
rather the effects of any anthropometric, physiological or psychological issues post-THR.
Study Limitations
Initially 26 Symptomatic LLI, 14 Happy THR and 38 Normal patients were analysed in terms
of gait; however in all the groups patients were removed from the study due to reasons such as
secondary pathological conditions and errors during gait measurement. This led to there only
being 13 LLI, 11 Happy THR and 35 Normal patients. The literature varies with the number of
operated patients in a random sample of publications ranging between 4-134 and controls between
4-25 [161, 166, 179, 194, 195, 198, 210].
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Errors could have been present in the present results due to the small numbers of trials used
to generate the average result for each patient. Each patient had as a minimum two motion trials
in addition to the single standing trial. For this reason, two trials were used for every patient.
However gait data is subject to both intrinsic (variability between trials e.g. different gait speeds)
and extrinsic errors (measurement errors e.g. marker artefact) [467]. Maynard et al. [468] found
that healthy individuals required on average 5 trials to reduce both errors types to an acceptable
amount. Due to the greater variabilities shown in THR patient gait, the recommended number of
trials ranges between 5-10 [467].
Qualitative studies were undertaken on all patients using the Oxford Hip Score50 prior to the
current study. Patients could not be contacted for further qualitative analysis due to their names
having been anonymised. This was a disadvantage of the study as further questions could have
been asked and more detailed responses obtained. The qualitative records also lacked information
on variables which have been associated with postoperative LLI including the type of implant used
[227], surgical technique [236, 241, 242] and patient activity levels [244].
The modelling of gait kinematics and joint moments in Visual3D may have also introduced
errors into the results. The position and orientation of a segment can be determined using a variety
of methods such as forward kinematics, inverse kinematics and segment optimisation (also known
as 6DoF)51. One of the sources of error in our simulations would be due to the use of the segment
optimisation model in Visual3D to compute joint angles and moments. This model incorrectly
assumes that each segment has 6 variables which describe its position and orientation (3 translations
and 3 rotations). For instance, the knee can be modelled as a hinge joint with a single DoF due to
there being very little motion in the frontal and transverse planes.
Another potential source of error was the choice of the PiG model as the measurement system
to determine joint angles, moments and forces. Results suggested that generally both kinematics
and kinetics in PiG are highly dependent on marker position, the choice of HJC regression equation
and clinical measurements. These may have introduced much of the variability seen in the results,
although the greatest variability was found in the more extreme placements of the markers which
was not undertaken in the clinical groups. Marker positioning in the clinical groups was however
50The Oxford Hip Score is a qualitative assessment of daily function in THR patients consisting of 12 questions.
Each question has a score from 0-4, with 4=no pain and 0=severe pain [421]
51For a detailed explanation of segment optimisation, please see pages 77 - 78 in the Generic Methods
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not optimised, with markers placed more superior on the thigh or shank on the right leg and more
inferior on the left in order to allow the clinician to be able to distinguish both legs from each other
during data processing. This is illustrated in Figure 171.
Figure 171: An image from Visual3D of an LLI patient with the lateral thigh markers on the left
and right sides placed at different superior-inferior positions
Hip JRFs were computed in AnyBody (AnyBody Technology, Aalborg, Denmark)52. The calcu-
lation of JRFs in AnyBody at first required the recalculation of joint kinematics through the process
of inverse kinematics, which differed to the 6DoF model used to calculate kinematics in Visual3D.
The inverse dynamics method used to compute the JRFs was based upon the minimisation of a cost
function in the rigid body model. This cost function is introduced due to the number of muscles
crossing the joints being greater than the degrees of freedom, leading to a muscle redundancy prob-
lem. For this particular study, this cost function was specified as the minimisation of the maximum
muscle force. This was based upon on assumptions of how the CNS works and is thus subject to
error [325].
There are a number of assumptions that inverse dynamics makes including that the joints are fric-
tionless, that segment masses are concentrated at the centre of mass and there are no co-contractions
of agonist and antagonist muscles [326]. A preoperative THR patient may have arthritis at the joint
which could invalidate the assumption of a frictionless joint. The mass also may not be concen-
trated at the centre of mass and may be distributed. Due to the complexity and time constraints
52Details on how AnyBody works can be found on pages 85 - 89 in the Generic Methods
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in building a subject specific patient muscle morphology, the average healthy persons default model
in AnyBody was used. This model did not take into account the change in strength and location of
muscles following THR or the general weakness in muscles due to atrophy which occurs with age,
with most THR patients being over 60. No account was taken for differences in muscle morphology
between genders.
Radiographs cannot indicate an accurate location of the HJC due to being only 2D. The method
used in all of the studies in Visual3D was the Predictive Method, which utilises the positions of
anatomical landmarks and equations which have been defined using cadaver studies. The measure-
ments made on cadaveric specimens are often of healthy individuals and thus are not suitable for
estimating the HJC position of THR patients. These methods also rely on the accuracy of the lab-
oratory technician in correctly placing markers on bony landmarks which may have proven difficult
in clinically obese THR patients. The Davis HJC [273] was selected and used due to it being the
default technique used by Visual3D for PiG. The method as used by Harrington has been found to
be superior to that of Davis [301, 302, 306]. Differences between HJC positions are however often
small and unlikely to effect the conclusions draw from the present study.
12.4 Objective 3
Compute how error using the PiG model may have effected the variability seen in the
clinical gait analysis results
The third objective of this study was to critique the Vicon PiG marker model used for motion
capture during clinical analysis. The literature shows that the CGM, of which PiG is a derivative of,
is very sensitive to the positioning of the lateral thigh and shank markers [315, 316] together with
having a variable kinematic and kinetic output [317]. These studies were of particular importance
as an often highlighted weakness of PiG is the hierarchical nature of the model where proximal
changes can impact distal kinematics and kinetics, which has led to authors attempting to find
alternative solutions [415].
Alternative marker systems such as CAST are commonly used today over PiG with literature
showing that the results are not significantly different [276, 314] or that CAST is superior to PiG
[310, 315–318]. Comparisons were made between PiG and CAST in terms accuracy and reliability
using a novel method. The conclusions drawn would aid in assessing the reliability of the kinematic
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and kinetic results obtained in the investigation. It was predicted that PiG would be very sensitive
to marker placement, joint width measurement and the choice of HJC regression equation together
with showing greater variability than CAST.
As expected, the positioning of the lateral segment markers effected both that particular seg-
ments rotation together with all distal segments in standing trials. Moving the lateral segment
markers in the proximal-distal direction along the long axes of the thigh or shank had a greater
impact on rotation, especially at the more distal segment regions. Errors in the proximal-distal po-
sitioning of the lateral thigh/shank markers had a large impact on both joint angles and moments.
A marker misplaced by one marker distance (45mm) in the anterior-posterior direction was found
to cause a 4.4◦ error in peak hip flexion, a 0.73◦ error in peak hip abduction and a 31.3◦ error in
peak hip internal rotation. From a clinical perspective, these results indicated that PiG was prone
to high levels of error if care was not taken during marker placement.
The choice of HJC regression equation (Bell, Davis or Harrington) was found to effect both joint
angles and moments at all segments across all joints, with differences of <5% found for sagittal plane
joint angles, up to 46% in frontal plane angles and>200% in the transverse plane. Differences in joint
moments were generally a lot smaller, with the maximum difference between regression equations
for any plane being ≈40%. Due to the hierarchical nature of PiG, the choice of the Davis HJC
equation over those of Bell and Harrington would have impacted the results, with errors in the
sagittal plane however only being less than 5%.
Errors of 10mm in joint width measurement in PiG were found to effect the hip the least and
the ankle the most. Joint angles were more greatly effected than joint moments with moments only
effected at the knee and ankle. The ankle was the most effected by clinical width measurements due
to the impact of both the knee width and ankle width in determining the AJC position. Errors in
knee width effected joint angles the most in the frontal plane of the knee (≈41%) together with the
frontal (≈57%) and transverse (32%) planes of the ankle. Ankle width errors led to errors of <6%
at the hip and knee in terms of moments, with larger errors of up to 110% being present at the
ankle. These effects would have been amplified though many THR patients being clinically obese,
making identification of landmarks and clinical width measurements difficult.
In the clinical patient study, the only frontal plane motion studied was that of hip abduction-
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adduction whilst the only transverse plane motion was pelvic rotation. Pelvic kinematics are un-
affected by joint width measures, whilst joint angles were effected by a clinically non-significant
amount in terms of hip abduction-adduction. It can be concluded that errors from joint width
measures were minimal in the patient gait analysis. Suggested improvements in the PiG model
include the use of medial markers at the knee and ankle joints, which would then not require the
need for clinical knee/ankle width measurements or multiple knee/ankle width measurements made
and averages produced to increase reliability.
Substantial differences between the PiG and CAST marker sets were found in terms of joint
angles, joint moments and JRFs. The greatest differences in results were found in the frontal and
transverse planes, with there being a > 20◦ difference in terms of hip rotation. This agrees with the
literature [309, 310, 315–318]. Greater similarity was found in the sagittal plane. PiG was found to
show greater variability in results and larger standard deviations. Moments at the hip were largely
unaffected by the choice of marker model due to the position of the HJC having been pre-defined
using the Davis regression equation. Moments at the knee and ankle however were significantly
effected with a PiG having a 55% greater peak knee extension moment and 140% smaller peak
knee abduction moment than CAST. Hip JRFs were found to be greater using PiG together with
showing wider 95% confidence intervals.
The selection of PiG over CAST would have effected the present results and potentially the
conclusions drawn. The differences in peak hip flexion angle between PiG and CAST (3.4◦) for a
single patient exceeded the average difference between the LLI and Normal patients (0.7◦), but were
smaller in relation to the differences in minimum angle (14◦). Comparing the two patient groups
in terms of joint forces, at the 1st JRF peak there was a difference of 0.65N/kg whilst at the 2nd
peak there was a difference of 1.34N/kg. For the comparison between PiG and CAST, a difference
of 0.71N/kg was found at the 1st JRF peak with there being a 0.72N/kg difference at the 2nd. As
the differences in kinematics/kinetics produced by simply changing marker system were so large
relative to the differences between patient groups, it makes the selection of marker protocol used
for gait analysis very important
Study Limitations
The same LLI patient was used for most of the sensitivity analyses with the use of only 5 trials,
whereas for pathological gait between 5-10 trials have been recommended due to the potentially
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large variability [467]. The accuracy of gait kinematics and kinetics was limited to the precision
of the placement of markers on the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot. The comparison of PiG against
CAST was also subject to errors. The first of these was that the lateral thigh/shank marker was
not attached directly to the skin of the subject but only to the strapping of the cluster marker.
Thus movement of the marker with respect to the strapping may have differed to what would have
occurred had the marker been placed onto the skin. An additional error would have been introduced
in the selection of marker cluster location. This would not have greatly effected the CAST results
but as discussed previously, PiG is highly sensitive to the superior-inferior positioning of the lateral
thigh/shank markers.
The inverse kinematics process in AnyBody attempts to provide the position and orientation of
all segments at each time interval. This is undertaken through a process of least squares where the
residuals between the model marker positions and the experimental marker positions are minimised.
Each marker adds constraints to the segment, with a total of three per marker. On the other hand,
the results of CAST used an application in AnyBody called AnyGait, which uses the segment
optimisation method, also referred to as the 6DoF method. This model requires that all rigid
bodies to be defined as independent, whilst the inverse kinematics approach requires explicit joint
definitions. Due to the differences in the methods used to compute the JRF for both PiG and CAST,
it remains unknown how much of the variability seen was due to the different marker systems and
how much was due to the different techniques used to compute kinematics.
12.5 Objective 4
Analyse how differences in kinematics, kinetics and temporal-spatial parameters effect
the Symptomatic LLI, Happy THR and Normal groups in terms of predicted wear
rates and lubrication thickness
With there being no consensus in the literature with regards to how many patients following THR
end up with an LLI, there is large scope for patients to develop clinical symptoms directly linked
to leg length. The relatively large number of patients who are symptomatic has led LLI to become
of one the most common causes of orthopaedic malpractice claims [17, 18] with it contributing to
almost 5% of all medical errors [233]. For this reason, the impact of kinematics and kinematics on
wear rates and lubrication regimes at the hip joint was studied. This included analysis through the
use of the cross shear equation proposed by Kang et al. [391] and the fluid entrainment lubrication
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equation developed by Hamrock and Dowson [23]. It was predicted that Symptomatic LLI patients
would show the greatest predicted wear rates as a consequence of the greater variability in their
motion (multidirectional motion).
Motion paths, describing the paths 20 selected points on the femoral head moved during an
average gait cycle (Ramamurti et al. [403]), found that LLI patients had the most linear motion
paths with there being very few quasielliptical motion paths. This led to a greater aspect ratio
being found for the LLI patients. From a clinical perspective, this meant that more unidirectional
motion was occurring between the UHMWPE acetabular cup and femoral head, leading to strain
hardening [396]. This has been found to decrease the amount of wear [459]. Results from Kangs
cross shear equation indicated that the smallest cross shear ratio was found on the operated side
of the LLI patients, whilst larger ratios were found on the operated side of Happy THR patients
and Normal patients. A smaller cross shear ratio also showed that LLI patients would experience
less wear. Taking this perspective alone, it would indicate that LLI patients were less likely to have
a hip failure and require revision surgery. However, analysis used gait data whilst other activities
such as walking on stairs or running may lead to different amount of wear.
Other calculations found that the operated side of the LLI group had the smallest sliding distance
and sliding velocity, whilst Normal patients had the greatest. This was however computed during a
single stride. If the results were normalised for stride length, LLI patients had the greatest sliding
distance. This would indicate greater wear according to both the Archard equation and Kang’s
cross shear equation and go against the conclusions of a reduced wear rate due to strain hardening
of the UHMWPE cup. Lubricant levels in terms of entraining lubrication were found to be smaller
in both the LLI and Happy THR patients relative to Normal patients, most likely due to a smaller
walking velocity. Reduced fluid entrainment would additionally lead to greater surface interaction
and greater wear. This indicated that if patients walk using similar gait characteristics to a Normal
healthy individual, they could increase the level of fluid entrainment in the joint and potentially
reduce the amount of wear that occurs; this may be an important clinical finding. The results from
this section were unexpected as it was thought that LLI patients would show more multidirectional
motion due to having to compensate for a leg length difference. However, this may have been
counteracted by the reduction in the hip range of motion that these patients were walking with.
Study Limitations
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Kang’s cross shear ratio together with the aspect ratio also only give approximations for wear
rates based on gait. It is possible that many of the THR patients undertake other activities such
as walking up and down stairs or playing sports, which may increase the rate of wear of the hip
implant. Bergmann et al. [148] reported a 23% increase in JRFs when walking upstairs relative
to normal gait, which if incorporated into Kang equation would have impacted the results. The
computation of many of the results was dependent on the input constants. These included material
properties such as the Youngs Modulus (β) and Poissons Ratio (γ) together with the cup and
femoral head radius. Joint angle and force data were also used as an input and hence the results
were also dependent on their accuracy. Results were also dependent on the cardan angle sequence
selected.
12.6 Concluding Remarks
To answer the initial project objective, we have evaluated different areas including anthropometrics,
demographics, gait, marker systems and implant durability. Using all of these results, it is possible
to give arguments in favour of why the patients in the LLI group were symptomatic. Listed below
are four propositions together with the evidences for and against them being true.
12.6.1 Proposition 1
LLI patients were symptomatic directly due to having smaller body proportions
The evidence for this proposition includes that LLI patients were significantly shorter than
Happy THR patients. This may however have been due to the greater proportion of females in
the Symptomatic LLI patient group. If comparisons are made between two patients with an equal
amount of leg length difference but with different heights, the leg length difference would make up
a greater proportion of the overall height of the shorter individual. Hence this patient would be
more likely to suffer from symptoms such as lumbar scoliosis. Patients with larger BMI’s would be
more likely to suffer from a difference in leg length due to being more difficult to operate on [7].
General trends were also found with LLI patients demonstrating larger leg length differences
and shorter pelves, although differences were not statistically significant. Basic trigonometry showed
that patients with these characteristics would have greater pelvic obliquity when standing and hence
compensate more at the pelvis when walking. This can lead to pain and osteoarthritis in the hip and
the knee on both the operated and non-operated sides, together with an increase in wear through
edge loading [13, 244, 253, 469]. Females are often smaller in body proportions than males and are
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more likely to suffer from sciatic nerve pain due to leg lengthening as the nerve is in closer proximity
to the surgical site [470].
There are however counterarguments to body proportions being a factor linked to being symp-
tomatic for an LLI. Variables such as femoral offset, BMI and inter-hip distance were not found to
statistically differ between the LLI and Happy THR groups. In addition, studies have found that
women are more likely to undergo THR, with the National Joint Registry (NJR) in 2012 finding
that 60% of procedures were undertaken on women [1]. Thus it may not be surprising that one of
the two clinical groups analysed had a greater proportion of females than males and hence smaller
body proportions.
Overall, it can be seen that body proportions have an impact to a certain extent on deter-
mining whether patients are symptomatic for an LLI, with statistical significance found for height.
General trends were also found for femoral offset and inter-hip distance, with LLI patients having
smaller measured values than Happy THR. However, this implies that females are more likely to be
symptomatic due to them more often being smaller than males. This, combined with the fact that
females are more likely to suffer from surgical complications due to nerve pain, indicate that being
female may share a stronger link to the Symptomatic LLI group than body proportion although
all patients with smaller body proportions should be classified prior to surgery as being at a higher
risk.
12.6.2 Proposition 2
LLI patients were symptomatic due to weakened abductor muscles and/or soft tissues
There are evidences linking being symptomatic for a LLI to abductor muscle weakness. Many
of the LLI patients exhibited the Trendelenburg Gait pattern during walking which is a common
symptom of weakened abductor muscles where the pelvis tilts downwards on the weakened side
[471]. A loss of hip extension, as seen on the operated side of the LLI patients, has been linked to
weaknesses in hip extensor muscles (Gluteus Maximus) [472], which are damaged during surgery.
Extension levels remained closer to normal on the non-operated side. It thus is clear that the loss
of extension on the operated side was linked to the operative procedure in terms of either being a
consequence of muscle weakness or leg length. The latter cannot be true as the magnitudes of leg
length differences between the two groups was found to not be significantly different.
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All of the patients in the Symptomatic LLI group had an increase in leg length postoperatively
via the use of a larger femoral offset, which requires increased soft tissue tension. Femoral offset
results were not significantly different between the Symptomatic LLI and Happy THR patients.
This was surprising as height was significantly greater for the Happy THR group, and has been
found to strongly correlate to femur size [436]. It appears than the LLI patients on average had
larger femoral offsets used than would be expected for their body size which potentially led to there
not being statistical significance detected.
The present results do not indicate that any evidence existed against weakened muscle leading to
a symptomatic LLI. Evidence however would be difficult to obtain as no direct testing on muscles
was taken post-analysis in order to determine parameters such as muscle strength. In addition,
there was no qualitative evidence indicating that the patients were complaining of muscle weakness
or that they were troubled by changes in gait such as the Trendelenburg gait. A future study
should attempt testing on muscle activity and strength levels via the use of an EMG/Biodex or an
alternative measurement technique in order to see if there are significant differences between groups.
A more thorough qualitative analysis should also be undertaken, with patients asked questions
specifically related to their opinions on the effect of the operative procedure on the muscles around
the hip.
Due to the lack of quantitative evidence analysing the functioning of the abductor muscles
and the absence of qualitative information with regards to patient perspectives, it is difficult to
conclusively say that the weakness of muscles around the hip joint was directly linked to patients
being symptomatic for an LLI. However, results such as the majority of LLI patients showing a
loss of hip extension on the operated side, a Trendelenburg gait and the impact of the selection of
femoral offset on soft tissue laxity do indicate that the postoperative changes in muscles did share
a relationship with whether a patient was symptomatic for an LLI.
12.6.3 Proposition 3
LLI patients were symptomatic due to abnormal gait characteristics
LLI patients walked significantly slower than Happy THR patients at potentially a ”comfortable”
speed, perhaps which causes less pain or uses less energy, rather than a natural or ”happy” speed,
defined as a speed which meets patients expectations post-THR and is within the range walked
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by healthy peers. This may have led to the differences between the patient groups in terms of
kinematics and kinetics. Patients in the LLI group also demonstrated greater hip flexion on the
operated side and greater knee extension on the non-operated side when standing relative to Happy
THR patients. They also showed knee extension on the non-operated side, which was not seen for
the other groups. These are methods used to increase and decrease leg length respectively and may
have made patients symptomatic due to there being a asymmetric stance.
During dynamic motion a vaulting gait was seen, with greater knee flexion at toe off for LLI
patients relative to Normal patients on the operated side. On the non-operated side, a reduction
in knee flexion was seen. LLI patients showed the greatest amount of asymmetry between limbs
leading to an inefficient gait, which could have led to them being symptomatic [244]. Pospischill et
al. [449] found that preoperatively patients showed a loss of hip extension on the operated side, as
in the LLI group, which recovered overtime. It may be that the Symptomatic LLI group patients
were symptomatic as they did not show an improvement in gait post-THR through maintaining the
loss in hip extension.
Although there are certain evidences linking the LLI patients being symptomatic post-THR to
an abnormal gait, changes in gait were most likely not the cause of patients being symptomatic
but the effect. For instance, a reduced walking speed could be linked to other factors such as an
asymmetric gait caused by one leg being longer than the other, muscle weakness or even a lack of
confidence in walking ability. Differences in the standing angles were likely to share a relationship
with the LLI/height ratio whilst the loss in hip extension during gait was potentially linked to
the stretching of soft tissue around the hip during surgery or contractures/weaknesses in muscle
developed preoperatively.
The only motion analysed in the present study was gait. It may be that patients found gait a
more difficult activity but found other activities such as walking down the stairs easier. No detailed
qualitative evidence was taken from the patients with regards to why they were symptomatic,
including whether the asymmetry between the limbs or walking slower than they would prefer was
problematic. Conclusions are therefore difficult to make. A future study should comprise of detailed




LLI patients were symptomatic due to the increased rate of wear
The underlying reason for a patient being symptomatic may have been linked to the rate of
wear. LLI patients had larger sliding distances per metre than Happy THR patients. These larger
sliding distances per metre were found due to the LLI patients taking shorter strides. According to
both the Archard wear equation and Kang’s cross shear ratio, this would lead to greater wear over
time. The resulting pain and stiffness at the joint may have led to patients becoming symptomatic.
There are however strong arguments against this proposition. Firstly, the impact of wear usually
occurs in the longer term and is less likely to have short term effects, with some LLI patients being
1 year post-surgery. LLI patients had smaller resultant loads on average than Happy THR patients,
which in theory would mean less wear. LLI patients also showed more unidirectional motion paths
which leads to strain hardening on a polyethylene on metal cup and to a reduction in wear. This
was demonstrated in the calculation of the aspect ratio and the motion paths of each loci on the
femoral head. There was no qualitative evidence suggesting that patients complained about joint
instability. There was also no information on patient activity levels following THR which would
have influenced the amount of wear.
Overall it is difficult to make conclusions with regards to wear and being symptomatic for an
LLI due to conflicting information together with the absence of certain information. Despite LLI
patients showing greater sliding distances per metre, as these patients are symptomatic they are
likely to walk shorter distances and hence according to both the Archard equation and Kang’s
Cross Shear equation there would be a reduction in the amount of wear. In addition, the present
results show that the LLI patients had more unidirectional motion which supports the idea that
they would have less wear than their Happy THR patients. The most conclusive amount of evidence
for wear being a potential reason for being symptomatic would be if in-vitro wear testing comparing
the relative motion between the head and the cup of both the Happy THR and LLI groups was
undertaken. This could use specific input data such as the average motion paths produced by each
patient group, gait cycle loads and the sliding velocity. A future study should address this.
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12.7 Summary
The results of this investigation indicate that there is not a single factor which determines whether
a patient is symptomatic for a LLI, with there being interactions between gait, wear and anthro-
pometric measures. Our study has been limited in that additional factors which may have effected
the results such as preoperative gait, preoperative anthropometrics, activity levels and additional
qualitative information from a questionnaire are missing. In addition, due to the large number of
statistical results in this study, the multiple hazard comparison applies making it increasingly likely
that false positive results were obtained.
The most that we can conclude is that highly active females or males with small body pro-
portions are most likely to by symptomatic for an LLI and should be identified prior to operative
procedure as being high risk. A large majority of these patients also showed gait characteristics
of muscle weakening, with the risk factor of being symptomatic increasing with more muscle in-
vasive techniques or over-stretching of soft tissue through selecting a large femoral offset [465].
Gait characteristics are likely an effect of all the previously mentioned risk, rather than a cause in
themselves.
12.8 Future Work
A future investigation which attempts to build upon this study should undertake the following:
1. Measure gait results both preoperatively and postoperatively using a larger data set. A larger
dataset would give greater reliability in the results. Variables such as surgical technique,
implant type and clinical experience should be compared as they have previously found to have
an effect on determining whether a patient is symptomatic for an LLI [227, 236, 241, 242].
Variables such as height and BMI could be further analysed whilst it would also allow a
thorough analysis on the effects of gender.
2. A more detailed form of qualitative assessment with questions probing the exact reasons for
being symptomatic e.g. the time of symptom onset postoperatively.
3. Subject specific investigations on a greater range of activities e.g. stair climbing, to understand
better the risks of LLI on the wear of the hip implant. Models could be built which closely
match those of the desired patient by for example having the correct muscle attachment points.
Carbone et al [367] showed that small errors in the insertion or via points of the muscle can
have a significant impact on muscle force predictions. This can be of particular importance in
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modelling pathological conditions or surgery such as THR where the insertion and via points
could have been either changed or had their corresponding muscle fibre removed.
4. Investigate compensatory mechanisms of LLI patients using a less variable method such as
CAST. The use of CAST was found to show less variability than PiG for angles, moments
and forces.
5. Investigate the impact of a LLI on forces at the knee joint on both the operated and non-
operated sides. As there are muscles which span both the hip and knee, JRFs at the knees
could be effected and lead to osteoarthritis. For instance, the bicep femoris muscle at the
hamstrings contributes to hip flexion and external rotation and likewise with the knee [28]. On




This is the first study to undertake an analysis of gait, anthropometrics and wear rates for patients
with a LLI following THR. The aim at the beginning of the study was:
To understand why certain patient following a Total Hip Replacement were symp-
tomatic for a Leg Length Inequality whilst others remained asymptomatic
To answer this question, various studies were undertaken including comparing the gait of Symp-
tomatic LLI patients to other patient groups, comparing anthropometric measures and demographics
such as femoral offset and age, analysing the effect of gait kinematics and kinetics on wear together
with a critique of the PiG marker system used to measure gait. Some of the more interesting
results were that LLI patients showed a characteristic loss of hip extension on the operated side,
variations in pelvic compensatory mechanisms although Trendelenburg gait was commonly seen, a
reduction in walking speed, increased gait asymmetry, smaller body proportions and greater sliding
distances per metre. From these results, four propositions were given stating that LLI patients were
symptomatic potentially due to:
1. Having smaller body proportions
2. Weakened abductor muscles and/or soft tissues
3. Abnormal gait characteristics
4. Increased rate of wear
Overall, it was concluded that there was no definitive reason which could be pinpointed as being
the reason why LLI patients were symptomatic. Evidence however did lean towards patients with
smaller body proportions, weakened abductor muscles and an asymmetric gait being more likely
to be symptomatic. There was however scope for error due to factors which were not controlled in
this study such as not having preoperative data and the use of the PiG marker system, which was
found to be very sensitive to marker positioning and the choice of regression equation in determin-
ing the position of the HJC. Nevertheless, this thesis has made some significant advances in the
understanding of PiG and its important parameters for clinical application. The study provides a
platform in attempting to identify those patients most at risk to developing a LLI, in determining
errors in clinical measurement techniques and in specifying areas of future research which could be
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15 Appendix I
Table 24: LLI and Happy THR patients demographics and anthropometrics
Patient ID Sex BMI Height (m)
LLI 1 f 23.8 1.64
LLI 2 m 28.8 1.79
LLI 3 f 28.8 1.52
LLI 4 f 28.3 1.51
LLI 5 m 27.6 1.70
LLI 6 f 31.2 1.55
LLI 7 f 20.1 1.61
LLI 8 f 22.1 1.72
LLI 9 f 24.6 1.59
LLI 10 f 30.6 1.64
LLI 11 f 29.7 1.51
LLI 12 f 38.6 1.60
LLI 13 No Data No Data No Data
LLI 14 f 24.6 1.58
LLI 15 f 28.3 1.56
LLI 16 f 26.0 1.57
LLI 17 f 27.5 1.52
LLI 18 f 33.3 1.71
LLI 19 f 29.6 1.55
LLI 20 m 24.3 1.74
LLI 21 f 24.4 1.62
LLI 22 f 27.4 1.62
LLI 23 m 30.9 1.68
LLI 24 m 29.1 1.65
LLI 25 f 36.3 1.62
LLI 26 f 37.4 1.75
Happy THR 1 m 30.8 1.86
Happy THR 2 m 23.5 1.77
Happy THR 3 m 32.6 1.80
Happy THR 4 m 31.7 1.61
Happy THR 5 f 26.9 1.60
Happy THR 6 m 33.2 1.74
Happy THR 7 m 44.1 1.64
Happy THR 8 f 25.2 1.57
Happy THR 9 m 26.0 1.77
Happy THR 10 f 22.1 1.66
Happy THR 11 f 28.7 1.54
Happy THR 12 m 27.1 1.84
Happy THR 13 m 37.0 1.74
Happy THR 14 m 37.3 1.70
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Table 25: Normal patients demographics and anthropometrics
Patient ID Sex BMI Height (m)
N1 m 21.0 1.76
N2 m 20.1 1.76
N3 f 27.4 1.67
N4 m 31.8 1.73
N5 f 25.1 1.64
N6 m 21.9 1.76
N7 f 23.3 1.70
N8 m 24.0 1.87
N9 m 26.6 1.83
N10 f 24.9 1.65
N11 f 25.0 1.56
N12 f 24.5 1.63
N13 f 22.6 1.63
N14 f 25.4 1.59
N15 m 24.1 1.82
N16 m 25.1 1.68
N17 f 23.5 1.66
N18 m 26.9 1.73
N19 m 28.4 1.68
N20 f 24.2 1.66
N21 m 21.9 1.78
N22 m 26.9 1.80
N23 f 27.3 1.69
N24 f 21.3 1.53
N25 f 22.1 1.68
N26 f 21.0 1.57
N27 m 28.5 1.84
N28 m 30.0 1.78
N29 m 22.0 1.79
N30 m 26.5 1.72
N31 f 20.8 1.60
N32 f 23.4 1.60
N33 m 24.8 1.72
N34 f 27.7 1.70
N35 f 26.7 1.76
N36 m 27.8 1.77
N37 f 21.4 1.56









Participant Information Sheet (control group) 
 






You are being invited to take part in a research study. The study is making an 
assessment of lower limb function. This means we are using special equipment to 
look at how people walk. 
 
Before you decide, it is important for you to understand why the research is being 
done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the following information 
carefully and discuss it with your friends, relatives, and GP if you would like. 
Phone us if there is anything that is not clear or you would like further information. 





Q: What is the purpose of this study? 
A:  This study is looking at how well people walk after hip surgery. 
 
 
Q: Why have I been chosen? 
A: You have been asked to take part because we would to like to compare 
information from people who have no walking problems with data we are 
collecting from patients who do have walking problems after hip surgery. 
Information on the way you walk will help researchers decide how best to look 
after some individuals before and after hip surgery.  
 
 
Q: Do I have to take part? 
A: It is up to you to decide if you would like to take part. If you decide to take part 
you are still free to withdraw at any time without giving a reason. A decision to 
withdraw at any time, or decision not to take part, will not affect the standard of 
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Q: What will happen if I choose to take part? 
A:  If you decide that you want to take part, the researchers will ask you to 
complete some questions. These questions will take no more than 10 minutes 
to complete.  
 
Once the questions are complete the researchers will take some clinical 
measurements and look at how you walk using special equipment. This part 
should take no more than 30 minutes in total. 
 
The equipment uses a number of cameras, the cameras record pictures of 
reflective markers that are attached to you. These markers are fixed around 
your feet, legs and pelvis with the help of special tape. For the cameras to ‘see’ 
all of the markers the researchers suggest that you wear shorts and close 
fitting clothes during your visit to the gait laboratory. There is somewhere 
private for you to get changed in the gait laboratory. 
 
With the markers in place you will be asked to walk short distances. Once the 
cameras have recorded how you walk you may be asked to walk a short 




Q: What do I have to do? 
A: You will be asked to complete some questionnaires, get changed, have a 
number of measurements taken, have a number of markers fixed to you and 
you will be asked to walk a short distance a number of times.  
 
 
Q: What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part? 
A: Apart from the time taken (which should be no more than 40 minutes) there are 
no disadvantages of taking part in this study. However, in the unlikely event of 
you being dissatisfied with the way the researchers have behaved you can 
contact Dr Anthony Redmond on 0113 3924914.  
 
If you are harmed by taking part in this research project, there are no special 
compensation arrangements. If you are harmed due to someone’s negligence, 
the normal NHS indemnity arrangements will apply. Regardless of this, if you 
wish to complain about any aspect of the way you have been approached or 
treated during the course of this study the normal National Health Service 
complaints mechanism will be available to you. 
 
 
Q: What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
A: There are no direct benefits to you taking part. However this research is very 
important to help us learn more about how people walk after hip surgery. 
 
 
Q: Will my taking part in this study be confidential? 
A:  All information collected will be strictly confidential. Any information will have 
your name and address removed so you can not be recognised from it.  
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Q: What will happen to the results of this research study? 
A: Once completed the results of this study will be published in appropriate 
medical journals and presented at conferences where the information can be 
used by other clinicians to improve their treatment of people who have had or 
are about to undergo hip replacement surgery.  
 
All published material will be anonymous, with all names and addresses 
removed so you will not be identifiable in any way.   
 
 
Q: Who is organising and funding this study? 
A: This study is being funded by the LMBRU (Leeds Musculoskeletal Biomedical 
Research Unit) which has been established by the NIHR (National Institute for 
Health Research). The LMBRU has been set up to undertake translational 
clinical research in priority areas of disease: Leeds was identified as an 
international leader in musculoskeletal disease research. 
 
 
Contact for further information: 
Should you wish to discuss any aspect of this project please contact; 
Dr Derrick White on 0113 3923064 or Dr Anthony Redmond on 0113 3924914.  
 
 
Thank you very much for taking the time to read this information sheet. 
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Participant Information Sheet (group ii & iii) 
 






You are being invited to take part in a research study. The study is making an 
assessment of lower limb function. This means we are using special equipment to 
look at how people walk. 
 
Before you decide, it is important for you to understand why the research is being 
done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the following information 
carefully and discuss it with your friends, relatives, and GP if you would like. 
Phone us if there is anything that is not clear or you would like further information. 





Q: What is the purpose of this study? 
A:  This study is looking at how well people walk after hip surgery. 
 
You will not be required to undergo any treatment that is different to what you 
would normally do. You will be asked to answer some short questions and to 
walk short distances along special walkways that measure how you walk. 
 
 
Q: Why have I been chosen? 
A: You have been asked to take part because we would to like to compare 
information from people who have no walking problems with data we are 
collecting from patients who do have walking problems after hip surgery. 
Information on the way you walk, along with the x-ray images of your hip/pelvis 
will help researchers decide how best to look after some individuals before and 
after hip surgery.  
 
 
Q: Do I have to take part? 
A: It is up to you to decide if you would like to take part. If you decide to take part 
you are still free to withdraw at any time without giving a reason. A decision to 
withdraw at any time, or decision not to take part, will not affect the standard of 
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Q: What will happen if I choose to take part? 
A:  If you decide that you want to take part, the researchers will ask you to 
complete some questions. These questions will take no more than 10 minutes 
to complete.  
 
Once the questions are complete the researchers will take some clinical 
measurements and look at how you walk using special equipment. This part 
should take no more than 30 minutes in total. 
 
The equipment uses a number of cameras, the cameras record pictures of 
reflective markers that are attached to you. These markers are fixed around 
your feet, legs and pelvis with the help of special tape. For the cameras to ‘see’ 
all of the markers the researchers suggest that you wear shorts and close 
fitting clothes during your visit to the gait laboratory. There is somewhere 
private for you to get changed in the gait laboratory. 
 
With the markers in place you will be asked to walk short distances. Once the 
cameras have recorded how you walk you may be asked to walk a short 
distance on a special walkway that also examines how you walk.  
 
The researchers will also review the x-ray images of your hip/pelvis. You will 
not be asked to have any extra x-rays of your hip or pelvis. 
 
 
Q: What do I have to do? 
A: You will be asked to complete some questionnaires, get changed, have a 
number of measurements taken, have a number of markers fixed to you and 
you will be asked to walk a short distance a number of times.  
 
 
Q: What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part? 
A: Apart from the time taken (which should be no more than 40 minutes) there are 
no disadvantages of taking part in this study. However, in the unlikely event of 
you being dissatisfied with the way the researchers have behaved you can 
contact Dr Anthony Redmond on 0113 3924914.  
 
If you are harmed by taking part in this research project, there are no special 
compensation arrangements. If you are harmed due to someone’s negligence, 
the normal NHS indemnity arrangements will apply. Regardless of this, if you 
wish to complain about any aspect of the way you have been approached or 
treated during the course of this study the normal National Health Service 
complaints mechanism will be available to you. 
 
 
Q: What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
A: There are no direct benefits to you taking part. However this research is very 
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Q: Will my taking part in this study be confidential? 
A:  All information collected will be strictly confidential. Any information will have 
your name and address removed so you can not be recognised from it.  
 
Q: What will happen to the results of this research study? 
A: Once completed the results of this study will be published in appropriate 
medical journals and presented at conferences where the information can be 
used by other clinicians to improve their treatment of people who have had or 
are about to undergo hip replacement surgery.  
 
All published material will be anonymous, with all names and addresses 
removed so you will not be identifiable in any way.   
 
 
Q: Who is organising and funding this study? 
A: This study is being funded by the LMBRU (Leeds Musculoskeletal Biomedical 
Research Unit) which has been established by the NIHR (National Institute for 
Health Research). The LMBRU has been set up to undertake translational 
clinical research in priority areas of disease: Leeds was identified as an 
international leader in musculoskeletal disease research. 
 
 
Contact for further information: 
Should you wish to discuss any aspect of this project please contact; 
Dr Derrick White on 0113 3923064 or Dr Anthony Redmond on 0113 3924914.  
 
 
Thank you very much for taking the time to read this information sheet. 









Leg length discrepancy following total hip arthroplasty. 
Lead Researcher: A. Redmond 
 
 




1. I confirm that I have read and understand the Patient Information Sheet for the 
above study, dated 15th July 2009. I have had the opportunity to consider the 




2. I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without having 

















Name of Patient                              
  







Name of Person 
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Leg length discrepancy following total hip arthroplasty  
Lead Researcher: A. Redmond 
 




1. I confirm that I have read and understand the Patient Information Sheet for the 
above study, dated 17h July 2009. I have had the opportunity to consider the 




2. I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without having 




3. I understand that relevant sections of my medical notes, including x-rays, CT 
scans and data collected during the study may be looked at by individuals from 
the University of Leeds, from regulatory authorities or from the NHS Trust, where 
it is relevant to my taking part in this research. I give permission for these 








5. I give permission for the data collected in this study to be used in this and future 




Name of Patient                              
  







Name of Person 


























Performance, Governance and Operations 
Research & Innovation Service 
Charles Thackrah Building 
101 Clarendon Road 
Leeds LS2 9LJ   
Tel: 0113 343 4873 





School of Mechanical Engineering 
University of Leeds 
Leeds, LS2 9JT 
 
MEEC Faculty Research Ethics Committee 
University of Leeds 




Title of study The Biomechanical Effects of Marker Placement and EMG 
for Gait Analysis – on Student volunteers only 
Ethics reference MEEC 12-004 
 
I am pleased to inform you that the application listed above has been reviewed by the 
MaPS and Engineering joint Faculty Research Ethics Committee (MEEC FREC) and 
following receipt of your response to the Committee’s initial comments, I can confirm 
a favourable ethical opinion as of the date of this letter. The following documentation 
was considered: 
 
Document    Version Date 
MEEC 12-004 2012 November MEEC 12-004 Committee Provisional.doc 1 05/11/12 
MEEC 12-004 2012 ethics.doc 1 05/11/12 
MEEC 12-004 Health and Safety  Wahid 2012.doc 1 05/11/12 
MEEC 12-004 sample e-mail.docx 1 05/11/12 
MEEC 12-004 Example_participant_consent_form.doc 2 05/11/12 
MEEC 12-004 Information for Subjects_consent_screen.docx 2 05/11/12 
MEEC 12-004 e-mail to be sent around.docx 1 22/10/12 
MEEC 12-004 Health and Safety  Wahid 2012.doc 1 22/10/12 
MEEC 12-004 UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS MEDIC QU ver 02.docx 1 22/10/12 
MEEC 12-004 2012 ethics.doc 1 22/10/12 
MEEC 12-004 2012 AMMAR WAHID Ethical_Review_Form Stewart Messenger.doc 1 01/10/12 
 
 
Please notify the committee if you intend to make any amendments to the original 
research as submitted at date of this approval, including changes to recruitment 
methodology. All changes must receive ethical approval prior to implementation. The 
amendment form is available at 
http://researchsupport.leeds.ac.uk/index.php/academic_staff/good_practice/managin




Please note: You are expected to keep a record of all your approved documentation, 
as well as documents such as sample consent forms, and other documents relating 
to the study. This should be kept in your study file, which should be readily available 
for audit purposes. You will be given a two week notice period if your project is to be 
audited. There is a checklist listing examples of documents to be kept which is 








Senior Research Ethics Administrator, Research & Innovation Service 
On behalf of Professor Gary Williamson, Chair, MEEC FREC 
 
CC: Student’s supervisor(s) 
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Title of the study: The Biomechanical Effects of Marker Placement on Gait Analysis 
 
Introduction 
We are inviting you to take part in a research study. Before you decide whether you 
would like to take part, it is important for you to understand why the research is being 
done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the following information 
carefully and discuss it with friends and relatives if you wish. Ask us if there is 
anything that is not clear, or if you would like more information (a contact number 
and address are at the end of this information sheet). Take time to decide whether or 
not you wish to take part. 
 
Background to and purpose of the study 
 
Research requires the use of a gait laboratory, used for examining the walking pattern 
of an individual, in a clinical and/or academic setting. The volunteer will have 
fluorescent spherical markers placed at various joints from the pelvis down to the 
ankle. Different sets/types of marker sets will be used with markers being placed at 
various locations.  
 
The volunteer will firstly stand static in a comfortable position wearing markers 
whilst their arms are spread out. They will then walk down the gait platform (a set 
walking path) and will place their foot purposely onto a force platform which will be 
located along the walk-way. This will be repeated between 6-12 times with the 
individual alternating placing their left and right foot onto the platform during each 
repeat trial. The spherical markers will be picked up by infrared cameras located at 
specific points across the room. This will then allow a 3-D image to be developed 
onto the technicians computer showing the movement of the volunteer whilst walking 
down the pathway, together with their pose when static. The data will then be 
exported into a software program for analysis of hip motions and loads during 




Am I a suitable participant for the study? 
 
The study will analyse the gait of healthy individuals who are free from 
musculoskeletal disease. There are no other suitability criteria for the study. 
 
Do I have to take part? 
 
Participants will have 2 weeks from volunteering to taking part and can withdraw at 
any time. If following the study students no longer wish for their data to be used for 
research it will be discarded through the deletion of all relevant files. 
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What will happen if I take part? 
 
Volunteers will visit the gait laboratory at the Miall Building in the University of 
Leeds and/or the laboratory at Chapel Allerton Hospital. Travel to the former will be 
on foot whilst the latter will use a Taxi service. Students will have to change into 
clothing provided by the department (t-shirt and shorts) and walk barefoot across a 
gait platform. The volunteers will however be required to bring suitable footwear i.e 
trainers. The joints from the hip down to the ankle will have fluorescent markers 
placed onto them which will be picked up by infrared cameras placed around the 
laboratory.  
 
The data produced will be in regards to joint motion and moments in all three planes 
for the pelvis, hip, knee and ankle together with hip joint forces. Data will also be 
produced with regards to temporal-spatial parameters (i.e. gait velocity, stride length, 
cycle time). All studies are non-invasive, will be anonymised and will not contain any 
video files of the student. Participants will have 2 weeks from volunteering to taking 
part and can withdraw at any time before or after the study 
 




How often will the test be? 
 
The test will be carried out only once in the Miall Building and/or at Chapel Allerton 
Hospital. On both occasions multiple sources of data will be acquired through the 
volunteer repeating the walk down the gait platform between 6-12 times 
 
What are the possible benefits of taking part in this study? 
 
Volunteers will be able to learn about the clinical measuring techniques carried out in 
the gait laboratory and the uncertainty/multiple sources of error which are 
unavoidable in motion analysis. As many of the student volunteers will be a part of 
the iMBE (Institute of Medical and Biological Engineering), the research could aid in 
their understanding of joint motion and may aid in their research projects. 
 
What happens if something goes wrong? 
 
Both laboratories have a healthy and safety protocol which will be adhered to in case 
of an accident or an emergency 
 
Will taking part in this study be kept confidential? 
 
The data outlined by the 1998 Data Protection Act in terms of sensitive information 
will not be recorded. The students volunteering will have their names anonymised 
through having all data recorded in terms of patient number and trial number. The 
data will be stored on a CD and be accessible to the research instigator and the 
supervisors 
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What will happen to the results of the study? 
 
This study will investigate the differences in joint motions, moments and forces. 
Results will be used to analyse the variations present with the use of different marker 
systems together with assessing the effects of marker misplacement. These will form 
a part of a PhD thesis and may be published in medical/biomechanics journals and/or 
presented to experts at conferences in the future. 
 
Contact for further information 
 
Ammar Wahid Room  
X302  
iMBE  
School of Mechanical Engineering  




































1 I have read the Participant Information Sheet.  
 
Yes/No 




3 I am satisfied with the answers to my questions. 
 
Yes/No 
4 I have received enough information about this study. 
 
Yes/No 
5 I have spoken to Mr Ammar Wahid 
 
Yes/No 
6 I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time 
without giving reason and without affecting my future care.  
 
Yes/No 













Signature of person taking consent.................................. 
 

















Please read the following questions very carefully and answer each one honestly by 
deleting as applicable. 
 
1 Has your doctor ever said that you have a heart condition and that you 
should only do physical activity recommended by a doctor? 
 
Yes/No 
2 Do you feel pain in your chest when you do physical activity? 
 
Yes/No 




4 Has you doctor ever said that you have high blood pressure? 
 
Yes/No 




6 Do you ever have nausea when you exercise? 
 
Yes/No 
7 Do you ever feel short of breath when you exercise? 
 
Yes/No 
8 Do you have any bone, joint, or muscular problem(s) that could be made 
worse by exercising? 
 
Yes/No 
9 Is you doctor currently prescribing drugs for you? 
 
Yes/No 
10 Do you smoke? 
 
Yes/No 
11 Do you drink excessive amounts of alcohol on a regular basis? 
 
Yes/No 
12 Do you know of any other reason why you should not do vigorous 




I have read, understood and completed the questionnaire to the best of knowledge  
 
Name __________________________ 
 
Signature_______________________________  
 
Date_____________ 
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